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MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER

Pursuant to Ohio Adm. Code 4901-1-24(A), Santanna Natural Gas Corporation 

d/b/a Santanna Energy Services (Santanna) moves for a protective order to prevent further 

unduly burdensome and harassing discovery requests from its competitor. Interstate Gas 

Supply, Inc. d/b/a IGS Energy (IGS). Santanna asks that IGS be limited to seeking 

discovery reasonably related to allegations made in IGS’ Complaint and that the Public 

Utilities Commission of Ohio (Commission) order IGS to cease with its fishing expedition 

wherein it uses burdensome discovery requests regarding enrollments unconnected to IGS’ 

Complaint in an attempt to uncover some kind of wrongdoing that has not been specifically 

alleged in IGS’ Complaint as the Commission’s rules require.* IGS should not be permitted 

to abuse the Commission’s complaint process by using it as a means to conduct an internal 

investigation of its competitors.

Santanna has, in good faith, attempted to answer many of IGS’ requests in hopes 

of resolving this matter amicably. But Santanna now sees no reasonable alternative to 

filing this motion because IGS has filed a Motion to Compel responses to the irrelevant

Ohio Adm. Code 4901-9-01(B).
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and invasive discovery requests that Santanna has objected to thus far and has also served 

additional similarly invasive discovery requests to the ones that are the subject of IGS’ 

Motion to Compel, which would require Santanna to unjustly expend significant resources 

to investigate and respond to these requests without a rational basis.

The reasons underlying this Motion are set forth in the attached Memorandum in 

Support. Also attached hereto are copies of the discovery requests which are the subject 

of this motion, pursuant to Ohio Adm. Code 4901-1-24(B)(2), and an affidavit of counsel 

setting forth the efforts which have been made to resolve any differences with the party 

seeking discovery, pursuant to Ohio Adm. Code 4901-1-24(B)(3).^ 

Attachment A, B, and C to this motion are being filed in redacted form in order to protect 

information related to specific customers. Attachment D is being filed under seal.

Respectfully submitted,

/s/ Kimberly W Boiko
Kimberly W. Bojko (0069402) 
Brian W. Dressel (0097163) 
Carpenter Lipps& Leland LLP 
280 Plaza, Suite 1300 
280 North High Street 
Columbus, Ohio 43215 
Telephone; 614.365.4100 
boiko@carpenterlipps.com 
dressel@carpenterlipps.com

Counsel for Santanna

See Attachment E.



BEFORE
THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF OHIO

In the Matter of the Complaint of Interstate Gas )
Supply, Inc., d/b/a IGS Energy, v. Santanna )
Natural Gas Corporation, d/b/a Santanna ) Case No. 19-362-GE-CSS 
Energy Services, for Actions in Violation of the )
Ohio Revised and Administrative Codes. )

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT

I. INTRODUCTION

IGS necessitated this Motion when, rather than use the Commission’s discovery 

process to substantiate and gather information about the allegations contained within its 

Complaint, it sought expansive discovery on unrelated allegations in an attempt to prove 

wrongdoing by Santanna (its competitor) in order to bolster its place in the marketplace of 

Ohio’s competitive suppliers. As detailed below, IGS’ discovery requests far exceed the 

scope of the Complaint that it filed in this proceeding and seek information that appears to 

be sought in order to find some kind of wrongdoing that was in no way alleged in the 

Complaint. Thus, Santanna is asking the Commission to put an end to IGS’ expansive and 

harassing discovery requests.

IGS initiated this proceeding on February 1, 2019 when it filed its Complaint 

against Santanna, alleging that Santanna’s telephonic sales representatives were misleading 

customers by stating that they were representing “IDS Energy,” telling customers that their 

plans with IGS were expiring, and then soliciting those customers to enroll with Santanna.^

See Complaint at 5-13 (February 1,2019).



IGS did not allege wrongdoing related to any specific customer or enrollment, and did not 

allege that anyone soliciting on behalf of Santanna by direct solicitation committed any 

wrongdoing at all/ With that Complaint, IGS defined the scope of this proceeding and, 

pursuant to Ohio Adm. Code 4901-1-16, the scope of the discovery process.

Upon initial review of the Complaint, Santanna was struck by the substantial 

similarity between this Complaint and one that IGS had previously filed against a different 

supplier.^ A comparison between the instant Complaint and the one that IGS filed against 

Titan Gas LLC reveals that IGS made almost identical allegations in this Complaint/ it 

appeared as if IGS was regurgitating allegations that had previously resulted in settlement 

against another supplier that removed that supplier from the competitive market for a 

period of two years. At this point in the process, it was unclear whether IGS was in 

possession of any information specific to conduct by representatives on behalf of Santanna 

or if it was simply imputing allegations it had previously made against a different 

competitor to Santanna without a reasonable basis for doing so. IGS’ conduct in the 

discovery process has revealed that the latter is the case.

Santanna’s concerns that IGS was essentially fishing for evidence of wrongdoing 

by Santanna without a basis for doing so were exacerbated when Santanna attempted to 

determine the basis for IGS’ claims that customers had been misled by Santanna solicitors 

claiming to be representing “IDS” or “IDS Energy” by submitting a public records request 

to the Commission seeking “[a]ll informal complaints and/or contacts to the Commission’s

See Complaint.

^ Cf. Complaint, with In the Matter of the Complaint ofInterstate Gas Supply, Inc., d/b/a IGSY Energy v.
Titan Gas LLC d/b/a Titan Gas & Power, 17-2452-GE-CSS, Complaint (December 1,2017).

^ Id.



call center regarding IDS Energy or IDS beginning Januaiy 1,2018 through the date of this 

letter.”^ As seen in Attachment D, the only time IDS is mentioned in all of the referenced 

records is in Case Number 00182335, an informal complaint against IGS (not 

IDS). Importantly, the customer did not accuse a Santanna representative from using the 

name IDS. In fact, the only time IDS is mentioned is in the context of IGS’ representative 

stating that it believed the entity that the customer was complaining about was IDS (instead 

of IGS).^ The Commission’s records, however, contain no support for IGS’ theory. What 

is clear, however, is that the Commission’s public records demonstrate that no customer 

ever called the Commission complaining about solicitations in the name of IDS during the 

requisite time period. Without evidence substantiating its claims, IGS’ Complaint should 

be dismissed. Alternatively, IGS’ discovery on its competitor should be confined to the 

four comers of the Complaint, wherein its purported claims are asserted.

Throughout the discovery process, IGS has served Santanna with requests related 

to matters that its Complaint simply does not address, appearing to confirm Santanna’s 

concern that IGS was conducting a fishing expedition rather than pursuing a complaint 

regarding allegations for which it had evidence. For instance, IGS has sought information 

concerning Santanna’s direct solicitation processes (despite not alleging wrongdoing in 

that area of Santanna’s solicitation business), the enrollment of specific customers (despite 

not alleging wrongdoing with regard to any specific enrollments in its Complaint), and all 

enrollments performed by certain Santanna vendors (despite not alleging that it has any 

information to suggest that even a fraction of these enrollments violated Ohio law or the

’ See Attachment D. The request was submitted to the Commission on May 13, 2019. 

* See Attachment D.



Commission’s rules). These broad, burdensome discovery requests go far beyond the 

Commission’s scope of permissible discovery in a complaint proceeding,^ resembling an 

internal investigation of a competing supplier far more than a standard discovery process.

The time has come for the Commission to put a stop to this exercise. IGS cannot 

be permitted to use a vague, nonspecific complaint as a means to investigate the enrollment 

process and various enrollments of one of its competitors in an attempt to thwart 

competition and/or win back its customers. Santanna should not be required to expend 

time and resources responding to these discovery requests on the sole basis that IGS has 

filed a Complaint that is essentially identical to one that IGS previously filed against a 

different competitor. If IGS feels that it has allegations which it can prove at hearing, those 

allegations should have been specifically stated in the Complaint as required by Ohio Adm. 

Code 4901-9-01(B). As they were not, Santanna is entitled to relief from abusive discovery 

practices.

II. DISCUSSION

A. The Commission’s Rules and Precedent Support Santanna’s Request 
to Narrow the Scope of Discovery to Include Only Requests Related to 
the Allegations IGS Made in Its Complaint.

The merits of the parties’ positions on this issue were addressed at length through 

the pleadings surrounding IGS’ Motion to Compel. As Santanna explained in its 

Memorandum Contra Motion to Compel"^ and recounts here, IGS’ use of the discovery 

process to probe various enrollments and practices by Santanna and/or its vendors amounts 

to a fishing expedition in search of wrongdoing. The Commission’s rules preclude such a

® See Ohio Adm. Code 4901-1-16(B); 490I-9-01(B).

See Memorandum Contra Motion to Compel (June 24,2019).



use of the discovery process, and, in this case, mandate that further efforts by IGS to blindly 

search for wrongdoing on the part of Santanna be rebuffed.

The Commission has established clear rules governing its complaint proceedings 

and the associated discovery process. Ohio Adm. Code 4901-9-01 provides that all 

complaints before the Commission “shall be in writing, contain the name of the public 

utility complained against, a statement which clearly explains the facts which constitute 

the basis of the complaint, and a statement of the relief sought.” Ohio Adm. Code 4901- 

1-16 states the general provisions and scope of discovery in Commission proceedings. 

Ohio Adm. Code 4901 -1 -16(B) provides that “any party to a commission proceeding may 

obtain discovery of any matter, not privileged, which is relevant to the subject matter of 

the proceeding.’’"^' Under Ohio Adm. Code 4901-9-01, therefore, IGS’ written Complaint 

must contain the facts constituting the Complaint with specificity. It also follows that facts 

not contained in the written Complaint do not constitute the basis for the Complaint and 

are not relevant to the subject matter of the proceeding.

Paragraphs 7-13 of IGS’ Complaint clearly explain the portions of Santanna’s 

solicitation operation that IGS alleges to be operating improperly. IGS alleges that 

Santanna advertises its services to customers via telemarketing and that certain sales 

representatives contacted IGS customers via telephone and made improper representations 

to those customers in violation of Ohio law and Commission rules. Accordingly, Santanna 

answered discovery requests from IGS concerning its telephonic sales business. But the 

discovery requests did not end there. Rather, the disputed discovery requests did not 

concern Santanna’s telephonic solicitations; they concerned door-to-door direct

Ohio Adm. Code 4901-1-16(B) (emphasis added).



solicitations and specific enrollments for specific former or current IGS customers for 

which IGS did not allege wrongdoing in its Complaint.

In order for Ohio Adm. Code 4901 -9-01 to have any real meaning, the Commission 

must enforce its provision that the facts that form the basis for complaints must be put in 

writing in a written, filed complaint. A written complaint, as IGS acknowledges,*^ defines 

the scope and subject matter of the proceeding. Allegations not included in the written 

complaint, therefore, are not within the scope of the proceeding.*^ Santarma makes no 

objection to the relevance of discovery requests concerning the allegations in the complaint 

such as the use of specified phone numbers and representations of solicitation on behalf of 

“IDS Energy.” The discovery requests that Santarma seeks protection from, however, are 

those that are not included in the written complaint. The Commission should not allow 

IGS to file a complaint concerning one set of allegations and then conduct discovery as if 

the complaint contained an entire different set of allegations.

Responding to this disconnect between the allegations made in the Complaint and 

the matters upon which it seeks discovery, IGS has stated that the discovery is relevant 

because of information that IGS has learned “through discovery and its own internal 

investigation.”*** But IGS’ own internal investigation and its yet-unstated findings is not 

an adequate substitution for proper allegations made in a complaint as required by the 

Commission’s rules. Should the Commission decline to grant Santanna’s Motion to 

Dismiss the Complaint and allow this case to proceed to hearing, IGS’ failure or success

Motion to Compel at 11.

See Ohio Adm. Code 4901-I-16(B); 4901-9-01(B). 

Motion to Compel at 12.
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on the merits of its filed Complaint will depend on its ability to prove the allegations in the 

Complaint, not its ability to prove the findings of its purported internal investigations. And 

IGS should not be able to use the discovery process to aid in the investigation of a 

competitor like Santanna. Santanna further notes that despite IGS’ claims that it is 

following up on information learned through discovery, IGS has not identified discovery 

responses submitted by Santanna that are related to IGS’ attempts to seek discovery on 

specific enrollments or Santanna’s direct solicitation business generally. Indeed, as 

mentioned above, a public records request for all informal complaints made about IDS or 

IDS Energy revealed that no such complaints had been made to the Commission between 

January 2018 and May 2019.'^

The nature of IGS’ discovery requests demonstrates that it is using the process as a 

fishing expedition in search of wrongdoing by Santanna. Despite not alleging any specific 

enrollments that violated Commission rules, IGS is now seeking detailed information about 

the enrollment of specific customers that are either current or former IGS customers, 

including requests related to Santanna’s compliance with Commission rules that IGS did 

not even allege that Santanna violated. It appears as if IGS is simply finding customers 

who have switched from IGS to Santanna and then using the discovery process as a last- 

ditch effort to find wrongdoing in hopes of finding relief for the loss of customers through 

the competitive market. IGS’ Complaint does not support this endless stream of requests 

about specific enrollments, which appear to be any customer that thought about leaving 

IGS or even IGS’ employees themselves. Similarly, the Complaint’s failure to allege any

See Attachment D.



wrongdoing regarding Santanna’s direct solicitations should foreclose discovery requests 

seeking information about those solicitations.

In a prior case, the Commission has already determined that complainants are 

prohibited from relying on discovery requests to obtain information necessary to allege 

facts in support of their complaints.'^ In that case, the Commission determined that a 

customer filing a complaint against an electric utility could not “support her complaint 

based on information that she expects to find in the possession of [the utility].”*^ That is 

exactly what IGS is seeking to do here. It is using the discovery process in hopes of 

locating information currently in the possession of Santanna, which it would then use to 

prosecute its complaint. The Commission’s prior decision forecloses this strategy for 

bringing a complaint before the Commission.

The Commission should also consider the nature of the specific Complainant and 

Respondent in this proceeding. These two litigants are competitors. They compete to serve 

the same customers and the ability of one to enroll customers of the other impacts the 

bottom line for both companies. Therefore, any information exchanged between IGS and 

Santanna flows from one competitor to another. If Santanna is forced to answer IGS’ 

discovery requests, IGS will be in possession of information that includes the vendors 

Santanna uses to perform solicitations, the types of customers that specific vendors have 

targeted, the scripts used to solicit customers, and other similar competitively sensitive 

information that would be of great advantage to IGS in a competitive setting.

See In the Matter of the Complaint of Diana Williams v. Ohio Edison Co., Case No. 08-1230-EL-CSS, 
Finding and Order at ^ 13 (October 28,2009).

” Id.



While some discovery associated with a complaint proceeding is expected, 

discovery which does not correspond with allegations contained in the Complaint cannot 

be allowed simply to obtain competitive information under the cloak of a complaint. And 

the Commission should be even more hesitant to allow such discovery in cases where it 

would result in a competitive advantage to one supplier over another.

B. Discovery Requests Already Served by IGS Demonstrate that IGS Is 
Not Operating Within the Commission’s Rules Governing the 
Discovery Process.

IGS’ three sets of discovery propounded upon Santanna thus far demonstrate its 

refusal to comply with Commission rules governing discovery. IGS’ First, Second, and 

Third Sets of Discovery Propounded upon Santanna are attached to this Motion as 

Attachments A, B, and C, respectively. A review of this discovery reveals several forms 

of impermissible discovery. As described below, the Commission should issue an order 

protecting Santanna from this discovery and other similar requests. Santanna notes that 

certain requests fall into more than one of the categories listed below.

i. Discovery Concerning Door-to-Door Solicitation 

At Attachment A, requests INT 03-06, 12, 14, 25-27, 31, 35-39, 46, 06-08 

Attachment B, requests INT-02-01-20, and Attachment C, requests INT-03-04-09, -20, - 

24-27, and RPA-03-02-03, IGS requests that Santanna answer questions about its door-to- 

door or direct solicitations, enrollments, and practices. These requests are beyond the 

subject matter of the Complaint and therefore not supported by the Commission’s 

discovery rules. The Complaint filed by IGS alleges that Santanna representatives made 

improper representations to customers while soliciting those customers over the phone. 

The identified discovery requests do not relate to such activity, as they only concern direct

11



solicitation. IGS concedes that direct solicitation is different than telephonic solicitation 

in the third set of discovery when it, in seeking information about specific enrollments 

(requests that are discussed below), separately asks if the enrollments were performed 

telephonically or if they were performed via direct solicitation. Santanna initially 

attempted to answer some of these requests in order to resolve this dispute amicably, but 

the requests regarding direct solicitation have grown exceedingly burdensome rising to 

harassment and, thus, worthy of protection by the Commission.

IGS has argued that the Complaint encompasses door-to-door solicitations. As 

argued previously in Santanna’s Memorandum Contra Motion to Compel, IGS’ argument 

is essentially that Paragraph 5 of the Complaint states that Santanna markets its products 

and services to Ohio customers through door-to-door sales and telemarketing and the 

various causes of action asserted by IGS all incorporate Paragraph 5 by reference. IGS 

concludes, therefore, that door-to-door solicitations are relevant to this case. This argument 

fails for two reasons. First, Paragraph 5 of the Complaint does not make any allegations 

regarding Santanna’s direct solicitations. Instead, it is a statement summarizing what IGS 

believes general competitive business practices are in Ohio.

Paragraph 5, which IGS contends brings allegations of wrongdoing by Santanna in

door-to-door solicitations, reads as follows:

Under Ohio’s consumer “choice” program, electric service 
companies and retail natural gas suppliers market their 
products and services to Ohio consumers through direct mail 
solicitations, online marketing, door-to-door sales, and 
telemarketing.*^

See Motion to Compel at 11. 

Complaint at ^5.



The paragraph does not mention Santanna or allege any wrongdoing with regard to 

any supplier or method of marketing and solicitation practices. IGS states that electric 

service companies and retail natural gas suppliers market their products and services to 

Ohio consumers through various means, including telemarketing and door-to-door 

solicitations. This is a statement of background information on the Ohio choice program; 

it is a historic fact that speaks generally to the nature of marketing by all electric service 

companies and retail natural gas suppliers in the state, not an allegation regarding the forms 

of solicitation specifically used by Santanna or any wrongdoing specifically engaged in by 

Santanna. In its Motion to Compel, IGS appeared to concede that the statement is not 

specific to Santanna when it argues that “IGS’ Complaint clearly states that suppliers like 

Santanna market products and services via door-to-door marketing and telephonic 

solicitation.”^*^

Moreover, IGS makes a separate allegation in the Complaint that is specific to 

Santanna and explicitly limits the forms of marketing that IGS is complaining about. In 

Paragraph 7 of the Complaint, IGS alleges that “[u]pon information and belief. Respondent 

advertises its products and services to Ohio consumers via telemarketing.”^' Here, in 

discussing Santanna and how it conducts solicitations, IGS does not attempt to allege that 

Santanna engages in door-to-door solicitation, let alone that it does so improperly. In the 

following paragraph, IGS makes allegations of specific actions purportedly taken by 

Santanna’s sales representatives while soliciting telephonically, and then continues

Motion to Compel at 12 (emphasis added). 

Complaint at 17.



describing those alleged actions until it begins the section of the Complaint where it asserts 

legal claims.^^

Even if IGS had made an allegation that Santanna used door-to-door solicitation in 

Paragraph 5 of the Complaint as it claims in its Motion, that allegation would still be 

insufficient to sustain extensive and burdensome discovery related to door-to-door 

solicitations given that IGS did not allege wrongdoing with regard to door-to-door 

solicitations or any specific enrollment. IGS only alleged wrongdoing with regard to 

telephonic solicitations. The Commission should not set the precedent that alleging 

wrongdoing in a complaint about one portion of a competitor’s business allows discovery 

requests regarding all portions of that business.

Second, even if IGS did allege that Santanna conducted door-to-door solicitations, 

the Complaint still only asserts that Santanna acted wrongfully with regard to telephonic 

solicitations. Accordingly, the Commission should issue an order limiting IGS to seeking 

discovery concerning Santanna’s telephonic solicitations only.

ii. Discovery Concerning Specific Individuals Not Named in the 
Complaint

IGS seeks a second form of impermissible discovery when it seeks discovery about 

specific enrollments. It does this at Attachment A, requests INT 24-32, 34-48, Attachment 

B, requests INT-02-21-22 and -24-25, and Attachment C, requests INT-03-01-19, -21-32, 

and RFP-03-02-04. IGS has used the discovery process to attempt to probe the enrollment 

of specific customers who switched from IGS to Santanna. This is inappropriate, because

See Complaint at 8-13.
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IGS did not allege defects with any specific enrollments in its Complaint, instead only 

making general statements about Santanna’s practices.

IGS should not be permitted to use the extremely broad, non-specific Complaint 

that it filed in this case as a justification to seek information concerning the enrollment of 

specific customers by Santanna merely to gamer information about customers who choose 

to switch and how a supplier was successful in growing its business to the detriment of 

another supplier. Allowing IGS to do so would only incentivize the filing of meritless 

complaints by suppliers against their competitors in order to search for impropriety in the 

enrollment of customers who switched from the complainant to the respondent. IGS had 

the opportunity to set forth its allegations in the Complaint and did not make allegations 

related to any specific customers about whom it now seeks discovery.

In fact, at this stage in the proceeding, there is little evidence to suggest that IGS 

has not simply found customers whom it lost to Santanna and then propounded discovery 

concerning those customers upon Santanna in hopes that it would result in the discovery 

of improper conduct by Santanna. Again, a review of informal complaints to the 

Commission confirms this conclusion. See Attachment D. This is not a proper use of the 

discovery process. If IGS had evidence that specific enrollments were improper, it should 

have stated so in its Complaint. It cannot now use the discovery process to probe 

Santanna’s records hoping to find a reason behind the loss of those customers aside from 

its own failures in the competitive market. Allowing IGS to continue with this sort of 

request could theoretically subject Santanna to endless discovery on every individual 

customer that it has enrolled. Such would be unjust and unreasonable and an unduly 

burdensome and harassing abuse of the discovery process.



Allowing discovery on these matters further implicates concerns of IGS seeking 

trade secrets of Santanna, which are protected by Ohio law. Under R.C. 1333.61(D)(1)- 

(2), information is a trade secret when it “derives independent economic value, actual or 

potential, from not being generally known to, and not being readily ascertainable by proper 

means by, other persons who can obtain economic value from its disclosure or use” and “is 

the subject of efforts that are reasonable under the circumstances to maintain its secrecy.” 

Information about Santanna’s customers (which it competes with IGS to enroll) and the 

process for enrolling those customers would unambiguously qualify as a trade secret. 

Indeed, the Supreme Court of Ohio held inAl Minor Assoc., Inc. v. Martin, 117 Ohio St.3d 

58, 2008-Ohio-292, that client lists are entitled to trade secret protection, 

hi. Discovery Fishing for Wrongdoing bv Santanna 

In addition to seeking discovery about specific enrollments, IGS has also 

demonstrated that this Complaint is nothing more than a fishing expedition and/or an 

attempt to gain access to competitively sensitive information by asking Santanna to turn 

over extensive information about the enrollments performed by certain vendors. In 

Attachment A, requests INT 07, 10-11, 13, 15, 21, 23, 33, and 44-45 Attachment B, 

requests INT-02-05-06, -11, -14-17, -23, and -26, and Attachment C, requests INT-03-02, 

-09, -15, and -32, IGS asks Santanna to produce information concerning all enrollments 

conducted by certain vendors. Not only is this an unduly burdensome and harassing 

request, it also requires Santanna to expend significant time and resources gathering such 

information. Further, the information sought is competitively sensitive and should be 

protected. Santanna should not be required to produce this sort of extensive information 

about its enrollment of customers. Moreover, responding to these requests would likely



only open Santanna to further discovery requests if IGS, upon receiving the requested 

information, sought similar discovery related to specific enrollments as discussed above.

This is yet another example of IGS attempting to use the discovery process to 

identify a claim it can pursue, a practice which the Commission has rejected in a prior 

complaint case when it ruled that parties cannot rely on the discovery process to obtain 

information necessary to allege facts in support of the complaint.^^ The Commission 

should adhere to its precedent and issue an order that IGS may not continue to use the 

discovery process to blindly seek out information that it hopes will be useful in sustaining 

its burden of proof for the allegations it has already made before the Commission. In doing 

so, it should bar IGS from making further requests, such as those identified above, which 

would only allow IGS to gather competitively sensitive information in hopes of finding 

some wrongdoing to support its burden of proof

S&e In the Matter of the Complaint of Diana Williams v. Ohio Edison Co., CasQ^o. 0S-\23Q-EL-CSS, 
Finding and Order atH 13 (October 28,2009).
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III. CONCLUSION

The Commission’s rules require that discovery be taken only on matters that are

within the scope of the complaint. Therefore, for the reasons set forth above, Santanna

respectfully requests an order from the Commission precluding IGS from seeking further

unduly burdensome and harassing discovery that is beyond the scope of the allegations

contained within the Complaint, which is unjust and unreasonable.

Respectfully submitted,

/s/ Kimberly W. Boiko 
Kimberly W. Bojko (0069402)
Brian W. Dressel (0097163)
Carpenter Lipps& Leland LLP 
280 Plaza, Suite 1300 
280 North High Street 
Columbus, Ohio 43215 
Telephone: 614.365.4100 
boiko@carDenterlipps.com 
dressel@,carpenterlipps.com

Counsel for Santanna
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BEFORE
THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF OHIO

In the Matter of the Complaint of Interstate ) 
Gas Supply, Inc., d/b/a IGS Energy, v. )
Santanna Natural Gas Corporation, d/b/a 
Santanna Energy Services, for Actions in 
Violation of the Ohio Revised and )
Administrative Codes. )

) Case No. 19-362-GE-CSS
)

INTERSTATE GAS SUPPLY INC.’S FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES, 
REQUESTS FOR ADMISSIONS, AND REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF 

DOCUMENTS PROPOUNDED UPON SANTANNA NATURAL GAS CORPORATION

Michael Nugent (0090408)
Email: mnuqent@iqsenerqv.com 
Counsel of Record 
Joseph Oliker (0086088)
Email: ioliker@iqsenerqv.com 
IGS Energy
6100 Emerald Parkway 
Dublin, Ohio 43016 
Telephone: (614) 659-5000 
Facsimile: (614)659-5073



Santanna Natural Gas Corporation 
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Interstate Gas Supply, Inc., d/b/a IGS Energy, hereby submits its interrogatories, requests 

for admissions, and requests for production of documents to Santanna Natural Gas 

Corporation, d/b/a Santanna Energy Services (“Santanna”), pursuant to Rule 4901:1-16,

Ohio Administrative Code (“OAC”), Rule 4901:1-17, OAC, and Rule 4901:1-20, OAC.

Please submit all responses to:

Michael Nugent
Email: mnuaent@iasenerav.com 
Joseph Oliker
Email: ioliker@iasenerav.com 
IGS Energy
6100 Emerald Parkway 
Dublin, Ohio 43016

DIRECTIONS

Please ensure that any responses comply with the directions provided below.

A. Definitions

The following definitions apply:

1. “Document” or “Documentation” when used in this discovery request, is used in its 

customary broad sense and means all originals of any nature whatsoever, identical 

copies, and all non-identical copies thereof, pertaining to any medium upon which 

intelligence or information is recorded in your possession, custody, or control regardless 

of where located; including any kind of printed, recorded, written, graphic, or photographic 

matter and things similar to any of the foregoing, regardless of their author or origin. The 

term specifically includes, without limiting the generality of the following: punch cards, 

printout sheets, movie film, slides, PowerPoint slides, phonograph records, photographs, 

memoranda, ledgers, work sheets, books, magazines, notebooks, diaries, calendars.



Santanna Natural Gas Corporation 
Case No. 19-362-GE-CSS 

Motion for Protective Order Against IGS Energy
Attachment A 
Page 3 of 22

appointment books, registers, charts, tables, papers, agreements, contracts, purchase 

orders, checks and drafts, acknowledgments, invoices, authorizations, budgets, analysis, 

projections, transcripts, electronic mail, minutes of meetings of any kind, telegrams, 

drafts, instructions, announcements, schedules, price lists, electronic copies, reports, 

studies, statistics, forecasts, decisions, and orders, intra-office and inter-office 

communications, correspondence, financial data, summaries or records of conversations 

or interviews, statements, returns, diaries, work papers, maps, graphs, sketches, 

summaries or reports of investigations or negotiations, opinions or reports of consultants, 

brochures, bulletins, pamphlets, articles, advertisements, circulars, press releases, 

graphic records or representations/publications of any kind (including microfilm, 

videotape and records, however produced or reproduced), electronic, mechanical and 

electrical records of any kind and computer produced interpretations thereof (including, 

without limitation, tapes, tape cassettes, disks and records), other data compilations 

(including source codes, object codes, program documentation, computer programs, 

computer printouts, cards, tapes, disks and recordings used in automated data 

processing together with the programming instructions and other material necessary to 

translate, understand or use the same), all drafts, prints, issues, alterations, modifications, 

changes, amendments, and mechanical or electric sound recordings and transcripts to 

the foregoing. A request or discovery concerning documents addressing, relating or 

referring to or discussing a specified matter encompasses documents having a factual, 

contextual, or logical nexus to the matter, as well as documents making explicit or implicit 

reference thereto in the body of the documents. Originals and duplicates of the same 

document need not be separately identified or produced; however, drafts of a document
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or documents differing from one another by initials, interlineations, notations, erasures, 

file stamps, and the like shall be deemed to be distinct documents requiring separate 

identification or production. Copies of documents shall be legible.

2. “Communication” shall mean any transmission of information by oral, graphic, written, 

pictorial, electronic or otherwise perceptible means, including, but not limited to, 

telephone conversations, letters, telegrams, and personal conversations. A request 

seeking the identity of a communication addressing, relating or referring to, or discussing 

a specified matter encompasses documents having factual, contextual, or logical nexus 

to the matter, as well as communications in which explicit or implicit reference is made to 

the matter in the course of the communication.

3. “Person” includes any firm, corporation, joint venture, association, entity or group of 

persons unless the context clearly indicates that only an individual person is referred to.

4. Singular/Plural words expressing the singular number shall be deemed to also express 

the plural number; those expressing the masculine gender shall be deemed to express 

the feminine and neuter genders; those expressing the past tense shall be deemed to 

also express the present tense; and vice versa.

5. “Santanna” means Santanna Natural Gas Corporation, its affiliate Santanna Energy 

Services, and any agents acting on its behalf.

6. “IGS” means Interstate Gas Supply, Inc. and its affiliate IGS Energy.

B. Instructions for Answering

1. Where an interrogatory calls for an answer in multiple parts, each part should be 

separate in the answer so that the answer is clearly understandable.
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2. Answer each interrogatory separately and fully in writing under oath, unless it is 

objected to. Clearly state objections. Answers must be signed by the person making 

them, and objections must be signed by the attorney asserting the objection.

3. If any answer requires more space than provided, continue the answer on the reverse 

side of the page or on an added page.

4. You are under a continuing duty to supplement your responses with respect to any 

question directly addressed to the identity and location of persons having knowledge of 

discoverable matters, the identity of any person expected to be called as a witness at trial, 

and the subject matter on which he or she is expected to testify and to correct any 

response which you know or later learn is incorrect or incomplete.

5. “You” and “your” or “yourself refer to the party requested to respond to discovery or to 

produce documents and any present or former director, officer, agent, contractor, 

consultant, advisor, employee, partner, or joint venture of such party.

6. “Identify,” or “state the identity of,” or “identified” means:

A. When used in reference to an individual, to state his full name and 

present or last known position and business affiliation;

B. When used in reference to a commercial or governmental entity, to state its full 

name, type of entity (e.g., corporation, partnership, single proprietorship), and its 

present or last known address;

C. When used in reference to a communication, to state the type of communication 

(i.e., letter, personal conversation, etc.), the date thereof, and the parties thereto 

and, in the case of a conversation, to state the substance, place, and approximate 

time thereof, and identity of other persons in the presence of each party thereto.
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INTERROGATORIES

The following interrogatories are propounded upon Santanna in accordance with Ohio 
Adm. Code 4901-1-16(D)(5): therefore, IGS is specifically requesting that all responses 
be supplemented with subsequently acquired information at the time such information is 
made available.

INT 01 Identify all third-party agents or vendors you retained to provide outbound 

telephonic retail electric and natural gas telemarketing services to commercial and 

residential customers in Ohio from October 15, 2017 through April 30, 2018.

RESPONSE

INT 02 Identify the principal place of business and telephone number associated with each 

party listed in response to INT 01.

RESPONSE

INT 03 Identify all third-party agents or vendors you retained to solicit retail electric and 

natural gas services door-to-door to commercial and residential customers in Ohio 

from October 15, 2017 through April 30, 2018.

RESPONSE

I NT 04 Identify the principal place of business and telephone number associated with each 

party listed in response to INT 03.

RESPONSE
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INT 05 Please indicate whether you review and approve the sales and marketing scripts 

used by the parties identified in INT 01 and INT 03 to perform door-to-door and 

telephonic retail electric and natural gas sales and marketing.

RESPONSE

INT 06 Please indicate whether you, and/or the parties identified in response to INT 01 

and INT 03, have ever used the telephone number 1-800-429-5708 and extension 

234 for any business-related purpose, including, but not limited to, telephonic or 

door-to-door enrollment for commercial and residential customers in Ohio from 

October 15, 2017 through April 30, 2018.

RESPONSE

INT 07 If the answer to INT 06 is in the affirmative, please provide the audio recordings 

for all sales calls and verifications'' initialed from the telephone number 1-800-429- 

5708.

RESPONSE

INT 08 Please indicate whether you, and/or the parties identified in response to INT 01 

and INT 03, has ever operated under the business or trade name “Budget” or 

“Budget Energy” to telephonically solicit, conduct, promote, or advertise any 

business interest to commercial and residential customers in Ohio from October 

15, 2017 through April 30, 2018.

“Verifications” means third-party verifications as used pursuant to OAC 4901:1 -21 -06 and 4901; 1 -29-06.
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RESPONSE

INT 09 If the answer to INT 08 is in the affirmative, please identify the principal place of 

business and telephone number for “Budget Energy” or any entity that uses the 

trade name “Budget” that enrolls customers on your behalf.

RESPONSE

INT 10 If the answer to INT 08 is in the affirmative, please identify all customers that were 

enrolled with your service by the entity listed above.

RESPONSE

INT 11 Please provide the audio recordings of all third-party verification enrollments for 

any customer that enrolled with your company through the entity “Budget” or 

“Budget Energy.”

RESPONSE

INT 12 Please indicate whether you, and/or the parties identified in response to INT 01 

and INT 03, has ever used the telephone number 1-708-283-0947 for any 

business-related purpose, including, but not limited to, telephonic or door-to-door 

enrollment for commercial and residential customers in Ohio from October 15, 

2017 through April 30, 2018.

RESPONSE
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INT 13 If the answer to INT 12 is in the affirmative, please provide the audio recordings 

for ad sales calls and verifications initiated from the telephone number 1-708-283- 

0947.

RESPONSE

INT 14 Please indicate whether you, and/or the parties identified in response to INT 01 

and INT 03, has ever used the name “IDS,” or “IDS Energy,” during telephonic or 

door-to-door solicitation to otherwise conduct, promote, or advertise any business 

interest to commercial and residential customers in Ohio from October 15, 2017 

through April 30, 2018.

RESPONSE

INT 15 If the answer to INT 14 is In the affirmative, please provide all audio recordings for 

all sales calls and verifications that you have in your possession where such 

name(s) was used.

RESPONSE

INT 16 Please indicate whether you, and/or the parties identified in response to INT 01 

and INT 03, is aware of a retail electric or natural gas supplier that uses the name 

“IDS” or “IDS Energy” to transact business in Ohio.

RESPONSE
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INT 17 Please indicate whether you, and/or the parties identified in response to INT 01 or 

INT 03, maintained cal! logs and retained audio recordings for the sales portion of 

all telephonic electric and natural gas enrollments that were made on behalf of 

commercial and residential customers in Ohio from October 15, 2017 through April 

30,2018.

RESPONSE

INT 18 Please indicate whether you, and/or the parties identified in response to INT 01 or 

INT 03, maintained call logs and retained audio recordings for the verification 

portion of all telephonic electric and natural gas enrollments that were made on 

behalf of commercial and residential customers in Ohio from October 15, 2017 

through April 30, 2018.

RESPONSE

INT 19 Please indicate whether you, and/or the parties identified in response to INT 01 or 

INT 03, maintained call logs and retained audio recordings of all incoming and 

outbound telephone calls that were made from October 15, 2017 through April 30,

2018 and did not result in an electric or natural gas enrollment for a commercial or 

residential customer in Ohio from October 15, 2017 through April 30, 2018.

RESPONSE

INT 20 Please indicate whether you, and/or the parties identified in response to INT 01 or 

INT 03, employed or contracted with an individual that is named or uses an alias
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“Kris White,” and/or “Chris White,” to telephonically solicit, conduct, promote, or 

advertise any business interest in Ohio.

RESPONSE

INT 21 If the answer to INT 20 is in the affirmative, please identify the total number of Ohio

customers that were enrolled with Santanna for competitive retail electric and 

natural gas services by the individual listed above.

RESPONSE

INT 22 Please indicate whether you, and/or the parties identified in response to INT 01 or 

INT 03, employed or contracted with an individual that is named or uses an alias 

“Kris White,” and/or “Chris White,” to solicit, conduct, promote, or advertise any 

business interest via direct solicitation in Ohio.

RESPONSE

INT 23 If the answer to INT 22 is in the affirmative, please identify the total number of Ohio 

customers that were enrolled with Santanna for competitive retail electric and 

natural gas services by the individual listed above.

RESPONSE

INT 24 Please indicate whether you enrolled on or around January 10,

2018 for competitive retail electric services at the property located at
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RESPONSE

INT 25 If the answer to INT 24 is in the affirmative, please identify whether that enrollment 

was performed via direct solicitation.

RESPONSE

INT 26 If the answer to INT 25 is in the affirmative, please indicate whether you obtained 

Ms. ^^I’s signature on the contract for competitive retail electric services.

RESPONSE

INT 27 If the answer to INT 26 is in the affirmative, please indicate whether you retained 

the original contract signed for competitive retail electric services.

RESPONSE

INT 28 If the answer to INT 24 is in the affirmative, please identify whether that enrollment 

was performed telephonically.

RESPONSE

INT 29 If the answer to INT 28 is in the affirmative, please indicate whether a date and 

time stamped audio recording of the sales portion and verification of the electric 

contract’s terms and conditions was made.

RESPONSE
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INT 30 If the answer to INT 29 is in the affirmative, please indicate whether you retained 

the date and time stamped audio recording of Ms. ^Hj’s enrollment and 

verification for competitive retail electric services.

RESPONSE

INT 31 If the answer to INT 24 is in the affirmative, please identify whether a third-party 

agent or vendor enrolled Ms. on your behalf for competitive retail electric 

services.

RESPONSE

INT 32 Please identify the third-party agent and vendor you retained to enroll Ms.^^| 

for competitive retail electric services.

RESPONSE

INT 33 Please provide the total number of Ohio electric enrollments obtained on your 

behalf by the third-party agent and vendor identified in response to INT 32 from 

October 15, 2017 through April 30, 2018.

RESPONSE

INT 34 Please indicate whether you enrolled on or around January 10,

2018 for competitive natural gas services at the property located at ||j|||j

RESPONSE
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INT 35 If the answer to INT 34 is in the affirmative, please identify whether that enrollment 

was performed via direct solicitation.

RESPONSE

INT 36 If the answer to INT 35 is in the affirmative, please indicate whether you obtained 

Ms, ^^I’s signature on the contract for competitive natural gas services.

RESPONSE

INT 37 If the answer to INT 35 is in the affirmative, please indicate whether you retained 

the original contract signed for competitive natural gas services.

RESPONSE

INT 38 If the answer to INT 35 is in the affirmative, please indicate whether you obtained 

Ms, ^^I’s signature on the natural gas acknowledgement form associated with 

her enrollment.

RESPONSE

INT 39 If the answer to INT 35 is in the affirmative, please indicate whether you retained 

the original acknowledgement form Ms. signed as part of her natural gas 

enrollment.

RESPONSE
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INT 40 If the answer to INT 34 is in the affirmative, please identify whether that enrollment 

was performed telephonically.

RESPONSE

INT 41 If the answer to INT 40 is in the affirmative, please indicate whether a date and 

time stamped audio recording of the sales portion of the natural gas enrollment 

was made.

RESPONSE

INT 42 If the answer to INT 41 is in the affirmative, please indicate whether you retained 

the date and time stamped audio recording of the sales portion of Ms. ^^|’s 

telephonic enrollment for competitive natural gas services.

RESPONSE

INT 43 If the answer to INT 34 is in the affirmative, please identify whether a third-party 

agent or vendor enrolled Ms. on your behalf for competitive natural gas 

services.

RESPONSE

INT 44 Please identify the name of the third-party agent and vendor you retained to enroll 

Ms.^^l for competitive retail electric services.

RESPONSE
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INT 45 Please provide the total number of Ohio natural gas enrollments obtained on your 

behalf by the third-party agent and vendor identified in response to INT 44 from 

October 15, 2017 through April 30, 2018.

RESPONSE

INT 46 Please identify whether you retained signed contracts for all direct solicitation 

enrollments performed by the third-party agent identified in INT 44 from October 

15, 2017 through April 30, 2018.

RESPONSE

INT 47 Please identify weather you retained the sales portion of the call for all telephonic 

enrollments performed by the third-party agent identified in INT 44 from October 

15, 2017 through April 30, 2018.

RESPONSE

INT 48 Please identify the telephone number, if any, the sales agent that enrolled Ms. 

m used to contact customers.

RESPONSE
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REQUESTS FOR ADMISSIONS

The following requests for admissions are propounded upon Santanna in accordance 
with Ohio Adm. Code 4901-1-16(D)(5); therefore, IGS is specifically requesting that all 
responses be supplemented with subsequently acquired information at the time such 
information is made available.

RFA 01 Admit that you, or your agent and/or vendor, used the telephone number 1-800- 

429-5708 and extension 234 to perform outbound electric and natural gas 

solicitations and/or enrollments to commercial and residential customers in Ohio.

RESPONSE

RFA 02 Admit that you, or your agent and/or vendor, contacted commercial and residential 

customers in Ohio via telephone and represented to those customers that you 

were calling on behalf of “IDS Energy.”

RESPONSE

RFA 03 Admit that you, or your agent and/or vendor, intentionally misled customers into 

believing that you’re affiliated with IGS so that customers will call you to inquire 

about the status of his or her account, and ultimately enroll with your products and 

services.

RESPONSE

RFA 04 Admit that Kris White and/or Chris White is/was your employee or agent and is/was 

performing telephonic retail natural gas and electric solicitations and enrollments 

to Ohio customers on your behalf.

RESPONSE
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RFA 05 Admit that enrolled for competitive retail electric and natural gas

services with Santanna on or around January 10, 2018.

RESPONSE

RFA 06 Admit that enrollment for competitive retail electric and natural

gas services with Santanna was performed via direct solicitation.

RESPONSE

RFA 07 Admit that the door-to-door agent and/or vendor that performed Jennifer ^^|’s 

enrollment for competitive retail electric and natural gas services on your behalf 

did not obtain Ms. ||m’s consent to enrollment for either service.

RESPONSE

RFA 08 Admit that the door-to-door agent and/or vendor that performed Jennifer|[^|’s 

enrollment for competitive natural gas services did not obtain a signed 

acknowledgement form.

RESPONSE

RFA 09 Admit that enrollment for competitive retail electric and natural

gas services with Santanna was performed telephonically.

RESPONSE
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RFA 10 Admit that a date and time stamped audio recording of the sales portion of | 

^^I’s telephonic electric and natural gas enrollment was not made.

RESPONSE
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REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS

The following requests for production of documents are propounded upon Santanna in 
accordance with Ohio Adm. Code 4901 -1 -16(D)(5); therefore, IGS is specifically 
requesting that all responses be supplemented with subsequently acquired information 
at the time such information is made available.

RFP 1 Please produce a copy of each document you identified, consulted, referred to, or 

utilized in preparing your response to the foregoing interrogatories and requests 

for admission.

RFP 2 Please produce all audio recordings where “IDS,” “IDS Energy,” or some variation 

thereof is used by you, or your agent and/or vendor, in performing retail electric 

and natural gas telemarketing services to commercial and residential customers in 

Ohio from October 15, 2017 through April 30, 2018.

RFP 3 Please produce all audio recordings of phone calls performed by “Kris White,” 

and/or “Chris White,” to telephonically solicit, conduct, promote, or advertise any 

business interest in Ohio.

RFP 4 Please producesigned contracts for competitive retail electric and 

natural gas services with Santanna.

RFP 5 Please produce the acknowledgement form |

enrollment for natural gas services with Santanna.

executed as part of her
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RFP 6 Please produce the audio recordings of the telephonic verifications associated with

I’s enrollment with Santanna for electric and natural gas services.

RFP 7 Please produce all verifications, and/or requests for verification, that were initiated 

by a sales agent using the telephone number 1-708-283-0947.

RFP 8 Please produce all audio recordings of the verifications referenced in RFP3.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that a copy of the Interrogatories, Requests for Admissions and 

Request for Production of Documents, Propounded Upon Santanna Natural Gas 

Corporation, First Set, has been served via electronic transmission upon the following 

parties of record this 4th day of March 2019.

Is/ Michael A. Nugent
Michael A. Nugent 

Attorney for Complainant 
Interstate Gas Supply, Inc.

SERVICE LIST

boiko@carDenterliDDs.com
dressel@carDenterliDDS.com
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BEFORE
THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF OHIO

In the Matter of the Complaint of Interstate ) 
Gas Supply, Inc., d/b/a IGS Energy, v. )
Santanna Natural Gas Corporation, d/b/a 
Santanna Energy Services, for Actions In 
Violation of the Ohio Revised and )
Administrative Codes. )

) Case No. 19-362-GE-CSS 
)

INTERSTATE GAS SUPPLY INC.’S SECOND SET OF INTERROGATORIES AND 
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS PROPOUNDED UPON 

SANTANNA NATURAL GAS CORPORATION

Michael Nugent (0090408) 
Email: mnuaent@iqsenerav.com 
Counsel of Record 
Joseph Oliker (0086088)
Email: ioliker@iqsenerqv.com 
IGS Energy
6100 Emerald Parkway 
Dublin, Ohio 43016 
Telephone: (614) 659-5000 
Facsimile: (614) 659-5073
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Interstate Gas Supply, Inc., d/b/a IGS Energy, hereby submits its second set of 

interrogatories and requests for production of documents to Santana Natural Gas 

Corporation, d/b/a Santanna Energy Services (“Santanna”), pursuant to Rule 4901:1-16, 

Ohio Administrative Code (“OAC”), Rule 4901:1-17, OAC, and Rule 4901:1-20, OAC. 

Please submit all responses to:

Michael Nugent
Email: mnuqent@iqsenerav.com 
Joseph Oliker
Email: ioliker@iqsenerqv.com 
IGS Energy
6100 Emerald Parkway 
Dublin, Ohio 43016

DIRECTIONS

Please ensure that any responses comply with the directions provided below.

A. Definitions

The following definitions apply:

1. “Document” or “Documentation” when used in this discovery request, is used in its 

customary broad sense and means all originals of any nature whatsoever, identical 

copies, and all non-identical copies thereof, pertaining to any medium upon which 

intelligence or information is recorded in your possession, custody, or control regardless 

of where located; including any kind of printed, recorded, written, graphic, or photographic 

matter and things similar to any of the foregoing, regardless of their author or origin. The 

term specifically includes, without limiting the generality of the following: punch cards, 

printout sheets, movie film, slides, PowerPoint slides, phonograph records, photographs, 

memoranda, ledgers, work sheets, books, magazines, notebooks, diaries, calendars.
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appointment books, registers, charts, tables, papers, agreements, contracts, purchase 

orders, checks and drafts, acknowledgments, invoices, authorizations, budgets, analysis, 

projections, transcripts, electronic mail, minutes of meetings of any kind, telegrams, 

drafts, instructions, announcements, schedules, price lists, electronic copies, reports, 

studies, statistics, forecasts, decisions, and orders, intra-office and inter-office 

communications, correspondence, financial data, summaries or records of conversations 

or interviews, statements, returns, diaries, work papers, maps, graphs, sketches, 

summaries or reports of investigations or negotiations, opinions or reports of consultants, 

brochures, bulletins, pamphlets, articles, advertisements, circulars, press releases, 

graphic records or representations/publications of any kind (including microfilm, 

videotape and records, however produced or reproduced), electronic, mechanical and 

electrical records of any kind and computer produced interpretations thereof (including, 

without limitation, tapes, tape cassettes, disks and records), other data compilations 

(including source codes, object codes, program documentation, computer programs, 

computer printouts, cards, tapes, disks and recordings used in automated data 

processing together with the programming instructions and other material necessary to 

translate, understand or use the same), all drafts, prints, issues, alterations, modifications, 

changes, amendments, and mechanical or electric sound recordings and transcripts to 

the foregoing. A request or discovery concerning documents addressing, relating or 

referring to or discussing a specified matter encompasses documents having a factual, 

contextual, or logical nexus to the matter, as well as documents making explicit or implicit 

reference thereto in the body of the documents. Originals and duplicates of the same 

document need not be separately identified or produced; however, drafts of a document
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or documents differing from one another by initials, interlineations, notations, erasures, 

file stamps, and the like shall be deemed to be distinct documents requiring separate 

identification or production. Copies of documents shall be legible.

2. “Communication” shall mean any transmission of information by oral, graphic, written, 

pictorial, electronic or otherwise perceptible means, including, but not limited to, 

telephone conversations, letters, telegrams, and personal conversations. A request 

seeking the identity of a communication addressing, relating or referring to, or discussing 

a specified matter encompasses documents having factual, contextual, or logical nexus 

to the matter, as well as communications in which explicit or implicit reference is made to 

the matter in the course of the communication.

3. “Person” includes any firm, corporation, joint venture, association, entity or group of 

persons unless the context clearly indicates that only an individual person is referred to.

4. Singular/Plural words expressing the singular number shall be deemed to also express 

the plural number; those expressing the masculine gender shall be deemed to express 

the feminine and neuter genders; those expressing the past tense shall be deemed to 

also express the present tense; and vice versa.

5. “Santanna” means Santanna Natural Gas Corporation, its affiliate Santanna Energy 

Services, and any agents acting on its behalf.

6. “IGS” means interstate Gas Supply, Inc. and its affiliate IGS Energy.

B. Instructions for Answering

1. Where an interrogatory calls for an answer in multiple parts, each part should be 

separate in the answer so that the answer is clearly understandable.
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2. Answer each interrogatory separately and fully in writing under oath, unless it is 

objected to. Clearly state objections. Answers must be signed by the person making 

them, and objections must be signed by the attorney asserting the objection.

3. If any answer requires more space than provided, continue the answer on the reverse 

side of the page or on an added page.

4. You are under a continuing duty to supplement your responses with respect to any 

question directly addressed to the identity and location of persons having knowledge of 

discoverable matters, the identity of any person expected to be called as a witness at trial, 

and the subject matter on which he or she is expected to testify and to correct any 

response which you know or later learn is incorrect or incomplete.

5. “You” and “your” or “yourself refer to the party requested to respond to discovery or to 

produce documents and any present or former director, officer, agent, contractor, 

consultant, advisor, employee, partner, or joint venture of such party.

6. “Identify,” or “state the identity of,” or “identified” means:

A. When used in reference to an individual, to state his full name and 

present or last known position and business affiliation;

B. When used in reference to a commercial or governmental entity, to state its full 

name, type of entity (e.g., corporation, partnership, single proprietorship), and its 

present or last known address;

C. When used in reference to a communication, to state the type of communication 

(i.e., letter, personal conversation, etc.), the date thereof, and the parties thereto 

and, in the case of a conversation, to state the substance, place, and approximate 

time thereof, and identity of other persons in the presence of each party thereto.
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INTERROGATORIES

The following interrogatories are propounded upon Santanna in accordance with Ohio 
Adm. Code 4901-1-16(D)(5); therefore, IGS is specifically requesting that all responses 
be supplemented with subsequently acquired information at the time such information is 
made available.

INT 02-01 Please indicate whether any of the third-party agents and/or vendors you 

identified in Attachment A to IGS’ First Set of Interrogatories, Requests for 

Admissions, and Requests for Production of Documents were retained to 

solicit retail electric and natural gas services door-to-door to commercial 

and residential customers in Ohio from October 10, 2017 through April 30, 

2018.

RESPONSE

INT 02-02 If the answer to INT-02-01 is in the affirmative, please identify the third-party 

agents and/or vendors that performed door-to-door electric and natural gas 

solicitations in Ohio on your behalf from October 10, 2017 through April 30, 

2018.

RESPONSE

INT 02-03 Please indicate whether any of the entities, or their affiliates, identified in 

response to INT 02-01 has ever operated underthe business or trade name 

of “Budget Energy.”

RESPONSE
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INT 02-04 Identify the principal place of business and telephone number associated 

with each party listed in response to INT-02-02.

RESPONSE

INT 02-05 Please provide the total number of retail electric enrollments that were 

obtained on your behalf by the parties Identified in response to INT-02-02 

from October 10, 2017 through April 30, 2018.

RESPONSE

INT 02-06 Please provide the total number of retail natural gas enrollments that were 

obtained on your behalf by the parties identified in response to INT-02-02 

from October 10, 2017 through April 30, 2018.

RESPONSE

INT 02-07 Please indicate whether you reviewed and approved the sales and 

marketing scripts used by the parties identified in response to INT-02-02.

RESPONSE

INT 02-08 Please indicate whether you retained the signed contract and customer 

acknowledgement forms for every door-to-door retail natural gas and 

electric enrollment that the parties identified in response to INT 02-02 

obtained on your behalf from October 10, 2017 through April 30, 2018.

RESPONSE
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INT 02-09 Please indicate whether you received complaints from retail electric and 

natural gas customers in Ohio regarding the sales and marketing practices 

used by the parties identified in response to INT-02-02 from October 10, 

2017 through April 30, 2018.

RESPONSE

INT 02-10 Please indicate whether you received complaints from current or former IGS 

electric and natural gas customers in Ohio regarding the sales and 

marketing practices used by the parties identified in response to INT-02-02 

from October 10, 2017 through April 30, 2018.

RESPONSE

INT 02-11 If your answer to INT 02-09 is in the affirmative, please provide the number 

of complaints received, the date(s) those complaints were received, and a 

detailed summary of the actions taken to resolve those customer 

complaints.

RESPONSE

INT 02-12 If your answer to INT 02-09 is in the affirmative, please indicate whether 

you conducted an internal investigation to identify the pervasiveness of your 

agent’s conduct and whether that conduct adversely impacted other Ohio 

customers.

RESPONSE

8
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INT 02-13 If your answer to INT 02-09 is in the affirmative, please provide the identity 

of the third-party agents and/or vendors alleged to have engaged in the acts 

and practices complained of.

RESPONSE

INT 02-14 If your answer to INT 02-09 is in the affirmative, please indicate whether 

you reported your agent’s conduct to the Public Utilities Commission of Ohio 

and provide the date that the report was made.

RESPONSE

INT 02-15 If your answer to INT 02-10 is in the affirmative, please provide the number 

of complaints received, the date{s) those complaints were received, and a 

detailed summary of the actions taken to resolve those customer 

complaints.

RESPONSE

INT 02-16 If your answer to INT 02-10 is in the affirmative, please indicate whether 

you conducted an internal investigation to identify the pervasiveness of your 

agent’s conduct and whether that conduct adversely Impacted IGS’ 

customers in Ohio.

RESPONSE
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INT 02-17 If your answer to INT 02-10 is in the affirmative, please provide the identity 

of the third-party agents and/or vendors alleged to have engaged in the acts 

and practices complained of.

RESPONSE

INT 02-18 If your answer to INT 02-10 is in the affirmative, please indicate whether 

you reported your agent’s conduct to IGS and provide the date that the 

report was made.

RESPONSE

INT 02-19 Please indicate whether you formally terminated your relationship with any 

of the third-party agents and/or vendors identified in response to INT-02-02.

RESPONSE

INT-02-20 If your answer to INT-02-19 is in the affirmative, please identify the third- 

party agent(s) and/or vendor(s) terminated, the approximate date you 

formally terminated that business relationship as well as any justifications 

for doing so.

RESPONSE

INT-02-21 Please indicate whether any of the third-party agents and/or vendors you 

identified in Attachment A to IGS’ First Set of Interrogatories, Requests for 

Admissions, and Requests for Production of Documents enrolled
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for competitive retail electric services with Santanna Natural Gas 

Corporation on or around January 10, 2018.

RESPONSE

INT-02-22 If your answer to lNT-02-21 is in the affirmative, please identify the third- 

party agent and/or vendor that performed the enrollment.

RESPONSE

INT-02-23 Please provide the total number of Ohio electric enrollments obtained on 

your behalf by the third-party agent and vendor identified in INT-02-22.

RESPONSE

INT-02-24 Please indicate whether any of the third-party agents and/or vendors you 

identified in Attachment A to IGS’ First Set of Interrogatories, Requests for 

Admissions, and Requests for Production of Documents enrolled

for competitive retail natural gas services with Santanna Natural Gas 

Corporation on or around January 10, 2018.

RESPONSE

INT-02-25 If your answer to INT-02-24 is in the affirmative, please identify the third- 

party agent and/or vendor that performed the enrollment.

RESPONSE
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INT-02-26 Please provide the total number of Ohio natural gas enrollments obtained 

on your behalf by the third-party agent and vendor identified in INT-02-25.

RESPONSE
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REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS

The following requests for production of documents are propounded upon Santanna in 
accordance with Ohio Adm. Code 4901-1-16(D)(5); therefore, IGS is specifically 
requesting that all responses be supplemented with subsequently acquired information 
at the time such information is made available.

RFP 02-01 Please provide a copy of the sales and marketing script used by the third- 

party agents and/or vendors identified in INT-02-22 and INT-02-25.

RESPONSE

RFP 02-02 Please provide all contracts and acknowledgement forms associated with 

the retail electric and natural gas enrollments that were credited to the 

parties identified in response to INT 02-22 and INT-02-25.

RESPONSE

RFP 02-03 Please provide all audio recordings of complaints you received from electric 

and natural gas customers in Ohio regarding your third-party agents’ and/or 

vendors’ sales and marketing practices from October 10, 2017 through April 

30,2018.

RESPONSE

RFP 02-04 Please provide all audio recordings of complaints you received from IGS’ 

electric and natural gas customers in Ohio regarding your third-party agents’ 

and/or vendors’ sales and marketing practices from October 10, 2017 

through April 30, 2018.
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RESPONSE
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that a copy of the Interrogatories and Request for Production of 

Documents, Propounded Upon Santanna Natural Gas Corporation, Second Set, has 

been served via electronic transmission upon the following parties of record this 29’^ 

day of April 2019.

Is/ Michael A. Nugent
Michael A. Nugent 

Attorney for Complainant 
Interstate Gas Supply, Inc.

SERVICE LIST

boiko@carpenterliPDs.com 
d resse(@ca rpenterlipps.com
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BEFORE
THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF OHIO

In the Matter of the Complaint of Interstate ) 
Gas Supply, Inc., d/b/a IGS Energy, v. )
Santanna Natural Gas Corporation, d/b/a 
Santanna Energy Services, for Actions in 
Violation of the Ohio Revised and )
Administrative Codes. )

) Case No. 19-362-GE-CSS 
)

INTERSTATE GAS SUPPLY INC.’S THIRD SET OF INTERROGATORIES AND 
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS PROPOUNDED UPON 

SANTANNA NATURAL GAS CORPORATION

Michael Nugent (0090408)
Email: mnuaent(a)iqsenerqv.com 
Counsel of Record 
Joseph Oliker (0086088)
Email: ioliker@iqsenerqv.com 
IGS Energy
6100 Emerald Parkway 
Dublin, Ohio 43016 
Telephone; (614)659-5000 
Facsimile: (614)659-5073
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Interstate Gas Supply, Inc., d/b/a IGS Energy, hereby submits its third set of 

interrogatories, requests for admissions, and requests for production of documents to 

Santana Natural Gas Corporation, d/b/a Santanna Energy Services (“Santanna”), 

pursuant to Rule 4901:1-16, Ohio Administrative Code (“OAC”), Rule 4901:1-17, OAC, 

and Rule 4901:1-20, OAC. Please submit all responses to:

Michael Nugent
Email: mnuqentfajiasenerav.com 
Joseph Oliker
Email: ioliker@iqsenergv.com 
IGS Energy
6100 Emerald Parkway 
Dublin, Ohio 43016

DIRECTIONS

Please ensure that any responses comply with the directions provided below.

A. Definitions

The following definitions apply:

1. “Document” or “Documentation” when used in this discovery request, is used in its 

customary broad sense and means all originals of any nature whatsoever, identical 

copies, and all non-identical copies thereof, pertaining to any medium upon which 

intelligence or information is recorded in your possession, custody, or control regardless 

of where located; including any kind of printed, recorded, written, graphic, or photographic 

matter and things similar to any of the foregoing, regardless of their author or origin. The 

term specifically includes, without limiting the generality of the following: punch cards, 

printout sheets, movie film, slides, PowerPoint slides, phonograph records, photographs, 

memoranda, ledgers, work sheets, books, magazines, notebooks, diaries, calendars,
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appointment books, registers, charts, tables, papers, agreements, contracts, purchase 

orders, checks and drafts, acknowledgments, invoices, authorizations, budgets, analysis, 

projections, transcripts, electronic mail, minutes of meetings of any kind, telegrams, 

drafts, instructions, announcements, schedules, price lists, electronic copies, reports, 

studies, statistics, forecasts, decisions, and orders, intra-office and inter-office 

communications, correspondence, financial data, summaries or records of conversations 

or interviews, statements, returns, diaries, work papers, maps, graphs, sketches, 

summaries or reports of investigations or negotiations, opinions or reports of consultants, 

brochures, bulletins, pamphlets, articles, advertisements, circulars, press releases, 

graphic records or representations/publications of any kind (including microfilm, 

videotape and records, however produced or reproduced), electronic, mechanical and 

electrical records of any kind and computer produced interpretations thereof (including, 

without limitation, tapes, tape cassettes, disks and records), other data compilations 

(including source codes, object codes, program documentation, computer programs, 

computer printouts, cards, tapes, disks and recordings used in automated data 

processing together with the programming instructions and other material necessary to 

translate, understand or use the same), all drafts, prints, issues, alterations, modifications, 

changes, amendments, and mechanical or electric sound recordings and transcripts to 

the foregoing. A request or discovery concerning documents addressing, relating or 

referring to or discussing a specified matter encompasses documents having a factual, 

contextual, or logical nexus to the matter, as well as documents making explicit or implicit 

reference thereto in the body of the documents. Originals and duplicates of the same 

document need not be separately identified or produced; however, drafts of a document
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or documents differing from one another by initials, interlineations, notations, erasures, 

file stamps, and the like shall be deemed to be distinct documents requiring separate 

identification or production. Copies of documents shall be legible.

2. “Communication” shall mean any transmission of information by oral, graphic, written, 

pictorial, electronic or otherwise perceptible means, including, but not limited to, 

telephone conversations, letters, telegrams, and personal conversations. A request 

seeking the identity of a communication addressing, relating or referring to, or discussing 

a specified matter encompasses documents having factual, contextual, or logical nexus 

to the matter, as well as communications in which explicit or implicit reference is made to 

the matter in the course of the communication.

3. “Person” includes any firm, corporation, joint venture, association, entity or group of 

persons unless the context clearly indicates that only an individual person is referred to.

4. Singular/Plural words expressing the singular number shall be deemed to also express 

the plural number; those expressing the masculine gender shall be deemed to express 

the feminine and neuter genders; those expressing the past tense shall be deemed to 

also express the present tense; and vice versa.

5. “Santanna" means Santanna Natural Gas Corporation, its affiliate Santanna Energy 

Services, and any agents acting on its behalf.

6. “IGS” means Interstate Gas Supply, Inc. and its affiliate IGS Energy.

B. Instructions for Answering

1. Where an interrogatory calls for an answer in multiple parts, each part should be 

separate in the answer so that the answer is clearly understandable.
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2. Answer each interrogatory separately and fully in writing under oath, unless it is 

objected to. Clearly state objections. Answers must be signed by the person making 

them, and objections must be signed by the attorney asserting the objection.

3. If any answer requires more space than provided, continue the answer on the reverse 

side of the page or on an added page.

4. You are under a continuing duty to supplement your responses with respect to any 

question directly addressed to the identity and location of persons having knowledge of 

discoverable matters, the identity of any person expected to be called as a witness at trial, 

and the subject matter on which he or she is expected to testify and to correct any 

response which you know or later learn is incorrect or incomplete.

5. “You” and “your” or “yourself refer to the party requested to respond to discovery or to 

produce documents and any present or former director, officer, agent, contractor, 

consultant, advisor, employee, partner, or joint venture of such party.

6. “Identify,” or “state the identity of,” or “identified” means;

A. When used in reference to an individual, to state his full name and 

present or last known position and business affiliation;

B. When used in reference to a commercial or governmental entity, to state its full 

name, type of entity (e.g., corporation, partnership, single proprietorship), and its 

present or last known address;

C. When used in reference to a communication, to state the type of communication 

(i.e., letter, personal conversation, etc.), the date thereof, and the parties thereto 

and, in the case of a conversation, to state the substance, place, and approximate 

time thereof, and identity of other persons in the presence of each party thereto.
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INTERROGATORIES

The following interrogatories are propounded upon Santanna in accordance with Ohio 
Adm. Code 4901-1-16(D){5); therefore, IGS is specifically requesting that all responses 
be supplemented with subsequently acquired information at the time such information is 
made availabie.

INT 03-01 Please identify the name of the third-party agent and vendor you retained 

to enroll for competitive natural gas services at the property

located at I 

RESPONSE

INT 03-02 Please provide the total number of Ohio natural gas enrollments obtained 

on your behalf by the third-party agent and vendor identified in response to 

INT 03-01.

RESPONSE

INT 03-03 Please indicate whether you enrolled and/or mmUl on or

around March 21, 2018 date for competitive retail natural gas services at 

the property located at|

RESPONSE

INT 03-04 If the answer to INT 03-03 is in the affirmative, please identify whether that 

enrollment was performed via direct solicitation.

RESPONSE
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INT 03-05 If your answer to INT 03-04 is in the affirmative, please indicate whether 

you obtained either|m and/or signature on the contract

for competitive natural gas services.

RESPONSE

INT 03-06 If your answer to INT 03-05 is in the affirmative, please indicate whether 

you retained the original contract eitheim and/orflUm signed 

for competitive natural gas services.

RESPONSE

INT 03-07 If your answer to INT 03-05 is in the affirmative, please indicate whether 

you retained the original acknowledgement form eithet^m and/or^ 

signed for competitive natural gas services.

RESPONSE

INT 03-08 If your answer to INT 03-04 is in the affirmative, please identify the third- 

party agent and/or vendor that performed the enrollment

RESPONSE

INT-03-09 Please provide the total number of Ohio natural gas enrollments obtained 

on your behalf by the third-party agent and vendor identified in response to 

INT 03-08 from October 15, 2017 through April 30, 2018.

RESPONSE
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INT 03-10 If your answer to INT 03-03 is in the affirmative, please Indicate whether 

that enrollment was performed telephonically.

RESPONSE

INT 03-11 If your answer to INT 03-10 is in the affirmative, please indicate whether a 

date and time stamped audio recording of the sales portion and verification 

of the natural gas contract’s terms and conditions was made.

RESPONSE

INT 03-12 If your answer to 03-10 is in the affirmative, please indicate whether you 

retained the date and time stamped audio recording of either^m and/or 

____  enrollment and verification for competitive natural gas

services.

RESPONSE

lNT-03-13 If your answer to INT 03-10 is in the affirmative, please identify whether a 

third-party agent or vendor enrolled and/or on

your behalf for competitive natural gas services.

RESPONSE

INT-03-14 If your answer to INT 03-13 is in the affirmative, please identify the third- 

party agent and/or vendor that performed the telephonic enrollment.
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RESPONSE

lNT-03-15 Please provide the total number of Ohio natural gas enrollments obtained 

on your behalf by the third-party agent and vendor identified in response to 

INT 03-14 from October 15, 2017 through April 30, 2018.

RESPONSE

INT-03-16 Please indicate whether Ms. contacted you directly by telephone to

rescind her March 2018 enrollment with Santanna for competitive retail 

natural gas services.

RESPONSE

INT-03-17 Please indicate whether Ms. ^^f’s request to rescind her March 2018 

enrollment with Santanna for competitive retail natural gas services was 

processed and completed as requested.

RESPONSE

INT-03-18 Please provide the date Ms.^^s request to rescind her enrollment with 

Santanna for competitive retail natural gas services was processed.

RESPONSE
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INT-03-19 Please indicate whether you made a second attempt to process Ms.

|s enrollment with Santanna for competitive natural gas services after 

she contacted you to rescind her enrollment.

RESPONSE

INT-03-20 Please identify whether you retained signed contracts for all direct 

solicitation enrollments performed by the third-party agent(s) identified in 

INT 03-08 and INT 03-27 from October 15, 2017 through April 30, 2018.

RESPONSE

INT-03-21 Please identify whether you retained the sales portion of the call for all 

telephonic enrollments performed by the third-party agent(s) identified in 

INT 03-14 and INT 03-31 from October 15, 2017 through April 30, 2018.

RESPONSE

INT-03-22 Please identify the telephone number, if any, the sales agent(s) that enrolled 

Ms. used to contact customers.

RESPONSE

INT-03-23 Please indicate whether you enrolled on or around

January 22, 2018 for competitive retail electric services at the property 

located at|

RESPONSE
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INT-03-24 If the answer to INT 03-23 is in the affirmative, please indicate whether that 

enrollment was performed via direct solicitation.

RESPONSE

INT-03-25 If the answer to INT 03-24 is in the affirmative, please indicate whether you 

obtained Ms. Hm^s signature on the contract for competitive retail 

electric services.

RESPONSE

lNT-03-26 If the answer to INT 03-24 is in the affirmative, please indicate whether you 

retained the original contract Ms. mm signed for competitive retail 

electric services.

RESPONSE

INT 03-27 If your answer to INT 03-24 is in the affirmative, please identify the third- 

party agent and/or vendor that performed the enrollment.

RESPONSE

INT-03-28 If the answer to INT 03-23 is in the affirmative, please indicate whether that

enrollment was performed telephonically.

RESPONSE
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INT-03-29 If the answer to INT 03-28 is in the affirmative, please indicate whether a 

date and time stamped audio recording of the sales portion and verification 

of the electric contract’s terms and conditions was made.

RESPONSE

INT-03-30 If the answer to INT 03-23 is in the affirmative, please identify whether a 

third-party agent or vendor enrolled Ms. on your behalf for

competitive retail electric services.

RESPONSE

INT-03-31 If the answer to INT 03-30 is in the affirmative, please identify the third-party 

agent and vendor you retained to enroll Ms. mm for competitive retail 

electric services.

RESPONSE

INT-03-32 Please provide the total number of Ohio electric enrollments obtained on 

your behalf by the third-party agent and vendor identified in response to INT 

03-31 from October 15, 2017 through April 30, 2018.

RESPONSE
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REQUESTS FOR ADMISSIONS

The following requests for admissions are propounded upon Santanna in accordance 
with Ohio Adm. Code 4901-1-16(D)(5); therefore, IGS is specifically requesting that all 
responses be supplemented with subsequently acquired information at the time such 
information is made available.

RFA 03-01 Admit that you do not review and approve the sales and marketing scripts used by 

the parties identified in INTs 03-08 and 03-28.

RESPONSE

RFA 03-02 Admit that you received complaints from current or former IGS electric and natural 

gas customers in Ohio regarding the sales and marketing practices used by your 

telephonic and door-to-door sales representatives from October 10, 2017 through 

April 30, 2018.

RESPONSE

RFA 03-03 Admit that none of the vendors listed in Attachment A (Confidential) to IGS’ First 

Set of Interrogatories, Requests for Admissions, and Requests for Production of 

Documents provide in-person solicitation services on your behalf.

RESPONSE
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REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS
The following requests for production of documents are propounded upon Santanna in 
accordance with Ohio Adm. Code 4901-1-16(D)(5); therefore, IGS is specifically 
requesting that all responses be supplemented with subsequently acquired information 
at the time such information is made available.

RFP 03-01 Please provide a copy of the sales and marketing script used by the third- 

party agents and/or vendors identified in INTs 03-08, 03-14, 03-27 and 03- 

31.

RESPONSE

RFP 03-02 Please provide all contracts and acknowledgement forms associated with 

the retail electric and natural gas enrollments of||^^ and/orl 

and Deborah Bukovan with Santanna.

RESPONSE

RFP 03-03 Please provide all audio recordings associated with the retail electric and 

natural gas enrollments of and/or and

with Santanna.

RESPONSE

RFP 03-04 Please provide the March 2018 audio recording of Ms.

rescind her retail natural gas enrollment with Santanna.

RESPONSE

s request to
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that a copy of the Interrogatories and Request for Production of 

Documents, Propounded Upon Santanna Natural Gas Corporation, Third Set, has been 

served via electronic transmission upon the following parties of record this 17th day of 

June 2019.

/s/ Michael A. Nuaent
Michael A. Nugent 

Attorney for Complainant 
Interstate Gas Supply, Inc.

SERVICE LIST

boiko@carpenterlipps.com
dressel@carpenterlipps.com
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CARPENTER EIPPS & LELANT) u.P
ATTORNEYS AT LAW 
280 PLAZA. SUITE IdOO 

280 NORTH HIGH STREET 
COLUMBUS. OHIO 4321 $

WWW CARPEMTERLIPPS.COM

May 13,2019

WRITCRS OIRCCr KUMBCR

(6i4) 365-4124 
boj ko@carpentcrIipps.com

Angela Hawkins 
Legal Director
Public Utilities Commission of Ohio 
180 East Broad Street, 11*** Floor 
Columbus, Ohio 43215 
angela.hawkins@.puco.ohio.gov

Re: Public Records Request for Records of Informal Complaints and/or Contacts

Dear Ms. Hawkins,

Pursuant to R.C. 149.43, et seq., Ohio’s public records law, the undersigned hereby 
requests to obtain copies of certain public records relating to informal complaints that have been 
received by the Public Utilities Commission of Ohio (Commission). Specifically, this is a 
request for documents relating to the following:

1. AH informal complaints and/or contacts to the Commission’s call center regarding 
Interstate Gas Supply, Inc., IGS, or IGS Energy, beginning January 1, 2018 through 
the date of this letter.

2. All informal complaints and/or contacts to the Commission’s call center regarding 
IDS Energy or IDS, beginning January 1,2018 through the date of this letter.

The undersigned requests the above-described records in an electronic format, to be 
received via email to boiko@carpenterliDDS.com as soon as possible, but no later than 
May 28, 2019. If the Commission expects a significant delay in responding to or fulfilling this 
request, please advise as to when the requested public records can be expected.

Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kimberly W. Bojko
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

PublicRecords@puco.ohio.gov 
Monday, June 24, 2019 2:01 PM 
Brian Dressel; PubiicRecords@puco.ohlo.gov 
RE: Public Records Request
IGS Contact Report PPR 5.13.19-2019-05-14^13-21-37.xlsx

Mr. Dressel,
Please see the attached record responsive to your public records request.

Donald Leming
Public Utilities Commission of Ohio 
Legal Department 
Associate General Counsel 
(614) 644-895S 
www.PUCQ.ohlo.gov

mm
This message and any response to it may constitute a public record and thus may be public available to anyone who 
requests It.

From: Brian Dressel (mailto:dressei@CarpenterLipps.com] 
Sent: Thursday, June 13, 2019 12:29 PM 
To: PUCO PubllcRecords <PubIicRecords@puco.ohio.gov> 
Subject: Public Records Request

Hello,

I wanted to follow up on the status of a public records request that I submitted regarding informal complaints and/or 
contacts to the Public Utilities Commission of Ohio's call center regarding Interstate Gas Supply, Inc., IGS Energy, IGS, IDS 
Energy, and/or IDS. On May 13,2019. I was wondering if there is any update on this request and when we can expect to 
receive a response to the request. Any Information that you can provide on the status of the request would be greatly 
appreciated.

Thank you for your time,

Brian W. Dressel
Carpenter Lipps & Leland LLP
Columbus • Chicago
280 Plaza, Suite 1300
280 N. High Street
Columbus, OH 43215
(614) 365-4131
dressel@carpenterliDos.com
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exempt from disclosure under applicable lav^. Unauthorized disclosure or use of this information is strictly prohibited. If you rec^ved this q6
in error please dispose of the message and reply to or contact Brian Dressel at (614) 365-4131.
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S»>Cifi<C«4< -r
Advertising & 
Marketing

Case ACMVVtUOlMttiOA
OMf/nrvB op«f**4 Mcolo cu*e««iM4Ao

BlSng Dispute

0Q1B91S- Interstate Gas 5up0184;5C PM 3001: Icb
caller states IGS came to door and wrote ors bdl and caller does not understand what the rep was doing, 
caller states rep said would save $21 on bill 
rep said $S5.9.

caller is talking in circles cannot understand, 
advised caller would need to can IGS to go over contract.

Interstate Gas SupOlS 4:50 PM 3001: provided number.
001d44S-|nters(ate Gas SuplO 11:49 AM 3001: ICS

Caller cancelled supplier IGS, caller states the next day Consumer retention specialist rob ludden showed up at door at 
dam. Caller states that he asked him to leave several times and would not and would not take no for an answer. caSer 
states rep was only there a few minutes, 
caller states getting calb advised to oopt out of marketing as weO.

Interstate Gas SuplS 11:49 AM 3001: Icb 
0018S46 Interstate Gas Supis 11:17 AM 3001: close

customer called, stated that she just received a $800 biH this month, her bill was $481 last month, and $131.23 in Nov 
2017. she called her supplier IGS In Oct 2017 to renewhercontractratefor 5.99, but IGS has been apparently charging her 
a higher rate than that, her rate on the current bill is 7.41/kwh, and last mcHith it was 7.11/kwh. she was also charged 
7.11/kwh in Aug 2017 and 2016. IGS keeps teSng her she’s paying 5.39, but her bill says 7.41. she doesn't understand 
what is going on. her bid also says she used 7492 kwh,

i advised we can contact die supplier regarding her charges and the rate she’s under contract for. gave her the case id and 
Interstate Gas Supl811:17 AM 3001: inv time frame, invited call back.
Interstate Gas SuplS 11:17 AM 3001: *** no response from cust-close case-will reopen upon the cusCs contact***

I called the cust and spoke with Frances Maynard • adv of the co response • she Is going to send the PUCO the big copy 
Interstate Gas SuplS 11:17 AM 3001: showing a higher rate • provided mailing address.
Interstate Gas SuplS 11:17 AM 3001: review company response 

0019428 Interstate Gas SupOlS 4:35 PM 3001: ST IGS to cancel. Discussed A2A rates.
On 1/18, Frontier called her re: efecofc supply. Still has (6S, but wants to cancel.

Interstate Gas SupOlS 4:35 PM 3001: Discussed currenteleetncAlAsuf^lier rates. ST iGS to cancel.
0019718-Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:48 PM 3001:sp<Ae locust regarding co. rsp

1 am on level billing with IGS Energy at the rate of $81 per month. My level bill with DP&L Is $58 for a monthly total of 
$139. Over the pastyearmyactual IGS charge has been about $31. I was told to call in March to change my level bill rate 
as April is their settle up mondi. My current budget balance with IGS Is -$427.09. When I called to reduce the $81 charge 
I was told it could not be changed. When I asked for my $427,09 overpayment, they told me it was up to DPSiL to rectify 
that. I told IGS to cancel my level billing as of today. icalledOP&Ltoaskabout my overpayment owed me by IGS, I was 
told they have nothii^g to do with that However, OP&L offered me a total level bill of $76 per month, which includes the 
supplier amount. IcaHedlGSandcanceKedmyaccountwith them and told them I wanted my overpayment check 
submitted to me. 7fi«y told me it would take two billing cycles of another $81 each month to cancel, i told them to add it 
to the amount of overpayment they owe me and I would not be pa^ng an additional $81 until they got their paperwork in 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:48 PM 3001: order. My question is how can I re coop the $427.09 IGS owes me? I would appreciate your assistance.
Per ph conv w/cust., advd co. rpts her budget was set at $81.00 dollars a month. IGS processed her request to cancel. 
C«Ke the account terminates a credit Ml be processed and sent to OPt.
the credit will be in the range of $346.09. She said that she knew she'd have a final bill and thought It would be lower than 

interstate Gas SupOlS 3:48 PM 3001: what she originaBy thought. I asked if ^e had any quesfions and she said no. Advd cIs case.
•caller says back in Nov, 2017, she was approved for PIPP (g> $62 a month
-caBer says prior to ertrolEng on PIPP, she had chosert IGS Energy as her elec&'ic supplier
•caler says she reev'd a Itr from OE stating that $205.36 has been written off • although, IGS Energy claims she owe them 
$205.36
•caBer mentions Collections, etc...
-caler sa^ she shotdd not be heid responsible for the $205.36 wrlte-o^
•forwarding to Investigation to resolve 

0019874- Interstate Gas SuplS 11:27 AM 3001- -case B provided

Called the customer to go over the company response and close. Explained that OE charges are placed Into airears and if 
she had OE supplying hergeneration, those charges would have been placed in her arrears, but IGS charges do not get 
placed In PIPP arrears. Advised that OE did not write-off her charges, they simply sent them back to IGS and that is why 
she is hearing from IGS. Advised that IGS is wiling to offer her a payrrvent arrangement She said that she would call H3S 

Interstate Gas Supl81Z.-27AM 3002: to set that up. Advised that I wo(dd close the investigation and invited a call back with any future utility concerns. 
0019883>lnterstate Gas SupOlS 3:14 PM 3001: called to close, see comments

called cust and advised this was a good enrollment with the govern aggregation. It is now over and Greene county is going 
with AEP energy as the new aggregatioa Stated be does not want to be placed Into that, provided the number to opt out. 
Also, went over bVs wtb cust. Advdsed Dec- Feb were est bills, which could have been low est. Due to march being an 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:14 PM 3001: atual it trued up any missed usage.
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cus(callingtospeakwithS.8. c t m
Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:14 PM 3001: Transferred over to vm P^QO 5 Of 106

govern aKregation. Stated most recent bill how more then doubled. Stated he never agreed to this. Stated there was a 
fee on the bill. Stated he has rrat contacted IGS (he hates them and does rwt feel the need to contact them).

interstate Gas SupOlS 3:14 PM 3001: advised can invest and will contact back i
interstate Gas SupOlS 3:14 PM 3001: tried calling cust. no answer and no vm. will try back

Dear Samantha Boerstler.. thank you for making an investigation into my complaint. Is there any update as to the status of 
my complaint? I did not agree at all to have IGS as a suppler to me. I never authorized it. It was the local Jamestown 
government that did this v^thout my consent or knowledge. I cannot afford to pay this huge monthly charge which is 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:14 PM 3001: fraudulent, My only income is fixed Income SSDi because I am in a wheelchair. Please let me know. Earnestly.. Philip Equi 
Oct' Feb bills were estimated. Due to March bill being act if any est were low this trued up the difference. There is no 
additional fee on his bill from IGS. Would need to contacted either DP6L or IGS to cancel. There Is no ETF to cancel with 

Interstate Gas SupOlg 3:14 PM 3031: IGS
Customer Is calling about CGO and IGS. She stated that she used to have C60 with IGS as her supplier, but now resides 
where she has gas provided as a part of her rent. CGO has continued to debit her account for $11 >13 per month tor IGS 
charges and she is trying to find out what they are for. She had been on budget billing with CGO. She said that she called 
IGS and was told that the charges would stop, but she doesrt't know why she has been charged. Provided IGS nurriber and

0019903 Interstate Gas Sup01$ 2:02 PM 3001: ea number at CGO, and invited a tall back.
0020013 Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:21 PM 3001: LM. ICB.

Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:21 PM 3001; IM hwtii^ call back urith any remaining questions or concerns regarding her AFP I^U after being contacted by AEP.
Caller contacting on behalf of mother-)n4a w (Ms. Shelto/)). Caller states that she works for Palmco and had switched MIt 
to her CO from IGS In Nov or Dec. Caller states that MIL had been on budget for $50 per month. Caller states that now 
states that MIL had paid money to catch up with her AEP bill the weke of 3/12 for $466. C^er is now being advised that 
her AEP bill Is caught up but that there Is still a charge from IGS on AEP bill (Caller states that AEP advised that their 
portion is cau^t up (?)). Caller also states that MIL had been on PIPP some two ago. Caller Is looking to have issue 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:21 PM 3001: clarified. Advised caller of Investigative process.
00201S9'1nterstate Gas SupOlS 3:44 PM 3001:-caller advised to put her concerns in writing in her own words and submit to the PUCO

•caller says she there is a Sy*passable generation & Transmission charge on her TE bill that she does not approve of 
•caller also mention that IGS Energy Is on her bill and she didn't authorize it 
-caller says she want a refund of $1S.33 
-caller was advised that the PUCO does rwt provide refunds 
•caller asked If she can hie a complaint with the PUCO

Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:44 PM 3001: -caller was advised to put her concerns in writir^ in her own words, and submit to the PUCO

Caller states that they had IGS at a rate of 6.96. They received a call and signed back up at a rate of 6.46. They were on 
budget billing and their budget rate went from $41$ to $492. They told her it was because they had a bad winter. Advised 
her that It does not sound Hke she had a rate issue but a usage issue. 'Htey are all-electric. Advised her that the IGS rate is 
not that high and exptalt^ed to her to look at It according to the PTC. She stated that OP&Lrep told her that their rate does 
rsot go over 4 cents ar>d she could have saved money. Advised her that she can review old bills to determine how the rate 
compared to the PTC and that there were probably some months where they actuatly saved money. She asked rep at 
DP&L to cancel IGS. IGS wilt be charging her an $98 ETF. She asked If she should sign back up with IGS. Advised that is her 
decision. Advised all I can do is check with IGS on the rate and cancellation and confimi wheU^er or rrat she has an E1T and 
if she has to pay it. Sheaskedabout what shehasto pay once IGS Is cancelled. Advised It depends on her balance.

0021130* Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:34 PM 3001: Referred her to the DP&l hotline for gwdance on the balance due and payment options.

Caller states that they had IGS at a rate of 6.96. They received a call and signed back up at a rate of 6.46. They were on 
budget bllting and their budget rate went from $41$ to $492. They told her it was because they had a bad winter. Advised 
her that it does not sound like she had a rate issue but a usage Issue. They are all-electric. Advised her that the IGS rate is 
not that high and exi^ned to her to look at it according to the PTC. She stated that DP&l rep tcdd >«r that their rate does 
not go over 4 cents and she could have saved money. Advised her that she can im^ew old bills to determine how Ute rate 
compared to the PTC and that there were probably some months where they actually saved money. She asked rep at 
OP&LtocarKeiIGS. IGS will be charging her an $98 ETF. She asked if she should sign back up with IGS. Advised (hat is her 
decision. Advised all I can do is check with IGS on the cate and cancellation and confirm whether or not she has an ETF 
and if she has to pay It. She asked about what she has to pay once 165 is cancelled. Advised ft depends on her balance.

Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:34 PM 3001: Referred her to the DP&L hotline for guidance on the balance due and payment options.
0022364 Interstate Gas Sup0l8 3:20 PM 3001: ^oke with cust • close case 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:20 PM 3001: •** sent Initial email •••
Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:20 PM 3001: *** review company response ***

account number 07006252352. Mkhael from the Canton, Ohio office has been trying to fix this Issues with no success. We 
had a tenant take over another account at our building 3S01 Lesh Street NE Canton, Ohio 4470$, After we asked AEP to 
remove our exterior paricing lot ll^ts from one account and move them to the account l referenced above, AEP back 
charged me for these lights back to 2016 even though I already paid monthly for these lights over the years. Not only did 
we get a $Sk-fbiit from AEP but I am getting high bils from l6SAccountNumber5726S16, another utility company 
because of this. This is fraud. Customer service is terrible.

interstate Gas SupOlS 3:20 PM 3001: Related to 4223564
I called the cust • receptionist provided Robert Smith's cell phone number • 330-495-9S44 • called the cust and left a 

Interstate Gas Sup018 3:20 PM 3001: message for a return caH.
I called the cust and spoke with Robert Smith • confirmed AEP's response — on 8/29/18. CSR contacted him to apologize 
for the tnconverWence and to fet him know that a system error occurred and that AEP Ohio has adjusted the account to 
reflect a crerfit balance of $747.98 that AEP Ohio owes him — cust states that AEP has provided him a check and he thkdts 
thateverything has been corrected - he will know when he receives the new bat-adv that the correction on the system 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:20 PM 3001: error should correct his ICS acet • invited call back.
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002256S Interstate Cas SupOlS 1:4S PM 3001: mailed letter to cust. see file c <U nc
Introduces as* DPL energy resources (stated IGS purchased DPL) Page 6 Of 1106

l<3S- $0.0595 fixed 12 months
Interstate Cas SupOlS 1:45 PM 3001: Agent advised oust of budget during the sales call and cust agreed to go on budget with IGS

Called in regarding supplier IGS on her OPAL account. Custemer states she never signed up for budget billing with IGS.
Is showing budget balance true up of 675.44. Called DP&L and spoke with Artdrew and he ad^sed customer may be on 
budget billing with supplier. Customer states she did not sign up for budget billing and wasn't to looking into these 

Interstate GasSupOlS 1:45 PM 3001:charges. Gave casefl and Invited call back.
Caller was looking for update on case. Advised caRer that case is stW open and that SB has received an initial response.

Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:45 PM 3001: Caller Is being advised by IGS that she owes them $755.
Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:45 PM 3001; see excel spreadsheet for breakdown

When cust agreed to golr^ vwth 165 as a 12 month fixed rate of $0.0595 she afso agreed to goin on a budget plan. Per the 
information received from OPAL and also the fixed rate her budget was placed at $48.52. At the end of the 12 month IGS 
changed her budget based off of the new rate charge and per there company will not go over a certain percent. Due to 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:45 PM 3001: the amount of the budget her true up came due and did not cover all that was charged, 
interstate Gas SupOlS 1:45 PM 3001: tried caHIng cust, no answer and no vm, will try
Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:45 PM 3001: tried caling cust to go over the IGS charge on her billing, no answer will try back 
Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:45 PM 3001: Tara from IGS called regarding case* 614*659*5058.
Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:45 PM 3001: tried caHing cust, no answer and no vm, wiH draft letter i
Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:45 PM 3001; mailed letter to cust I

0022733 Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:48 PM 3001: Explained that $100.37 was supply charges and $99 was ETF.
(.usromer nas Loiumota gas ana iu>/suppiier |

r

Columt^a Gas (Acctif 131553110010007} ^
IGS Customer if not available at the moment.

Billing dispute

Customer renewed with supplier IGS, and believes she was misled with what her rates would be.
Customer claims she believed she had to choose a supplier from what the IGS rep told her during sign up originaRy.

After noticing increased suppler rates after renewal. Customer caled suppSer IGS to cancel the subscription for 
gas/electric.

Customer claims IGS charged 2 ETF's to her electric bill ($100 gas + 599 electric}
Customer claims her electric bill is now $300

Interstate Gas SupOlB 1:48 PM 3001: Customer claims her rates changed with renewal, appears to be variable.
I spoke w/ customer and advised of company response after reviewing both TPVs from Sept. '16 and May *18 for both gas 
and electric. Mrs. Vance believes that AEP is billing both the gas and electnc ETFs on her AEP ba only. This is creating a 
bill of $287.

Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:48 PM 3001:1 advised her that I would check w/AEP EAandconfirmwhat the charges (m her biH are, and call her back today.
3wy w/ Emliv@HL %e advised that $100.37 was IGS supply, $99 ETF and $88 AEP budget.

I advised caller of the $100 being supply charges and not an ETF. She understands. Also discussed budget billing and 
Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:46 PM 3001: reducing her bill.

002273S Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:16 PM 3001: Confirmed that $100.37 were supply charges and not ETF.
customer nas mck ano lua/^uppiier

AEP Accttt 07743627213
IGS Customer # not available at the moment.

Billing dispute

Customer renewed with supplier IGS, and believes she was misled with what her rates would be.
Customer claims she believed she had to choose a supplier from what the iGS rep told her during sign up origlnall)'.

After noticing increased supplier rates after renewal, Custmner called supplier IGS to cance! the subscription for 
ga$/e(ectrlc.

Customer claims IGS charged 2 ETF's to her electric bill ($100 gas + $99 elecuic)
Customer ctahns her electric biN is now $300.

Interstate Gas SupOlB 2:16 PM 3001: Customer claims her rates changed with renewal, appears to be variaUe.
3wy w/ Emily@Kl. iGS supply was $100.37, $99 ETF and $88 AEP budget.

I advised caller of the $100 being supply charges and not an ETF. She understands. Aho discussed budget billing and 
Interstate Gas SupOlB 2:16 PM 3001: reducing her bill- 
interstate Gas SupOlS 2:16 PM 3001: Working off of case 00227333 

0023712 Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:47 PM 3001: spoke with cust • dose case

• review company response *
I called the cust and spoke with Dorothy Stewart *adv of the company response •** IGSdoesshowthat they spoke to you 
in May, IGS reviewed and replaced the NEST and gave you a 100 good will credit. You have a balance of 60.96 with 16S at 
this time. IGSwillwnteoffyour balance. IGS Is showing that you returned Uie NEST, so she would rtot be billed for the 
NEST. ••* inquired if she has a bill showing the NEST * cust states that she does not but she states that AEP said that she did 
not get the credit * cust Aen states that the credit of $100 was for her bRI that was around $800 • adv titat the amount 

Interstate Gas SupDlS 3:47 PM 3001; drat she now ewes IGS is zero, as IGS states that they are writing off her bai of $60.96.
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after the thermostat was put in, her bili was S800 then the following month It was $600 • the electric mtr just Ici^QAii^Of 106 
she told IGS and they referred her to contact nest thermostat ■ caller state that she i£d but was told that it was not their 
problem • that they gave the thermostats to IGS • after she had IGS removed the nest thermostat • her bill went down to 
$220 • she states that her current biN is $126.94 - she has cancelled with IGS and was told they would waive Uie ETF on 
3/7/18 • but AEP told her that they have not waived the ETF • caller would like to know If IGS will give her a refund from 

Interstate Gas Sup018 3:47 PM 3001: the high bill due to the nest thermostat * adv of inv timeline.
Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:47 PM 3001: * sent initial email *

Sean Sowers with IGS callirtg for DP.

0023778 Interstate Gas SuplS 12:39 PM 3001: Transfer to DP voicemail.
Sean Bowers horn Igs is tailing to H>eak with O.P 

Interstate Gas SuplS 12:39 PM 3801: transferred over to vm

Informed customer of enroBment, my inability to require a reduction of charges since they b9led per the contract terms 
and we do not control their budget billing. Informed her they are willing to set up a pymt arr. Also informed her they 
typically remove the si^pfier charges after two biding cycles and bill directly ^m there so it wont affect her utility svc. 

Interstate Gas SuplS 12:39 PM 3001: ICB.

Informed customer of enrollment, my inability to require a reduction of charges since they blHed per the contract terms 
and we do not control their budget biling. Informed her they are willing to set up a pymt arr. Aiso Informed her they 
tyi»caily remove the supplier charges after two billing cycles and bili directly from there so it wont affect her utility svc. 

Interstate Gas SuplS 12:39 PM 3001: iCB.
Customer says IGS took over her original contract and things have been haywire ever since. Co claims she owes them 
$1,700 though she‘s paid her OP&L bill every month, Includirtg the IGS charges. She requested they drop from her account 
in September and they refused to process her request. She had to go through OPSil to cancel and they are still on her bill. 
She needs help getting this resolved. She and her husband are or) fixed incomes and can not afford to pay $1,7G0 In 

Interstate Gas SuplS 12.'39 PM 3001: addition to what they have already paid for their electric.
OP&l/ IGS- IGS did not bill OP&L correctly for 1 yr. Stated from the year she over paid. Stated she cancelled with IGS, 
Novembers. K3S is informing her tfieydld not bill DP&L enough vdthin theconiract. Last 2orthree Mil she only charged 
DP&L dethrery service. Stilt receiving blits from DP&L with IGS.
Statedwason a budget with IGS for $20.00 a month.

Cust is wor>dering where payments are being apf^ied to. Also she believes IGS Is not billing her properly.
Informed cust I can open an invest regarding the confact and billing

0.06667 Sept'1712 month 
0.0719 sept'18-12 month

explained payment priority to customer. Stated she contacted DP&L and informed her as to why she has been informed 
002S106' Interstate Gas Supl912:03 PM 3001: how much is owed to OP&L and did not inform her that the payment would assessed to IGS.

Interstate Gas Supl912:03 PM 300U Per Drake R. awaiting a response from tara
Interstate Gas Supl912:03 PM 3001: due to issues with the company issued a credit of $74.95 to customer

Called and spoke with customer- due to issues with the company issued a credit of $74.95 to customer 
Cust advised me the level billing was incorrect and continued to Inform IGS about the low budget amount Explained to 
(he customer how bucket billing works. (Mfortunately IGS set a budget that was low and a true up was owed. Cust then 
stated In Nov she canceled her account. Informed cust it can take 1-2 tilling cycles. Advised cust have payment priority is 
how payments are made. Cust wanted to go over all the biling with OP&L went over biting to provide that she was billed 
correctly. Cust was confused about when DPL energy went to IGS. Informed cust that IGS purchased DPI energy. Cust 
wanted to go over the budget that IGS did not do correctly. Explained to cust we have no way of chan^ng her budget 
amount. Cust then started to state OP&L was over charged. Cust stated she did not agreed to go with IGS energy. Cust 
does not understand the payment priority and thinks that she over paid both companies.

Advised cust I can break down the billing for her regarding the payment priority.

Interstate Gas 5upl912:03 PM 3001; Cust then stated DP&L should have questions the low budget amount that IGS was charging her.
Speke with Mllrlaa about what to send to customer, looked at attachment that was sent from PP&L and stated to send 

Interstate Gas Supl912:03 PM 3001: that breakdown to the customer 
Interstate Gas Supl912:03 PM 3001: mailed to cust see file
Interstate Gas Supl912:03 PM 3001- mailed payment information to customer, see file

Customer is cading about IG$ for electric. She says that she cancelled service with IGS fri lanuary but IGS keeps btlHng her 
$11.95 eacA and she does not know why. The charges do not appear on her OE bill, the company is simply debited her 
bank account each month. Suggestedthat tills might be for some line protection. She says that she never enrolled in 

0025953'lnterstateGa$Sup019 3;52PM 3001: anything like that. Provided case ID, explained time frame and Invited a callback.
Customer's husbatid, Patrick, enrolled In Home Warranty Program on 12/9/16 when he enrolled with the company for 

Interstate Gas Sup019 3;S2 PM 3001: supply service. She needs to call 877 995-4447 to cancel.
Called Tara at IGS. This was for Home Warranty at $11-9S per month. Customer enrolled In this ir) 2016 when she 
enrolled her electric service. Customer needs to call to cancel at 877 99S-4447. Tara will send the tigned docs from 

interstate Gas Sup019 3:52 PM 3O0i: 2016.
Called the customer to go ever the company response and dose. Reached a message which asked for my remote access 

Interstate Gas Sup019 3:52 PM 3001: code.
Interstate Gas SupD19 3:52 PM 3001J Customer response mailed
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Caler states that he has a letter dated March 1 that he rc'd from H5S saying that he owes $99.00. CaBer said ^

(Bd not tell him there would be an Caller states that he did not contact the company about this to question this.
Advd caller will look Into this. Asked about the term of his contract and he said he doesn't remember that, only 
remembers that he was not told about an ETF,

0026129 Interstate Gas Sup019 2:30 PM 3001: Advd will send for invt. Advd co time line.

RESPONSE TO CASE 261293 (2ND CASE 257410]

Per ph conv w/cust, advd the following 
IGS case
he owes an ETP of $99.00. He said at the time of the enrollment, he doesn't recall being told there would be a fee to 
cancel.

Co. provided a copy of the ervollment card- fixed $3.69/mcf for 36 mths—dated March 8,2017, cust signed and provided 
acct number and email address
•*at the bottom of the enrollment card It does state, this includes an ETF of $99.00

Co. provided a copy of a contract, which Includes rate, terms arxl ETF, $99.00.

Interstate Gas Sup019 2:30 PM 3001: He said ok, I was wrong then. I asked if he had other questions and he said no, I think you covered It. Advd cIs case.

Per ph conv w/cust., advd the following 
IGS case
he owes an ETF of $99.00. He said at the time of the enrollment, he doesn't rec^l being told there would be a fee to 
cancel.

Co. provided a copy of the enrollment card- fixed $3.$9/mcf for 36 mths—dated March 8,2017, cust signed and provided 
acct number and email address
* *at the bottom of the enrollment card It does state, this includes an ETF of $99.00

Co. provided a copy of a contract, which includes rate, terms and ETF, $99.00.

Interstate Gas Sup019 2:30 PM 300U He said ok, I was wrong then. I asked if he bad other questions and he said no, I think you covered it Advd cIs case.
OillIng Inquiry 0018S8S Interstate Gas SuplS 12:43 PM 3001: Advise she Is to call IGS and verify if sh Is in a contract and if an ETF is part of the cancellation.

She is paying over $4.00 per MCF.

Interstate Gas SuplS 12:43 PM 3001: Advise she is to call IGS and verify if sh is In a contract and if an ETF is pan of the cancellation.
0018770<lnterstate Gas SuplS 12:33 PM 3001: Educated customer.

Linda calling irt stating that IGS is "messing" iMth their account. Stated she had IGS. She went online and $igned-up with 
FES. She stated tiiat an agent came to her door and was talking with her husband. Ke stated that IGS stated something 
about fixing what was messed-up. She then went on-line and signed back up with FES. ^oke to Mary at the company 
regarding the accoimt. She stated that she dtd not see what the customer was saying. She stated that IGS is set to drop 

Interstate Gas SuplS 12:33 PM 3001; as of 3/7/18 and it everything appears to be normal. Advised customer. She stated okay and she hung-up at that point. 
0019012 Interstate Gas SupOlS 1;SS PM 3001: Can IGS

Caller states that she Is paying $.69 per ccf under IGS but was unable to reach them. Attempted a call with IGS and they 
were in a company vdde conference until 530pm. Caller then asked for SCO rate and fixed rate offers. Advised caller of 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:$S PM 3001: SCO and offer from New Wave. Also advised caller to contact IGS on 2/9 to inquire about contract status. Invited caIRrack 
0019174 Interstate Gas SuplS 10:18 AM 3001: Suggested he call IGS.

H%h bill this month. Called OP&L and told nothing could be done. As we taked I deterndned he has a supplier. He was not 
able to locate the PTC so I called the ea.
PTC is 5.0. Been with supplier since 2013. Current rate is $$.69/kwh. Over 3,000 kwh for the month.

Interstate Gas SuplS 10:16 AM 300i:-1 adv caller of above. Suggested he call IGS. Inquire about an etf.
001999S- Interstate Gas SupOlS 4:31 PM 3001: spoke w cust - close case

I nave oeen unaoie to reconcne an issue regaroing oiiiing witn lkjs energy ana wen as abk unio, nence mis letter to your
offices.

Sywayof explanation, iwasapproached by a representative of IGS Energy at my home address the first part of January, 
2018. At that time I asked what our per hour kilowatt charge was for comparison purposes to AEP. I also told him that I'd 
be glad to talk with him again the following Wednesday.,

This same day, I beieve it was a Monday, I caked the number for AEP and asked for a quote, the lady was kind enough to 
teH me it was In the ne^hborhood of $0,058 per KWH, Since this cost was cheaper Uidi^ what IGS was charging me, i.e., 
$0,078 or so, I told the lady to transfer my account over to AEP from IGS since they already had my Info. Remember now, 
this was mid-January.

My last regular pre change payment to IGS/AEP was on 11-21-17 In the amount of $tlS,00 (electronic transfer). Taking for 
granted then that I should have owed for part of November all of December and partially for January as my DISCONNECT 
NOTICE noted, I calculate that I should have been billed in the nel^bwhood of $400 plus, for that time period.

Interstate Gas Sup018 4:31 PM 3001:
Interstate Gas Sup0184:31 PM 3001: *** sent initial email ***
Interstate Gas SupOlS 4:31 PM 3001: *** review company response ***

I called the cust and spoke with Steven Kirby • cust states that he did get his refund back for $512.10 - cust states tiiat 
Interstate Gas Sup018 4:31 PM 3001: everything has been settled • cust states, thank you - Invited call back.

0020124' Interstate Gas SupOlS 4:22 PM 3001: SCO



Santanna Natural Gas Corporation 
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Motion for Protective Order Against IGS Energy
Caller states that he had received a letter from IGS welcoming caller as a customer under SCO. Advised caller ^

entails and that he will be charged the same as Vectrea Also advised caller that he can contact Of &L and VeccR909^ Of ;106 
Interstate Gas S19OIS A:22 f M 3001i put on Do Not Solicit list. Invited callback.

002024& Interstate Gas SupnS 8:32 AM 3001: EA of AEf, Call IGS
Caller states that she had been on budget for $151 per month, $71 of which was an IGS charge when she received her 
most recent AEf bill Uiat had a "Budget True Up" of $285 from IGS. CaUer was looking to see how IGS came up with that 
amount. Caller was unsure if this was an anniversary month and had advised IGS that she was letting contract expire at 
the end of April. AdvisedcallertocontactEAof AEf for more details on her usage vs budget payment and to contact IGS 

Interstate Gas Sup7l8 8;32 AM 3001: regarding the charge. Invited callback.
0020669 Interstate GasSupOlB liSS PM 3C01Kall IGS

Caller states that she had a door*to-door rep from IGS enroll her for both electric and gas on 2/27and was lookii^ to see if 
this was a good deal. Advised caller of SCO price and how to find price>to*compare offers on "re bdl. Also quoted offers on 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:5S PM 3001: a2a website for IGS for 36 months fixed. CaBer wiR be contact IGS to cancel out of both. InvUed callback.
Caller states that he had received a disconnect notice for 6/4 with $S22 due. Caller states that he had been on budget for 
$99 per month for the past three years. Caller states that he has yet to speak with CG. Advised caller of number for EA of 

0020986 Interstate Gas SupllS 9:35 AM 3001: CG for further details. In^ted callback.
Interstate Gas SupllS 9:35 AM 3001: Called customer to close, valid enrollment, left vm.

CALLING BACK,
Caller asking to speak with MV.
Caller wrote down HL number wrong.
Caller keeps asking why his bSI Is so high.

Caller has IGS, being charged a high rate.
caller states (hey tricked him, asked if he cancelled caller states co trying to charge 99 to cancel.

advised i would ask for contract info 
Interstate Gas Sup]18 9:3S AM 3001: advised of case number 

0021282. Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:21 PM 3001S RTC

customer called, stated that he has questions about his electric, gas, and water biRs. his IGS appears on hh electric bill and 
they are charging 0.0779Avrh and he believes he cancelled them already, he doesn't reca# when he called them, he says 
they are still charging him when they shouldn't be. he says that he is confused about aR the charges on his account.

Interstate Gas Sup018 3:21 PM 3001: he says he also has CGO and city of Cleveland water. I ad^ed him to contact AGO for water bill Issue. ICB.
002180S- Interstate Gas Supl810:51 AM 3001: referred to IGS

customer caRed, wondering why he's paying 4.74/mcf, says his bill says he has IGS, he never enrolled vnth them, i advised 
Interstate Gas SuplS 10:S1 AM 3001: he should call them to inquire about his rate and contract status. ICB,

The customer wanted IGS number to make sore she had no cancellation fees.

0022931 Interstate Gas Sup7l8 9:41 AM 3001: Gave number
The customer wanted IGS number to make sure she had no cancellation fees.

Interstate Gas Sup7l8 9:41 AM 3001* Gave number
Customer c^Eng regarding suppler charges on the bill. Answered questions regarding supfdiers. Customer wanted to 

0023068 Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:58 PM 3001: know why there was suppker and deliver charges on bill. Invited call back.

We, and several of our friends, have had the supposed amount of electric tripled on this months billed. We have changed 
nothing in this house and the stated kwh used Increased from 124kwh to lllSkwh. AEP appears to be gouging its 
customers and many w3l pay this bill without any questions. Who can investigate these overcharges? People with 

0023873 Interstate Gas Sup)181:01 AM 3001: automatic bil payment and the elderly paythesebllis without questions and AEP will be robbing themlli
sent iniUal email to AEP as the notes show this Is an Issue r^ardir^ AEP and the KWH used. Nothing In the notes 

Interstate Gas Sup}181:01 AM 3001: discusses IGS although they are the company of record.
LMONVMTOCLOSE

Interstate Gas Sup3l81:01 AM 3001; explained meter was misread and correction was made on rebUI. 
returned customer call and left VM

Interstate Gas Sup7l81:01 AM 3001: advised we received newest address issue and forwarded for INV also.
Customer called requesting to speak LG,
Informed customer LG was currently unavailable.

Interstate Gas SupllS 1:01 AM 3001: Transferred customer to LG voicemail as requested.

00242S4 Interstate Gas SuplS 11:47 AM 3001: Customer doesn’t want to proceed vrith the Invesbgation. Advised to call back, if she wants to proceed, looted call back

Interstate Gas SuplB 11:47 AM 3001: Customer doesn’t want to proceed with the Investigation. Advised to call back, if she wants to proceed. Invited call back.
Customer caling about IGS. Cust caling about IGS. Customer states the rate they are charging her is wrong, Customer 
thinks they signed up with IGS in Mar. 0.0659 is the rate she was given on the enrollment letter. Caller could not identify 
the term length of the actual contract. Opening an investigation to get original contract info to see if IGS is honoring the 

Interstate Gas SuplS 11:47 AM 3001: contract. Gave caseU and invited call back.
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Page 10 ofCustomer called to discuss his currer>t supplier charges.
Customer is calling on behalf of his mother, who Is elderly.
Customer recently received an electric bill, from $0.54 to $0.Sl)^h

Customer believes they have been with the same supplier for over 20 years.
Customer questioned rather or not he would be able to collect a refund for being overcharged.
I informed the customer, ty^caUy when a contract ends, the customer Is placed on a variable rate.

Customer is unsure of his contract terms and conditions.
I advised the customer to contact the supplier to request a copy of his contract, and review the terms.
Cu^oraer will be returning to having his distributor pick the suppber for him.

I provided the contact Information for IGS.
I provided my name.

0024550-Interstate Gas 5up218 7:54 AM 3001:1C8 should Ae customer have further questions after reviewing hH coi^tract terms.
Advised to contact IGS and review contract terms and conditions.

Interstate Gas SupMS 7:54 AM 3001; Icb.
Caller stated that she was with IGS and then signed-up with NRG, She was charged a $100 CTF by IGS. She does not recall 
hwSng an ETf with IGS. Also, she is not sure of the rate with IGS but notes her bl8 was higher and she was charged a 
deposit with AEP. Advisedeustomersbe would need to review UteT&C with IGS. She (fid not have them, Does not recall 
having them. Referred her to call IGS and inquire about the rate that she agreed to and if she was charged that rate for 
her contract term and to get the contract term Info. She can also ask about the CTF and if they would be wining to waive 

00243S5 Interstate Gas SuplS 12:54 PM 3001: it. Advised U aery further concerns to feel free to give us a cali back, 
interstate Gas SuplS 12:54 PM 3001: Referred to IGS.

C^ler states that he noticed IGS on his bill, but he didn't sign up vnth them and his bill is h^her than previous bills.

Edu caller that IGS is one of the suppliers for the SCO artd his rate is through C60. Reviewed the A2A chart to show caller 
OO24479-lnterstateGasSup0l9 2:39PM SOOlHhat the SCO rate has actually decreased and verified on his bill the the reads are actual reads. Icb.

Edu caller that IGS is one of the supifiiers for the SCO and his rate Is through CGO. Reviewed the A2A chart to show caller 
Interstate Gas Sup019 2:39 PM 3001: that the SCO rate has actually decreased and verified on his b4l the the reads are actual reads. <cb.

customer states he has OE and then IGS is on his bill too and wanted to know why? I explained at some p^nt he was 
signed up with IGS and explained CHOICE, he states that OE charges are more and I told Ifim Uielr charges do not go away 
when a customer is with a supplier. He wants to know why Ms bRi is high, I explained I can not explain why his Ml is high. 
He first needs to call OE and inquire about his bill as I do not have account info here. He then needs to call IGS to find out 
how and why he was signed up with them. I can not tell him that. I explained udien a customer iswith a supplier that they 
pay for the actual electric to them. I also explained to the customer that his bill could be higher due to the rate he is 
paying and I asked what his rate Is and he does not know. I told him he first needs to call OE about his (fill and then IGS 
about how he was signed up. He wanted to know why he has to have both and I told him he does not, I don't know how 

0O24S69 Interstate Gas Sup019 1:52 PM 3001: and when he was signed up with IGS. he needs to find that out. Gave him phone numbers to both compaifies. ICB.

customer states he has OE and then IGS is on his bill too and wanted to krtow why? I explained at some point he was 
signed up with IGS and explained CHOICE, he states that OE charges are more and I told him their charges do not go away 
when a customer is with a supplier. He wants to know why his bfil is high, I explained I can not explain why his bil is high. 
He first needs to call OE and Inquire about his bill as I do not have account info here. He then needs to call IGS to find out 
how and why he was signed up vnth them. I can not tell him that. I exi^ined when a customer is with a supplier that they 
pay (or the actual elecUtc to them. I also explained to the customer that his tfitS cosdd be higher due to the rate he is 
paying and I asked what Ms rate is and he does not know. I told him he first needs to call OE about his bill and Hten IGS 
about how he was signed up. He wanted to know why he has to have both and I told him he does not I don't know how 

Interstate Gas Sup0191:52 PM 3001: and when he was signed up with IGS. he needs to find that out. Gave him phone numbers to botit companies. ICB.
Calterwasiookingwhat rate she is currently paying virith IGS. Advised caHer of current SCO rate for comparison and gave 

0024S92.lr>terstate Gas Supl910:S7 AM 3001: number for EA of DEO for further details. tCB 
Interstate Gas SuplS 10:57 AM 3001: EA of DEO

Caller states that she had enroled with IGS In Nov and had been pa^ng $4.74 per mef under IGS with 18,1 mef on her 
most recent bill Caller had contacted OEO about this and was advised to contact PUCO. Advised caller that If her bill had 

0024757 Interstate Gas SuplS 12:20 PM 3001: jumped it would be due to (he usage. Advbed caller of number for EA of DEO for further details. ICB 
interstate Gas SuplS 12:20 PM 3001: EA of DEO

cust stating igs came to her home back In Dec pretending to be her current supplier
the rep told her they made a mistake and put her on the variable rate and needs to get her on fix so cust allowed them 
cust got er Jan bill showing her real supplier vista Is barging her an etf 
cust called oe and they said she signed up with IGS Dec 15th
cust wants to report this she was mislead and lied to thinking they were vista and they switched her 
adv cust to contact vbta to see about getting fee waived and going back with them 
but cust wants to make sure IGS cancels her and doesn't charge a fee for the misleading rep 
adv cust of Investigation process 

0024908 Interstate Gas 5up019 3:S3 PM 3001: icb

106
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Motion for Protective Order Against IGS Energy
rteviewea cosc comptaint ano co. rsp. My nnoings is tnat tne agent was not misteaoing w/tnis enrollment, tne cAtt9<el!}ment D 
on alt signed electronic documents that Uie company provicted me with. Paoe 11 Of 106
••CHA^QEO COOING ON CASE RECORD TO BILUNS INQUIRY ^

Per ph conv w/cu$t, advd -Co. provided their GPS traddng sys. for her enrolment, showing oust address., name, lime 
stamp and date stamp.
•Co. provided a copy of her signed acknovdedgement form for the enrolment on Nov 27, 2018 to where she answered yes 
to at) reqinred statements and then signed.

•IGS did call and speak to her regarding her enrollment.
•She stated that their agent showed her his lO badge arid permit.
-She seemed to be confused regarding IGS sale v$ the Vista Energy sale.
'IGS told her they would cancel her contract
-CGS agreed to waive the fee (S99.00) in hopes once she sorts things out. she would consider enrolling 
again with IGS.

Interstate Gas Sup019 3;S3 PM 30013
Interstate Sup019 3:S3 PM 30013 cust called to give account number

Kevieweo cust comptaint ano co. rsp. My imomgs is tnai tne agent was not misieaoing w/tm$ enrollment, tne co. name is 
on all signed electronic documents that the company provided me with.

Per ph conv w/cust, advd -Co. provided their GPS tracking sys. for her enrollment, showing cust address., name, time 
stamp and date stamp.
•Co. provided a copy of her signed acknowledgement f^mfor the enrollment on Nov 27,2018 to where she answered yes 
to ail required statements and then signed.

•iGS did call and speak to her regarding her enrollment.
•She slated that their agent showed her his ID badge and permit.
•She seemed to be confused regarding IGS sale vs Ute Vista Energy sale.
•IGS told her they would carKel her contract
•IG$ agreed to waive Uie fee ($99.00) in hopes once she sorts things out, she would consider enrolling 
again with IGS.

Interstate Gas Sup019 3:53 PM 3001- She said that all the rep showed her was a crumbled up permit from the city that looked like is had been wet I advd my 
<.a«er states tne ms cnarges on tne current ttju «u are >od, wnicn maKes me nii >iyj. states ne aveo m tne nouse tor 
17 years and the bill was never this high, states he doesn't know who IGS is and he hasn't contacted CGO.

Asked caller If the bill says he Is billed under the SCO or Choice • he states it says standard but he doesn't know.
* ******Advised caller he can contact CGO to verify since the PUCO does not have access to his bill. Adwsed If IGS Is 
assigned under the Choice program he can give PUCO a call back and we can ask IGS how he was enrolled or he can 
contact IGS directly. •••••••••

Caller states he remembers way back when he could only get gas from CGO and now he can get It from carry outs.

Advised caller supplier charges may be higher if his usage has increased. Caller claims the gas bill for hi$ other 1800 sq ft 
house Isn't this high. *****Advisedcaller what the SCO rate is currently and what It is based on.••♦*•••*

Advised caller again PUCO tan not see his bill so he can contact CGO lor confirmation regarding whether or not IGS is 
ass^ed under the SCO or Choice. Advised he can also discuss his usage with CGO.

002S040'lnterstate Gas Sup019 3:d6PM 30013 •••••■•*••***••**•* Invited cal back earlier in the call.******* •••**••
Interstate Gas Sup019 3:46 PM 30013 Referred to CGO to verify if IGS is billed under SCO or Choice, ICB.

Customer had IGS. SEC offered a lower rate and then he received an ETF from IGS. Customer was toldbySfE tocall the 
PUCO to have ETF waived by IGS. Customer enrolled in SFE on Feb 15. Customer has not contacted (G$ regarding $99 ETF 
per utility (DEO and OE).

0025S21 Interstate Gas Sup019 2:45 PM 300131 advised if he agreed to an ETF the PUCO cannot force IGS to waive charges. I advised customer to call IGS. ICB.
Interstate Gas $up019 2:45 PM 30013 Ed ref

Calling about his house account. States that he called IGS on 1/11 to drop them. Rep at AEP tok) him he will see the AEP 
rate In effect 4/19. She did tell him it takes 1-2 bill eydes. Advised 1>2 bll cycles Is industry standard. Abo, sounds like he 
missed January cut-off and I am thinking he will see the AEP rate on April bill and not change over In April Referred to 
hotline to ask for more of an explanation regarding the timing Issues. Advised if any further corKems to feel free to ^ve 

0025S8S' Interstate Gas Sup319 9:40 AM 30013 us a call back.
Interstate Gas Sup319 9:40 AM 3001: Referred to hotline. ICB.

0025934 Interstate Gas Supl910:50 AM 3001- caller advised by Tamara, via EA hotline
-senior citizen
•caller says he's calling about his $185 gas bill
•when asked, caller could not identify the name of the supfdler on his bill» caler kept saying GS Energy 
-caller has not contacted DEO first
-Intake Rep routed call over to Tamara, ^a EA hotKne for furtherance » according to company records. Choice supplier:
IGS Energy • since 2013 ( custmner's usage is higher this vnnter b/c the temperatures were colder than last winter's 
temperature average

Interstate Gas Supl910:50 AM 30013-caller advised by Tamara, via EA hotline 
0025965' Interstate Gas Supl910:54 AM 30013 EA of OP&L

Caller states that he had gone Into a 1/3 payment arrangement with DP&LIn Dec. Caller had been making his payments to 
OP&L when he received a notice from IGS advising that he owed an amount {CaKer was unaware of this amount). Caller 
has also received notice from IGS that his account with them will end on 4/3 due to this bill. Caller is current with OP&L.
Caller had contacted IGS regarding his bill and was advised that OP&L hadn't paid Uiem. Adwsed caller of payment 

Interstate Gas Supl910:54 AM 3001; process between utility and su^iller and gave number for EA of DP&l to see If this Is so and why. ICB
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customer called, says that she is wHh iCS Energy and they are charging her $0.5S9/ccr. she says she renewec^r contua ,|. 
with them about 6mos ago and it was supposed to be a 6yr contract ehs says that their charged are S81.$im^Q^(lT.^ 1 UD

she says die rate Is high.

0026389'lnterstate Gas Supl911:09 AM 3001:1 advised she should call ICS directly to get more Info about thts rate.
Interstate Gas Supl911:09 AM 3001: RTC

0026422. Interstate Gas Sup019 4:1S PM 3001: Since she could not find the rate on her bal, l advise her to call CGO to inqwre If the rate is good or not.
Call Company First 0018313-Interstate Gas Supl612K)S PM 3001: RTC

Caller states they have IGS for natural gas supply. States they received a cal today from someone sayirtg they are from 
IGS and that their current rate is about to expire. Caller states she doesn’t believe the call was vrith IGS. When she called 
IGS, she was told that yes, IGS had caled her and yes, her supplier IsiGS, and yes her contracted rate Is expiring. Caller 
still doesn't believe she was speaking with IGS because her husband told her that a letter he received in 2017 said he 
didn't have to do anything to remain with IGS.

Asked caller if the letter states when the current term ends, she states doesn't have the letter because they are in
Florida right now and the letter n at home in Ohio.

Caller wants the PUCO to teB her If it was really IGS that called her. Advised caller PuCO does not have access to that type 
Interstate Gas Supl812:0S PM 3001; of Info, suggested she call IGS customer senrice and gave her the number.

0018471 Interstate Gas Sup)18 8:13 AM 3001: TWWC 
0019087 Interstate Gas SuplS 10:43 AM 3001: referred to IGS

customer called, says her mother the acct holder passed away, is now trying to switch accts over into her name, gave her 
Interstate Gas SuptS 10:43 AM 3001: the number to IGS.

0019363 Interstate Gas SuplS 12:43 PM 3001: gave number to igs
cust wants to know If she stays with igs energy what their rate will change to 

Interstate Gas Supl812:43 PM 3001: gave cust number to Igs 
0019370 Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:12 PM 3001: Referred to Company

Customer states 1 month ago IGS came to her door and customer enrolled because they told her if she did not she would 
have a $100 fee. Customer then caDed OE and told them she did not want any changes to occur. Customer received 
nodKcatfon today that her supplier is changing. Customer does not want si^plier to change.

Interstate Gas Sup018 2:12 PM 3001; I advised customer should have 7 days from notification to cancel without etf. I advised of number for OE.
0019552. interstate Gas SupllS 9:33 AM 3001 • TWWC 
00196S8 Interstate Gas Sup018 4:10 PM 3001: gave number to igs

cust just wants to make sure that igs H stiU Ns supplier 
gave number to igs

Interstate GasSupOlS4:10PM 3001-kb 
0029775'Interstate Gas SupOlS 3-52 PM 3001; gave number to igs

custwants to know when her contract ends and when she can switch widi no penalty 
gave number to ^s

Interstate GasSup0183:52 PM 3001; kb 
0020686 Interstate Gas SuplS 12:00 PM 3001: RT IGS 800-280-4474.

Calling to confirm whether or not there Is an ETF for her account w/ IGS. TWWC>

interstate Gas SuplS 12:00 PM 3001; RT IGS 800-280-4474.
0020840 Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:37 PM 3001: Adv acct in good standing.

Received a noUce he'd be dropped if pmt not received. He just paid the utility over $400.1 told him it is possible the pmt 
and the noticed crossed in the mail.

Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:37 PM 3001; I called the ea at igs. Pmt was received and no longer In collections. I adv caller.
0021074 Interstate Gas SuplS 11:56 AM 3001- RTC

Interstate Gas SuplS 11:S6 AM 3001: customer trying to reach IGS to new renew her contract. RTC 
0021S14 Interstate Gas SuplS 10:12 AM 3001: icb

cust wants to cancel igs 
gave number adv to keep cancellation number 

Interstate Gas SuplS 10-12 AM 3001: icb 
0021S36. Interstate Gas SuplS 12:32 PM 3001; RTC

customer called, stated that she received a visit from a young man, he came to her door, told her he was from IGS Energy, 
she wants to remain with OE who's been her carrier since 19S9. f asked if he asked to see her bill and she said yes, adWsed 

Interstate Gas SuplS 12:32 PM 3001; her to call OE to cancel the si^tch,
0021544.|nterstate Gas SupOlS 4:19 PM 3001- Cali IGS

CaDer states that she had received a $99 b|R from IGS and was unable to reach the company via local number. AdvHed 
Interstate Gas SupOlS 4:19 PM 3001; caller of toll free number and invited callback if bill Is still in dispute.

00215S3-lnterstate Gas SuplS 11K15 AM 30011 ICB
Interstate Gas SuplS 11:05 AM 3001: Caller wanted number for IGS, provided and kb 

0021S61-tnterstate6asSup01S3K)8PM 3001;Advisedlgsis showing as supplier
Caller has Vectren 
Caller has Igs Energy as supplier 
Caller questions if Igs energy Is stiU a supplier 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 3KI8 PM 30013 Advised it is- 
0021783 interstateGas SuplS 11:37 AM 3001: RTC

Caller states she received a notice from K3S so she called DEO for the number to IGS, stales she was given the number to 
Interstate Gas SuplS 11:37 AM 3001: the PUCO. ******‘Caller has questions for IGS about the notice. Gave caller fl to IGS. «***•••*•

002197S>InterstateGas SupOlS 5d33 PM 3001: Advised him to have uncle call in or give us authoriiation to talk to Nm. Invited call back.
Called in for Ns uncle because iGS is charging and early term fee because Hteir rates went up and he switched. Advised 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 5:03 PM 30013 Nm to have uncle call in or give us authorization to talk to him. Inwted call back.
0021985 Interstate Gas SuplS 11:25 AM 30013 contact info to reach IGS Energy provided for furtherance
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Interstate Gas Supl811:2S AM 3001i -contact Info to reach IGS Ertergy provided for furtherance 
002199^lnter$tate GasSupQlS 1:46 PM 3001: twwc 
0022281-Interstate Gas Sup018 4:35 PM 3001! Advised of IGS coirtact info.

Customer called to reach supplier IGS Energy.
Interstate Gas SupOlS 4:35 PM 30013 Provided the contact Info as requested.

Casing to cancel (GS and staywith his previous suppirer. He enrolled with IGS a couple weeks ago.
Informed him It may be too late to cancel before the switch is processed. Suggested requesting a cancellation 

0022354'lnterstateGas SuplS 10:52 AM 3001: confirmation number from IGS. Xfrdto IGS. 1C8.
Catling to cancel IGS and stay with his previous supi^ter. He enrolled with IGS a couple weeks ago- 
informed him It may be too late to cancel before the switch is processed. Suggested requesting a cancellation 

Interstate Gas Supl810:52 AM 3001: confirmation number from IGS. Xfrdto IGS. ICS.
Adv caller to contact OEO to confirm the process of switching from one supplier to artother, ensure that Direct Energy 

0023106'lnterstateGasSupll89:42AM 30013doesn't switch her too soon and supplied the number, leb.
Interstate Gas SupllS 9:42 AM 3001: Calling to cancel IGS, advised PUCO, offered rwmber, call cut out

Caller b calling back after dropping the call. Caller states that she is elderly with no one to help her and she svntched to 
IGS about 3 months ago for a 4 month term. Caller says that she is switdting to Direct Energy (rep's name Kyla, 443*92S- 
9042) after a visit at her home. Caller says that she was given an tO number of 001400607S4(or 9)3068 by K^a for the 
switch and was told to call the PUCO to adv that she didn't want to pay the ETP.

Caler Is very nervous now because after speakii^ with M.H. and finding out that the PUCO doesn't handle bniing, she tried 
to contact Kyla and received a vm. which scared her Into feeling swindled.

Adv caller to contact OEO to confirm die process of switching from one supplier to another, ensure that Direct Energy 
Interstate Gas Sup)18 9.42 AM SOOlidoesn'tswiUhhertoostwn and supplied the number. Icb 

0023122 Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:16 PM 30013 kb
IGS Energy - Supi^er

Customer called to verify rather or not IGS Ene  ̂can charge an early cancellation penalty.
Customer is paying more than SCO customers.
Informed customer IGS can charge a early cancellation penalty if the contract is cancelled before the end date.
Advised customer to contact IGS Energy to verify contract terms and expiration.

Provided my name
Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:16 PM 3001: Icb

Caller said ^e noticed IGS on her bill and she wants to be back on the SCO. Informed her I can open an investigation in to 
the enrollment. She said she doesn't care how the enrollment occurred. Advised she would need to contact OEO to 

0023151 Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:43 PM 3001: request to be returned to theri rate. ICB.
0023155 Interstate Gas Sup318 8:57 AM 3001; referred to IGS

Interstate Gas Sup3188:S7 AM 3001:cu$tomercal!ed, wants to cancel enrollment with IGS that took place on 10/9/18. gave her the number to IGS. ICB.
0023336 Interstate Gas Supl812:21 PM 3001: CCF

OE'came to his door to sell different supplier. S^ned up vrith IGS. Does not want IGS and wants to keep regular supplier.
Wanting to cancel. Stated he cannot get in touch with anyoneat OE due to auto system. Suggested hitting 0 when calling 

Intentate Gas SuplS 12:21 PM 30013 OE to speak with a rep. informed him that we have no audiority over his account to cancel a switch for him 
0023352- IntersUte Gas SupllS 8:14 AM 3001: Advised Igs

Caller has Ohio Edisor^ and Dominion 
Caller wants to make sure she has Igs 

Interstate GasSupllS 8:14 AM 3001: Advised of Igs number 
0023352- Interstate Gas SupllS 8:17 AM 30013 Advised of Igs number

Caller has Ohio Edison and Dominion 
Caller wants to make sure he is with Igs 

Interstate Gas Sup318 8:17 AM 3(K)13 Advised of Igs number 
0023392 Interstate Gas 5upl812:19 PM 3001: supplier

trying to find out who her supplier Is. She stated she signed something to go with dominion energy but Is with IGS.
Interstate Gas Supl812:19 PM 30013 suggested contacting DEO and they vroutd be able to provide account info 

0023474 Interstate Gas 5up718 9:38 AM 3001- TWWC.
0023799- Interstate Gas SupllS 9:12 AM 3001: Call ONG then IGS

Caller currently has ONG and is being offered a renewal rate of $.57 per ccf. Caller is being offered 5.44 per cef from IGS.
Interstate Gas Sup318 9:12 AM 30013 Advised caller to contact ONG first to see if titey can match offer and then check on status of contract. ICB 

Caller calUng back to find out who he has for hl$ suppKer.
Advised no access to his account Info-Advised to contact Company

Interstate Gas SupllS 9:12 AM 30013 (Updated address and last rtame- Caller states should be 4705 not 3705 and Foctener not Fortner.)
0023813. Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:41 PM 30013 call company first

Interstate GasSupOlS 1:41 PM 30013 customer called for the number to IGS Energy.
0024091' Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:14 PM 3001! ICB

customer called, currentiy under contract vrith IGS, wants to find out status of contract, gave him the number to IGS and 
Interstate Gas St^OlS 3:14 PM 3001! NOPEC at his request. ICB.

0024107. Interstate Gas Sup018 2K>9 PM 30013 Adv caller to contact Duke to see if the twitd) was completed artd icb.
Caller states that her property has 2 ffoors, wfth 2 meters and she was trying to sign up wfth IGS as a supplier, but isn't 
sure that the second floor was accepted.

Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:09 PM 30013 Adv caller to contact Duke to see if fte switch was completed and icb.
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Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:36 PM 30013 wanted to know when contract ended
Caller states that his bill is over $6S, when normally it Is around $43. Adv caller to contact CEl directly about the Ull and 

0024316lnterstate Gas SuplS 12:43 PM 30013 supplied the number.
Interstate Gas SuplS 12:43 PM 30013 Adv caller to contact CEl directly about the bll and supplied the number.

Caller has Dominion
Caller received a bill from Igs and has questions on it.

002447S. Interstate Gas Sup0l91:36 PM 30013 Advised of Co number/icb 
Interstate Gas Sup0191:36 PM 30013 Advised of Co number

customer called, is comparing gas rates and wanted to find out if his current suppGer extract has a ETF fee. t gave him the 
0024482 Interstate Gas Sup019 3:20 PM 30013 nundKr to 16$ Energy.

Interstate Gas Sup019 3:20 PM 30013 RTC
customer called, says he received a letter from DEO that he was switched to Kratos but he wants to return to previous 

0024761 Interstate Gas Sup0191:43 PM 30013 supplier IGS Energy, gave him their number.
Interstate Gas Sup0191:43 PM 30013ICB

Customer called for a contract number for IGS. GaveH to IGS. Customer states CGO would not tdl them what rate IGS 
was charging her. Called Betsy at CGO and customer is being charge. .$89 per ccf. Rate goes back to September so the 

002S86S. Interstate Gas Supl910:27 AM 3001: rate is fixed. Reviewed SCO option and advised customer of variable rate on SCO. Invited caB back.
Received a call from the customer transferred by LC. She started with CGO, who refused to teb her what her supplier was 
charging her. LC called he and found out that Information. She felt he was very patient and professional and wanted to 

Interstate Gas Supl910:27 AM 30013 compliment him. Ad'dsed that I would let others here know and invited a caB back.
Interstate Gas Supl910:27 AM 3001: ICB 

ICB

Received a call fr<Hn the customer trai:sferred by LC. She started with CGO, who refused to tell her what her suppher was 
charging her. LC caBed he and found out tiiat information. She felt he was very patient and professional and wanted to 

Interstate Gas Supl910:27 AM 3001: compliment him. Advised that I would let others here know and invited a call back.
The customer is calling to reach IGS Energy. The customer received a maSer <Mtich Informed the customer their property 
would be turned over to the state if they did not respond. I provided the contact Information for IGS Energy as the 
customer requested, and advised she call us back should she have further questions/concerns after speaking with IGS 

0026063'Interstate Gas Sup)19 9:13 AM 30013 Energy. I provided my name, ICB.
Interstate Gas Sup)19 9:13 AM 30013 ICB 

0026299-Interstate Gas Sup019 2:45 PM 3001: Advised of number f» IGS
Customer states she received a letter that the fixed rate is ending. She states it says to caB IGS but the number Is not on 
the letter. Customer would like number or for IL to call IGS to state that she wants to renew.

Interstate Gas Sop019 2:45 PM 300131 advised only an authorited party on the account can renew. I advbed of number for IGS.

CanceBation Issues 0018519 mterstate Gas SupOlS 3:15 PM 3001: referred to IGS

caller Mike called for his mother, says he just found out she was switched to IGS and tiiey sent her a letter on 1/11/18 and 
Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:15 PM 3001: received the letter on 1/16. he wants to cancel this and return to DEO. i gave him the number to IGS to cancel.

left v.m. explaining IGS bought out DPL Energy customer base. I apollgited and explained tttere is no vray to switch 
customers bxk any quicker, due to the steps the law requires anytime a customer changes providers. Advised IGS is 
waiving the ETf and he should be in the progress of being switched back to OPL Advised anytime he receives a letter from 

0018S47-lnterstate Gas SuplS 11:38 AM 30013 DPI he should read it, as they wil always let him kt:ow before any changes are made to his account

I have been using DP&L as my Electric Company since 1976and have been happy with their service. Last August i was 
switched to IGS Energy from DP&L Energy, due what I found out was the sale of OP&L Energy to IGS Energy. After t^ir^ 
to DPSL today I found out that back in 20121 was switched to OP&L Energy horn OP&L Offering. I thought that OP&L 
Energy was OP&L. I have ask DP&l to switch me back to OP&l Offering, but they tell me tMs will take one to two billing 
cycles. I am a total electric home, this last billing cycle, IGS Energy charged me Approx. $165 more than what DP&L 
Offering would have been. The next two billing cydes will be in the coldest months widf the hl^test electrical usage. Why 

Interstate Gas SuplS 11:38 AM 3001: does it take two cycles to change suppliers? I really feel ripped off from ail the confusion and delays!

Company response: I have attached a copy of the letter IGS mailed to all customer vdien we purchased the DPLER 
accounts. I sta trying to track down his OPLER Proof of enrollment However It appears he just wants the fee waived. I 

Interstate Gas SuplS 11:38 AM 3001: will waive the early termination fee for the customer the account is ;atready in the process of being cancelled.
left v.m. exf^aining IGS bou^t out DPL Energy customer base. I apollgUed and explained diere Is no way to switch 
customers back any quicker, due to Uie steps the law requires anytime a customer changes providers. Advised IGS is 
waiving the ETF and he should be in the progress of being switched back to DPL Advised anytlrrte he receives a letter from 

Interstate Gas SuplS 11:38 AM 3001: OPL he should read it, as they will always let him know before any changes are made to his account.
0018599-Interstate Gas SupOlS 4:01 PM 3001; close
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Caller $Ute& has been going back and forth between AEP and IGS for two hours.
AEP says he has IGS, IGS saying he is not a customer.
Caller states IGS sertt separate Mil In Dec and caller mailed in payment.
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Sway to get more info Caller is elderly and having hard time understarsding. 
caller signed up with IGS in 2011 
AEP says no drop
most current bill 43.28 from IGS energy •> as of 1/17 

advised could investigate
Interstate Gas Sup0184:01 PM 30015 ad^dsed caller of info, caller sutes he is just going to cancel Igs out completely

1 returned the cust's call and spoke with Forrest Pratt • adv of the company response - cost states that he did cancel his svc 
Interstate Gas Sup0184:01 PM 3001: with IGS • adv that is what triggered the early termination fee.

Customer called in regarding the investigation. Stated fliat he wants to get the matter settled today. Investigator was not 
available. He did not want to leave a voice mail. Advised I would send a message for a caH back. He stated that he 
wanted a call back today. Advised I would let the investigator know but since I did not know her schedule then I could not 

Interstate Gas SupOlO 4:01 PM 30015 promise a call back today.
Interstate Gas SupOlS 4:01 PM 30115 • •• review company response

CALI SACK >
-Note; senior citizen
-caller says he went and cancelled IGS Energy »reev'd confirmattorr Itr from AEP arxJ reev'd a $39 ETF from IGS Energy 
-caller says he refuse to pay *e ETF b/c IGS owe him $118.94 for char^g him twice on a bill 
-caller sayshewilinot pay the ETF »they won't get Itl!
•caller wants the PUCO to investigate and found out how IGS think they can charge him when they overcharged his bill, 
etc...

Interstate Gas Sup018 4:01 PM 30015 -case 4 provided 
0018680 Interstate Gas SupllS 9:48 AM 30015 dose case

Interstate Gas Sup518 9:48 AM 300151 called the cust and left a message - adv of the company response and invited a call back if he had any furttier <iuestion$. 
Interstate Gas Sup)18 9:48 AM 30015 review company response

Caller has Dayton Power and Light 
Caller has igs as the supplier
Cafler states he signed up with the supplier 4 years ago, (Caller is not sure of what the terms was]
Caller states Igs Is charging him more now
Caller called Igs to cancel and was advised of an etf of $25.00
Caller states that igs advised him that he was auto renewed and a letter was mailed
Caller states he never received a letter and rtever agreed to auto renew at the start.
Advised would send for Investlgatkm/advised of tlmeline/invited call bac
Caller want Info on his initial sign up/Caller wants proof he agreed to auto renew Caller wants supplier cancelled/ Caller 

Interstate Gas Supll8 9:48 AM 30015 does not want an etf
0018912 Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:21 PM 30015 AEP has no record of IGS calling them to re-enroll her. IGS has cancelled her and waived the ETF.

I called AEP and spoke to Emily. I asked her if she could tell me if they have any notes of the supplier I^rect Energy calling 
AEP and signing her account back up. she was able to tell me they have never spoken to the company. The have a drop 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:21 PM 30015 request dated on 2/7/18. udll call to dose.

Customer states she is 81 yrs old. she states that she cancelled witt) IGS to go back to AEP. Well IGS called AEP and toM 
them she was not cancelling, she got a letter fro AEP teBIng her she was back with IGS. she sales that she called AEP and 
was told to call us. she slates that her bills have been higher vdth them and they want to charge her an etf of 100.00 and 
she Is not paying that she did not agree to go back with the company. She wants to make sure she is cancelled with IGS. I 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:21 PM 30015 told her I would send for Irvvestigation and when I get a response I will contact her back, she thanked for help.
I called the customer and left detailed message. I explained that I contacted both AEP and IGS. AEP has no record of IGS 
calling them and telling them that she did not want to cwicd. AEP states they have not received any type of phorw call 
from the supplier. I contacted IGS and they have cancelled her and wilt NOT be charging the early termination fee. I 
explained that it can take one to two billing cycles before she returned to AEP. but she has been cancelled, left call back 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:21 PM 30015 Info if she has any other questions, close case.
0019378- Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:53 PM 30015 Called consumer with investigation results March 14,2018.

Customer states 1 year ago Brian Hannaway, a representative from IGS, came to customer door and states that the 
Towndiip had recommended citizens enr<^ vrith IGS energy and if customer did not enroll she would regret it because 
everyone needs to have a sunnier. Customer enrolled with IGS. Customer spoke to ttie CAA and was told that she does 
not need a supplier and could cancel, but it would take 2 billing cycles to have supplier removed. No one could tel the 
customer why it takes 2 billing cycles and customer does not understand why it takes little time to enroll and 2 months to 
cancel.

Customer cancelled the contract on Dec 8,2017. Customer stales she paid the $200 IGS was asking for and the AEP 
portion of the bill was paid by Petrie In Need. Customer states she was told by AEP that IGS is no longer on her account 
and does not owe them any money, but customer was bHIed $131 by IGS and received a disconnect notice. Customer does 
not to pay this bill because she does r»t believe she owes IGS any more money.

Customer would like to dispute charges.

Interstate Gas SupOlB 3:53 PM 300151 advised of Investigative process.
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Called and left message for Ms. Thompson at die MQ: Advised both I6S and AGP Ohio have confirmed the
cancellation was processed December 1,2017. Further, both have confirmed that she does not owe any eha^89^G5.® ®
And AGP ^io advised that the payment arrangement she was on has been adjusted to stop the disconnection and that 
the charges that were due for disconnection were AGP Uilo only charges.

Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:53 PM 3001: Left name and 800 >1 for call back if she has any further questions. Closing investigation. |
I

Cailed back.
I read the notes from the company saying they spoke with her on 3/9 and reset payment plan and initio payment of $S0.
She said she took an old blH and paid $92 a short time ago but could not remember when and did not seem to remember 
talking to the company on 3/9. I suggested she speak with AGP 1st to see if she st3l needs to pay the $50 Initial payment 
since she says she was told to pay $92 to reset up payment plan and she said she did pay. The company response is 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:53 PM 3001: unclear if the 92 payment has been received and the $S0 payment is still needed. Offered call back.
0019573 Interstate Gas $up018 4:30 PM 3001: Response letter mailed to consumer from case 00195733.

initial auomission or a consumer compiaini 
Ptease Respond Within 10 Business Days

CASE 10:00195733 
COMPANY:
CUSTOMER: Brenda Leonard 
ADDRESS: 610 Mount Joy Street 
Springfield,Ohio 45S05
SERVICE ADDRESS; 610 Mount Joy SUeetSpringfteld, Ohio 45S0S 
AIQ: Verde Energy USA CKiio LLC 
SERVICE ACCOUNT NUMBER: 110014422734 
Nia

OE5CRIPTICW OF ISSUE;

Interstate Gas SupOlB 4:36 PM 3001: Good afternoon,
caiier states igsanoveraeononi.
Caller states has been arguing with co's to cancel b/c she is on pipp 

IGS has been on bill for over year
Caller states she agreed to go with verde several months ago, caller is elderly and was very confused.

Caller states she has been calling both companies for over 6 months and they say they will cancel.

Caller has been on pipp for the last year.

Sending to Investigation, how is caller able to have two suppliers on bill at same time while on pipp.
Also for cancellation dispute.

advised of case number and time frame.

Interstate GasSup0184:36PM 3001-
0019615‘ Interstate Gas SupOlB 2:03 PM 3001: TWWC- RTC and gave number

Interstate Gas SupOlB 2:03 PM 3001: TWWC. States she wants to cancel her enrollment. Said she's been w/them for yrs. RTC (800) 280-4474; Invtd cb. 
0019622 Interstate Gas SupOlB 4:29 PM 3001: referred to IGS

customer called, says she has beenwhhStatewisefor about a month, she enrolled with IGS Energy last week, she was 
advised she would be charges $2S2 if she cancels the Statewlse Energy contract. I advised her to can CEI to cancel the 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 4:29 PM 3001: enrollment with IGS.
00196S7i]nterstate GasSupOlS 3:30 PM 3001: Discussed ETF-cancellation issues

Ohio Gas & Elect, contacted Nm the other day and it was much better Uian IGS. IGS is now wanting to charge an ETF of 
$99.00. Caler wants to know if this can be done. Advd this would be disclosed in his contract terms and to reference the 
contract. Advd the co. would have conducted a TPV, which is a legal binding authorization. Advd he should be requesting 
a copy of the contract if he hasn't rc’d one and. he can call the co. and request to be aUe to review the TPV. He thanked 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:30 PM 3001: me, invtd cb,
0019673 Interstate Gas SuplS 10:04 AM 3001 • ETF waiver

Customer agreed to electric and gas supply witii a suppler IGS Energy rep that came door to door on 1/25/18. She 
responded to rescission fetter from Ohio Edison on 1/27. She called her existing company Just Energy on 1/30 to advise 
she was going w/ IGS. When Just Energy counter offered her, she agreed to stay for both electric and gas supply. Mrs. 
Conner Uien called IGS to inform them that she would not be going with tiiem after all. They acknowledged this.
Now customer rcvd a letter with an ETF for $100, claming that they didn't receive the request to cancel until 2/28.

InterstateGasSiqilS 10:04 AM 3001: Sending to IGS to request that they reviewrecords to confirm customer canceKingsrvc at the end of Jan.
Interstate Gas SuplS 10:04 AM 3001; Sent customer to the Investigator's vm.
Interstate Gas SuplS 10:04 AM 3001- LM advising of $10 waiver, ICB if (hey do not credit K.

Caller calling for Investigator D.P 
O.P not avail

Interstate Gas SuplS 10:04 AM 3001: Transferred to voicemail (CaHer states has (eft messages/Advised would send email to invest as weR)
LM stating I am following up to ensure IGShasnotbUied her as they agreed to cancel the enrollment and waive the ETF. 

Interstate Gas SuplS 10:04 AM 3001-1<^.
0019709'lnterstateGasSupl812:$7PM 3001!Adviseditcan take up to 2 baling cycles.
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ThecustomercaneeUedhis supplier ((SS) on November 1st and he was not cancelled until 12-14. Kels NOTh agreement 
with the long wait.

Interstate Gas SuplS 12:57 PM 3001: Advised K can take up to 2 billing cycles.
0020378 Interstate Gas SuplS 12:59 PM 3001: Referred to company

Customer enrolled with IGS yesterday, but found out she will have an etf with Constellatlort If she switches. Customer |
would like to cancel the enrollment and OEO told customer to call PUCO to do so.

I advised PUCO does not have access to account information. 1 advised customer to call iGS and request a cancellation 
Interstate Gas SuplS 12:59 PM 3001: confirmation number.

0020407<lnterstate Gas SupOlS 4:35 PM 3001: referred to Vectren
customer called, wants to cancel enroHment with IGS. she was referred to PUCO by Vectren. I advised her Vectren can 

Interstate Gas Sup0184:3S PM 3001:cancelit and be reverted back to SCO. gave her the number to Vectren.
Customer cancelled outside rescission period so the ETF was not adjusted. Request sent over to add the customer to the 

00205l3'lnter$tate Gas SupOlS 3:48 PM 3001: ONC list per his request.
•on/about Jan 15, caller signed-up ovlth IGS Energy, and then on Feb 12, he signed up vnth Eligo Energy b/c they gave him a 
lower rate, and he called and cancelled IGS Energy within the 7 day grace window to avoid the ETF 
-caller says somehow his request wasn't honored within the allotted time and now IGS want a $99 ETF, which has been 
added to his AEPbHI
•caRer wants to know why wasn't his cancellation request honored when he called?

Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:48 PM 3001: -case N provided

Call to customer. Advised of time limits and company not willing to waive the ETF. He asked that they put him on the ONC 
Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:48 PM 3001: list as he does not want to receive any further correspondence from them. Advised will send over the request.
Intersute Gas SupOlS 3:48 PM 3001: Customer added to the DNC fist. Okay to close.

Call to the hotline at AEP and spoke to Carmen. She stated that the company received the enrollment and sent the 
rescission letter out on January 12 and customer had to respond by January 20 if he did not wish to enroll. No objection 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:48 PM 3001: received. Account started with IGS on February 10 and dropped on April 10.
IGS Response:

IGS shows the customer enrollment on Jartl0,201$. IGS shows wereceivedautilitydropon March30,2018. ThistsweN 
Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:48 PM 3001: outside the 7 day window.
Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:48 PM 3001: Called and left a message for Tara to give me a call back.

Called and left a message for the customer that the con^any contact has added him to all of theh DNC lists this morning, 
interstate Gas SupOlS 3:48 PM 3001: left contact number.

CALL BACK »
•caller says he was t^d by Uie PUCO that he would never be solicited by IGS again, although, he just reev'd a rate offer via 
US mail
-caler says he want the PUCO to han^e this b/c he was promised by the PUCO that he would never be contacted by IGS 
again

•caller wants to hear back from the PUCO about this 
Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:48 PM 3001: -case it provided

Spoke to Tara at IGS. She put him on all of their lists this morning so It should not be any further issues. They typkatly do 
rtot remove names from the 1st, she canrtot say what has happened that he received sotnethir^ as she cannot see v^at 
goes out in a mass mailirtg as they just did one for AEP. He did not pay the ETF so he may receive something regarding 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:48 PM 3001: that. Also, if there is a GAmalBng, he will receive that as well.
0020592-lnterst3te Gas SupllS 8:49 AM 3001: IGS has now cancelled both accounts and placed customer on the do not solicit list.

Letter mailed to customer advising the customer Chat when Ute account was enrolled in ICS by her mother Renee Jadmlne 
while the accountwasinher father Ron Jacimine's name. Ron passed away and the account was transferred tntoKWs 
name on J2/1/17. Since ft was a name transfer, everything else on the account, including the supplier remained the same.
Kim called IGS on 12/1/17 and stated to place gas back on IGS and keep the electric account on IGS service. >GS has now 

Interstate Gas SupllS 8:49 AM 3001: cancelled both accounts and placed customer on the do not solicit list.
cust stating she has called IGS energy to cancel on her duke account multiple times for both gas and electric 
cust stating her mom who lives there but not on her account gave permission a while back but she has cancelled since 
then

cust stating they did carwel at one peitrt but they l«ep becoming her supplier for some reason 
cust stating she just found out from duke that they have been on her account on and off since 2013 and since they have 
her account number they can do that at any point but not allowed to
cust upset that they keep enroftlng her without permHslon and she just wants them to take her information out their 
system and wants it canceled
cust also wants to see about getting a credit since 2013 because this was sui^osed to be cancelled and wasnt even 
supposed to be enrolled 
adv cust of investigation 

Interstate Gas SupllS 8:49 AM 3001: Icb
Interstate Gas Supll8 8:49 AM 3001: Email to company sent out via parent case.

0020886 interstate Gas SuplS 12:23 PM 3001: Adv that when a customer cancels a contraa prematurely, they will be charged the agreed upon ETF.
The customer signed up with IGS and she cnacelied. Now they are charging her a 99.00 ETF.

Interstate Gas SuplS 12:23 PM 3001: Adv that when a customer cancels a contract prematurely, they will be charged the agreed upon ETF.
0020906 Interstate Gas SuplS 10:37 AM 3001: Placed on DNC Hst.

Caller handles the accounts for hH mother In taw, Mary Reedy, He enrolled her with NAP and she later agreed to switch to 
Interstate Gas SuplS 10:37 AM 3001: IGS at a h^her rate which canceRed out the original enrollment.

Informed Ms. Reedy that IGS has placed the account on the ONC list and there is an understanding that she b going vrith 
Interstate Gas SuplS 10:37 AM 3001: another supplier.



0020994 Interstate Gas Supl812;S6 PM 3001: Attvised the customer that she should go back to her supplier and she was placed on the DNC list.
Advised the customer that she should go back toher supplier and she was placed on the ONC list.
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Interstate Gas SuplS 12:SG PM 3001: iGS win be placing her account on our DNS list, to avoid any further confusion
IGS came to her home to sign her up in early Mary 2018 amJ she told them that die had a supplier and she was not goir« 
to change due to the $100 ETF. The rep told her to please sign to helpthem get commission with her sgnature, but it was 
not going to switch her services.

She received a phone call from Ohio Gas and Electric about her account cancelling and she found that IGS did try to switch 
her accounts for gas and electric, but she stopped It In time. She wants the company to be contacted based ori the reps 

Interstate Gas SuplS 12:SG PM 3001: misrepresenting themselves and signing up customers who do not want to be sirred up.
0021039 Interstate Gas SupOlS 1-38 PM 3001: RTC.

Caller stated that she has CGO and CEI as her utIBty companies. She stated that she had IGS as a suppber. in 0ec«nber. 
IGS contacted her and advised her that her contract is soon to end (in February] and she needs to renew She did renew. 
Now she is sa^g that CGO, CEI and IGS are all sending her notices regarding ETFs. Advised udkties do not send ETFs 
notices. She then stated that she received a letter from IGS stating that $99 is due by $/l7. She also mentioned 
something about Ohio Gas being her gas company. She does not know the status of her account or which company is on 
the account. She thinks she is back with CGO. CGO asked her to split the ETFs, Referred her to the hotline at CGO to get a 
status of the account and to have them exf^ain to her what has happened with the account to see if it is something that 
they can get resolved for her. Advised her if she needs further help to ^ve us a call back. Advised her to have them 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:38 PM 3001: explain to her what needs to be done and to wrhe it down so she will know what to explain to us when she calls back. 
002112S Interstate Gas $upl812:1S PM 3001: Both $99 ETFs, gas and electric have been waived.

Customer woiAd like to tmow what is going on with ^e ease and has not been able to reach AT.

I advised AT is currently on the hotKne and unable to take calls.

Customer would like to know when he is off the line.

Interstate Gas SuplS 12:15 PM 3001:1 adwsed AT will be off the hotline at 3pm. I advised wBI request call back.
I called customer and she advised that IGS ma9ed her a bill for $99 ETF bid dated 5/28/18 that ^ rcvd on 6/1/18 with a 
due date of 6/25/18.

Interstate Gas SuplS 12:15 PM 3001: I advised her that I woiAd contact IGS just to double check that everything is fine and nothing goes to cokectioru- 
Interstate Gas SuplS 12:1S PM 3001: trans to AT vm with permission

customer called, stated that she is being constantly harassed by a Braden from IGS Energy telling her she has to pay a $99 
ETF and trying to re'Cnrofi her for a contract that she doesn't want, she says she originally signed up with (6S Energy a few 
years ago for both gas and electric they sent her a letter that she received about 2mos ago and that told her tfte contract 
wasenrfing, but she never called them and just let the contract runout, she then decided to sign up witii Urect Energy on 
S/18, and after that she was contacted by IGS Energy teHing her she had to pay a $99 ETF. she says the letter never 
rnentloned the coritract auto-renewing, so she didn't respond.

Braden's number is 419-212-1618.

IntersuteGasSuplS 12:15 PM 3001Hadvlsed we can contact thesupplier about thecontract terms and the ETF.
Caller calling for A.T 
A.T. not avaS
Caller wants to leave a message 

Interstate Gas SuplS 12: IS PM 3001; Transferred to vro
Called customer to confirm that IGS has now waived the other $99 ETF. So both the gas and electric ETFs have been 
waived.

Interstate Gas SuplS 32:15 PM 3KH: ** Closing case 
0021198' Interstate Gas SuplS 12:52 PM 3001; ETF was upheld by die company.

Caller states that he was with DE. Agreed to switch to IGS for a lower rate. OE caked back and counter-offered so he 
agreed to cancel IGS and go back to DE. Now IGS wants a $99 ETF. He states he enroQed with IGS on 4/13 (6W30Q] and 
back with OE on 4/18 (41961209], He stated the rep from OE told him that he did ncA have to do anything and that they 
would cancel wHh IGS. IGS said they were not advised of anytNng within the rescission period. He feeb that he should 
not be responsible sincehebeiieved what the rep said In that they would take care of everything. Put him on hold to try 
and check with CGO to confirm what the transaction dates were to see whom he would need to try and resolve this issue. 
Spoke to Di at the CGO hotline. She pulled up the account but she was not able to confirm anything for me as she was 
unable to property read the supplier notes. Customer states that at this point he wants to stay with DE. He was told by 
Mr. Skaggs at IGS that he wanted the issue resolved in 3 days. Advised him can contact OE but they have 3 business days 
to respond and that I could not guarantee anything vnl be resolved In 3 days or that he would not have to pay the ETF. 

Interstate Gas SuplS 12:52 PM 3001: Advised vdll check with both companies and I can let him know what I can find out when I get a re^»nse.
Called and spoke to the customer. Explained to him that we contacted both companies and neither were willing to pay 
the fee on his behalf. He asked what he should do-pay it now or wait for another collection letter to see if they drop it. 
Advised i can not make that recommendation as the company may send the amount (firectty to cotectjons and/or it Just 
may end up on hb credit report and then It could be a credit bsue. He stated that he did not want to ruin his credit so he 
may just pay it anyway. Recommended the contact the AGO and talk with them about the effects any action can have on 

Interstate Gas SuplS 12:52 PM 3001: the credit report 
00212S4. Interstate Gas SupllS 9:12 AM 3001: EA of OEO
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CaXer s($ates t^at she had efw'ofled with IGS on S/.29 and had cancelled sot the next day, but can't recall if ^

Interstate Gas SupSlS 9:12 AM 3001: i<3S or DEO. Advised caller of number for EA of DEO to see if enrollment was cancelled. Invited callback if it has not 
0021323'Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:20 PM 3001: PTC

customer called, says that about a week ago he switched to Direct Energy for his gas and electric accounts, afterwards he 
was approached by an IGS rep who to(d him (hey can not switch and he would be charged a $100 ETF If he switched from 
IGS. he says he is not under a contract with them and it has been years since fGS was chosen for him by DPI and Vectren, 
but he did not agree to a contract with them, they didn't say whether the $100 Is for gas or electnc i advised he should 
request proof of this ETF or contract terms and If they can not produce that info he can call the PUCO back to investigate.

Interstate Gas Sup018 3:20 PM 3001: iC6.
0021323 Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:25 PM 3001: RTC

customer caled, says that about a week ago he switched to Direct Ene^ for his gas and electric accounts, afterwards he 
was approached by an IGS rep who told him (hey can not switch and he would be charged a $100 ETF if he switched from 
IGS. he says he is not under a contract with them and it has been years since IGS was chosen for him by DPL and Vectren, 
but he did not agree to a contract wKh them, they didn't say whether the $100 is for gas or electric, i advised he should 
request proof of this ETF or contract terms and If they can not produce that Info he can call the PUCO back to investigate.

Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:25 PM 3001*: ICB.
Customer Is calling about IGS. CEl and DEO. He enrolled but wants out. He just received hi$ notice of rescission from DEO.
He thought we were company. Provided DEO ea number to call and cancel (He has until the 27th) and the CEl number to 

002143S'Interstate Gas Supl811:59 AM 3001: cancel as well. Invited a call back.
Customer is calling about IGS, CEl and DEO. He enrolled but wants out. He Just received his notice of rescission from DEO.
He thought we were company. Provided DEO ea number to call and cancel (He has until the 27th) and the CEl number to 

0021438lnter$tate Gas Supl812:08PM 3001: cancel as well. Invited a can back.
0021486 Interstate Gas Sup318 8:05 AM 3001: EA of DEO

Caller states that he had enrolled with IGS the week of $/l8. Caller was advised by CS of DEO to cartcel out through PUCO.
Interstate Gas Sup3i8 8:05 AM 3001; Advised caller to contact EA of DEO to cancel and to be put on Oo Not Solicit list. Invited callback.

0021518-Interstate Gas SuplS 12.04 PM 3001: RTC
customer called, stated that she is calling for her elderly mother In law who has been slammed by both IGS Energy and 
Statewise most recently, she says that she tigned up with Statewise around the week of after they showed up at her door 
telling her tiiat they could give her a ehe^er rate, they made her complete the TPV while the marketer was still present 
and told her to lie and say he wasn't there, she says the letter she received from them says the enrollment took place on 
6/2/18. but she says it didn't happen on that date. I advised her of the 7>day grace period, customer says that after that 
happened someone from IGS Energy showed up teSng her that she would be charged a $200 ETF immediately if 
doesn't cancel tite enrollment with Statevrise Energy, she noted that both companies Bed because she is able to get a 
cheaper rate through the local aggregate.

Interstate Gas Si^lS 12:04 PM 3001:1 advised her to contact both suppliers to see if they will cancel and waive any ETFs. iC8.
customer called, stated that he is having an Issue with iGS Energy, he says that he was under a contract with them that 
ended in May 2018. they sent him two notices informing him of renewal, the letter was dated 3/25. he called to notify he 
didn't want to renew contract, he called them yesterday, arid they told him he voided the cancelation but he denies that, 
they are trying to charge f^m a $25 ETF now.

0021S22'lnterstateGas SupOlS 2:21 PM 3001:1 advised he should ask them to play the recorded call of him voiding the cancellation. ICB If they refuse to.
cust calling back stating he finally got them cancelled 
cust stating now hes being charged a $25 fee for carKeklng 
cust is disputing this because because he never gave them permission to sign him up 
looked up a^r^tion don't see there was one 
adv cust of investigation process 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:21 PM 3001: icb
No early termination fee was charged.

Normal a contract renewal will not override any sort of cancellation. Our s IT department checked to make sure this did 
not affect any other customers.

Mr. Weaver called at 10:51 on March 26,
His contract renewal was processed at 11;18 on March 26.

IGS does not always know the last date of service. That is determined by th>e utility.

The customer received a total of $11.49 in credit., but the $5.36 was sent > to him by a check due to the fact he no longer 
appearing on Ns utHJty Ul-).

Thank you.
Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:21 PM 3001: Tara Chapman

SPOKE WITH CUSTOMER TO CLOSE 
Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:21 PM 3001; verified he received refund.

Igs not canceling service »
0022530-Interstate Gas Sup318 9.-27 AM 3001: cancded service 4/18. stilt paying igs rates paid $99.00 early cancelation fee. it should not take this ioi^ to cancel.

SPOKE WITH CUSTOMER TO aOSE
Interstate Gas $(4>318 9:27 AM 3001: eiqilalned drop processed May 17 received by EDU May 22 final charged June 20.

002153d< Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:37 PM 3001: Fee waived.
Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:37 PM 3001: I/m on a/m. Explained the etf was waived.

Advised of Opt out process
0021589-Interstate Gas $up318 8:55 AM 3001: Advised of Igs number
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Caller has Columbia Cas and ONo Edison tLnc
Caller states she switched to Igs and wants to cancel the switth Page Oi [10v>

Ad<^ed of Opt out process
Interstate Gas Sup)18 8:55 AM 3001: Advised of Igs number

Advised of Opt out process
0021S90 Interstate Gas Sup)l8 9:12 AM 3001: Advised of Igs number

cust calling back wanting to cancel igs and get oe in her name 
gave numbers

Interstate Gas Sup318 9:12 AM 3001: Icb

Caller has Columbia Gas and Ohio Edison 
Caller states she switched to Igs and wants to cancel the simtch 
Advised of Opt out process

Interstate Gas Sup318 9:12 AM 3001: Advised of Igs number 
0D2189S-lnterstate Gas SupOlS 7:32 PM 3001} responded to companv

I called IGS Energy on S.15.18 to carKel my electricity supply agreement that expired in June 2018 by the deadline of May 
30.2018 that they notified me of in writing. The K3S Energy rale is too high so I am going back to DP&L I have been 
waiting for the new tower rate to show on my billir^ but I received my DP&l bill today'Mth a higher IGS rate begirming 
6.15-7.17.18.1 called IGS and they have record of my S.15.18 can but was Informed the note in their computer was to 
convert my service. The customer service rep didn't know what that mean other than to cancel so he and his supervisor 
agreed to let me out of the IGS contract that apparently renewed at the new higher rate and not charge me an early 
cancellation fee. However, diey will not give me a credit to start with when my IGSservice should have been carneSed 
and tokJ me it would take 1-2 billing cycles for the new 0P8tL rate to take effect. So basically I have to overpay for three 
months because IGS did not cancel my serw'ce as I requested. I want a refund of the higher rate that IGS has charged me 
for one month and wW charge me for two months. iGS also tried to teN me should have notified them butltold

Interstate Gas SupOlS 7:32 PM 3001: themlwas there customer sol cancelled with them.
Interstate Gas SupOlS 7:32 PM 3001: IGS is waiting for account to final blit to adjust

Called and left vm for customer. IGS agreed the cancelation process was not vreB explained to the customer, fte-rated 
Interstate Gas Sup018 7:32 PM 3001: account for 2 months, a refund amount of $28.23

Customer states he noticed IGS was his supplier and he called IGS. IGS informed die customer that DPI no longer 
generates the service and IGS has purchased the generation facilities. Customer states OPL advised the information from 
IGS is untrue and customer has the option to purchase generation from IGS, but couW also get the service from DPL.
Customer states he requested cancellation with IGS and they adinsed the customer could not terminate the contract 
before March 11,2019 or he will get a $25 E^. DPL stales the contract could be cancelled August 13,2018 without ETF.

Customer would like to know why he is being charged an ETF when he never authorized serwe with fGS.

0021923 Interstate Gas SuplS 10:14 AM 3001:1 advised of investigative process.
Letter malted to customer advising IGS purchased the suppSer DP&L Energy Resources. The customer was sent a letter 

Interstate Gas SuplS 10:14 AM 3001: advising of the change, in March 2018. The customer cannot cancel without ETF until May 2019.
Advise that she needs to call CGO and verify how long she has been with them and |f their rate is higher.,.fixed or variable. 

0021929 Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:24 PM 3001: if they will not cancel her with out an ETf...shecanc^ back and | wilby to get it waived.
She had no idea that she was vrith IGS until recently. They told her that she has been with them for 10 yrs, but she recalls 
cancelling 9 yrs ago or so. She then said thesuF^ker calledhertodayandsaid her new rate would start today.... Advised 
that she should be able to cancel if that is the case,

Advise that she needs to call CGO and verify how ioi^ she has been wiUi them and if their rate is higher...fixed or vadabte. 
Interstate Gas Sup0181:24 PM 3001: If they will not cancel her with out an ETF ...she can caH back and t w6i try to get It waived. 

0022005'lnterstateGasSup3189:29AM 30011 called regarding IGS and early term fee. Ad\4sed he would havetocal themto see if they were wiH to wave it.
0022038 interstate Gas Sup018 3:31 PM 3001: IM for cust - close case

Kiease see toe contract tor lwi wnom was oougni out oy lus. i am tne nomeowmer/cuscomer ana viis was not signea oy 
me. I also see that is was e:q)ired In 201$. I am very upset Oiat they are this shady, and that this is allowed to happen.

Thank you,

Kimberly Edwards 
Kimberly Edwards 
Information Services 
City of Oeavercreek 
1368 Research Park Drive 
Beavercreek, OH 45432 
Tel: 937-427.5500 
Fax: 937-427-5544

Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:31 PM 3001:
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Caller states city of Beavercreek has an aggregation wth Aep energy.
Caller called to out and this is hew she found out she had Igs

Caller called Igs and was advised that she signed up with Dpi years ago ar>d Igs bought them out.
(Caller states she never signed up with Dpi)
Caller states that she was advised by ^ that she has a contract with an etf of $2S.
Caller states Igs advised that she has been in contract with them since fune23rd.2027.
Caller states Igs advised her that they sent her notice- Caller states received no notice.
Caller stales that she requested a copy of the contract and Co adwsed would email her.
Caller states Co did not give exact info on when she allegedly signed up with Dpi.

Advised would send up for mvesC^adon/Advised of timeline/teb 
Caller wants proof of how she was signed up with Opt/Igs 

Interstate <3as SupOlS 3:31 PM 3001: Caller wants the supplier cancelled 
Interstate Gas SupOlB 3:31 PM 3001:*** revlewcompany response *'*
Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:31 PM 3001: *** sent initial email * **

I called the cust aruf (eft a message • adv of the company response — copy of the contract with OPL Energy is signed by 
Alan Miller dated 8/13/13 • account does have an early termination fee of $25.00 • went ahead and waived the early 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:31 PM 3001: termination fee for you — invited call back if she has any further questions.
9/S/201810:30 AM 
Comment;

Left vm. advd when we last spoke, and that he was going to cb regarding his bids and if he pd mote because of tlWs 
enrollment. Advd of today. Sept S, I've not heard from him. Advd will keep case open till cIs of business on Fri, and if I 

00222S9 lnter$tate Gas SupOlS 3:10 PM 3001: don't hear from him. I'll ds the case. RTHUf
Email sent from case number 222603

Good morningl

Mr. West states that a sales agent with IGS, Omar Rodriguea, contacted his current supplier, Sutewise, and requested to 
cancel his electric and gas enrollments.

He alleges that Omar Rodiguez requested to cancel his current ervollments. Statewise pro^dded Mr. West with Omar 
Rodiguets' rrame and phone number, 813-476-0443. Mr. West states that Omar Rodriguez is a territory manager for IGS 
Energy.

Are you able to confirm that Omar Rodiguez is employed with IGS Energy?

If he is, please address the above allegations and advise what action the company takes internally to address this issue. 
Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:10 PM 3001: Thank youl

-caller says he had been vdth IGS Energy for about 4 years and decided to move on to another supplier due to a better 
rate for his gas & electric
•he recently enrolled with Statewise around the end of July • although, he reev'd a cancelation notice Informing him that 
his enrolled was canceled on/about Aug 7. due to an ETF from IGS Energy
•caler says he contacted Statewise to learn more about the cancellation, and was told that he called and cancelled b/c he 
didn't want to pay IGS Energy any ETPs 
-caler says he didn't do thatlli
-caler says Statewise provided him with the phone U that the call came from -1813/476-0443
•caller says 813/476-0443 is NOT Ns phone 1. It belongs to Omar Rodriguez, a Territory Mgr for IGS Energy
-caller is accusing IGS Energy of identity fraud, etc..,

•Note: caller wiU forward the cancellation rwtice to the PUCO for review and if possible the recorded call placed to 
Statewise to verify the voice of the person who posed as him (Michael West)» mailing address 8c fax U proidded

Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:10 PM 3001: -case If provided for future reference 
Related to case 222603

On 9/5/201810:30 AM 
Comment:

Left vm, advd when we last spoke, and that he was going to cb regarding his bills and If he pd more because of this 
enrollment. Advd of today, Sept S, I've not heard from Nm. Advd wiU keep case open till cIs of business on Fri, and if I 

Interstate Gat SupOlS 3:10 PM 3001: don't he^ from him, I'll cb the ase. RTHLIf 
0022260 Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:27 PM 3001: No response from cust., ds case
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-csllerssys he had been with ICSEnerKvforabout 4 years and decided to move on to another supplier due .j q0

•he recently enrolled with Statewlse around the endof July-althor^h, he reev'd a canceHatlon notice infwming him that 
his enrolled was canceled on/about Aug 7, due to an ETF from IGS Energy
•caller says he contacted Statewise to learn more about the cancellation, and was told that he called and cancelled b/c he 
didn’t want to pay IGS Energy any £TFs ;
•caller says he didn't do that! II
•caller says Statewise provided him witii the phone if that the call came from • 0813/476-0443 
-caller says 813/476-0443 is NOT Ns phone 0. it belongs to Omar Rodriguez, a Territory Mgr for IGS Energy 
■caller is accusing IGS Energy of identity fraud, etc...

•Note: caller win forward the cancellation notice to the PUCO for review and if possible the recorded can placed to 
Statewise to verify the voice of the person who posed as Nm (Michael West)» mailing address & fax 0 provided

Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:27 PM 3001; -case 0 provided for future reference
revd from Tara.Chapmangiigs.com marked undeliverable 8/28 2:22

I waived all £TF..Ga$ and Elecrtic..99.00 each.

It a^ears the gas may have billed for 3. Cef at .5733,

It appears the electric bUed correctly. Drop notice 8-02-2018 and the las> 
t billing was for usage. 7-19-2018 to 08-21-2018.

Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:27 PM 3001: Does this help?
Per ph conv w/cust., advd co. rsp. He said that he was w/IGS for approx. 4 yrs. He theo processed an enrollment 
w/Statev^e.

Once IGS found out that he went w/a different supplier, this sales agent, Omar Rodrigues, contacted Statewise and 
claimed It was him (Mr. West) and canceled his enroitmenl. He said Statewise is the one that gave him the number that is 
linked to Omar.

Caller said that he is going to pull his bills to determine if he billed mere w/KjS than v^at he would have with Statevnse 
and then he's going to cb.
He said his elect is w/OP&land gas w/Vectren.
I offered to ask for bill copies and he said no. he wanted to look at the bids himseif and determine just how much more he 
pd and will call me back. Provided direct number and gave case number.

Interstate Gas Sup018 3:27 PM 3001: Advd out at 4 and then dsd Monday, but can call back anytime and leave me a vm. He said, that's what he'll do.
left vm, advd when we last spoke, and that he was going to cb regarding his bills and if he pd more because of this 
enrollment. Advd of today. Sept 5, I’ve not heard from him. Advd will keep case open till cl$ of business on Fri, and if I 

lnterstateGasSup0183:27 PM 3001: don't hear from him, I'lds the case. R1T1L0 
0022261 Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:49 PM 3001: Icb

cust wants to cancel igs 
referred to company

Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:49 PM 3001: icb 
0022694'lnterstate Gas SupOlS 4:52 PM 3001: Advised coi4d escalate

Caller has Columbia Gas
Caller has Igs energy for his supplier.
Caller wants to get out of contract as he has found a cheaper supplier 
Si^rpiier advised caller he was in a contract until 06/2020.
He vras advised could not cancel unless pays a $99 etf.
CaHer questioru if this is accurate.
Advised caller if agreed to contract and if ends early may have an etf.
Caller states he does not recall the terms- but thinks he may have agreed to a comract.

Interstate Gas SupOlS 4:52 PM 3001: Advised caller could escalate to check on what terms were- Caller states that is ok.. He will leave it done.
0022871 Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:58 PM 3001: IVM to close

Caller states signed up with co two years ago at 5.13 KWH. caller states a few months ago switched to variable rate, caller 
states was told the automatically enroHed him Into a new 3 year rate and there Is a $90 Etf.
110064884387

caller states rate went up to 6.49kwh.
advised vrauld reach out to co about contract and rate-

interstate Gas SupOlS 3:58 PM 3001: caller States he had a high bill with OE and they told Nm reading right, advised caller could have eo test meter.
Co response:
Attached If the proof of enrolment form Mr. Sarich. Mr. Sarich is billing at a fixed rate that he signed up for on Oct 3, 
2017. The rate If good for 36 months.
IGS did speak to him and advised his rate had not changed but his usage for 7-20 to 8-16 had increase about 1000 kwh. 
That he may want to call the utRity.
The bill Increase is due to usage not rate. There has not been a change in rate.

Reviewed Info and bill copies, caller did sign up for rate of 6.49 for 36 mo arKi has not Increased.

Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:58 PM 3001: LVM to close
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Customer calling »boutl6Seariy term fee. Customer switching to Dominion Energy. Customer got eariy terr^QQ^-fr^iS 
IGS and wanted to know if they could charge her an early term fee. Advised they could if It’s in the contract Advised to 

0022985‘lnterstateGasSupl812;3SPM 3O01:get copy of contract from IGS to make sure it states early term fee in contract Invited call back.
Customer is caRIng about IGS for CGO and. He was enrolled by a door-to-door marketer and he wants to rescind. 
Explained the notices that OE and CGO would be sending him and the instructions contained therein. Advised that he 
could call the companies to rescind, but recommended that he give the companies time to receive the requests and cali 

0023141'lnterstate Gas Supl8 32:14 PM 3001;MofKiay. Invited a call back.
Customer b calling about IGS for CGO and. He was enrolled by a door-to-door marketer and he wants to resdnd. 
Explained the notices that OE and CGO would be sending him and the instructions contained therein. Advised that he 
could call the coirtpanies to rescind, but recommended that he give the companies time to receive the requesu and call 

0023142 Interstate Gas Supl812:21 PM 3001-Monday In^dtedacallback.
OO231S0 Interstate Gas Sup018 3:21 PM 30011 IGS processed the cancel request and placed the customer on our Do Not Knock list.

Customer said a slide talking rep came by and talked him into enrolling. Once he thought about it after he left he wants to 
cancel Immediately so this change never happens.
Cautioned customer to be on the look out for a switch notification from the utility so she can immediately caH and cancel 

Interstate Gas Sup018 3:21 PM 30013 fust In case there is a delayed response from IGS.
Interstate Gas Sup018 3:21 PM 30QUIM advising IGS processed the cancel request ard plated the customer otr our Oo Not Knock list.

002316S. Interstate Gas SuplS 12:00 PM 30013 Deferred to IGS to cancel
caiter states sne jusi signeo up witn wun someone wno came to ner ooor. states ir>e person toia ner mat lua is 
already on her CGO bill, caller confirmed tiris She states IGS b biUlng as the SCO. She wants everything to stay Bke it is 
because of Budget BIBing.

Advised caller to contact the supplier to cancel the enrollment ^e just comi^eted today. She states II she does it will be 
$99, why should she have to pay it???? She went on to say that someone at CGO told her she Is paying $0.27 with IGS and 
the new rate with IGS will be $0.37 so she doesn't see how enrolling with the supplier saves her any money. (Explained 
to her there is no requirement to enroS in the ChCMe program and that there b no requirement to enroll witir sirmeone 
Just because they come to her door or call her.)
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Pulled up the CGO A2A, advised her the current SCO H $0.42S so I'm not sure why CGO told her It is $0.27. Advised IGS Is 
an SCO supplier so yes. it would be a true statement that IGS Is already on the CGO bin, she confirmed that she sees IGS on 
the CGO bill. Advised if she didn’t intend to enrolf In a non-SCO contract she would need to f<rtow tiie steps on the 
paperwork she received at the door today to cancel the pending enrollment.

Interstate Gas SuplS 12:00 PM 30013 Caller then stated aH she received was a post card that tM her to call CGO because effective Oct 8,2018 IGS wiB be the 
raent:

SPOKE WITH CUSTOMER TO CLOSE
explained signed contract shows 36 months and ETF. She says she did not read the paperwork or the acknowlet^ement 

0023223 Interstate Gas 11:59 AM 30013 form. Advised caller with signed paperwork charges are valid.
Interstate Gas Si^lS 11:S9 AM 30013 Customer called for update on the case.

callerstates she enrolled with IGS in March and states she was not told about the ETF. does rwt remember TPV. does not 
reaNte she was under 3 year contract.

Interstate Gas Supl811:S9 AM 30013 explained time frames
SPOKE WITH CUSTOMER TO CLOSE
explained signed contract shows 36 months and ETF, She says she did not read the paperwork or the acknowledgement 

Interstate Gas $up\811:59 AM 30013 form. Advised calter with signed paperwork charges are valid.
Interstate Gas SuplS 11:59 AM 30013 Customer called for update on the case.

caiier nas i^iumoia uas
Caller callir^ about Igs.
Caller states she cancelled vdth Igsayear agoarsd bnowfirsdingout that the sicker rtever cancelled.

Caller states supplier came to her door between September or November 2017 to renew and she advised that she was not 
interested as she was soon to move.
Caller caBed Columbia Gas to transfer her service and Just found out that Igs b still on her bill.

She called Igs today and spoke with Keith and was advised she called Dec 2 2017.
Keith advbed her that the records show that there was a request to cancel electric- but there are no notes about 
canceling gas.
Supplier advised that they would get back with her as they have no etiier info for her.

Caller does not feel that anyone wil get back with her. She told them she will be caling the attorney ger>eral as well.
Caller states she knows she requested both electric ar:d gas be cancelled when she called.

0023362-Interstate Gas SuplS 11:29 AM 30013
Letter mailed to customer advising that the caH from Dec 2 was reviewed and determined there was r»o mention of gas 

Interstate Gas SuplS 11:29 AM 30013 service in the call. The customer's gas service was cancelled effective Oct 22.
Customer called regarding cancellation with IGS. He wants to stay with current suppler. 1WWC. GavertumbertoCE. 

0023438- Interstate Gas SuplS 11:46 AM 30013 Invited caD back.
LM for cust - close case -11/2

00234S4 Interstate Gas SuplS 10:32 AM 30013spokewithcust-close case -11/20
I cancelled my service with IGS Energy on 7/20/18 because I wanted to stay witii the IBumlnatlng Company as my m^n 
supplier. IGS forcing me to choose a plan and I wanted to cancel IGS. They are still charing me a Hat rate on ir^y bin due 

Interstate Gas Supl810:32 AM 3001310/29/18 and they will not accommodate me.
Intentate Gas SuplS 10:32 AM 30013 * sent initial email *
Interstate Gas SuplS 10:32 AM 30013 * review company response *

I called the cust and left a message - adv of the company response — IGS is not fardlng an account vwth the info. The last 
Interstate Gas SuplS 10:32 AM 30013 time IGS shows you were with IGS was over 8 years ago. — invited call back if he has any fuith^ questions.
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* review company response -1 called arid spoke with TM at IGS - she states that she will look over the response and . .
Interstate Gas SuplS 10:32 AM 3001: provide a follow up response* Page 24 Of 106

Dave Orlando • tM on my vm - that he Is returning my call - states that I can reach him at 440-937-8972 * cust states that 
Interstate Gas SuplS 10:32 AM 3001- he has canceHed with IGS, but they continue to bill him a flat charge of $49.
Interstate Gas SuplS 10:32 AM 3001 ■ Cust called in for ST. Transferred to vtn.
Interstate Gas SuplS 10:32 AM 30011* review company response*

Caller states that he had received his most recent CEI bW and It shows IGS still on the account for $49 per month. Caller 
states that his CGI bIH has gone from $64 to $82 andlscurrently$144(226lcwhused). Caller does state that he Is caught 
up vrith hjs bill. Caller is looking to see why IGS is still on his account and to took further into his CEI bia. Advised caller of 

Interstate Gas SuplS 10:32 AM 3001: investigative process.

1 called the cust and spoke with Dave Orlando • inquired if he received the message I left him on 11/2 at the number that 
he provided on his initial email to the PUCO - cust states that is his wife’s phone number and he did get a message • cust 
states that the acct was in his daughter's name, Dana Doheny - cust states that he called IGS to cancel on 7/20 • he was 
provided, 06117864404 - it was not canceOed, so he called IGS back on 10/23 to cancel again - he was given a notification 
number, 749236767 • cust states diat IGS continues to bill his daughter a flat monthly rate of $49 - he states that her acct 
number was 1100S9407913 • cust states that he has since put the svc in Ms name as of 10/23 • he is not sure v4iy 16$ Is on 
his bill (in his name) - the new acct number In his name is 110134392338 • cust states that IGS should have been cancelled 

Interstate Gas SuplS 10:32 AM 3001: on his daughter's acct and he should not have IGS on his new acct • advof inv timeBne,
Customer contacted publie affairs via Gacebook Messenger. Customer stated:

Case number is 00234547.

A PUCO Call Center Representative has not contacted me to (flscuss my case from 10/26/18.

Interstate Gas SuplS 10:32 AM 3001: Investigator • Please try to reach customer to discuss current status of complaint.
Interstate Gas SuplS 10:32 AM 3001; * sent follow up email *
Interstate Gas SuplS 10:32 AM 3001:1 called the cust • IM for a return call.

I called tile cust and spoke with Dave Orlando - advof the timeline for the cancdatton > IGS for the confusion has waived 
Interstate Gas SuplS 10:32 AM 3001: the early termination fee of $99 • invited call back.

0023S49 Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:51 PM 3001; cancellation Issues

IGS- unable to change electric suppliers and having issues. Last summer called DP&L and was advised he would need to 
contact IGS to have him switch back to OP&L. he contacted IGS to have that done, Called Aug 16 and requested again to 
be cancelled. Called another time and rep stated they could see the cancellation request but was stopped.

Andrew EA- No notes of him requesting to be cancelled, stated when custs call about cancellation advise to make sure no 
ETF on account, put through cancellation from IGS to be on PTC effective next read date.

Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:$1 PM 3001: Advised cust of Uiis.
0023702 Interstate Gas SuplS 12:15 PM 3001: RT IGS

Needs to cancel with IGS to avoid ETF from Star Energy.

lnterstate6asSupl832:15PM 3001: RT IGS 800-280-4474.
The enrollment is valid and the company is not Inckned to waive the early termination fee. The Home Energy Manager has 
attempted to contact the customer 6 times to see if there is any further reasMi Uiat they should consider waMng the early 

0023761, Interstate Gas SupOlS 4:20 PM 3001: termination fee, but the customer has rx>t responded.
customer called, stated that she was advised by Vectren to call the PUCO about an issue she's having with IGS Energy, she 
says that In Sept 2018 she was approached by an IGS Energy rep who told her that they could save her money and lock her 
into a fixed rate, she says that she was confused at the time and had just gotten a divorce, she says that the marketer 
from IGS Energy also goes to her church so she trusted him, but he enroVed her for a rate of $0.58/ccf, and on her last 
month's bill her rate with Vectren was or^ $0.40/ccf. i advised her of the lowest offer on the ala chart, she says she 
didn't know she would be paying more by signing up with IGS. she says this b a 36mo contract and there's a $99 ETF. she 
would like to get out of this contract without payii  ̂that ETF because she was unaware of what she was getting mtoand 
was taken advantage of by someone she trusted.

Interstate Gas SupOlS 4:20 PM 3001: i advised we can contact the company out of courtesy to see if they could waive the $99 ETF.
I called customer and advbed The enrollment Is valid and the company b not Inclined to waive the early termination fee.
The Home Energy Manager has attempted to contact the customer 6 times to see if there b any further reason that they 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 4:20 PM 3001-shoutd consider w^ng the early termination fee, but the customer has not responded.
0023783. Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:34 PM 3001: ICS

Customer calling about IGS. Rep came out on the 8th of Nov. Customer signed up and then cancelled the enrollment.
Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:34 PM 3001: Customer had questions about early term fee. Advised of cancelation rule Imdted cal back.

Caller had contacted OP&L to cancel out of IGS on 11/26 because he had noticed that he was pa  ̂6.6 per kwh vs 5.6 
with IGS. Caller states that DP&L was able to do so (conflrmatim nuntiser 1811274202). Caller had then received a call 
from IGS advising that he had owed a $99 ETF. Caler states that he originaly had OPLE before being bought out by IGS.
Caller believes that IGS b not honoring the ori^nal contract and is loddng to have the ETF waived. Advised caller of 

0023923 Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:48 PM 3001: investigative process.
Per TPV the customer enrolled in a 12 mos fixed rate contract for 6.69/Kwh with a $99 ETF on iul 30,2018.

Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:43 PM 3001: Called to Inform customer of Investigation results. No answer or vm.
Informed customer of TPV and valid ETF, cautioned a bout being fully aware of contract terms because ETF’s can be very 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:48 PM 3001: costly and supplier contracts are legaBy binding. ICS if nec.
0023941'lntersUte Gas Sup018 2-09 PM 3001: edu
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Caller states that he had IGS, then found out that he would have paid less if he had participated in his govt aggr with Q£ - , . _
he then canceled with i6S and went to 0£ • he now has an ETF from IGS - he would like to know If they can ei^ ^

adv that they can. if it Is in his contract an early termination fee • he Inquired should he have received some papers • adv 
Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:09 PM 300)1 different methods that the contract or welcome packet is provided • invited call back.

discuss etf issues with customer, customer was told by aep energy rep that "fines" on the electric supply contract were 
against puco rules, advise customer this is not correct, electric suppliers can charge etf. aep energy rep provided 

0024076 Interstate Gas SupDlS 8;S9 AM 3001! irKorrect Information, customer understands information.
Hello,

Are energy suppliers allowed to apply fines to consumers accounts if the consumer choices to switch provider? ;
Thanks, \

Interstate Gas Sup}18 8.59 AM 3001: Bob
Interstate Gas Sup)18 8:59 AM 3001: vm robert nolan/614>S06-S204, leave hotline number as cbr.

call customer, he states that aep energy rep said It was against the rules or law to charge a "fine" for electric supply 
contracts, advise customer that electric suppliers can charge etfs, aep energy rep provided incorrect information.

Interstate Gas SupllS 8.59 AM 3001! customer understands Information.
leave customer message, advise coidd be early termination fees on a supplier contract, depends on the contract, leave 

Interstate Gas SupSlS 8-59 AM 3001! hotline as cbr.

"I attempted to return a call from Mariner Taft but the woman titat answered the phone by haclung a lung up was 
Interstate Gas SupllS 8:59 AM 3001! argumentative and rude. Perhaps communicaUng through email would be a better option?' email from Customer, RJS. 

002421& Interstate Gas SupOlS 4:35 PM 3001! £A of OEO
Caller was attempting to cancel out of new supplier and go to IGS iria OEO, or face an etf. Advised caller of rsumber for EA 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 4:35 PM 3G01:ofDE0 to cancel out of new supplier. IC6 
0024369 Interstate Gas Sup0181:24 PM 3001! Caller has yet to hear back from Stephanie at the EA of OEO. Transferred call.

Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:24 PM 3001! C^ler was unable to get through to EA. Connected caller toStephanleat EAof DEO
Caller looking to cancel out of IGS and go back to Volunteer within the rescission period. Advised caller of number for EA 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:24 PM 3001: of DEO. ICB 
Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:24 PM 3001: EA

t.ti - electric

Supplier complaint: IGS

IGS Representative:

Timothy Moro 
Agent* 16011120 
Contact info (440)539-4335

12/20/18 - Representative with IGS went to the customer's home and spoke with his wife Customer claims the 
representative used aggressive tactics and provided misleading information in regards to rates. Customer's wife signs up, 
and caib her husband (customer) to inform of virhat she signed up for. The customer re\4ews the Information the same 
day when he arrives home, and Immediately calls the R^resentative to cancel the agreement (The rep left his card with 

0024S23 Interstate Gas Supl9 10:23AM 3001! the wife). Customer dairns the Representative whooriginaHy came to the door.conhrmed the agreement would be 
Interstate Gas Supl9 10:23 AM 3001: tcb.

uauer nas u>iumoia uas
Caning about Igs.

Caller states she recently sMritched to Dominion En»gy Solutions in November (she thinks.)
She just received an etf for $99 from Igs.

CaBer states she was not in a contract vrith Igs.
Caller caked Igs and states they were short with her and advised that she was In a 3 year contract..

Caller states her husband is deceased and previously bills were In his name. She states that this account has been In her 
name for over a year and a half.

Advised would send up for investigation/ Advised of timeline/ Icb

Caller wants proof that she agreed to a 3 year contract 
0024541 Interstate Gas Sup019 3:12 PM 3001! Caller wants the etf waived.

Interstate Gas Sup019 3:12 PM 3001! Called to close.
•CaBer want to cancel her enrollment with IGS Energy, but the door2door rep didn't leave a phone # to call, if she want to 
cancel

•caller says she has changed her mind and do not want IGS Energy to be her supplier 
•provided H800/280^4474, to reach the company to cancel the enrollment 

0024619 Interstate Gas Sup319 9:39 AM 30011 -invited call back, if necessary 
Interstate Gas 5up)19 9:39 AM 3001! invited call back, if necessary

•senior citizen; 80 y/o; widow
•caller says IGS Energy has been bothering her for years
•caller says apparently she enroHed with IGS Energy sometime in 2018 -or- 2017 » was solicited by IGS via phone 
•caller has recently dropped IGS from her DP&Lacct and now IGS is charging her a $199 fee for doing so 
•caller says she don’t recall signing anything w4th iGS Energy, and titey didn't ten her there would be a fee of any kind 
-caller is upset about thtsll!
•caller was adwsed that the PUCO can Inquire about the contract, etc...

0024830' Interstate Gas Sup)i9 9:S6 AM 3001! -case * and timeline provided for furtherance
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Called and spoke to customer. She stated that she does not use the internet, etc. as she is 80 years old. Her^u^te^^ % . 
pays an of her bills and does it directly from the bank that she works at. She stated that she has an email adan§3%ffl^ 
she thinks Is ’lakesvickv€>gman.com' and her daughter told her not to ^ve it out to anyone and that she does not even use 
the computer that she has. States that her phone is programs to get emaSs from family but she does not have any 
knowledge of how that happens. Advised her that I would relay the Info back to the company and see vrhat they would 

Interstate Cas Sup719 9:S6 AM 30011 say about the ETF. She is adamant that she did not sign-up with DPUt.

Called and left a message for the customer that I was foilowing-up with her regarding the case since our last phone call.
Advised her that l€Scontact stated that she was not wllUng to waive the £TF. Advisedher she can fell welcomed to give 
me a call back to discuss this issue. She also mentioned that her daughter handles a lot of the billing for her. Advised If 

Interstate Gas Sup)19 9:S6 AM 3001: she wants to have her daughter call me also, she can feel free to do so. Left our contact info.
Interstate Gas Sup319 9:S6 AM 3001- IGS upheld the £TF that was UHed.

cust stating she signed up with igs energy oct 10th for taoUf gas and electric 
the electric is fine its just her gas
cust called the very next day on 10/11/2018 spoke with Igs to cancel was told there would be no fee 
cust is showing igs charges on her account and a $99 charge from them
notice of cancellation was sent on oct 12th 2018 person she spoke with was Kathy arid adv $99 was removed
adv cust we wOl look into tNs to see what overcharges were applied and if etf was waived :
cust also states shes on budget billing and had a credit with deo but now she doesnt do to the etf
placed cust on hold to talk to M.C since we were doing side by side |
alsoadvcust we will check with deo to see \^at happened to her credit and budget billing
adv cust of investigation process |
cust also had multiple questions about suppliers briefly went over that i
adv cust of energy choice she doesnt have access to internet adv will send a2a chart

00250841nterstate6asSur^l92:OSPM SOQlcicb '
Called Tara at IGS. The customer did net rescind until after the rescission period had ended • a drop vras received on 

Interstate Gas Sup019 2;06 PM 3001-10/22/18. She enrolled 10/10/18. She caDed to cancel on 10/28/18.
Called the customer to go over the company's resportse and close. She says that she did call the rtext date. Advised that 
both company’s state that she cancelled on 10/28/18. She says that she has letters to the contrary. Prowded PUCO 

Interstate Gas Sup019 2:06 PM 3(K)1: address so she couU send tern. Advised that I would look at them and get back to her.
Called the customer to clarify address. Address was not in Hilliard. It was the same as her mailing address. Corrected 

Interstate Gas Sup019 2:06 PM 3001: the record.

Received and uploaded mail from the customer. There is a letter from OE dated 10/23/18 confirming of the cancellation 
of her electric su^ly with IGS. There is also a letter dated 10/29/18 from IGS confirming her cancellation of her MVR? 
supplier and her move to the SSO rate.(wlth her note that she cancelled 10/11/18).

Catted Angie. The letter Is confusing because the customer was never on the MVR. She re-afflrmed that the customer did 
not cancel until 10/26/18, after the rescission period. She agreed that the letter is confusing and will discuss internally to 

Interstate Gas Sup019 2:0$ PM 3001: have it changed. However, the custorrter did not call until 10/26/18 and did take service with IGS for one billing period.

Called Ms. Maki to go over the companies' response and ellose. Reached voice mail. Attempted to leave a message 
Interstate Gas Sup019 2:06 PM 3001: closing the case but was not able to do so before time ran out. Tried again and got message hat memory was full.
Interstate Gas Sup019 2:06 PM 3001: Called the customer to close. Reached message advising the the memory was full.

Called the customer to go over the company response and close. Reached voice mail. Left message asking for a return 
Interstate Gas Sup019 2K)6 PM 3001: call. Left hotline number and case ID.
Interstate Gas S<q)019 2:06 PM 3001: Customer caBng back to speak with MC, iT to vm 
Interstate Gas Sup019 2:06 PM 3001- FC packet mailed

Received a voice message from the customer who asked for a return call.

Called the customer to go over the company response and close. Explained that the material she sent rrte did show her 
notes tiiat she cancelled IGS on October 11,2018, but nothing that she sent from IGS or OEO substantiates that daim.
Advised that both OEO and IGS are stating that her call to rescind was not placed until after the rescission period.
Explained that the only regulation concerning budgets is that the company offer them. Advised that there are no 
regulations concerning when the company re-evaluates the budget amount or how it is calculated. She Insists that she 
called to rescind on 10/ll/18andthatnoonefrom the company wants to own up to it. Discussed the next step of filing 

Interstate Gas Sup019 2:08 PM 3001: an FC. She would like one sent to her. Adt4s«d that I would do so.
FC packet malted

Received a caB from tiie customer transferred by AT. She says that DEO and IGS will make an adjustments. She wants to 
withdraw her FC. Contacted docketing and spoke to OH about the matter. Adwsed the customer to let OEO and IGS make 

Interstate Gas Sup019 2:06 PM 3001: motlorts to dismiss. Invited a cdl back.
Received a caD from the customer transferred by AT. She says that DEO and IGS will make an adjustments. She wants to 
withdraw her FC, Contacted docketing and spoke to DH about the matter. Advised the customer to let OEO and IGS make 

Interstate Gas Sup019 2K)6 PM 3(M>1: motions to dismiss. Invited a call back.
Calling to speak w/ M.C

Interstate Gas Sup019 2:06 PM 3001: IT to M.C
002S260 Interstate Gas Sup0193;ll PM 3001: icb

cust wants to cancel ^s
Interstate Gas Sup019 3:11 PM 3001- gave number kb 

002S309 Interstate Gas Supl912:20 PM 3001: edu
Caller states that she is in eentractwiU> IGS until the middle of 2020-she has had them for yrs but rtow the rate is 6.39 
and herCEl rate is S.21*shedid asklGSIfthey would waive the $99 cancellation fee and was told, no-adv that the 

Interstate Gas Supl912:20 PM 3001: supplier is not required to waive It > adv that I have noted her call - Invited call back.
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Last sepi rep contacted her from, caller switched gas and ele. — r
Caller states a week later direct energy contacted her, they were suppler before IGS. Page 2.( Ot lUo

Caller states cancelled IGS over the phone in oct, Nov 7th letter from IGS, thank you for being customer, Duke has notified 
IGS she no longer wants to have IGS.

The past few months shows IGS as supplier. Caller contacted DE on Friday, re-enrolled. Caller contacted Duke today, told 
IGS sbfi supplier, and would have to pay $99 cancellation fee, but has bills that show ETF reversed. j

Nov 7th letter from IGS, thank you for being customer, Duke has notified IGS she no longer wants to have IGS.

Advised caller would opm Investigation.
0025503 Interstate Gas SuplS 10:20 AM 3001: Provided case number and timeframe.

Duke follow up:
Ms. Philip had been enrolled i^th Direct Energy as her gas and electric suppBer. In September 2018 we sent her notice 
that her supplier was being svritched to 1G$. We did not receive any contact from the customer and then in November we 
sent her notification her supplier was switching to Verde Energy.

On 11/12 Ms. Phlltps contacted us with IGS also on the phone and rescinded enrollment with Verde and choose to stay 
with >GS as her supplier.

Then on 2/25 Ms. Phillips contacted us and requested to drop IGS and she returned to Direct Energy as her gas and 
Interstate Gas Supl910:20 AM 3001: electric suppler as of her 3/20 meter reading date.

LVM to close adirised of tlm^ne of enrollments from duke, advised ETF from IGS is valid.
Interstate Gas Sup)910:20 AM 3001: iCe 

0025599 Interstate Gas Sup0191:20 PM 3001: Ed ref
Customer states IGS asked to see his gas blR yesterday. Customer states IGS ad>^ed that he was Bl^aHy switched to 
Volunteer Energy Services, which removed his service with IGS. Customer signed some papers, but he changed his mind. 
Customer states he called IGS, but It referred him to caR the agent directly to cancel and he emailed them, but he Is not 
sure if he has to cancel in writing or by telephone.

I advised the company is required to have a toll free number to call and cancel. I advised customer to call (GS again and 
request to speak to a representative to cancel. I advised customer can also contact C60 to find out if an enrollment 

Interstate Gas Sup0191:20 PM 3001: request has been received yet and they should be able to cancel if It has.
0025613-Interstate Gas Sup319 8:47 AM 3001- Icb

cost calling on behalf of disabled son
says he gets peo|^e coming door to door and hes signing up with them 
he signed up with igs but she wants this to not go through 
she called cel they adv she has to check vdth Igs to see If there is a fee for cancelling 
cust wants soRcItIng by door to stop because its confusing her son
adv cust to reach out to city to see about a non solicitation in the area 

Interstate Gas Sup319 8:47 AM 3001: icb
Cust called regarding cancellation with IGS. Customer states she called to cancell with IGS and they told her to call DE. OE 

0025711 Interstate Gas Supl910:54 AM 3001: told her to call us. I was getting info from customer and she hu.
Interstate Gas SuplS 10:54 AM 3001-cust hu

Caller has AEP
Callerstates that she met with someone at NRG and advised that she was in a contract with IGS until August.
NRG advised her that her bitl would be $27.00 and that if she switched she would not have an etf with Igs 
Caller caking to see if she wW have an etf.

002S722 Interstate Gas SupOld 3:11 PM 3001:Advlsedif she agreed to a contract and It had an etf-anetf can be assessed if she cancels before the contract Is expired 
Interstate Gas Sup919 3:11 PM SOOllAdvisedif she breaks her contract prior to It eiqiiringshe may be assessed an etf,

I had terminated my service with IGS many years ago, at least 5 years ago. I just realized today, upon looking at my online 
state that they had been the si^iptier of my resident gas usage. Which has been overpriced compared to compared to 

0925949 Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:49 PM 3001; SCO's rate, by as much as 2i%. This 1$ a fraudulent practice.
Interstate Gas Sup019 2:49 PM 3001: Called 01 at CGO. IGS Is the customer's CHOICE suppGer,

Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:49 PM 3001: Reviewed IGS response. IGS has no record of customer calling to cancel. IGS provided a copy of 11(G) letter sent in 2017.

Called the customer to go over the company response and close. Advised that IGS says that It has no record of her calling 
to cancel. Explained that the company ordy has to keep most records for two years. She says that never thought of 
looking at her biU. She thought the once the fixed contract expired, she would be automatically returned to her utiRty. 

Interstate Gas Sup019 2:49 PM 3001: She says that she now understands. Advised that 1 would close the Investigation and invked a caR back.
vm customer that per 3/21 call by company contact, customer decides to stay with Igs. 1/15/19 contract shows customer 

0025997 Interstate Gas Supl911:38 AM 3001: bWed 4.73cls/kwh. leave hotSne number as cbr.

Customer c^ling about IGS. Customer was paying 5.2 with CE and switched to IGS because they tdd her it would be 
lower. IGS is charging her 7.5 per Kwh. Opening investigation to see what the customer signed up for and if IGS is 
charging what the contract sutes, Customer b looking at switching and IGS Is looking to cha^ a 100.00 EFT. What did 

Interstate Gas Supl911;38AM 3001: they offer the customer? What are the terms of the contact? Customer Is elderly. Gave case# Invited caH back.
customerealRngfor anekfertyneigUjorof hers, she says the signed up with IGS Energy and somehow the signed her up 
for the home warranty program too. she was signed up and also got an ETF for $99. she has not caled yet because she 
doesn't hear very well and doesn't have a hearing aid yet i advised complaint will be noted, advised she can call the 

0026274-interstateGa$Sup0191:36PM 3001: companytoseeif they would waive it ICO 
Interstate Gas Sup0191:36 PM 3001: ICS
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Customer called back to add comments to her case. Stated that she called 16S and rep told her to wait until i^d'Mav tog , . 
call back and cancel In order to avoid the $99 ETF. She then asked about gettir^ on the SCO rate. Advised 
cancelled then she will need to call customer service at DCO and ask to be put on the SCO rate. Also advised that DEO 

002652S Interstate Gas $1^1912:35 PM 3001: should send a letter to advise of the drop with IGS. ICB.
Caller state that she received a letter from IGS that her contract will expire on 6/21 - her fixed rate will go to a variable 
rate - she does not want to renew • she wants to get on DEO SCO rate • adv the caller to contact IGS to inquire if she has 
an early termination fee-adv that If she cancels too early, she could be subject to the ETF if there is one from her terms 
and conditions • adv that she has 2 tiling cycles after she is returned to DEO to request to be traced on the OEO SCO rate • 
invited callback.

Caller thought she had a fixed rate with IGS, not variable -1 had the eust read the letter again • Itr states that ^ does 
Interstate Gas Supl912:3S PM 3001: have a fixed rate, but it will go to a variable rate.
Interstate Gas Supl912:35 PM 31X11: edu

002653$ Interstate Gas Sup019 4:38 PM 3001: Advised It Is legal to charge early term fees
Caller wanted to see if her cancellation fees are legal for IGS to charge 
She has them as a supplier for AEP and DOMINION 

Interstate Gas Sup019 4:3g pM 3001: IC8
002653S Interstate Gas Sup019 4:42 PM 3001: Advised cancelations fees are legal to apply

Caller wanted to see If her cancellation fees are legal for IGS to charge 
She has them as a supplier for AEP and DOMINION 

Interstate Gas Sup0194;42 PM 3001: ICB

IGS/AEP-customer states at some time he entered In to a contract with IGS and did not know titat. he states artother 
supplier came to his home and he signed up with the other company. He then received a early termmation fee from IGS 
for $99.00. he states that he received linksvlae-mailbut theydid not workwhen he clicked on them, he does not d)ink 
this IS fair. I explained that we can contact IGS to find out how and when he signed up and if it was a valid enrollment, he 
states m the mean time he has to decided to either go with the new company or cancel and I told him that will be up to 
him. Iguesshecanlookat it the new rate and decide if the etf is worth It. I can't tell him what to do in that situation. I 
wish I could but that is where he is at this point. I can not guarantee Nm we can get the eft waived. I asked when he has 
to decided by and he states the 23rd. I told him we wiK send for inv and he can call back on monday to see if there is a 
response but I can not promise him that. I explained the company has 10 business days and I cant change that, he states

0026536 Interstate Gas Sup019 4;5gpM 30013heunderstand, he just did not know he was under contract with IGS. ICB.

Co response:

Customer enrolled on March 13,2018 via did.
Gas account- 36 month fixed at 0.5S90/CCF and Electric- 36 month fixed at 0.0669/Kwh. There was a $99 etf per account 

Co provided Documentation confirming this- (Welcome letter/SIgned Agreement/GPS data)

interstate Gas Sup019 4:58 PM 3001: Customer will be assessed the $99 etf 
Interstate Gas Sup019 4:58 PM 3001; Received response- Reviewing.
Inter^ate Gas Sup019 4:58 PM 3001- Sent Ittitial- Waiting on Co response.

Called customer- Advised of Co response.

Advised Customer enrolled on March 13,2018 via d2d.
Gas account- 36 month fixed at 0.SS90/CCF and Electric- 36 month fixed at 0.0669/Kwh. There was a $99 etf per account. 

Co provided Documentation confirming this- (Welcome Letter/Signed Agreement/GPS data)

Can't Contact 
Company

Interstate Gas SupOlS 4:58 PM 3001: Customer will be assessed the $99 etf
Called customer/ Advised of Co response (below)

Interstate Gas Sup019 4:58 PM 3001: Ad\Hsed of my name/ h/l number.
0050073' Interstate Gas Supl91^:15 PM 3001: edu

Caller states that someone from IGS came to her door a couple of days ago - she agreed to enrol by signing the ipad - she 
reed an email from IGS on 4/29 • caller states that she is not in a good place (husband passed away and she should not 
have done this right now] - she states that the person talked so fast and it sounded good - inquired if she read what she 
signed - she states, no not really - adv that going forward - she would want to read it before signing as that was her 
enrollment - she states that it was electric too - never said anything about cancelling - exp that unless she had recorded 
the conversation with Uie person at her door - what her enrolbnent would be is her sigrring the idpad and the information 
on that contract - adv of rescind notice (time sensitive) • caller states that she has reed It from OE ar>d v4l call to cancel • 
she has not reed the OEO notice yet - adv that DEO is required and vnl send her a rescind notice • adv to keep an out of 

Interstate Gas Supl912:15 PM 3001: the notice from OEO in the mail • invited call back.

0019487 Interstate Gas Sup318 d;39 AM 3001: Gave If to IGS
Caller wants to speak with IGS, states the number to the supplier is not on her bill statement.

Interstate Gas Sup318 9:39 AM 3001: Gave caller n to IGS per her request.
Customer called the number for IGS, but 18002804471 was no longer in service.

Interstate Gas Sup318 9:39 AM 3001:1 advised of number (888) 995-0992.
0019550 Interstate Gas Sup318 8:39 AM 3001: provided info for Home Services: 877/275-8197 for furtherance

•caller is trying to reach IGS Energy via 888/99S-0992 about her gas furnace • although, the phone M Isn't working » caller 
can't get thru to the company 
•caller says she has a repair/svc policy with IGS Energy 

Interstate Gas SupllS 8:39 AM 3001: -provided Info for Home Ser\4ces: 877/275-8197 for furtherance
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00218SS Interstate Gas Sup)lS 8:58 AM 3001: Checking status ^ . .
•caller recently switched over to Statewise Energy from H3S Energy b/c IGS Energy was thawing her too much' ®9® lUO

•caller says IGS Is now charging her a $200 ETF, and she don't know why • b/c she says she'd been w/IGS long enough to 
r»t be charged an ETF
•caller was asked if she contacted IGS Energy » caller says when she made an attempt to contact IGS • the phone system 
just kept ^ansferring her to artother automated system 
•Note; caller could not provide the phone b she dialed to reach IGS Energy 
•caller was advised to contact IGS and Inquire » contact Info provided for furtherance 

Interstate Gas Sup318 8:58 AM 3001: -invited call back. If rMcessary
I

AEP is the electric company. |

CaBer caBed In regarding IGS. She Is upset regarding the early termination fee of 99.00 and vrants to file a complaint. I 
asked her if she knew how long die contract was for. She did not have the paperwork to verify. Advised I would open an 

Interstate Gas Sup}lS 8:58 AM 3001: investigation to review initial contract and early term agreement. Gave caseb and Invited call back.
Interstate Gas Sup318 8:58 AM 3001: Reviewing TFV.

LM advising of TPV clearly stating $99 ETF for each acct enrolled. TPV was completed on 5/30/17 and were for 38 mos 
Interstate Gas Sup>18 8:58 AM 3001: contracts. ETF valid. IC6 to hear recording.

Competition Issues / -per Jessica, EA hotline, IGS Energy is a choice supplier as of Oet 17, the rate Is .S74/Ccf
Inquiries 0018210 Interstate Gas SupOlS 4:23 PM 3001: enrolment on Oct 31,2017

Interstate Gas SupOlS 4:23 PM 3001: Vectren/IGS Energy: caller is questioning the relationship vnth the suf^lier 
0018260 Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:37 PM 3001: a2a

Caller states that she had cancelled out of IGS and was looking for a new sui^lier. Advised caller of a2a website and that 
Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:37 PM 3001: she does not have to choose a supplier if she widies not to. Invited callback.

0018351 Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:57 PM 3001: Discussed current gas and electrk a2a supplier rates in her area. Explained SCO and PTC vs. fixed rate contracts.

Calling re: gas rates In CGO area and electric rates In CEI area. Currently has IGS Energy for both and is expecting IGS 
tomorrow with new offers.

Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:S7 PM 3001: Discussed current gas and electric a2a sup^r rates in her area. Explained SCO and PTC vs. fixed rate contracts.
0018370 Interstate Gas SuplS 12:49 PM 3001: explained I do not believe he was signed up with supplier

Customer states this address is one of his rentals, he states that he was outside today doing work for the up coming snow 
storm and some guy in a truck marked IGS piriled up and asked if about Ms bill, he states he told him that he did r>ot want 
to change anydirng and that he was fine where he Is. he already has a supplier, he states the guy put in Ms i-pad variable 
rate and left. I askedlf he signed the I-pad and he stateshe did not, (asked if he did a TPV and he did not I told him I do 
no Utink he was signed up. he states he just gets tired of Uiis. he states CGO gave him our number and that is vAy he 
called. They told him if anything changes they will send him a card. I told him that is correct, but I do not think he was 
signedup.buthejust may want to watch the mail for a wNIe to make sure. I told him I will note the concern here. He 

Interstate Gas Supl812:49 PM 3001: thanked for help.
0018381 Interstate Gas SupOlS 4:13 PM 3001: a2a

Caller was Inquiring as to whether a supplier on a2a website can be out of state. Advised caller that suppliers on a2a 
website are all certified to sell In OH. Advised caller of gas and electric rates vs fixed rates caller was looking for. Invited 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 4:13 PM 3001: callback if caller had any further questlorK 
TWWC

0018407- Interstate Gas SupOlS 9:2S AM 3001- Wanted to discuss his current contract with IGS. referred to IGS.
Caller has IGS at $5.34. States IGS rep called him and offered Mm 3 years at $4.36. He is confused whythey would call 
him and offer to lower the rate v4ien they already have him as a customer at a higher rate, referred caller to IGS to 

interstate Gas SupOlS 9:25 AM 3001: discuss why they offered him a lower rate.
0018424 Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:19 PM 3001: IGS carKelled contract and waived the $99.00 ETF.

Customer refuses to speak with anyone except JLF. Customer would like to file a complaint vs4th JLF.

Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:19 PM 3001: Transfer to JIF voice mall.
Customer agreed to a contract at 39 months at 4.56 per mcf. He Is getting the correct rate but believes they bale-and- 
switched him. He wants to be on a budget plan and they don't offer it. he does not have anydiing saying they would offer 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:19 PM 3001: a budget. He wants to cancel without penalty and the company refused.
Received email from PF for supervisor call back.

Called customer at contact phone number without answer, left VM. Provided name and hotline phone number for a can
Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:19 PM 3001: back.

Keceiveo supervisor can oacK requen.

Called Mr. Zeoloa at call back rtumber provided.

Mr. Zeoloa advised that he Is frustrated with regards to tMs Issue he has been having with his most recent supplier IGS. In 
Sept 2017 a door to door representative from IGS came to the door. He advised ^out their offering and asked to look at 
Mr. Zeoloa's billing. Mr. Zeoloa provided the representative copies of their bills with DEO. The representative from IGS 
advised that they could offer the customer a lower rates and that it would include a budget. They discussed the offering In 
depdi and Mr. Zeoloa agreed to switch to IGS. He signed the contract and didn't think anything else about it until they 
received the most recent bluing for December 2017, The bill was very high, so he called DEO. DEO referred him to IGS, 
who informed him that he wasn't on a budget. IGS incRcated that wasn't what he signed up for, and that a budget was 
discussed with the door to door represemattve. The company wouldn't do anything to resolve this Issue.

Mr. Zeoloa believes this is a balt-and-switch tactic that IGS used. The offering presented to him included a budget plan and 
he feels that the company took advantage of Mm. Mr. Zeoloa wants to file a complaint and Insists that the PDCO look into 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:19 PM 3001: this further.
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Agreed to service last year with IGS Enei^ in an attempt to lower his M. Customer now sees that their bBI i^oo V r no 
he was previously on budget billing Qu^e Energy. Now customer believes be was "baited and sv^tcheo^Pu^^ 
because they didn't explain this to him.

I attempted to explain to customer that DEO is regulated by PUCO, so they are REQUIREOtooHer budget billing to 
customers that qualify. Gas suppliers are not regulated but are certified. They off» contracts. Most do not offer budget 
billing since that's done through DEO.

Customer disagrees and believes that suppliers should have regulatory overs^ht by PDCO. He's requesting to speak with 
a Supervisor.

Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:19 PM 3001: IT to Supervisor Phone' P.E.
I caiieo ana spoxe to tne customer, i expiameo cnat • receiveo a response irom tne company, i expiaineo tne lonowing
response:

6S was able to reach the son George. It appears George is not disputing the enrolled Mdth IGS. It appears the account was 
kicked off the budget and the usage increased. George adwsed the Home Energy consultant he was driving to Florida at 
the time they were speaking and he would like to give him a can back next week when he could look more into budget and 
usage concern. IGS will follow up with George next week.

He became upset and started saying we were trying to wpe this under a rug and IGS and DEO are blaming each other and 
that this is wrong and that somethirrg needs to be done about this. I explained to the customer Uiat is not the case and I 
was trying to ask him if the budget was the only issue he had. I explairred that I was trying to figure out if t rteed to send 
this back to the company because this is the only response I received they did not address or answer my Questions form 
the initial e*mail I sent. I did not say this was complete at this point. I was calling to verify information. He then 
proceeded explain that we need to have more regulation over the suppliers, he believes this is a bait and switch. He can 
notbeBeve that we let them get away with this, he states he asked the rep about the budget and he told him that he 
could be placed on budget, get first bill and it is high and not on budget. I told him t understand, we get these complaints 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:19 PM 30011 on a dally basis. I explained that I can not verify what was said between him and the rep at his home. I will inquire about

I called and spoke to the customer. I explained that I has spoken to him back in February and I received a response back 
from them, The company has cancelled his account and waived the ETF. he states they did send him a letter that he was 
being charged the $99.00 but thinks that has been taken care of. I explained to him that if would receive anything else 
concerning the charge to let me know, I have in writing they ate waiving that fee. he states that he went with another 
supplier, he states he did speak to a gentlemar* from IGS and they even did a 3-way call to OEO. he states he told them 
that it is very frustrating deatir^ with two companies lAdto keep pointing the finger at the other, he sates he thinks they 
got it. he states Ms mother has not received anything else in the mail. He just wanted away from K3S as they caused him 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:19 PM 3001: a lot of problem, he thanked me for calling to follow up, close case.
0018443 Interstate Gas SuplS 10.00 AM 3001; Call OE

Caller states that a door-to-door rep from IGS came by on 1/16 to try and enroll caller for electric and gas. Caller was 
unsure if she was enrolled. Advised cater of enrollment rules and seven day cancellation period. Advised caller to contact 

Interstate Gas SupiS 10:00 AM 3001: C6 and OE to see if she has been enrolled and to cancel out if she has. Invited callback.
0018479' Interstate Gas SuplS 11:22 AM 3001: ed ref

Callerstatesthat he already has IGS for gas - he wants to know what their electric rate is-provided all the fixed electric 
rates for IGS - provided number for IGS • adv the caller to contact IGS to see if they have a different rate for existing 

Interstate Gas SuplS 11:22 AM 3001: customers. Caller did not want to provide Ms phone number, email or demographics.
0018547. Interstate Gas SuplS 11.45 AM 3001- Cancel out of IGS

Caller states tiiat he currently has IGS and Is looking to move out of the area soon. Caller was looking to go with another 
supplier.. Advised caller that if he is on a variable rate with IGS to carKel with them and go back to CEI so that when he 

Interstate Gas SuplS 11:4S AM 3001: moves, he doesn't have to worry about an ETF. Invited callback If issue with IGS 
0018561 Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:24 PM 3001: RTHL

Was supposed to be switched from IGS, but still sees them on his bin and his previous rate. TWWC>

Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:24 PM 3001- RTHL 
0018716 Interstate Gas Sup}18 8:43 AM 3001:1 advised concern will be documented.

Customer states he just received a letter from IGS stating that his contract Is about to expire and will be automatically re- 
enrolted if he does not call them. Customer did not know he had IGS and believes he has been over pa^g for electric. 165 
offered a rate that Is still higher than OP&L Customer states his wife usually handles all the mail and bills, so she may have 
signed up for IGS. Customer states he is aware that suppliers are not regulated as public utnities are and can enroll 
customer's in service If letter is not responded to, but befieves this should change and suppliers should be regulated.
Customer would like comments noted.

Interstate Gas Sup}18 8:43 AM 3001:1 advised concern will be documented.
0018744 Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:25 PM 3001: invited call back

caller is complaining about his current rate .0739/Xwh charged by IGS Energy 
caller says his latest bill is $753 
caller resides in an all-electric home; S-person HH 
caller says his fixed rate offer e:q)ired in Aug/Sept 
caller says he never reev’d anything from IGS about Ms rate expiring 
caller says he just thot that when his rate exMred he would go back to AEP 
caller will put his concerns/comments in writing 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:25 PM 3001: Invited call bade 
0018949 Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:44 PM 3001: a2a website

Callerstatesthat he currently has IGS as his supplier and is paying a rate of $.84 percef. Advised caller of SCO rate and 
Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:44 PM 30O1J gave a2a website to view other offers. Also advised caller to contact IGS to check on status of contract. Invited callback. 

0019045'lnterstate Gas SupOlS 1:44 PM 3001r Called customer and advised her acet Is now canceled and the $99 ETF waived. Left hotline din case of questions.
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The customer stated that he cancelled I6S and arKi went to a different supplier. He Is billed via Ohio Edison gjndchMA. , .-.o 
First Energy Solutions as his supplier. However, his enrollment keeps getting cancelled via the automated systSm.'i^'vas^ 
told that it was IGS most likely who was cancelling the request due to him cancelling his contract, because they get a letter 

Interstate Gas Sup018 VM PM 3001: as well showing that he was canceling and who he is going with.

seitt follow up to IGS. Their response was not clear, it Indicated; Attached is (he s^ed enrollment card for Mr. Nunns. An 
IGS Home Energy Consultant did visit Mr. Nunns regarding his account wKh IGS and the $99.00 early termination fee.
The Home Energy Consultant did visit Mr. Nunns on the dates Itsted below. iGS is reaching out to Mr. Nunns to review die 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:04 PM 3001: interaction and wfliaddress the situation from there.
0019189 Interstate GasSup0182:26 PM 3001: Quoted offers

Caller ^tes that she has IGS and is paying a rate of $4.24 per mcf. Caller was looking for a lower rate for 12 months.
Quoted offers from Santarma and New Wave. Caller also asked for rate for NOPEC and quoted her. Ad<^sed caller to 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:26 PM 3001: contact IGS to check length of contract and any ETF. Inwted callback.
0019310 Interstate Gas Sup)18 9:S1 AM 3001; suppliers

Caller states that he had Just cancelled out of IGS and was lookirtg for a new supplier. Advised caller of offers from New 
Interstate Gas Sup318 9:91 AM 3001: Wave and NAP for 12 months fixed. Also advised caBer of what happens when contract expires. Invited callback.

001937S Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:14 PM 3001: -call routed over to Sam, via IGS to learn why she 1$ being assessed $99 ETF
•caller says she was always with NOPEC • although, about a year, a Rep from IGS Energy shaped by with his IPad 
•caller says the Rep told her he was with CEI, but he could not pull up her info on his IPad and asked her to go get her 
electric bill
-caller says she wrote her sect fl down on a piece of paper - although, she NEVER gave the »to the Rep, even though, he 
already had her Info entered on the IPad
•caller says she Is currerttly being charged $99 ETF and she don't know why 
•caller says she never signed for anytNng

Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:14 PM 3001: •call routed over to Sam, via IGS to learn why she Is being assessed $99 ETF 
0019423'Interstate Gas Sup018 3:35 PM 3001: MaHed PIPP app

Caller states that a rep from ISS advised caller that she is on a variable rate under SCO. Advised caller that SCO is a market 
rate, caller was concerrted that she was being scammed. Advised caBer of ‘Oo Not Solicit" list Mdt DEO.

Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:39 PM 3001: Caller also inquired about PiPP. Advised caller of program. Caller requesting an applicatloa 
Interstate Gas 5vp018 3:35 PM 3001: DA approved letter.

0019450 Interstate Gas SuplS 12:09 PM 3001: a2a website
Caller states that ^e currently has IGS as a supplier at a rate of $3.54 per mcf and was looking to see what better offers 
were avallaUe. Advised caller of a2a website and to contact IGS to check on status of govt aggregate contract and if an 

Interstate Gas SuplS 12:09 PM 3001: ETF is involved if she cancels. Invited callback.
0019533 Interstate Gas SuplS 12:51 PM 3001: dose

Caller states that a man with an IGS card came to her home offering a lower price • she sigrsed up and just would Eke to 
Interstate Gas SuplS 12:51 PM 3001; know if the co Is legit - adv Utat IGS is a certified supplier in the state of Ohio • cust states, ok • inwted call back.

0019652-Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:30 PM 3001: Supplier info
customer did not want to provide information, he wanted to know if IGS was part of our organization. I ex^^ained they 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:30 PM 3001; are supplier arwl certified to do business in Ohio, he thanked for help.
•per Andrew, via EA hotline, the accl has been with KSS Energy since June 2017 ) further assisted customer with any addt'l 
questions/concerns

00196581 Interstate Gas Su^lS 3:49 PM 3001: -caller advised by Andrew
Note: senior cititen& confused
•caller is inquiring about the supplier's rate vs. DP&L's rate, etc...
-caller mentioned .0629/Kwh & S.4 cents /KMh \
-caller wants to know which rate is cheaper, etc,..
•per Andrew, via EA hotline, the acet has been with K3S Energy since June 2017 | further assisted customer widi any addt'l 
quesHons/concerns

Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:49 PM 3001: -caller advised by Andrew 
0019764' Interstate Gas SuplS 11:35 AM 3001; 888/99S-0992 was provided for furtherance

•caller wants a phone tt to reach IGS Energy 
Interstate Gas SuplS 11:35 AM 3001: •8S8/99S-0992 was provided for furtherance 

Advised of 0.40890/ccf for sco rate
00198391 Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:35 PM 3001: Advised it is a monthly variable rate and it is based on the market

Caller has Columbia Gas 
Caller calling about Igs supplier 
Caller states he has a rate of 0.559

Caller requests info on Sco rate 
Advised of 0.40890/ccf

Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:3S PM 3001: Advised It Is a monthly variable rate and it is based on the market
spoke to the customer and he said that he never knew he had IGS artd then he gets a renewal letter. He had not reached 
out to the company to Inquire.

Spoke to Matt and he said that the customer DPI Energy Resources since 8-2011 and they were brought out by IGS In June 
0019937<lnterstate Gas SupOlS 2:11 PM 3001:2017, so this is WHY they are on his bill.

Received a mailing today March 19,2018. it stated 1 requested another electric carrier other than DP&L It stated 1 was 
beicQ switched to IGS Energy Solutions. I have never ad(ed for this and I would like them to cease all further bulldog 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:11 PM 3001: tactics to acqt^re customers.
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Calling back, caller got vm from Investigator and was confused about message.
CaSer is disputing that he received enrollment letter from co.

Re: first elect service renewal notice, 
thank you for being customer, 
if you want to except renewal do not do anything

IGS energy si^i^ Charges, 
caller has never contacted IGS

Interstate GasSupOlS 2:11 PM 30011 IT to KM
Spoke to the customer and he said that he never knew he had IGS and then he gets a renewal letter. He had not reached 
out to the company to inqura.

Spoke to Matt and he said that the customer DPI Energy Resources since 8-2011 and they were brought out by IGS in lurte 
Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:11 PM 3001:2017, so this Is WHY they are on his bill.

•caller opted to drop supplier: IGS Energy and go back to OEO's SCO rate 
•cader was advised by Mary, via EA hotline 
-in addition, caller's Info has been restricted 

0019965 Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:17 PM 3001: -invited call back, if necessary
sertior citiren 180y/o
•caller wanted to know if she can lower her gas rate 
•caller's current rate is $d.36/Mcf 
•caller says the supplier is IGS Energy
•caller does not know if the supplier is a Choice supplier b/c she does not recall choosing IGS Energy

-per Mary, via EA hotline » Yes, IGS Energy is a Choice supplier and the current rate Is $4.36/Mcf | acct has been with IGS 
since 2007

-caller opted to drop supplier: IGS Energy and go back to OEO's SCO rate 
•caller was advised by Mary, >da EA hotline {in addition, caller's trffo has been restricted 

Interstate GasSupOlS 2:17 PM 3001: -invited call back, if necessary 
001997S interstate Gas Sup718 8:08 AM 3001: referred to IGS for furtherance

•caller says her current supplier: IGS Energy is charglr^ her too much - so, she changed over to Direct Energy 
•caller is wondering if IGS will charge her a fee for dropping them 
-referred to IGS for furtherance

Interstate Gas SupllS S-dS AM 3001: -invited call back, if necessary 
0019978 Interstate Gas SupllS 9:S7 AM 3001: a2a website

Caller currently has IGS as his supplier and was looking for a lower rate. Advised caller of a2a website and quoted offer 
Interstate Gas SupllS 9:S7 AM 3001- from AEPE. Invited callback.

0020004 Interstate Gas Supl811:01 AM 3001: marketing
CGO- had visit from IGS energy. Wanting to know the differerKe between )GS and C60. IGS stated 0.S5 per CCf for 60 
months. Advised the difference between the companies. Advised CGO SCO till April 1 is $0.4089. Stated she will think 

Interstate Gas SuplS 11.-01 AM 3001; about it
caller advised to contact CGO to find out if DE is an aggregation supplier -or- Choice supplier 

0020021 Interstate GasSupOlS 5:06 PM 3(Xll:invited call back, if necessary

•caller says a guy from IGS Energy knocked on his door celling him that he should have reev’d a Itr to sign in order to stop 
the auto-switch over to IGS Energy (?)
-caller says he didn't sign anything -nor- did he provide any acct info to the rep 
-caller says he is already wRh Direct Energy and don't want to switch
•caller advised that it was just a s^es tactic • unless he or his wife signed up unlh ttie supplier • just don't worry about it 
•Gty of Lorain has a gas gov’t aggregation program 
•caller Isn't familiar with the prt^ram
-furthermore, caller was ad^sed to contact CGO to find out if OE Is an aggregation supplier -or- Choice supplier 

Interstate GasSupOlS 5:06 PM 3001:-invited call back, if necessary 
0020039 Interstate Gas Sup018 3:40 PM 3001: Advised of rates

Customer states she signed up for a 3 year rate with IGS for $0.489/ccf and there is an etf, but she Is within the 7 days to 
caned. Customer states she received another rate offer for 12 months with another company for $0.45/ccf with no etf. 
Customer believes she made a mistake, but she is rut what difference it wfll make on her bill. Customer yearly average Is 
SOOccL

I achnsed customer $0.489/ccf totals to $244. SO yearly and $0.45/ccf totals to $225. Usually the longer the rate the h^her 
Interstate Gas Sup918 3:40 PM 3001: the rate Is. I advised customer of SCO rate and the SCO historical hl0) and low.

0020055 Interstate Gas SuplS 10:16 AM 3001- a2a website
Caller states that he currently has IGS as a suppKer at a rate of $5.59 per mef and was looking to see if there were better 
offers available. Advised caller of a2a website and went over how to find different offers. Advised on fixed and variable 
rates vs SCO and what happens when contract expires. Also advised caller to contact DEO and OE to be put on "Do Not 

Interstate Gas SuplS 10:16 AM 3001: SoHdf’ list. Invited caUbaek.
0020161. Interstate Gas SupOlS 4:42 PM 3001: quoted offers

Caller states that he is on budget with IGS for $69 per month and was looking for a lower rate. Advised caller of quote 
from ONG for six months fixed. Advised caber to contact IGS first to check on status of contract and arty possible ETF, 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 4:42 PM 3001: Invited cabback.
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Customer K calling about I6S and OEO. HelspayingS4.56per mcf and enrolled for 1 year with IGS last Oecwber. fi-inf?
received CHOICE literature from DEO. Advised that before he does anything, he should call IGS and see what^^iO^E^ i * 
he would incur. Discussed the SCO and two offers on the apple$>to<apples web site. Provided energychoice uri and 

0020214 Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:59 PM 3001: invited a caH back.
00202S1 lnterstateGasStd)l811:21AM 30013ICB

customer called, stated that he signed up wit Direct Energy, but he's already with American power and gas. the DE rate is 
higher, i advised he can call to cancel that and get a confirmation of the cacKellation. they also s^ed him up for electric 
at 6.29/kwh, but he's currently paying 6.69/kwh with IGS Energy, i advised he can call IGS to find out his contract status 

Interstate Gas SuplS 11:21 AM 3001: before the switd) goes into effect. IC6.
0020311-Interstate Gas Sup0182:li PM 3001: ICB

Caller wants to cancel igs, caller states signed up with them on 4/4.
Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:11 PM 3001: advised unable to cancel, provided number to co and C60 hi to block.

00203281 Interstate Gas SuplS 10:35 AM 3001.- edu
Caller states that he can not understand how IGS or any supplier can offer you a satrings of more than what you would 
already have with your electric co • adv the caller that the Energy Choice Program does not guarantee saw'ngs - adv that 
Ohio is a deregulated state - adv that the Choice Program offers him the choice to shop around • exp that it is up to the 

Interstate Gas SuplS 10:35 AM 3001: cost whether they want to participate - invited cal back.

•caller was advised about CGO's current SCO rate and customers who have not actively chosen a natural gas supplier 
receive their natural gas supply at the SCO rate from one of eight suppliers: IGS Energy is one of the eight (8) suppliers 
-caller was advised that IGS Energy could be a SCO supplier 

0020338 Interstate Gas Sup018 3:07 PM 3001: -Invited call back, if necessary

•caUer inquiring about why 16$ Energy is his supplier 
-caler says he don't recall choosing a si^i^ier, such as IGS Energy 
-caller has not contacted CGO » called the PUCO instead 
•caller says he's calling about the A2A 
-caller does not have Internet access
•caller was advised about CGO's current SCO rate and customers who have not actively chosen a natural gas supplier 
receive their natural gas supply at the SCO rate from one of eight suppliers: IGS Energy is one of the eight (8) supF^'ers 
•caller was advised that IGS Energy could be a SCO supplier 
-invited call back. If necessary

Interstate Gas Sup018 3:07 PM 3001: caller refuse to prowde email and/or svc/maIBng address
Customer is calling about IGS and DEO. He re-enrolled with IGS about a month ago and is c^lir^ to talk about his decision. 
Discussed the SCO artd 2 CHOICE supplier options, He does not have access to internet, He says he v^l probably stick vrith 

0020396 Interstate Gas SuplS 11:47 AM 3001: IGS to avoid an ETF, Invited a call back.
Customer Is caDing about IGS and DEO. He re-enrolled with IGS about a month ago and is calling to talk about his decision. 
Discussed the SCO and 2 CHOICE supplier options. He does not have access to internet. He says he will probaUy stick 

Interstate Gas SuplS 11:47 AM 3001: with IGS to avoid an E7P. Invited a call back.
0020960 Interstate Gas Sup718 9:24 AM 3001: ICB

customer called, stated that a marketer from IGS came out yesterday and had her sign his tablet and told her she was with 
Direct Energy, she has DE as her supplier for gas. she says she doesn't know if she agreed t enroll with them, i advised she 
would need to cancel that within 7 days because she did enroll if she signed the tablet, advised to call DE to find out her 

Interstate Gas St^318 9:24 AM 3001: contract status before she cancels that, advised it will take 1-2 cycles for DE to fall off her account. ICB 
0020993 Interstate Gas SuplS 12:41 PM 3001: referred to IGS to discuss ETF and cancelling contract.

wanted to caned IGS and not pay a penalty. I referred her to IGS to see if there is an ETF. She wanted on SCO. I 
explained after IGS is no longer on her bill and she Is on MVR she can call DEO to get on SCO> Explained that rate is 

interstate Gas SuplS 12:41 PM 3001: variable rate monthly,
0021059 Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:07 PM 3001; voiced concern

Caller states that he had received a notice dated 5/.18 advising of switch to IGS from govt aggregate program. Caller 
states that hts mother may have spdee to a door-to-door rep the week of 5/14. Caller is voicing his strong concern that 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:07 PM 3001! these suppGers are taldng advantage of older citizens. Inwted callback if caDer has any further bsues with suF^llers 
0021280 Interstate Gas Su|^18 2:05 PM 3001? RT IGS

SHe K starting to hear from other sui^liers. Wonders if IGS has ended thdr srve.

Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:05 PM 3001- RT IGS Energy to verify tf her contract is ending soon.
0021440 Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:SS PM 3001! Icb

cust callin to see how IGS became her supplier 
gave number to Igs

Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:SS PM 3001: kb 
0021550 Interstate Gas SupllS 9:52 AM 3001! EA of Duke

Caller sates that she has IE as a supplier at 6/43 per kwh tdien a rep from IGS came by and advised that caOer was actually 
paying 10 per kwh and that IGS was offering seven cents. Advised caUer that the 10 the rep quoted likely Included 
distribution and transmission. If caller enrolled with IGS, advised to contact Duke to cancel out of IGS and to go over her 

Interstate Gas 5vp)18 9:52 AM 3001! current budget billing. Invited callback.
0021562 Interstate Gas 5up018 3:31 PM 3001!in\rited cal back. If necessary

•caller says the rate she was quoted, isn't the rate she is charged 
•Note: caQer could not provide the rate she was quoted when she enrolled with IGS Energy 
•caller says she would like to return back to Direct Energy and wonder if it will cost her artytiting to do so 
•caller was referred to the contract's Terms & Conditions 
•caller referred to IGS Energy for furtherance 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:31 PM 3001! -Inv'ited call back, if necessary 
0021647 Interstate Gas SupOlS 4:36 PM 3001: advised caller
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Caller was contactiAg on behalf ofmotherwhoi had IGS but went with another supplier in Sept. Caller was in^rii^ 
whether CG of rtew supplier had to FYI customer on any possible ETF. Advised caller that they are r>ot legally M^rKd'mT ^

Interstate Gas Sup0184;36 PM 3001: Invited callback.
00218SMnter$tate Gas Sup018 d;2l PM 3001; caller wiH submit comi^aint via PUCO's website

-caller wants to file a complaint against IGS Energy
•caller says that her son enrolled the acct back in June, but she is the acct holder 
-caller says IGS Energy is seHIng scams

Interstate Gas Sup0184;21 PM 3001:-caller says she don't have much time to provide Intake Rep the Info needed - so, she will submit her comfrtaint via online 
0021969 Interstate Gas Sup018 2;29 PM 3001:Advisedhertoca8 themtoswith toSCO. Invited call back.

Calling about IGS supi^ier. Gas company is Dominion looking for lower rate. Went to Apples to Apples and gave 
Interstate Gas Sup018 2;29 PM 3001; Dominion rate. Advised herto call Uiem to switch to SCO. Invited callback.

0022085 Interstate Gas Supl811:27 AM 3001;call IGS
Caller states that he has IGS as a supplier at a rate of 7.79 when he had ertrolled with Constellation for 36 months at S.89. 
Advised caller of what he would be saving under Constellation arKi OS's prke to compare (6.04 per caller). Advised caller 

Interstate Gas SupIS 11:27 AM 3001: to contact IGS to see if they will make a counter offer or cancel out. ICS 
00221S7- Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:20 PM 3001: icb

cust calling to see if igs is legit and if firstenergy solutions filed for bankruptcy 
adv yes to both
also adv cust of a2a chart online to view different suppliers he can choose from 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:20 PM 3001: Icb 
0022212 Intersute Gas Sup)18 9;38 AM 3001.- DNS

Caller states that she had moved to address on 7/12 and has had IGS since 2009 or 10, but is receMng calls from suppliers 
attempting to solicit her business, including NG&E. Caller Is looking to have these stop. AcMsed caller to contact DP&L to 

Interstate Gas Sup7l8 9:38 AM SOOlrbe puton"OoNot Solicit* list. InwtedcaRback if specific supplier is found 
0022277 Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:33 PM 3001- a2a website

Caller slates that she currently has IGS artd is being offered 6.79 for the next contract. Cafler had consulted a website to 
see what offers were available. Found that cdeCs pdce-to-compare is S.l per kwh. Advised callerof a2a website and how 
to sort out lowest to highest offers. Caller also states that she is on budget. Advised caller to make sure if suppliers honor 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:33 PM 3001: budgets. ICB
CaMer was looking at a2a website and had questiorts about offers from Champion and FES. Advised caller her choice wlU 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:33 PM 3001; depend on what she's looking for. ICB 
0022319 Intersute Gas SuplS 11:41 AM 3001; A2A

Caler has IGS and wanted to see if there were any rates lower the IGS or Duke.

Intersute Gas SuplS ll;4l AM 3001: Checked A2A chart and edu caller of cheaper suppliers available. SuppRed caBer vrith the number to the suppliers.
0022382 Intersute Gas SupOlS 2:16 PM 3001: Before I can conduct an investigation I need the name of (he company Fve left him two voice mails.

Intersute Gas SupOlS 2:16 PM 3001; I/m on a/m. I need the name of the supplier.

Received a call today and was told my rate was Electric rate way too high and was advised to contact PUCO. I have a 
Higher rate than Illuminating Company and rate went up before our 12 month contract was finished,I didn't know dris until 
todayl Old they break the the contract by doing this 71 renewed contract on 06/11/2018 of this year my old contract was 
due to ex{^re on 07/2018 .They starting charging me a new rate on 05/23/2018. There Is 3$99.00 early termination fee 
associated with this corttract. Is there anything I can do to get my rate reduced and or avoid the early termlrralten fee ? 
Thank You 
Sincerely 
Kenneth Korber 
440 777 2911

Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:16 PM 3001: kennl941@gmail.com 
Intersute Gas SupOlS 2:16 PM 3001:1/ m again. Inv cb.

0022422 intersute Gas SuplS 11:03 AM 3001: call IGS first
Caller states that she had received an offer from Dorn. ES for $3.19per MCF. Via biH, caller found that she currently has IGS 
at a rate of $4.69. Advised caller to contact IGS to check on status of contract and to see if they will negotiate a lower rate 

Intersute Gas SuplS U.-03 AM 3001: before calling Dorn. ES. Invited callback.
0022S32 Intersute Gas SuplS 10:04 AM 3001; Quoted SCO. Contact IGS

Caller states (hat she received a letter ftom CG regarding a charge in rates. Caller states that she currently has IGS as a 
suM>lier at $.579 per ccf. Advised caller to conuci IGS to check on status of contract and went over SCO rates, invited 

Intersute Gas SuplS 10;04 AM 3001; callback.
0022770-Interstate Gas SupOlS 4:30 PM 3001: Icb

Customer was attempting to reach a supplier.
Interstate Gas SupOlS 4;30 PM 3001: Icb 

0022776>lntersUte Gas SupllS 9:38 AM 3001: edu
Caller states that he is calling about the cust choice program • he wants to know the rate for CGO - that Is who he has • 
provided CGO SCO rate • caller states that he has a tetter from IGS with the kwh rate but he can not find the kudt rate 
anywhere on his CGO bill to compare • adv the caler that the kwh is electric • adv that if the offer was for his gas, it would 

Interstate Gas SupllS 9:38 AM 3001: have ccf - caller states that he now undersunds • invited call bad(.
Customer called lookir^ to compare ele rates. She believes she's vrith IGS. Advised to call AEP and verify and us a call

0022794 Interstate Gas SupOlS 4:03 PM 3001: back to compare rates. Invited call back.
0022807. Interstate Gas SuplS 12:51 PM 3001: Discussed gas purchasing options.

Caller was transferred from Vectren. When she wanted to know info about IGS she was transferred to PUCO. I discussed 
options of purchasir^ gas.

Intersute Gas SuplS 12:51 PM 3001! Salesforce wouU n<» piA In her address.
0022830 Intersute Gas SuplS 12:02 PM 3001: Reviewed the A2A chart for caller and supplied him with the number for a cheaper supplier, kb.

Caller wanted to know if there were any rates cheaper than what he currently has. Reviewed the A2A chart for caller and 
Interstate Gas SuplS 12:02 PM 3001! supplied him with the number for a cheaper supplier, kb.
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ig^55of|l06
what year the enrolment occurred. Offered to investigate. She said Ks already been carsceled and she just wants her j
complaint noted. i

0022920 IntersUte Gas SupOlS 2:S4 PM 3002- iCB. i

Calier said she tailed (G5 to inquire why they are on her bill. They told her that her husband Wayne enrolled/ 
account. She has canceled but she questions the enrollment because her husband has been dead for six year

0022923 Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:50 PM 3001: Cust called In for information on suppliers. Took him to apples to apples and renewed options wth him. Invited call back. 
0022976'lnter$tateGasSup)189:54AM 3001: Calling about suppliers for electric and gas, Gave web address, advised of options. Inwted call back.
0023010 Interstate Gas SuplS 12:02 PM 3001: ICB

customer called about this supplier coming around to her door to enroll her. she says that IGS and another company were 
bashusg each other and telling her that the other company is rwt l^lt. I adwsed they are both certified In Ohio, i advised 
her she has seven days to cancel, she says she enrolledforgasandelectrtc. advised to call DPI and Vectren to cancel and 

Interstate Gas SuplS 12:02 PM 3001: get confirmation numbers.
ment:

Customer calling regarding letter he received regarding gas services. Customer is currently with IGS and Is looking for 
lower rate on supply services. Went to Apples to apples. Customer as aware of tiie early term fee. Gave a couple of 

0023076 Interstate Gas SupSlS 9:44 AM 3001: options. Invited call back.
Customer calling regarding letter he received regarding gas services. Customer is currently with IGS and Is looking for 
lower rate on supply services. Wentto Apples to apples. Customer Is aware of the early term fee. Gave a couple of 

Interstate Gas Sup>18 9:44 AM 3001: options. Invited call back.
0023160. Interstate Gas SuplS 10:45 AM 3001: invited call back, if necessary

-caller reev'd a Itr from IGS Energy about Stark county's natural gas program 
-caller says IGS Energy's tixed rate vrill be $3.47/Mcf for 12 months
•caller says shehasSOdaysfrom the date of the Itr (Sept 17) to let IGS know if she does not want tostay with them 
-caller wanted to know if tiiere were any fixed rates lower than $3.47/Mcf 
-caBerwas provided Info via EnergyChoke Ohio's website
-caller does not know what she want to do at this point» will further discuss with her son 

Interstate Gas SuplS 10:45 AM 3001: -invited call back, if necessary
002316S' Interstate Gas SuplS 11:54 AM 3001: Customer calling about supplier options. Reviewed options and advised to review term length. Invited call back.
0023204' Interstate Gas SupOlS 4:21 PM 3001: Invited call back, if necessary

-caller recently enroOed with IGS Energy via door2door rep-although, she has since changed her mind 
•caller wants to know if the rate IGS gave her is a better rate than what she is currently paying
•caller was advised to look on her utility bill{$) and compare the rate she is currently paying vs. the rate IGS gave her and 
determine from that 
•caller has internet access
•caller was also referred to EnergyChoice Ohio's website to shop-n-compare rates/offers » web address provided for 
furtherance

-caller was advised about the rescind period as well * that's if OEO -or- CEI send her a switch notice/rescind Itr 
Interstate Gas SupOlS 4:21 PM 3001: -irwited call back, if necessary

Customer was calKng regarding suppliers on gas. Cust is currently paying 3.99 vnth IGS. Gave 12 month option. Advised 
0023260’ Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:S6 PM 3001: of the early term fees before svdtching. invited call back.

Edu caller howto review her bill arvj edu caller that her current rate with MA Is actually better than what she was just 
offered by Direct Adv caller to cancel with Direct, call AEP to see if the change has gone through artd call MAto see when 

0023264 Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:08 PM 3001: her term with them ends to prevent a variable rate. Icb.
Caller states that she signed up with IGS less than a month ago and was promised (in writing) that she would have a Bat 
rate of $54/nw for s«vke (’bill would NEVER be higher than..’). CaNer can't remember if the change letter has come in 
the mail yet.

Caller states that right after signing up, her bill Increased instead (current supplier Is Mid American). Caller states that a 
rep from Direct Energy came by and told her that her rate was about to increase with MA and her AEP charges went up 
because they can't bll her on the supply side.

Edu caller how to review her Itill and edu caller that her current rate with MA k actually better than what she was just 
offered by Direct. Adv caller to cancel with Direct, call AEP to see If the change has gone through and call MA to see when 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:08 PM 3001: her term with them ends to prevent a variable rate. Icb.
0023271 Interstate Gas SupOlS 4:52 PM 3001: Customer calling about supplier. Currently paying 2.8. Gave options for 12 months. Invited call back.
0023289. Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:05 PM 3001: referred to EA

Spanlsh-cu^omer

customer called, stated that he is trying to cancel vsdth IGS Energy, he has been with them for two years, |»lce keeps going 
up. he wants to go back to OEO but they say he can't, i advised he can ask for the SCO from DEO, and advised they can 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:05 PM 3001: cancel the IGS service for Mm. gave him the EAP.
CustomercaBIngabout supplier letter from Dominion. Currently paying 3.64. Advised of 12 month options, invited call 

0023346HnterstaceGas Sup0184:21 PM 3001: back.
002a415‘interstate Gas SuplS 11:28 AM 3001: edu

Caller slates tiiat she has IGS wth her township • she would like to know If there is a rate lower than she has of 3.498 • 
inquired if she Is looking for variable or fixed-she states fixes-provided her the low and hl^ range for the fixed rate- 

Interstate Gas SuplS 11:28 AM 3001: invited call back.
0023484 Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:36 PM 3001: referred to IGS

customer called, has been with IGS Energy since Peb 2018, maybe longer, she says in Feb 2018 a guy came out and wrote 
up a new contract for her. she says they are charging her S37/mo extra and she can't afford the adtfitional charges, she 
wants to shop for a new supplier, i advised she may want to call IGS first to make sure there is no ETF first, and to cancel if 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:36 PM 3001: there is no ETF. KB.
0023492-Interstate Gas Sup0184:02 PM 3001: KB
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Customer c^ling about. Supplier options. Currently with IQS. Paying .S24. IGS offered .539. Gave 12 monttupticm. r 
Interstate Gas SupOlS 4:02 PM 3001i Invited call back. rage OD OT lUD

0023S48 Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:2S PM 3001- Oom ES to cancel, 1^0 lor SCO
Calterstatesthat a rep from IGS (Kevin Shields} came by on and advisedcalerthat she had IGS as a supplier but had been '

cancelled in June. Spoke to Ar^ela at EA of DEO who advised that caller has had Oom. ES since 2015 and is pa^ng a rate of 
Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:25 PM 3001: SS.62. Advised caller to contact Oom ES to cancel and then DEO to go with SCO rate. ICB

Customer says IGS came to the door and enrolled his girlfriend $.0719 and PTC Is $.054 per kWh. He wanted to know if 
AEP's price was variable. AEP told him that the PTC was fixed. Advised that it is not and explained further. :
He cancelled IGS. IGS did charge him an ETF. IGS explained this to him and he now feels comfortable that IGS did not lie. |

0023S61ilnterstate Gas SuplS 11:19 AM 3(K)1: Discussed and ix'Ovided the A2A web site. Invited a call back.

Customer says l6$ came to the door and enrcdled his girlfriend $.0719 and PTC is $.0S4 per kWh. He wanted to know if 
AEP's price was variable. AEP told him that the PTC was fixed. Advteed that it b rtot and ex^alned further.
He cancelled IGS. IGS did charge him an ETF. IGS explained Hiis to him and he now feels comfortable that IGS did not lie 

Interstate Gas SuplS 11:19 AM 3001: Discussed and provided the A2A web site. Invited a caH back.
0023579 Interstate Gas Sup318 8:37 AM 3001: a2a website

Caller had received an offer in the mail form IGS for 61.9 per ccf for 36 months or S9.9 for 12. Caller was looking to see if 
Interstate Gas Sup318 8:37 AM 3001: this was a good deal. Advised caller of SCO rate and polr>!ed to a2a website for further guidarKe. ICS 

0023607 Interstate Gas SuplS 11:49 AM 3001: ICB

Interstate Gas SuplS 11:49 AM 3001: Customer calling about IGS. Customer currently paying 4.56. Reviewed A2A. Gave options and phoneM. Invited caB back.
0023622' Interstate Gas SuplS 10:22 AM 3001: Advised CGO has not reached that rate in the past 3 yrs. She needs to verify an ETF before she cancels.

The customer started IGS is offering 58 cents per CCF.

Interstate Gas SuplS 10:22 AM 3001: Advised CGO has not reached that rate In the past 3 yrs. She needs to verify an ETF before she cancels.
Adwsed to contact Co/:

0023634 Interstate Gas SupOlS 4:25 PM 3001: customer called back and though we were CGO. I gave him the phone A to CGO. tanked for help,.
Caller has Ccdumbla Gas
Calling about tgs rep. Caller checking to see if supplier bills have taxes.

Interstate Gas SupOlS 4:25 PM 3001: Advised do-AdvI$ed to contact Columbia gas for info on bill.
Interstate Gas SupOlS 4:25 PM 3001: customer called back and though we were CGO. I gave him the phone H to CGO. thanked for help,.

0023702 Interstate Gas SuplS 12:13 PM 3001: Confirmed IGS b a legit co.
Wants to confirm that IGS is a legitimate company.

Interstate Gas SuplS 12:13 PM 3001: Advised that IGS is a long standing suppSer in the Choice program.
0023749 Interstate Gas SuplS 11:16 AM 3001: invited call back, if necessary

-senior citizen 
•no Internet access
•caler current has IGS Energy at a rate, 0.47000/Ccf 
.caller says she thinks the rate is high and want to lower her rate
-Note: when asked » caller has rwt contacted IGS Energy to find out if the current rate b 'fixed'
-eaUer does not know what her current status is with iGS Energy
•referred caller to IGS Energy to learn what if she chooses another supplier, will there be a fee, etc...

Interstate Gas SuplS 11:16 AM 3001:-invited callback, if necessary 
0023760 Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:55 PM 3001: ICS

Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:55 PM 3001: Customer calling about IGS. Cust currently paying 4.2S. Gave optiort and phene A Invited call back.
0023762-Interstate Gas SupOlS 4:29 PM 3001: Adwsed to contact tgs for terms

Caller has CcAumbla Gas 
Callir^ about Igs
Caller states the rates are higher now.

Interstate Gas SupOlS 4:29 PM 3001: CaBer questions his existing terms.- Advised to reach out to supplier.
0023774' IntersUte Gas SuplS 11.02 AM 3001: ICB

Customer calling about IGS. Customer calling about supplier charges. Rep called artd stated variable ar>d offered 4.87 
fixed for 12 month. Customer called OE and was told him he has a fixed. Customer looked at his bils and it looks IBce he's 
on a variable rate. Bill shows rate b 4.24. Gave options for SCO and other suppliers. Advised of early term fees. Invited 

litterstate Gas SuplB 11:02 AM 3001: call bach.
0023786 Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:55 PM 3001; Enrollment was cancelled during rescission period.

CaBer stated that she spoke to someone within the last week and could not find the company name at this time. Signed- 
up for .60 per ccf but now having second thoughts. States she still has 6 days to cancel. She Is not familiar with the 
program. Went over the Choice program to her and explained how it works and that r^ht now the .60 would be more 
than what she Is paying now but the the SCO rate adjusts monthly- Explained she can cal and cancel now or she can 
cancel when she gets the rescission letter from CGO. b going to call and cancel now. Explairted that when she is 

Interstate Gas SupDlS 3:SS PM 3001: ready to make a choice Oien she can view the chart on the web or call and have a chart mailed out to her. ICB.
Cust states she called artd cancelled the switch but she got a contract from them on Saturday. Customer got a contract 
from IGS and the cancellation has not been processed. Gave caseA of lnve$t%afion. Customer wants the enroHment 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:SS PM 3001: cancelled and wants to keep her previous supplier. Irwited call back.
Called and advised customer that It appears that the contract went out wthen she signed-up and it was actually done 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:SS PM 3001: before she cancelled. Enrollment has been canceBed. She had no further questions at this time.
O023S0& Interstate Gas SuplS 11:19 AM 3001: Matrix sent

Interstate Cas SuplB 11:19 AM 3001: Cust called for A2A chart, Submitted request. Invited call back.
0023814 Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:49 PM ^1: choice program
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DP&L- IGS bought DPL energy out, wanting to know If this happened. Wanting to know if tiie electric has a ^

service. Advised DP&L has a PTC and can go with them. Received a renewal letter from IGS. Needs to contact by Dec 14 or 
renew on a variable rate. Thought tf he did nothing he would be picked to another supfdier by OP&L Explained his 
different option with the rertewal. Stated he does not like the choice program and does not understand why Ohio has it.

Stated he did not sign anything or agree to a contract with IGS. Suted he did not ^ree to DPL energy and thought DPI 
was DP&Land IGS bought our that side of their company. He stated the program is a choice to save money. Explained to 
the customer we cannot promise any money sairings. The current contract ends in Jan 2019 if no contact would go to a 
variaUerate. 0.0669

Adwsed cust FES has a lower rate of $O.OS34 for 24 months vrith no £TF.

Advised can invest the contract he agreed to vrith IGS and DPL energy. Informed cust he will want to make sure he does 
Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:49 PM 3001* make a choice before Dec 14. Advised he cttd not want an Invest open.

002381S Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:11 PM 3001: Advised she does not have to switch. Gave rates for gas and electric.
The customer said a repcalted her and was trying to offerher a new rate and told her to call PUCO to verify her agent 
number.

Advised that I cannot verify agent numbers, but IGS Is an approved marker and since she is sUB wiUi them, it sounds like 
they were just notifying her of her options due to her now having a variaUe rate.

Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:11 PM 3001: Advised she does not have to switch. Gave rates for gas and electric.
002381Slnterstate Gas SupOlS 2:15 PM 3001: Advised she does not have to switch. Gave rates for gas and electric.

nt:

The customer said a rep caled her and was trying to offer her a new rate and told her to call PUCO to verify her agent 
nimiber.

Advised that I cannot verify agent numbers, but IGS is an approved marker and since she is stiB with them, it sounds like 
Oiey vrere just notifying her of her options due to her now having a variable rate.

Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:1S PM 3001: Advised she does not have to switch. Gave rates for gas and dectric.
0023S79 Interstate Gas SupllS 8:39 AM 3001: IC8

CustemercaBed regarding suppler. Customer currently with IGS at a rate 4.9mcf. Gave options for SCO ar^l 1 year option 
Interstate Gas SupllS 8:39 AM 3001; with Santanna and 24 month option with CenterPoint. GaveH to Centerpoint and Santanna. Invited call back.

Informed Ms. Cesear of contact terms (.0789/kWh for 36 mos w/ $99 ETF] and that the rate is rtot the lowest fixed rate 
0023890 Interstate Gas SuplS 12:02 PM 3001: offer by any means. Also confirmed A2A has been sent. ICS.

Customer says she enrolled with IGS some days ago but they did not leave anything that states her rate. Shehasrcvda 
letter from the co but it didn't contain the rate either. She knows its a three year fixed rate but she needs the terms and 
conditions and most Importantly the rate.

Interstate Gas SuplS 12:02 PM 3(K)1: Informed her of the importance of fully knowing the T&Cs before enrolling.
0023897 Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:39 PM 3001: ICB

CustomercaHIng about gas suppKers. Customer is currently paying 3.64 with IGS. Gave Santanna energy at 3.19. Gavetl 
Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:39 PM 3001; Invited c^l back.

0023921 interstate Gas SupOlS 2:24 PM 3001: ICS
Customer has IGS and is currently paying 4.49. Advised to check on eariy fee and just pick a rtew suppler, Customer called 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:24 PM 3001: regarding rates, Gave Santanna energy at 3.19 and phoneS. Invited call back.
0023944 Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:16 PM 3001: RTC for P2C

Caller states she has IGS now for generationwithaflat monthly fee of $59, wants toknowif thatisa "goodrate."

Adwsed caBer supplier offers are In kwh • can't compare a flat rate to a price per kwh. Advised her she can compare the 
supplier offers to the OE P2C, advised her what the P2C is. Caller clwms she can't find that number on the bin. Referred 
to OE for location of the P2C on the bill statement.

C^ler states she doesn't understand why the flat rate of $59 can’t be compared to the other OlES rates, explained again, a 
flat rate isn't comparable to a per kwh offer, it Is better to use Uie P2C since its the generation supply that is being 
compared. C^i states she sees the OE charges and the IGS charges and tire Tirt^ cost this month. Caller then ended the 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:16 PM 3001- call before clarification of the IGS billing could be obtained.
00239S6 Interstate Gas SuplS 12:30 PM 3001: Discussed SCO and other rates on a2a chart

Just found out co. Is her supplier, she didn’t know. She found out on their website that she would have an ETF. She said 
that a guy just came to her door and told her that IGS Is her supplier. Shetoldhimno, ItlsVectren. She then called 
Vecben and they said that they have been her suppler for five yrs., vduch was ass'^ed thru the SCO.
Discussed the SCO for non*shopping cust Advd how to navigate around in the chart, rates, term., etc.
She then wanted to discuss elect. Renewed the a2a chart. Cautioned about some w/themthly fees. She then said she's 
very happy w/DP&L

Interstate Gas SuplS 12:30 PM 3001: ICB should she have other questions.
002398S> Interstate Gas SupOlS 4:30 PM 3001: invited call back, if necessary

•caller wants to drop IGS Energy from the acct 
•caller contacted AEP and was told that they can’t do that
-caller was advised that the PUCO can't-nor* anyone else can make changes to her AEP acct, other than AEP 
•referred caBer to EA hotline for furtherance » contact info provided 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 4:30 PM 3001; 'liwlted caB back, >f necessary 
0024060- Interstate Gas SuplS 12:05 PM 30011 Icb.



Customer called to discuss current supplier rates/options
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Provided my name

Interstate Gas SuplS 12:05 PM 3001-tcb.
0024134<lnterstateGasSupl812:36 PM 3001: Confirmed startdard procedure when switching suppliers.

Wonders if it‘s standard procedure for it to take 1-2 billing cycles to switch suppliers.

Interstate Gas SuplS 12:36 PM 3001: Cortfirmed that this i$ the typical timeline when changing supi^iers.
00241671 Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:15 PM 3001: invited caU back, if necessary

•caller says she want to enroll with Constellation for the electric acct b/c they have a lower rate, but IGS Energy wants to 
charge a $99 ETF b/c they claim she enrolled with them back in 2017. enrolled in a 36-month contract with IGS Energy j 
until 2020
•caller wanted to change supplier for a lower, and now IGS want to cha^e a ETF of $99
•caller says she remember her husband enrolling with IGS Energy via US mall for the gas acct, but not the electric acct 
-when asked about the contract's T&Cs, caler says they isever reev'd any papers via US mail 
•caller was advised that the PUCO can contact the supiidler and inquire about the contract, but caller declirted the offer 
and said that she can do that
•caller says she'l contact IGS and ask for proof of enrollment 

Interstate Gas Sup0183:lS PM 3001: -invited call back, if necessary
LM informing customer her account is in the process of being dropped and it takes 1-2 bluing cycles, co has agreed to 
waive the $99 ETF, unfortunately I do not have the authority to require an adjustment to the charges due to the valid 
enroNment. Stressed she should contact the co or the PUCO before prowding information to suppliers or anywte no 
matter what they tell her.

0024194-lntentate Gas SupOlS 3:S5 PM 3001: IC6.
Caller said an KSS rep came by and told her there is no electric aggregation in her area and the rates are going up so she 
should enroll with them. She did and now she's fourtd out that the rep lied and she is in an aggregation area with a rate 
lower than the rate IGS is charging. She Is very upset that they would come to an eld^ly persons house and blatantly lie 
Now they are saying she must pay $99 to cancel. She can not afford these higher rates or the ETF. She was home minding 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:S5 PM 3001: her business and now she's in a mess because of IGSI 
0024207 Interstate Gas SuplS 12:43 PM 3001- Icb

cust sigrred up with Igs
cust wanted to know If they can charge for cancelling 
adv cust yes if it states in his contract and has been more than 7 days 

Interstate Gas SuplS 12:43 PM 3001: icb 
0024225'lnterstate Gas SuplS 11:27 AM 30)1: Inwted call back, if necessary

-caller had questions/concerns about the EnergyChoice program & his community's gov't aggregation program thru 
NOPEC

•caler was advised that these programs are separate from each other» gov't aggregation is an auto-enrollment 
program, which is formed by his community's local elected offidals • he can only opt-out of the enrollment during the 
rescind period j EnergyChoice Is an alternative choice for Ohio consumers, vAo want to pick-n-choose their own 
electric/gas rate offered by the supi^ier, etc..
•caler says he better understands now 

Interstate Gas SuplS 11:27 AM 3001:-invited callback. If necessary 
0024236'Interstate Gas SupOlS 4:31 PM 3001: kb.

Customer called to discuss current supplier rates/options.
Customer recently signed up vrlth lust Energy.
We discussed prking for SCO and 12/24/36 month Fixed.

I provided my name
interstate Gas SupOlS 4:31 PM 3001: Icb 

0024243’Interstate Gas SupOlS 8:21 AM 3001: Invited call back, if necessary
-caler says the contract rate with IGS Energy recently expired, and now she's on a variable rate with IGS 
-caler says she want to go back to AEP ONo
-caler was advised to call AEP and advise them »In addition, caller was advised that it may take upto 3 billirtg cycles b4 
IGS drops from the billing, and In the meantime - shell be paying IGS' at their variable rate 
•calerquesdoned about the 'budget; she has with IGS (?)
•referred caller to IGS for furtherarKe 

Interstate Gas Sup318 8:21 AM 3001: -invited caU back, if necessary
Customer called to discuss current supplier rates/options.
Customer recently switched to IGS Energy, but Is experiencing buyers remorse.
Customer received the mailer for CEi to verify the switch.
Customer claims she has 2 days left per the mailer, to cancel the svritch.
I provided rates for SCO and Fixed 12/24/36-months.

I provided my name
0024309 Interstate Gas SupDlS 9:31 AM 3001: Icb.

Interstate Gas SupllS 9:31 AM 3001: Icb.
Customer is calling about IGS. He has C60 and IGS salesperson told Nm that his Vokmteer price would be increasing next 
month and go variable. They wanted to offer a fixed higher rate. Advised that he appears to be in an aggregation and 
exptairred detaSs, i.e., that his price was tied to the SCO and he got a 6X discount from the retail price adjustment Invited 

0024333. Interstate Gas SuplS 11:16 AM 3001: a call back.
0024373 Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:51 PM 3IM1: CaOer states she did wdrat RF told her to and now she doesn't owe the $99 ETF so thank you,
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Caller states that she received a letter from OEO that mentioned a cheaper rate by Jan 2019, so she signed
thatshethengotaietterfromIGS.statIngtiiatshenowowesa$99ETF. rage 39 OTilOO

Caller says that when she called IGS, she was ttid that she could call in to rescind • but the time frame had past. Caller says 
titat she doesn't know what to do artd can't even remember who the other company Is.

Edu caller that the letter may have be«) an aggregation and to call IGS back to see if they will remove the £TF if ^e signs 
Interstate GasSupOlS 2:S1 PM 3001: back up. Icb.

Edu caller that the letter may have been an aggregation and to call IGS back to see if they will remove the CTF if signs 
Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:51 PM 3001: back up. Icb.

Customer calling about IGS. Currently paying .0540 per ccf. Wanted to know she should go with OE at .495 through 2021,
0024423'Interstate Gas Sup018l:S9 PM 3001; Advised ofearly term fees. Invited ca4 back.

Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:59 PM 3001; ICB
Customer calling about PiPP option, IGS told him that if he goes on PIPP, they would drop him. Advised Wm to go with 

0024427 Interstate Gas SupOlB 3:26 PM 3001: SCO. Advised to contact utility company for enrollment. Invited call bade.
Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:26 PM 3001: ICB

Caller wanted to know if the .399 from 0N6 Is the best rale available. Reinewed the A2A chart and verified that the ONG 
0024429 Interstate Gas Sup0184:31 PM 3001: offer is cheapest and supplied the number for a supplier. Icb.

Interstate Gas SupOlS 4:31 PM 3001: Reviewed the A2A chart and verified that the ONG offer Is cheapest and supplied the number for a supplier. Icb.
Caller states that he has been vnth IGS since 2017 artd now he noticed that his bill is much higher (even after making 
energy improvement for his home).

Caller states that this bill is slightly mote than last 2 months at approx $177 (vs $154 and $137) and It seems like It is a 
steady increase of about $20.

Reviewed the A2A chart after showing caller how to navigate Ns bill (he had great difficulty) and supplied caller the 
00244S2'lnterstate Gas SupOlS 3:30 PM 3001: number for a cheaper sr^plier for both gas and electric and Icb.

Reviewed the A2A chart after showing caller how to nav^ate Ns bill (he had great difficulty) and supplied caller the 
Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:30 PM 3001:number for a cheaper supplier for both gas and electric artd Icb

Caller states that he has been with IGS since 2017 and now he noticed that his bill is much higher (even after making 
energy Improvement for his home).

Caller states that this b« Is slightly more than last 2 months at approx $177 (vs $1S4 and $137) and It seems like it is a 
steady increase of about $20.

Reviewed the A2A chart after showii^ caller how to navigate his bill (he had great dlfnculty) and supplied caller the 
number for a cheaper supplier for both gas and electric and Icb.

0024453'lnterstate Gas SupOlS 3:50 PM 3001: Related to case 244524.
Reviewed the A2A chart after $howli% caller how to navigate his bill (he had great difTiculty) and supplied caller the 
number for a cheaper supper for both gas and electric and Icb.

Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:50 PM 3001: Related to case 244S24.
Customer calling about IGS 99.00 early term fee. Advised customer that she would be subject to early term fee if she did 

0024514 Interstate GasSup019 3:S3PM 3001: not complete the contract Then customer said nevermind. Invited call back, 
interstate Gas Sup019 3:53 PM 3001: ICB

•caller wants to remove IGS Energy off her acet 
•referred caller to DEO for furtherance

0024S46 Interstate Gas Sup019 5:00 PM 3001: 'invited call back. If necessary 
Interstate Gas Sup019 5:00 PM 3001: invited caB back, if necessary

Caller wants to switch from K3S after rate went up. Reviewed the A2A chart and supplied the number to cheaper supplier 
0024621 Interstate Gas Supl910:21 AM 3001: after showing the montNy savings. Icb.

Interstate Gas Supl910-21 AM 3001: Re'dewed the A2A chart and sun>lied the number to cheaper supplier after showing the monthly savings. Icb.
Customer calling about IGS. Currentiy paying 5.49. Customer looking for lower rate. Reviewed A2A. Gave Santanna ff for 

0024668'lnterstate6asSup019 3:17PM 3001:6 months at 2.39 and 3.29 for 12 months. Invited call back.
Interstate Gas 5up019 3:17 PM 3001: ICB

Customer calling about supplier options. CurrenttywithlGSpaying.0S29. looking for cheaper option. Reviewed A2A.
0024693 Interstate Gas Sup019 2:12 PM 3001: Gave Santannalf for .0519 for 12 month, invited call back.

Interstate Gas Sup019 2:12 PM 3001: ICB
Customer calling about IGS. Customer wanted to know if she is paying the best/lowest rate, reviewed A2A. Customer 

0024752 Interstate Gas SupI910:58 AM 3001: currently paying 0.566. Gave option for Santanna for 1 year opton, Gave Santanna#. Invited call back.
Interstate Gas Supl910:58 AM 3001:tCB

The customer's Nil Is Ngh and she Is not too happy. She said IGS Is on her bill and does not know how they are on her 
Nil.

CaHed company to verify of It was her SCO and per CrysM, she has been with IGS since Feb 2017.

0024780 Interstate Gas Supl910:41 AM 3001: Advise of lowest rate and she needs to verify If she Ison a contract.
Interstate Gas Supl910:41AM 3001: Advise of lowest rate and she needs to verify If she Is on a contract.

Customer calling about OE chNce program. Customer wanted information to know what rate she had with IGS. Advised 
0024798 Interstate Gas Sup019 4:3S PM 3001: customer to contact IGS for terms of contract. Invited call back 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 4:3S PM 3001: ICB
Caller had pushy door to door sales person, wanted info on complaints, advised ICS is certified supplier, explained 
enrollment must be valid and there are steps the suppSer has to con^lete for a valid enrollment, looking for more details 

002483S Interstate Gas Supl911:54 AM 3001-than BBB provided, explained rwt available.
Interstate Gas Supl911:54 AM 3001: discussed IGS



cust got letter from cel stating Igs win be her supplier 
cust wants to cancel them

0024891 Interstate <Sas Supl910:42 AM 3001: gave number
Interstate <3as Supld 10:42 AM 3001: gave number to cancel
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Customer calling about IGS. Customer got 8 letter from IGS offering a fixed rate for 36 month. Customer being offered 
0024892 Interstate Gas Supl911:01 AM 3001: .58 fixed with IGS for 36 months. Advised to pass on this program for now. Advised to stay on SCO. Invited call back. 

Interstate Gas Supl911:01 AM 3001: ICO
widi IGS' Nordic c^led cust about their services. £rin Heart from Energy and said customers current supider went from 
the fixed to a variable. IGS caled her. She has 15 more months on contract. If canceled she owes $99.

002494S'Interstate Gas Supl911:10 AM 3001: Suggested contactIngIGSdirectly for information regarding her contract.
Interstate Gas Supl911:10 AM 3001: suppliers

Customer calling about supplier options. Wanted to go with IGS and tried to call and couldn't get throi^. Gaved. Invited 
0024952- Irtterstate Gas Sup0191:24 PM 3001: call back.

Interstate Gas Sup0191:24 PM 3001- IC6
Customer calling about supplier options, Customer is currendy with IGS paying S.49. customer looking at options. 

0025018'Interstate Gas Sup0193:5S PM 3001: Reviewed A2A. Gave Options. Gave«toONG. Invited call back.
Interstate Gas Sup019 3:55 PM 3001: ICS

customer called back, was advised no ETF to switch suppliers, she wants to go with the SCO. confirmed tite number to 
0025029' Interstate Gas Supl911:57 AM 3001; DEO. ICB.

Caller states that she has IGS as a supplier at a rate of $4.24 Caller is looking for a lower rate. Spoke with Betty at EA of 
DEO, lAdio advised that caller has had IGS as an Energy Choice since June 2011. Advised caller of offers from ONG and 

Interstate Gas Supl911:57 AM 3001: Centerpoint. Also advised caller of SCO rate. ICS 
Interstate Gas Supl911:57 AM 3001: Quoted offers

•caller inquiring about how to tfrop/cancel IGS Energy
•caller was advised to contact IGS first to find out If she's currently under contract, etc...and once she knows what Is what, 
she'll be able to decide what her next move will be 
•contact info to reach IGS prowded for furtherance 

0025036 Interstate Gas Sup019 2:04 PM 3001- -invited call back. If necessary 
Interstate Gas Sup019 2:04 PM 3001: invited call back, if necessary

•caller says a visitor (Austen Peterson, Territory Mgr) from IGS Energy came to her home tehing her that th»s coming April 
2019 her svc will be up for grabs, and he would tike to renew her with the company, etc_.
•caller says the rep wanted her to go and get her bM, but caller says she has auto-pay and she don’t get paper bills 
-caller says that the rep ^ready had her personal info, but wanted her acct info 
-caller was advised that CGO provides supplier a CRNGS list, with its customer's name; address; phone 8 
•referred caller to CGO to check on the status of her acct, and to opt-oo the CRNGS list 

002S084 interstate Gas Sup9191:56 PM 3001: -invited call back, if necessary 
Interstate Gas Sup0191:56 PM 3001: invited call back, if necessary

Caller states that he currently has IGS at a rate of $5.49 and was looking to see what other offers are available. Advised 
caller of a2a website and went over SCO rates and fixed rates. Advised caller to contact IGS before going forward with 

0025090 Interstate Gas Sup019 4:27 PM 30011 SCO or another supplier. ICB 
Interstate Gas Sup019 4:27 PM 3001: a2a website

DEO- switched to IGS then went back to NOPEC. Done on 12/27/18. Received bill and IGS is still on her bll as her supplier. 
It Is $1 more then NOPEC rate. Stated received wekome letter 12/27/18. Asked if she contacted DEO r^arding the 
supplier. Advised svdtch can take 1-2 months to process. Informed she can contact DEO to be Informed as to when NOPEC 

00251041 Interstate Gas Supl911:18 AM 30011 vdll become her supplier 
Interstate Gas Supl9 11:18 AM 30011 choice program

Customer calling about IGS. Customer is currently paying 7.41 per kwh. Reviewed A2A chart. Cust wanted 12 month 
options. Gave Capital Energy at 5.43. Advised customer to check on ETP. GaveS to Capital Energy and IGS. Invited call 

0025113 Interstate Gas Sup019 2:10 PM 30011 back.
Interstate Gas Sup0l9 2:10 PM 30011 ICB

Customer currently vnth IGS. Currently pa^g 6.89 per mcf. Customer looking for cheaper options. Reviewed A2A. Gave 
0025143 Interstate Gas Sup019 3:28 PM 300111 and 2 year options. Gavelf to AEP energy. Inwted call back.

Interstate Gas Sup019 3:28 PM 3001- ICB

0025199'Interstate Gas Sup019 4:22 PM 30011 Caller was locking to see if Canton was under a govt aggregate program. Advised caller it was IGS and gave number. ICB 
Interstate Gas Sup019 4:22 PM 30011 IGS as govt aggregate

customer states she gels her bafr from AEP. She states she is not sure vrhere to start. She states she has been with IGS 
for some time and that she signed up in December and she was able to cancel the gas, but the electric she has a 99.00 etf. 
she states that the rate she is pa^ng i$ .0759 and AEP is .054. she first wanted a2a chart and then she asked if there was 
a better rate than AeP. She thou^t she had to have a supplier If she is cancelling one. I told her that is not true and she 
would be returned to AEP Ohio, she did not know that I told her the price to compare is on her bill, she would still like a 

00253S8 Interstate Gas Supl912:08 PM 30011 a2a chart, she will caB IGS to cancel, thanked for help.
Interstate Gas Supl912:08 PM 3001: Letter approved and mailed with a2a chart 
Interstate Gas Supl912:08 PM 30011 Letter approved and mailed with a2a.

The customer is calling to discuss current supplier rates/options. We discussed pricing for SCO, and i Proidded the energy 
002S570 Interstate Gas 5iipl912:14 PM 30011 choice website for the customer to access current supplier rates/offers. I provided my name, Icb.

Interstate Gas Supl912:14 PM 30011 Icb.
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Customer I<3S came to her home on Monday offering lower rate for gas and electrk. Customer states she sp^e with ,\ . . . 
neighbor and they said it Is a scam. Customer received a notification from OE today that an ertrollment request^d^ ^ 
received from IGS. Customer wants to know if IGS is a legitimate company Customer states the representative told her j
that her rate would be lower with them, but she Is unsure what rate she agreed to. Customer states she is worried that i

she did something wrong and they said that there Is an ETF.

i advised IGS is a certified supplier. I advised customer to call OEO and OE to verify her d rates and cal IGS to verify what 
002SS96 Interstate Gas Supl912:3S PM 3001: rates she agreed to. I advised customer has 7 days from enrollment to carttel wldiout penalty.

Interstate Gas Supl912:35 PM 3001: £d ref 
0025696 Interstate Gas Sup019 3:25 PM 3001: Icb

The customer is calling to discuss supplier options. I educated the customer on the SSO/ SCO vs choosing a supplier. The 
customer is not sure tadier or not they are with the SCO/SSO. I advised the customer to contact the distributors to verify,
ICB should the customer have furtiier questions. I Informed the customer, they can request for their information to be 

Interstate Gas Sup019 3:25 PM 3001: removed from their distributor's marketing list for suppliers. I provided my name,
Customer is calling to verify if she should cancel the IGS rate of .0799 and they ottiy offered to lower it to .0791. AEP is 
.054.

Advise to call her local utility to made sure she is not enroBed.

002S697' Interstate Gas 5up019 3:33 PM 3001- Advised that I have not switched and It Is up to her and AEP has not reached 7 cents from memory.

Customer is calling to verify if she should cancel the IGS rate of .0799 and they only offered to lowentto.0791. AEP is 
.054.

Advise to call her local utility to made sure she is not enrolled.

Interstate Gas Sup019 3:33 PM 3001: Advised that I have not switched and it is up to her and AEP has not reached 7 cents from memory.
Calling to see if the rate of .05990 was good.

002S697- Interstate Gas Sup019 3:37 PM 3001: Advised that CGO is currently at .40850.
Interstate Gas Sup019 3:37 PM 3001: Advised that CGO is currently at .408S0.

Called and spoke with Mrs. Fisher. Advised it is legal for a spouse to enroll a consumer's account with a supplier as long as 
the spouse states they are authorized to make changes to 0>e accourtt

Mrs. fisher states she was told a spouse can't open an account in hername. ***Advisedhera spouse can't open an 
account wiOt a utility company in someone else's name. *****

002S762 Interstate Gas Supl911:26 AM 3001: Mrs. Fisher thanked me for the call, advised her to e*mail or call PIJCO if she has other questions in the future.
Interstate Gas Supl911:26 AM 3001: Called and spoke with Mrs. Fisher, advised her that spouses can complete enrollments with supi^lers.

My utility bills are in my name. A company (IGS) authorized my husband change utKity companies(he thought IGS was the 
Interstate Gas Supl911:26 AM 3001: current provider). Is this legal?

'Caller says while at his parent's house today, a rep from IGS Energy stopped by to renew the contract 
•caHer says he don't believe that his parents signed up with IGS, period 
oiler wants to know how did IGS acquire his parent's gas acct 
•referred caller to IGS for furtherance
•caller Inquired about getting his parent's gas acct with the communit/$ natural gas gov't aggregation pri^ram with 
NOPEC

-caller was advised on how to get the acct on the SCO rate with CGO, so NOPEC can pick it up 
0025952-Interstate Gas Sup019 3:36 PM 3001: -Invited call back. If necessary 

Interstate Gas Sup019 3:36 PM 3001: Invited called back. If necessary
Caller states that she has received numerous flyers attempting to solicit her business. Caller currently has IGS for both 
electric and gas and believes that her contract runs out in Oct. CaBer had quoted 3.34 per mcf and 7,49 per Advised 
caller of SCO and price lo-compare. Advised caRer to contact IGS to check length of contract and to let them expire.

00260071 Interstate Gas Sup019 2:34 PM 3001: Invited callback if she has any issues with suppliers.
Interstate Gas Sup019 2:34 PM 3001: call IGS

Caller states that she had received a letter from IGS regarding the end of the contract. Caller states that she had never 
resized that she had enrolled with IGS. Caller did contact IGS on 3/20 and had renewed for 36 months at 6.69 per kwh.
Caller then contacted OP&L and was advised that her piice-to-compare is 5.6 per kwh. Caller was confused as to what to 
do. Advised caller of rates between the two and that she has a seven day rescission period. Advised caller of number for 

0026029 interstate Gas Sup019 2:31 PM 3001: EA of OP&L to rescind IGS offer. ICB 
Interstate Gas Sup019 2:31 PM 3001* EA of DPftL to rescind 

0026100' Interstate Gas Supl912:26 PM 3001: Call IGS
Caller was looking to go with the SCO rate. Advised caller to contact IGS first to check on status of contract before 

Interstate Gas Supl912:26 PM 3001! contacting OEO to go vrith SCO. ICB
Customer is calling about IGS and OP&l. He does not Rke the ETF of $99. Explained that suppliers are allowed to charge 
ETFs, Explained that they are purchasing power in advance and have obligations to fulfill when customers cancel. Advised 
that the PUCO has rrat regulated over whether a supplier can charge an ETF or not, except In limited eases like automatic 
renewals, where there Is a $25 max. He wants the suppliers to write in a larger text to make it easier for seniors to read.

0026112 Interstate Gas Sup019 4:35 PM 3001! Advised that I would document Ms concerns. Invited a call back.
0026128'Interstate Gas Sup019 2:26 PM 3001* Discussed electric and gas choice options.

Customer has IGS for both electric and gas and is concerned about getting lower rates for both.

t walked customer through finding PTC on her OP&L bill. Discussed current A2A rates for both electric and gas. RT 
Interstate Gas Sup019 2:26 PM 3001: supplier and compared SCO rate, ICB 

0026145 Interstate Gas Supl911:39 AM 3001-ICB
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customer called, says she signed up with Indra two weeks ^o, she received a E7F notice from 165. she catledJ^ t&rett^ ^ 
to (hem. they told her to call Vectren to cancel the indra enrolltnent. she says she Vectren told her she will autOTmncaR7 
be assigned to someone else when she cancds Indra. i advised she should be able to re-enroll with IGS after she cancels 

Interstate Gas Supl911:33 AM 3001: Indra. advised her to get a confirmation number. ICB.
0026197 interstate Gas SuplS 12:02 ^M 3001- Comments placed on file.

Caller stated that he cancelled with IGS today. Rep told Nm it takes 1-2 bill cycles. Rep told him to report it to the PUCO.
Advised he can report it to AEP and that the PUCO does (tot have access to account Info. Advised again that it can take 1- 
2 bill cycles and that MP should send a letter advising of the change. He stated he wanted It on file v^th the PUCO in case 

Interstate Gas Supl912:02 PM 3001: IGS did not cancel as promised.
Customer calling about IGS. Customer said she signed up wiUt them back in 2013 and then immediately cancelled.
Cu^omer wanted to know how she got back with IGS.
Called OP&L and spoke vwth Andrew. Customer Is with IGS. This became active June 2017. Currently paying .0699. Price 
to compare is .056 Customer Is on budget bSling. Advised customer that It sounds like she got a solicitation call and she 

0026258-lntersiate Gas 5up019 3:50 PM 3001: did not need to do anything at tfiis point Invited call back.
Interstate Gas Sup019 3:SO PM 3001: ICR

customer called, says she signed up wlUt IGS Energy in Oct 2018 after they came to her door., she says that she agreed to 
the contract, she is paying $0.0669Awh for electric and $0.59/ccf for gas. she says diat she didn’t want a suf^lier, but the 
rep from IGS told her that she had to pick a supplier because she couldn't choose Vectren and Vectren doesn't supi^ die 
gas. i advised she can go with the SCO through Vectren, so what they tokt her was false.

she says there is a $99 ETF for each contract is she cancels, and it is a 36mo contract.

Contract Inquiry

0026301 Interstate GasSup019 3:32 PM 3001:1 advised she can can them to see if they vriil waive the ETF out of courtesy and then request the SCO from Vectren. 
lnterstateGasSup0193:32PM 300inCB

discussed choice, caller had ito understaodir^ of the choice program, discussed PTC, SCO. A2A, fixed and variable rates. 
She was confused by the Door to Door sales rep. answered her questions regarding starting and stoping suppliers, 

0026510-Interstate Gas Sup019 4:29 PM 3001- discussed that she does not have to partlc^ate in the choice program, discussed govt a^ and opt out notices.
Interstate GasSup019 4:29 PM 3001: discussed choice program 

0046929-Interstate GasSup019 3:57 PM 3001: icb
cust calling to see if Igs wil price match and see what her contract b 
twwc

gave number
InterstateGasSup0193:S7PM 3001:icb

Adv that siqtpllers do knock on door but no info on that particular rep.
Adv of IG5P/IC8

0049991-Interstate Gas Sup0191:50 PM 3001; View All
Caller has DE06 called to verify if sup^^ers knocked on doors and wanted to verify if IGS was a legit supplier. Adv that 
suppliers do knock on door but no info on that particular rep.

Interstate Gas Sup0191:S0 PM 3001: Adv of IGSil/iCB

•caller says she recerttly enrolled both elec & gas accts with IGS Energy rdadoorldoor rep during March 2019
•caller says one-day last week, a rep from lOT Energy came to her door and offered her a better rate, so she enrolled both
the elec & gas accts vrith the rep
•a day or so later, a rep from IGS Energy came to her door to inform her that she’s dropping them and they're gonrta 
charge a fee for doing so
-in addition, caller reev'd a rescind Itr/nottce from OE to st<^ the IDT Energy switch
•caller says she don't think she's under contract with K3S Energy to begin with » none of the rates are under contract (?) 
•caller was adwsed that aH 'fixed' rate offers are usually under contract, and they vttil usually have a ETF If dropped b4 It 
expires

•referred caller to IGS to learn about the length of the contract she enrolled on, and ETF amt, etc.... b4 dedding to drop 
them

-referred caller to OE to stop the switch - if she decides to stay with IGS 
0BS0322* Interstate Gas Sup0191:59 PM 3001: -invited call back, if necessary 

Interstate Gas Stq)0191:59 PM 30013 icb
discuss response with customer, ask if has further Issues vnth igs at this p<wt. customer says now b with Columbia gas for 

0018458' Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:09 PM 3001: gas supply, does not have issues with 12/17-1/18 bill.
Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:09 PM 3001: CMS # EM1T011818A2 Mariner Taft 

LftaLKiniUNUh isauc:
Please check to see when the customer's current contract started, what the rate was according to the contract, the terms 
and conditions of the contract and a tpv or the document used to verify the sale of the contract. Was a notification of the 
contract expiration sent to the customer? When was it sent? Work to rerate the customer's disputed bilb at the 
prevariable rate.

Sincerely.

*'Notes edited byP.F. onThursday,January 18,20183:30 PM" Salesforce 0 00184586 Attached bill shows as past due. 
Please see attached letter which says ICS charged exorbitant rate for usage for ^ month of Oec/Jan. When called IGS 
said contract had run out and variable rate. Dec bill $146.40 actual and Jan $255.86 actual read. Told if new agreement the 
rate would go back. They've been wifi> IGS for 11 years. T^d hte notification was sent to them in July. They never recieved 
it. Decided to back to SCO. IGS told her 2 months to switch. CGO said IGS had blocked them from switching earlier, CGO 
said has never seen thb before. Wants switched ASAP due to the rates. Attached first page of 1^ showing Previous 
amount due on 12/21 $146 • no payment; Current charges 5255.86.

Interstate Gas SivOlS 2:09 PM 30013 Top of Form 1
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Page 43 of 106
Attached you wi1 fiod the signed acknowtedgement from 2016 and the terms and conditions. You will also find the 
renewal tetter IGS mailed in 2017. IGS shows the account currently has an account balance of $76.71. IGS did speak to the 
customer on Jan 17,2017 advisedofhiscurrentlycontract terms. The customer asked to caiKel the contract IGS notified 
the utility the same day.

Thank you i

Tara Chapman 
COMPLIANCE MANAGER 
Direct (614) 6S9 S0S8 
Fax (855) 726-3542
IGS Energy:: 6100 Emerald Parkway DuUin, OH 43016 Helping Consumers Make Smart Energy Choices Since 19891

Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:09 PM 3001:
Company response; Attached you will find die signed acknowledgement from 2016 and die terms and conditions. You will 
also find the renewal letter IGS mailed In 2017. IGS shows the account currently has an account balarKe of $76.71. IGS did 
speak to the customer on Jan 17, 2017 advised of h!s currenUy contract terms. The customer asked to cancel the contract. 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:09 PM 3001: IGS notified the utility the same day,
MT2nd email sent;
DESCRIPTION OF ISSUE:

Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:09 PM 3001: Do we have a final response at tte time? Please adwse.
discuss response with customer, ask if has ^irther issues at this point regarding the 12/17-1/18 biH, customer says does 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:09 PM 3001: not, H with Columbia gas for gas supj^. customer thanks me for followup call 
0018673'Interstate Gas SupDlS 4;S7 PM 3001: Had IGS for both and sv4tched to AOP for both for lower rate.

he says IGS claims someone agreed to it, either he or his wife, there was no intention for them to agree to those terms, he 
Interstate Gas SupOlS 4:S7 PM 3001: says they enrolled him under a Syr contract which he did not know about

Has had IGS for 7 years and cancelled with them last year to go with AEP Energy. Customer is disputing Uie $99 ETF. He 
will call us back with acct number for bodi AEP and CGO, so that we could confirm hH enrollment and the terms and 

Interstate Gas Sup0184:57 PM 3001: conditions of his plan with IGS toverify ETF is warranted.
0018738'Interstate Gas Sup0182:10 PM 3001: close

i called the oust and spoke widi Dan Tarpy - adv of the co response - cust states that he Just thought it was Kke in years 
Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:10 PM 3001: past - no early termination fee • cust was thankful for the call.

Has had IGS for 7 years and cancelled with them last year to go with AEP Energy. Customer is disputing the $99 ETF. He 
will call us back with acct number for botii AEP and CGO. so that we could confirm hh enrollment and the terms and 
conditions of his plan with IGS to verify ETF is warranted, he says IGS claims someone agreed to it, either he or his wife, 
there was no intention for them to agree to those terms, he says they enrolled him under a Syr contract which he did not 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:10 PM 3001: know about.
Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:10 PM 3001: review company response 

0018760 Interstate Gas SupJlS 9:20 AM 3001: adv to reach out to igs
cust calling back stating she has igs energy on her account and not sure how 
adv cust to contact igs to see how she was signed up 
cust said her husband mightve did it 
cust wants to know if shes In a fixed rate
adv cust we dont have that information would need to contact supplier 

Interstate Gas SupJlS 9:20 AM 3001: Invited call back
LM confirming the ETF has been waived and that a letter notifying customers going from DPLE to IGS was sent Invited call 

0018776 Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:30 PM 3001: back.
Customer had OPL Energy and was informed that her contract was sold off to IGS Energy. Plan was previously 6 months 
and had concluded, then IGS added an additioiul 6 mos. at 6.7 centsAwh. Clairmng that their rate was lower than DPI.
The SOU is currently under 5 cents/ kwh as PTC.

Caller would like for IGS to waive the $25 ETF since she did not agree to continue with them after her DPL Energy plan 
Interstate Gas Sup018 2:30 PM 3001: ended.

0018688 Interstate Gas Sl4>318 8:55 AM 3001: Spoke to cust, regarding co. rsp
Ker pn conv w/cust., sava tne roiiowing.
He kept going back to what OPftt charged him and inferred diat because he was al! elect, he had a price break.
I poinled out that one has nothing to do w/the other. OP&l and DP8iL Energy are two separate co's.
Hesald this rate Is the highest rate put there. Advd maybe now, but what about when he agreed?
Advd IGS contends that they honored the terms of OPSiL Energy Should have discover differently, cb. He said he would.
Gave case number to reference should he have to cb. Advd cIs case.

I6S provided a copy of the ieder that was maied to all DPSiL Ene^ Customers.
IGS record show that they did honor all terms of Ns DP&L Energy contract.

His rate Is .0669.
IGS did not make any changes to his rate.
The rate is good till Feb 2018.

If he can provide IGS w/ information where his rate was lower with OP&L, IGS would look into adjusting.
Interstate Gas Sup}18 8:SS AM 3001:
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•caller says that IGS bot^ht out OP&LSvcs sometimedurlng2017»ca]ler(tidre<v the Itr stating that Ns rat&would . . , ^
remain the same thru March 2018, etc... - although, his rate dkt not stay the same | the rate went from .04 c&S9^.de^ 
cents

•caller contacted IGS Energy, and they said there Is nothing they can do about it»that is his rate 
-caller does not have a copy of his contract -nor- does he have a copy of the Itr
-caller says IGS Energy told Nm that everything would remain ^e same although In hl$ opinion it hasn't unless he is 
missing something

Interstate Gas Sup)18 8:55 AM 3001: ^case ft provided 
0019333< Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:48 PM 3001: referred to IGS

customer called, says she is paying a higher rate than DEO and she wants to fir>d out how to cancel, she rs with IGS Energy.
Interstate Gas Sup018 2:48 PM 3001:1 advised her to call (GS to make sure there's no ETF fint. in^ted call back.

0019449 Interstate Gas SuplS 11:54 AM 3001: Advised of ETF
Caller states that she is with IGS for 36 months at a rate of $4.56 per mcf. Caller had noticed other offers on the a2a 
website and inquired If she can switch to one and stay with IGS. Advised caller that she can only be with one supplier at a 

Interstate Gas SuplS 11:54 AM 3001: time and would be sut^ect to $99 ETF if she switched to another supplier.
0019461 Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:07 PM 3001: IC6

caller states signed up for IGS in the summer. Caller states being charged 4.49 mcf 
Interstate Gas SupOlS 3;07 PM 3001: went over a2a and process.

0019521'lnterstate Gas SupOlS 9:10 AM 3001: referred to company
cust calling to see if hes onsco or to get on their 
twwc

Interstate Gas SupOlS 9:10 AM 3001: gave number icb
cust wants to choose a different supplier but not sure If he will be charged an etf from igs 
adv cust to contact igs to go over contract 
gave number

Interstate Gas SupOlS 9:10 AM 3001: icb
Interstate Gas SupOlS 9:10 AM 3001:customercailedback. thought he was calling IGS. i gave him the number 800-280-4474.

Exfrialned he would need to refer to the manufacturer's warranty about the Nester Thermostat, he states he canceHed 
0019707'lnterstate Gas SuplS 12:07 PM 3001- with IGS and went back to Duke.

Spoke to caller regarding case artd advised that PIOCO cannot look Into reimbursement of equipment. C^ler Is looking for 
Interstate Gas SuplS 12:07 PM 3001: PDCO to review the contract to see what the language dictates In terms of cwning/repladng that equipment.

Caller states that he was hospitalited from Dec-Feb where he was under contract with IGS arxl had installed a thermostat 
approK two weeks after enroHing with them in April. Caler states that the thermostat had broke during Ns stay in the 
hospital. Caller states that since then he has been attempting to return tNs to the tech who put in the new erne. Caller is 
now being charged on Ns Duke account for having the old thermostat, despite efforts to return it to IGS (Caller states that 
IGS contends that caller now owns the thermostat). Cader has paid off his Duke bill of $198 which Includes the thermostat.
Caller is looking to see the terms of the contract in regards to ownersNp and ref^cement of the thermostat, to return the 
old thermostta ar>d to be credited on Duke Account for that charge. Advised caller of investigative process.

Caller has cancelled with IGS (Confirmation number 87734609)

Interstate Gas SuplS 12:07 PM 3001: CaUer says to ring twice when contacting Nm. hang up and call right back to speak to him directly

I called and spoke to the customer. I explained that I received the agreement (Home Protection Agreement ) wiDi K3S 
Energy. It for services we do not regulate however, i did look at the agreement about the warranty for the Nester 
thermostat. According to the agreement there was a limited warranty provided by the manufacturer that came in the 
box. he states that was a long time ago and that he has cancelled with them and going back to Duke and he should not 

Interstate Gas SuplS 12:07 PM 3001: get any more charges on Ns bill for it I told him I don't know about the charges, he thanked for help, ease dosed.
Interstate Gas SuplS 12:07 PM 3001: called customer and phone rang busy, win try back.

0019857. Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:16 PM 3001: ICB
tvstomer states ne was wo cnac iba purenaseo a urtkc generanon site, tustomer wouio uxe to Know ir crus is true.

I advised I do not have this information. This would be between the two companies.

Customer would like to know why deregulation occurred. Customer states he would like to krtow If DPSiL still generates 
their own electricityorif they purchase it from other generation facilities. Customer would like to know if he can still 
purchase electric from DP&L.

I advised customer does not have to have a supplier and can purchase electric solely from OP&L 

Customer woidd like to know if IGS purchased the generation facility from DP&l.

I advised again, 1 have no information on tNs as it would be between the 2 companies.

Customer would like to know if he can cancel a supplier after he enrolls.
Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:16 PM 3001:

Caller got welcome letter from IGS, OPL told caller had been with supplier since july 2017.
Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:16 PM 3001: caRer wanted to know why and how. advised to contact IGS and if would like to dispute to call back.

0019978 Interstate Gas SupOlS 9:4$ AM 3001: referred to IGS
customer caled, says she recoved tills letter confirming enroHment with IGS about a month ago. she says she doesn't 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 9:45 AM 3001: recall enrolling with them, i gave her the number to supplier to get more Info from them, invited call back.
0020506Hnterstate GasS^slS 12:49 PM 3001: Ed Ref
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Customer states a supplier came to her home to talk about bundling her utilities. Customer states she s^nedg^ for tha 
bundling and flow lOS is charing her $99. Customer does not understand why she is being charged $99. ^age 40 OT lUb

I advised die $99 is an etf. When customer enrolled with the new supplier a cancellation re<|uest was automahcally sent to 
IGS and now they are charging her an etf. I advised customer to contact CEI to find out who the new sui^ler is and to find 

Interstate Gas Suplfi 12:49 PM 3001lout If she still has time to cancel.
0022000'lnterstate Gas SupOlS 4:48 PM 300U Refund to be Issued.

Caller stated that he sent in a renewal card In November 2016 for one year. In November 2017, he sent In another 
renewal card. He does not know what the rate was for either year. He does not remember any details nor did he keep a 
copy of anything. All he remembers was that it was a fixed rate for 1 year. He was put on a variable rate. He did not 
know it. It appears he only found out because a salesperson from the company named Brian called him about rates.
Brian told him tiiat they lost his renewal card in the mailroom and that that they owed him 26.87. From what the 
customer stated, Brian returned a phone call to him about his account and that is how he knew tfiis and he has the 
recording but he stated he would only play it in court and if he had to do that then he would make IGS pay him $5000 
extra. He cancelled the account about 2 months ago. Hefiledacomplaint with the 8BB. Sounds like the complaint is 
dosed but caller would not state what happened with the complaint. He now wants IGS to refund the 26.87 that Brian 
quoted along with 25.00 for the time that he spent on die phone call. Advised if company is denying the refund then the 
burden of proof of the incorrect billing would be on him. He stated that he would only i^ay the tape in court. He wants a 
response In writing. Advised him to allow us at least 10 business days to get a response back from the company and the 

Interstate Gas SupOlB 4:4B PM 3001- Info out to him.
Interstate Gas SupOlB 4:48 PM 3001: overcharge of gas supplier 

0022676 Interstate Gas SuplS 10:05 AM 3001: RT contract copy or supplier for term

Called CO. to cancel. They told her she Is signed up till Dec 2020. States she enrolled Jan 2017. She said she they told her 
they will charge $99.00 to cancel. She didn't follow thru w/the cancellation. Calter is saying she read on her baling 
^atement that OE will charge her more if the supplier isn't saving her money.
Advd caller of the PTC rate.
Advd caller should reference her contract terms as she and the supplier are the only ones that know what she agreed to.
Referred to her contract and if she can't locate it. request a copy from IGS. Advd she can also request to hear theTPV 

Interstate Gas SupIS 10:05 AM 3001: which the term would have been reviewed w/her. ICB 
0022763 Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:S7 PM 3001: ICB

Caller wanted to know about contract, advised vrould need to speak with IGS, caller wanted to know how to get back on 
Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:S7 PM 3001: SCO. advised IGS could cancel arxl notify gas CO. kb 

0022770 Interstate Gas SvpOlS 4:12 PM 3(X)1: spoke with cust • dose case
cust stating he was told by IGS rep the price would stay the same 
cust stating he$ supposed to get a FIAT BILL? of $S4 each month
ex(4alned to cust that IGS wouldnt be ate to tell him how much his bill would be but how much they would charge per kwh 
also explained aep would have their charges as well
cust not sure how much they said per kwh because all they said is his bill would always be $S4 until 2020 and if he cancels 
it would be a penalty
cust stating he got a bill of $88.1S this month 
asked cust if he seen a rate on there where igs charges are 
cust said it states kwh 1,226 ^00719
cust is very confused on what he was told by igs and doesnt even know what type of contract hes In 
cust called ^ but they weren't helpful 
adv cust we can reach out to them in reference to contract 

Interstate Gas Sup018 4:12 PM 3001: icb 
Interstate Gas SupOlS 4:12 PM 3001: *** sent initial email ***
Interstate Gas SupOlS 4:12 PM 3001: •••review company response ***

I called the cust and spoke with Perry King • adv of the company response ••• Mr. Xing is confusing his flat rate agreement 
In 2017 and his 2018 fixed rate offer,
IGS did speak with Mr. IGng again regarding this contract. At the time he was confusing his gas and electric bill. He finally 
understood his rate and agreed to stay on the fixed rate. Due to Mr. King's usage we do not have a flat rate offer at this 
time. •- advof his previous contract terms and hiscurrent contract terms-he states that they lied-adv of the signed 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 4:12 PM 3001: s^nature - he states that he is going to the news, at your side.
0022887 Interstate Gas Supl812:17 PM 3001: Referred caller to his contract

&'gned OR w/0£S. Caller said he told OES that he was still under contract w/IGS. He said that OES then said no, its up.
1 asked caller if he verified his contract terms and he said no. Advd caller there is no way for anyone but him and the co. 
he's under contract with, to know this kind of info. He said don't you guys know. Exfrid that we are a regulatory agency 
and acKi keeping track of indiwduals contracts does not fall under our jurisdiction. Advdcaller if he isn't sure about Ns 

Interstate Gas SuplS 12:17 PM 3001:term$, he will want to consult his contract or c^l IGS. ICB
-caller says back In Sept 201S, enrolled \^th IGS Energy via door2door rep
•caller says she did enroll with IGS energy for both the gas & electric, but she has since cancelled the svcs back in Oct 2016 
» at least she thot she did
•caHer says that IGS is still taking $8 out of her cheekit^ acct every month and has been for the past 3 years 
•caflet says this is for the gas acct
-ca9er was advised that the PUCO will have to Investigate to learn what Is goii^ on 

0022891-lnterstateGasSup0181:35 PM 3001:-case 8 prodded for future reference
Reviewed IGS response.

Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:35 PM 3001: Called DEO, Stephanie. IGS is her suppRer $$4.24 per month. It appears to vary.
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Called the customer to go over the company response and close. Reached voice mail, left message advising^atjl^^K' £ .irtR 
charge from IGS is for textual gas she uses to heat her home, heat water, etc. Explained that sheorsomeon^mtfi^ 
home had enrolled with IGS at some point as her supplier. Explained that she was recently pa^ng $4.24 per itkI and that 
there were cheaper ^terrtatives available. Provided apples-to-apples web address and discussed the SCO and how to 
change to that If she wished. Advised that I would close the investigation at this time. Invited a cad back with any 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:35 PM 3001: questions about this matter or any future utSity concerns. Left hotline number.
0022946 Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:41 PM 3001: Discussed how she energy s/b a crime...

States she thinks it's a crime that ppl are allowed to chose. WorksafuUt«neiob...repcametoher door and was told he 
could save her money. She was at 6 cents and he enrolled her for 7 cents, Advd caHer that it does state right on her bill 
that in order to say money she'd need to find a rate less than the PTC rate. She said this is a fud time job. She signed all 
and should not have.
^e said the supplier is going to charge an ETF. Advd I can note the record w^r concern. She asked If this will show on 
her bill and I told her that it will and she'll want to contact her elect, so that none of her money goes to pay the supplier.

Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:41 PM 3001: She said she's not paying Oils. Advd this is her decision, and I'll note the record w/her concern.
0023082 Interstate Gas Supl812:43 PM 3001: RT IGS to negotiate a cheaper rate

Enrolled accts w/co. Nov 28.2017. Locked in for a fixed rate of 3.89, for 3 yrs. Caller is saying she can afford this, it's just 
too high. Caller states that she agreed to a $7.50/mUt for a furnace protection plan.
Asked tMiat does hercontract say about canceNng early? She said they w9l charge her $99.00.
Asked how can I help her? She said lowering or get her Irtto something better. Advd that she's called the PUCO. We are a 
state regulatory agency. Advd she agreed to these terms, she entered into a contractual agreement. Advd that the PUCO 
does not have this kind of authority.
She said dtat IGS told her to call PUCO and that we could cancel for her and get her out of this extremely Ngh rate. Advd 
again that PUCO does not have this authority. Advd she'll need to decide if it woiidberteflt hertocancelandpaytheETF 
or r»t, She said why did they tell her this then. States that its known that you can call the PUCO and they can get you out 
of these contracts. Advd that il this is her understanding then she's been mhlead as we do rtot have this auUtorlty.

Interstate Gas Supl812:43 PM 3001: Suggested contacting IGS and try to negotiate a lower rate. She said she'll try to figure out something else. IC6
0023269 Interstate Gas SupOlS 4:16 PM 3001: Educated customer.

(.alter was unoer a u.h. oner iwu me city wim lua ana me rate enaea in June, rte receiveo new into nom tne city
regarding a new offer and he thought that his account would be included in it automatically and it was not. The account 
rolled over to the MVR. He was asking if he had a complaint He could not any details regarding a new 6.A. offer and
if he followed the instructions to take advant^e of the offer. Put him on hold and diecked the maps. Coi^d not find 
anything relating to what the customer stated. Found something bxk in February for CNE. Advised customer. He stated 
that was not it and nowthinksheml^thave just been with IGS by itself. Put him on hold and contacted the DEO hotline.
Spoke to Tamara. Stated that last 6,A.oKef was in 2013. in 2016 he had IGS. IGSdroppedoff and account moved over 
to MVR. He has had MVR since July. IGSsent thedrop toOEOand it maybe because of a past due b3l since hb account 
was past due at that time. He needs to call IGS for further explanation. Advised eustcmier. He now states Uiat he did talk 
with IGS and IGS told him that Ms contract ended and that It (account) was sent bxk to the utility. Advbed him that if was 
sent back to the utility then it would have been under the guidelines of the contract. He is on the internet looking at 
somelhing that states that there was a lawsuit with the PUCO and SCO customers, eet Advised him that he has a 
commerdal account and he is not eligible for the SCO. Advised txll mess^es would have appeared on the account 
advising him that if he did not choose another supplier than he woidd be on Uie M\^, He tiien stated those messages 
appear on page 2 of the bill and no one reads that far. Advbed him that hb option at this point is to choose a supplier. He 

Interstate Gas SupDlS 4:16 PM 30011 stated he has already done so. He wished to end the call at that point.
0023S11 Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:15 PM 3001: Customer owes $99 ETF to IGS.

cust stated he signed up vrith IGS energy a year ago.
cust was under the impression that it was going to save him and they bed and said he has to have a suppler when he 
actually didnt,
cust can barely see and wasn't adv the contract he signed was for 5 years unt8 he cancelled a couple months ago and they 
told him.
cust Is nowbemgehargeda $10Detfthat they are adding to Ns AEP bill and wants his contract looked into, 
cust upset they wont bill him separately for that charge because he doesn't feel he owes that he was never aware, 
adv Oust of investigation process.
* *cu$t wants us to speak with Ns brother WiBam Williams 6148885476 about Investigation because he would understand 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:15 PM 30011 more and cust is blind.**
Spoke to the customer regarding his compIatnL Heisupset stating that he had a Syear contract. Advised Nm it was a 3 
year (36 month) contract which contained the ETF. Exftialned that company was v^lmg to waive the fee if he could show 
a vision problem. Asked him if he remembered the incident and he sM yes and he stated that he thinks he did sign the 
tablet. He said that he can see but he can only read 1 word at a time as he has to scan each word arid he doubts or he 
knows he did not read the writing on the t^let but he just went by what he heard He thought it was a 1 year agreement.
He was talking to other peo^ he knows and they aH told him he does not need a supi^er and to cancel and he did 
because he did not feel he was sawng. Advised rw guarantee of savings and savings may rwt occur every month. He 
stated he would stop auto-pay so that IGS would not get hb motMy. He would pay by check. Advised Nm not to stop 
auto-pay because even if he paid by check IGS woiAd stili get the money due to them. He disputes tiiat and then stated 
that he would only pay AEP what he thinks he owes them. Advbed that would put Nm in a disconnect status. He said 
that's okay, he would just have one of his children or grandchidren put the service in their name. He Bd not want to look 
at the option of getting a doctor statement, Advbed of options with AEP for a large print bill or bnH. He stated he gets a 
regular Nil and does not need the other and he cannot read brSI. Advised if any other concerns with K3S to feel free to 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:15 PM 3001:give us a caU back.
Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:15 PM 3001; Called artd left a message for the customer to give me a call back.

■caUer spelled hb first name: Herbert -not- Hubert
•caller says his name is Herbert 6. Vfiltiams, Sr„ and he's returning someone's call from the PUCO about IGS Energy 
•Note: thb case was etttered into Salesforce as Hubert 6 Wliiams, Sr » name has since been adjusted 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:15 PM 30011 -call routed ever to Inv TJ for furtherance
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-Note: senior dd'zen Pano47nfinfi
•caller says she has been with IGS Energy for the past 20yrs rage

•caller says she has become dissatisfied with IGS Energy b/c she recently learned that she is paying a much higher rate 
than CGO, and •plus- there's an ETE of $100 to drop them
•caller says she feels that IGS has treated her badly b/c they locked her into thb and she can't get out of it 
•caller says she Is a retired State of Ohio employee, and she feels taken advantage of 
-caller was advised that the PUCO can contact IGS and inquire about the contract, etc...
•caller says that will be ffrte

0023780 Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:42 PM 3001: -case 4 provided for future reference
reviewed company resportse. Reviewed 2S:19 sales call from 4/3/2017. Customer agreed to S years at S4.9 cents per 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:42 PM 3001: CCF. Call to discuss
SPOKE WITH CUSTOMER TO CLOSE
she stated she did not want to file a complaint- iust maldng a statement when talking to PUCO. She did not want an 
investigation opened. She knows she agreed to the rate, she was }ust upset that she was offered a rate more than CGO 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:42 PM 3001; SCO rate, closing case.
0023999' Interstate Gas SuplS 10:19 AM 3001: ICO

customer called, stated that she received a letter from IGS Energy advising that her contract is endii^ andshe has to 
choose a newane by 12/29/18 or allow the contract to roil over into a new one. she says that she Is confused by that and 
doesn't know what to do. i adwsed she would need to choose a new supplier by that date if she intends to so the sui^lier 
knows v4iat she's going to do. she noted that they have been calling her everyday for die past few months and she would 

Interstate Gas SuplS 10:19 AM 3001: like the calls to stop, i gave her the number to company to see if they can stop the calls. ICS.
IM informing customer of proof of 60 month gas term. Instead of 2 as thought for gas and for electric the contract is for 
.0639/Kwh for 36 mos. The contracts were entered intoon S/26/17. Advised they can cancel but they would be subject to 

0024184' Interstate Gas SuplS 12:44 PM 3001: the $99 ETf per gas and electric account
caller stating rep came door to door a year ago and she agreed to sign up for a 2 year contract
she came across her contract and found out it was for 60 mos
cust called to verify and they said she agreed to 60 mos and if she cartcels its $99 fee
cust never agreed to the 60 months only 2 years and she wants this looked into
shes feels they are taking advantage of the elderly
oe act number 110011682363
ego act number 122101400010004

Interstate Gas SuplS 12:44 PM 3001: adv cust of Investigation process
Customer Is returrting a call form OP.
Informed customer OP 1$ OOTO today.
Xfer to voicemail as requested by the customer.

Provided my name
0024185 Interstate Gas SuplS 12:49 PM 3(»1: Icb

Interstate Gas SuplS 12:49 PM 3001: IM informing of gas terms and conditions. Advised I wiH send ccw of contract
LM informing customer of proof of 60 month gas term. Instead of 2 as thought for gas and for electric the contract is for 
.8639/Kwh for 36 mos. The contracts were entered into on 5/26/17. Advised they can cancel but they would be subject 

Interstate Gas SuplS 12:49 PM 3001: to the $39 ETF per gas and electric account.
LM Informing customer of proof of 60 month gas term, instead of 2 as thought for gas and for electric the contract Is for 
.0639/Kwh for 36 mos. The contracts were entered Into on S/26/17. Advised they can cancel but they would be subject to 

Interstate Gas SuplS 12:49 PM 3001; the $99 ETF per gas and electric account.

Interstate Gas SuplS 12:49 PM 3001: LM informing of electric terms and conditions. Advised I wiD send copy of contract. Awaiting co response regarding gas.
caller stating rep came door to door a year ago and she agreed to sign up for a 2 year contract
she came across her contract and found out it was for 60 mos
cust called toverify and they said she agreed to 60 mos and if she cancels its $99 fee
cust never agreed to the 60 months only 2 years and she wants this looked into
shes feels they are taking advantage of the elderly
oe act number 110011682363
ego act number 122101400010004

Interstate Gas SuplS 12:49 PM 3001: adv cust of investigation process

States sales rep came to door about 2 months ago. They ^ned-up for a 12 month contract. This cancelled out their 
agreement with Ellglo which she stated was about to end anyway. Rep told them It was a good rate so they s%ned*up.
IGS is charging .0679. Her PTC is .056. IGS has a $99 EIT. ^e found out that Ellglo has a current offer of .06174. Now 
she wants to change because that is not the best rate. Advised her that rates charge on a daily basis. Advised her to ask 
IGS If they would match the rate. She was wondering about the lowest rates, looked on A2A Chart to find a plan 
comparable to hers. Found Lykins had a rate of .0545. Advised her to ask IGS if they would be wining to match either rate 

0024374'lntefstateGa$Sup0183:17PM 3001:wh!ch would be better so that she would not have to cancel and Incur Uie ETF. ICB.
Interstate Gas Sui^lS 3:17 PM 3001: Referred to IGS for possible price match.
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uistomer called, stated that she has a corr^aint against this supplier, she says that they showed up at her ^

201S and offered her a contract and she agreed to it and didn't realized they have still been charging her high rates up 
until rww. she says they are charging her $0.08/lcwh this month alone and her contract has been over for two years now. 
the contract expired in Dec 2015 artd she says she was never notified in writing that the contract was ending, she says the 
suppliers should be required to call customers instead of only sending a letter and that the consumers should be 
protected from this type of treatment, she says that she spoke with IGS and they claim they did send her a letter notifying 
her but she says she doesn't know vdten she would have recced that and doesn't recall receiving anything, she fears she 
may have been overcharged a lot of money by IGS over the last two years, she noted that she has an extra $130 added on 
to this months bill due to the high rale from IGS.

i advised we can contact IGS Energy about ^e charges and the contract terms and when it ended, and if the supplier 
0024400'interstate Gas SupOlS 2:09 PM 30011 notified the customer of the expiration of the contract.

Called the customer to go over the company response and close. Reached voice mail. Left message advising that I had 
received the IGS response. Explained that the company indicated that the enrollment occurred In February, 2015. Also 
explained that the company had provided a copy of a later sent to her dated September 19,2017, ex(^ainlng that her fixed 
contract would be expiring and advising that if she took rw action, she would be placed upon a variaUe rate.
Advised that I would dose the investigation at this time. Inwted a call back with any questions about this matter or any 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:09 PM 3001: future utility concerns. Left hotHne number and case ID.
customer called, says she is having pr^lems cancelling her contract IGS Energy, she says that they are refusing to 
cancel the contractandsays that she's under a 2yr contract and has anotheryearleftor they will charge her a $99 ETF. 
she says she was under the In^iression that the $/kwh would be a lot lower than the $0.0669 that Uiey are charging her. 
diey are also charging her a monthly fee of S39.9S which she was aware of. she cant find her contract paperwork, i 

0024516 Interstate Gas Sup019 4:3S PM 3001: ad\4$ed they should be able to produce a copy for her. ICO if they refuse.
Interstate Gas Sup019 4:38 PM 3001: IC6

customer called, stated that he signed up with IGS about three years ago. die Rrst year the rate was very good, the second 
year he's not sure about, he says that this month they charged him 8.49AvKh, and he was charged 7.99Awh throughout 
2018. he says that he tried to contest this rate but they told him that they sent him a letter when the contract expired but 
he didn't respond, he says he wasn't sure if he received the letter, so he requested a duplicate copy of the terms and the 
terms were In very fine print, he wants to know if any adjustment can be made to his rate due to not being notified In a 
timely manner.

0024766 Interstate Gas Sup019 2:55 PM 3001: i advised we can contact the supplier to find out if they sent a notice of the contract expiring.
customer called back regardir^ case status, i adidsed him of the contents In the email from IGS Energy, advised M.C. will 

Interstate Gas Sup019 2:55 PM 3001: call him later to close the case, he doesn't have vm and may be gone later. ICO.

Called the customer to go over the company response and close. Explained that he was sent a letter dated September 19,
2017 by IGS, advising that his fixed price enrollment wodd end at the end of December, 2017. He thought that when he 
called IGS, and was told that his cwitract would end, he would be going back to Duke. Explained that the contract 
language states that he would be placed upon a variable rate when his fixed contract ended, not returned to Duke. He 
felt that he was somewhat misled. Advised that I would dose die investigation at this time. Invited a call back with any 

Interstate Gas Sup019 2:S5 PM 3001: questions about this matter or any future utHIty concerns. Left hotline number and case ID.
caller wanted to know if he switches to someone else how much would he be charged 

0024819 Interstate Gas $up019 2:40 PM 3001: adv cust to contact his current supi^ler to go over his contract 
Interstate Gas Sup019 2:40 PM 3001; referred to company

Caller states that the original owner passed away in September and all four locations had IGS as a supplier for both electric 
(AEP) and gas (DEO). CaBer had transferred all accounts under one name in Oct (previously under four different account 
names) and was advised by both AEP and DEO that they would have towait one to two billing cycles to pick up IGS again.
Caller meanwhile received numerous calls from suppKers attempting to solicit her business. C^ler then received a call 
from IGS rep looking to see what her intention are for all four locations. Caller is now being advised that she cannot enroll 
with IGS. Advised caBer to register all eight accounts with IGS and Invited callback if any issues along the way.

Other three locations (All In Canton);
929 Cleveland Ave 
925 Cleveland Ave

0024998 lnterstateGasSupll9S:S8AM 3001-914 McKinley Ave 
Interstate Gas Sup3198:S8AM 3001-Enrol with IGS

Caller states that the original owner passed away in September and all four locations had IGS as a supplier for both electric 
(AEP) and gas (DEO). Caller had transferred all accounts under one name in Oct (previously under four different account 
names) and was advised by both AEP and OEO that they would have towait one to two billing cycles to pick up IGS again.
Caller meanwhile received numerous cab from suppliers attempting to solicit her business. Caller then received a call 
from IGS rep looking to see what her Intention are for aB four locations. Caller Is now being advised that she cannot enroll 
with IGS. Advised caller to re^ster all eight accounts with IGS and Invited callback If any issues along the way.

Other three locations (Ak in Canton):
929 OevelandAve 
925 OevelandAve

0024998 Interstate Gas Supll9 9:05 AM 3001:914 McKinley Ave 
Interstate Gas Supll9 9K15AM 3001-Enroll with IGS
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cu$t stating he called because hi$ bill is very high and dute adv its due to him having igs and dyoegy _ aq ft A
cust doesn't recall signing upwith them and wants to know how this happened rage 49 Of l1 Ub

referred cust to companys to see how diey became their sun>H«'' 
adv cust of different ways it couhfve happened 

002S604 interstate Gas Sup019 3:03 PM 3001: icb if they werent willing to provide 
interstate Gas Sup019 3:03 PM 30013 icb

•caller is the niece and PoA of the acct holder (Charles Palm), who is 73 y/o and suffen with Alzheimer 
•caller says she handles all of her uncle's business affairs
•caller says IGS Energy is currently her ur>cle's electric supplier, who is charging him a very high rate
•caller says she want these 3rd party suppliers to stop calling her uncle b/c he don't remember what he did, etc.,.
-caller was advised that the PUCO can contact the supplier and inquire about the enrollment process & contract, etc...

0025736- Interstate Gas Supl910:46 AM 30013 -Note: caller would like to be reach via her cell «(614) 507-9962 |
Interstate Gas Supl910:46 AM 30013 * sent initial email * I
Interstate Gas Supl910:46 AM 30013* review company response-sent follow up email *

* entry from 3/26: tpv did play but not the sales call • spiAe with AW late yesterday afternoon about the sales call - she 
Interstate Gas Supl910:46 AM 30013 wBI send It to my outlooks *

* review company response • incoming call/tpv/re-enroliment: Sobbi Phillips (POA/nlece) • acct for Charles H Palm - tpv
Interstate Gas Supl910:46 30013 date 12/31/18 at 108 pm • 7.29 per kwh fixed for 12 mos^lling cycles • E^ $99 *

I called the cust and left a message-adv of the company response-invited calJ back if she has any further questions.

* Mr. Palmer is back widi IGS to avoid the early termination fee and his contract v^th IGS Is good untR ian 2020. IGS 
Interstate Gas Supl910:46 AM 30013 allows customer to cancel 60 days before without an early termination fee. *
Interstate Gas Supl910:46 AM 30013IM for cust • close case

Caller had enroled with IGS a few days ago when she received a call from Aspire advising that she had enrolled with them 
a few months prior. Caller was confused as to who she had and if she was able to cancel out of Aspire. Spoke vddt Betty 
at EA of DEO who advised that caRer had SCO untR 4/2 when she was enrolled with NOPEC. Betty also advised that IGS 

0026336'tnterstateGasSup3198:16AM 3001; vras rejected because of a change in SCO. Advised caller toeontact IGS to re-submit enrollment ICB 
Interstate Gas Sup)19 8:16 AM 30013 Call IGS to re-submit enrollment

cust stating months ago IGS came to his door and signed him up for a year contract
cust stating they raised his rate after a few months and it caused his bill to be very high and his service was disc for 4 
months.

cust stating they were very misleading and didn't foRow the contract
cust not sure wdtat the rate was for or what it is but he wants this looked into because they are crooks and feels he was 
paying too much, 
cust is elderly and very confused 
adv cust of investigation process 

002647&lnterstate Gas Sup019 2:04 PM 30013 kb
vd:en the customer signed up widi iGS in 9/2018 he agreed to 12 months at a flat amount of $79 and was billed per the 

Interstate Gas Sup019 2:04 PM 30013 contract terms. The company is no longer on his b8l and not his supi^ier.
Interstate Gas SupOld 2:04 PM 3001: called to close, see comments

left vm; when the customer signed up with IGS in 5/2018 he agreed to 12 months at a flat amount of $79 and was baled 
Interstate Gas Sup019 2:04 PM 30013 per the contract terms. The company is rto longer on his bill arul not his supplier.

Customer discovered she was paying over $50 more per month during winter than she would have been pa^g with CGO.
She has her contract at home but wants to know if they can do this. Informed her we can ensure they are billirtg per the 
contract terms but if they are there isn't anything we can do as contracts are legally blndli^. When she spoke with IQS 
they told her she has a $99 ETE if she cancels before November.
Su^ested she call us back after reviewing the contract and If she can't locate it we can request it from the co but I'd 
prefer to review the copy she has for accuracy.
Also explained she doens't have to select a supplier, discussed variable rates, fixed rates going variable etc.
She H>anked me for the info.

0026501 Interstate Gas Sup0191:02 PM 30013 ICS.
The following email (for both elect and ps) was sent from 265677 (elect)

Ms. Watts spoke to staff regarding her brothersaccount, Apparently, she k hi$ POA and doesn’t want his accounts 
enrolled with any suppSers.
When and how were the accounts (electric and ps) acquired?
Please forward a copy of 
•terms and conditions 
-TPV

-the sales call if this was a telephonic enrollment 
Did you hear from Ms. Watts or Mr, Arkley regarding this matter?
If so, wdiat was discussed?
Did they cancel the accounts?
If so, will the customer be charged an ETF? If so, how much for each account?

0026567 Interstate Gas Supl912:10 PM 3001* If there is any other information that I should know, it would be greatly appreciated.
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•caller is the sister and PoA of the acct holder _ ^
•caller says her brother t» elderly; senior citiien; & lives alone Page OU OT 1 Uo

•caller says her brother agree(s) to enrolllns his acct just to get rid of them 
•caller is inquiring about the enroOment with IGS Energy and possibly Spetfan
-caller says she want the supplter(s) off the acct» he just want to be with the local utility company, but there may be an 
ETF

•Intake discussed the National Do Not C^l Registry & posting signs In the yard to ward off door2door reps 
•referred to EA to discuss special instructions to be noted to the acct, etc...
•caller was adirised that the PUCO will contact IGS and Inquire about the contract, etc..

Interstate Gas Supl912:10 PM 3001; -with permission, caller says go ahead 
O0SO312lnterstateGasSup3199:38AM 3001:CalllGS

Caller states that she had been with IGS when she enrolled with Direct on S/9. Caller had contacted PUCO to cancel out of 
Interstate Gas Sup)19 9:38 AM 3001;IGS. Ad^sedcailerof enrollmentprocess andgave number for IGS to check status of contract. ICO ^

letter mailed to custnner advising her service has been provided by IGS since Sept 2S, 2014. She agreed to renew for 36 j 
monthsat a fixed rate of $0.0649Awh on August 23,2017 andconfirmedthe terms of service via TPV. She was mailed a 
copy of the terms and conditions in August 2017. Since her ser>4ce was already with IGS, the new rate was effective on i 

Contract Terms July 25,2017 and will end on July 24,2020. IGS has waived the $99 early termination fee out of courtesy and she can |
Altered 0023727>lnterstateGasSi^l811:59 AM 3001:cancelat anytime without penalty. j

Customer states she was with IGS on a 2 year contract that should not go beyond 2019. customer states she called IGS , 
and stated her contract is good through 2021. Customer states she did not sign up for an extended contract beyond 2019.
Opening an Investigation because customer thinks her contract terms have been altered wthout her consent. Gave 

Interstate Gas SuplS 11;S9 AM 3001- caseH. Invited call back.
Letter trailed to customer advising her service has been provided by IGS since Sept 2S, 2014. She agreed to renew for 36 
months at a fixed rate of $0.0649/kwh on August 23,2017 and confirmed the terms of service via TPV. She was nulled a 
copy of the terms and conditions in August 2017. Since her service was already with IGS. Ote new rate was effective on 
July 25, 2017 and vrill end on July 24,2020. IGS has waived the $99 early teririrutlon fee out of courtesy ar>d she can 

InterstateGasSuplS 11:59 AM 3001:cancelat any time without pertalty.

Caller states that she had enrolled with IGS on 12/22 when she received a notice from 8olt on 12/26 advising of switch to 
Bolt. Spoke v^th Olane at EA of DEO who advised that there was no enrollment with (GS and that Bolt was an SSO 

Delayed Enrollment 0024377 Intmtate Gas SupOlS 4:30 PM 3001; effective 1/8 after being with ONG. Advised caller to contact IGS to ensure that she has been enrcdled. Invited callback.
Interstate Gas 5up018 4:30 PM 3001: Call IGS

Do Not Aggregate 0021166'lnterstateGas SuplS 11:26 AM 3001; invited call back, if necessary
-caller does not wish to be included In any electric governmental aggregation groups formed In her area 
•as of date: i^ced on the electric Do Not Aggregate list» confirmation number is 7340 

Interstate Gas SuplS 11.26 AM 3001; -Invited call back, if necessary
Do Not Call list 0018233. Interstate Gas SupOlS 5:00 PM 3001; caller says she will submit complaint via PUCO web portal b/c does not want to provide any contact info I

Spoke to Ms. Bell, confirmed IGS has removed the customer for their sokciting lists and discussed die company response 
at length. I did refer her to the FTC in an attempt to pursue it further however u4ten looking at ttie numbers on the 

Interstate Gas Sup018 5:00 PM 3001; internet the/ve been used to solicit a variety of products and offerings.
I spoke with Tara and a company attorney. Evidently there is some kind of proceedings going on at PUCO that has been In 
effectfor about a month. IGS believes the entity contacting Ms. Bell is named IDS.
Tara and the attorney will be putting together a letter which wil include iirore specifics. They wanted to know how the 

Interstate Gas SupOlS $;00 PM 3001; complaint would be handled afterwards and I told her I'd close it out.
Interstate Gas SupOlS S;00 PM 3001- IGS Energy: DO Not Call list

This company, rep Kris/Chris White 70S 283 0947, toll free 800 429 5708 ext. 234 continues to call and leave messages 
when she/this company has been advised ONC and remove me from all calling list. These calls started on 9/11 atsd the 
next call was 10/10 and today 1/5 she/ihe company has left yet another message regarding serMces that I do not have 
with them NOR do I want from them, I want them to pay me SlSOO for continuing to call me after I have requested the 
calls to stop. The contact uiformation I have for IGS Is: 6100 Emerald Pkwy., Dublin, OH 43016. Phone numbers:
8004295708 x234 or 7082830947. Again, I want IGS to pay me $1500 for continuing to harassment and to STOP CAUING 

Interstate Gas SupOlS S:00 PM 30013 MEI 
00191S6 Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:30 PM 3001: spoke to cust

caller does not want supplier contacting her anymore 
caller wants the PUCO to notify the supplier to cease the calls immediately 
caller does not wish to be contacted by IGS Energy anymore
Note: caller was advised to place phone 8 on the National ONC registry • and to contact Duke to opt-off the CRES & CRNG 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:30 PM 3CK)1; list
Per ph conv w/cust, advd the following. Advd that she can contact the distribution and let them know that she does not 
want her info provided to these suppliers. She said she would and thanked me.

Interstate Gas Sup018 3:30 PM 3001: -IGS added the below information to our DNS database. 
0023117-Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:37 PM 3001: IGS has not visited property-no response from customer for more info

customer called, says that she and her husfaar:d have been getting constant visia to their house by IGS Energy marketers- 
she says that she requests that she rwt signed up and she wishes to remain with DPI for her electric, she says she's 
already enrolled witii IGS for her gas supply but doesn't want to enroN for electric, she says that they have come around 
frequently since Au^st and she can't get them to slop, she was referred to the PUCO by OPL

Interstate Gas Sup0181:37 PM 3001; I advised we can contact the supplier to see if they can halt all soBeitatlons to the customer.
LM ON VM
explained company shovrs no visits for past 4 months. Asked to callif they have any info regardlr^ who has visited tiieir 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:37 PM 3001; property.
Interstate Gas St^iOlS 1:37 PM 30013 no response from customer, closing case.

0023597 Interstate Gas SupOia 4:21 PM 3001:IGSfollowed-uponcomp(aint and added caller to their DNSBst.
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-caller says he WM solicited today by a doorZdoor rep, Rob Moore frwn IGS Energy Pane r^f lOfi
•caller says b/c he has No Sollcidng sign($) posted on his door, the rep sat In his car and honked his horn untiriwi9^>do 
the door, and that's when the rep got out the ear and ran up to the door and approached him at the door.
■caller says he don't want people coming to his house s^icitinghimatallMI
•caller was advised that he can always contact his local authorities, if he's being solicited on his own private property, 
etc...
-In addition, caller was advised to contact Duke and opt*off the CRES & CRNG fets
•furthermore, caller was advised that the PUCO will contact the suppGer and request that they cease all marketing tactics 
\^th him
-caller request that the PUCO send him an email as a follow-up to this complaint b/c due to all the telemarketing calls » 
they do not artswer their house phone 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 4:21 PM 3001: -case H provided for future reference
Called and spoke to customer. Adsdsed him that the matter with the sales rep was handled internally vnth IGS and he was 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 4:21 PM 3001- placed on their DNS list. He had no other concerns at this time.
customer called, says that every year someone from IGS Eisergy comes around harassing her and trying to get her to sign 
up. she says that she came home and they were waiting outside for her and followed her up to her door, she says she told 
them no and that she doesn't want to sign up with them, and it took dtem a while to finally leave, she says that they asked 
to see her bill and she refused.

00247S7-lnterstateGas Supl912:19 PM 3001: i advised her that we can contact the supplier to see if they can stop all calls and visits to the customers premises. 
Interstate Gas Supl912:19 PM 3001: Customer added to the DNS list. Okay to close.
Interstate Gas Supl912:19 PM 3001: Customer added to the 0N$ list.

Customer states he is getting calls from IGS and initlaSy the rep t<^d him he was calling from Ohio Edison. IGS rep keeps 
calling and customer wants the calls to stop. Opening investigation because customer is made request to stop caKs and 

C025363' Interstate Gas 5up0191;5S PM 3001- IGS Is not honoring the request. Gave caseif invited call back 
Intersute Gas Sup0191:SS PM 3001: (.VM advised co has added to ONC list.

Caller has a complaint about suppliers knocking at door from IGS.
Caller states she has a no soliciting sign up and has requested they stop verbally.

Advised may want to contact police In case they are not allowed to srriicit without permit

Advised investigation win be opened to request IGS have the solicitations cease 
Explained time frame

0026511 lnterstat«GasSup0194;44PM 3001I-Welcomed call back Provided case 0
Called the customer to go over the company response and close. Reached voice mail. Left message advising tiiat IGS had 
placed her on its ONC and Do rwt Knock Hsts and that it may take 24-49 hours for this to take effect. Advised that I would 
close the investigation at this time. Irwited a cdl back wth any questions about this matter or any future utility concerns. 

Interstate Gas Sup019 4:44 PM 3001: Left hotline number and case ID.
Caller has a complaint about suppliers knocking at door from IGS.
Caller states she has a no soliciting sign up and has requested they ^p verbally.

Advised may want to contact police in case they are not allowed to solicit without permit

Advised investigation will be opened to request IGS have the solicitations cease 
Explained time frame

0026511' Interstate Gas Sup019 4:SS PM 3001; Welcomed call back Provided case 0 
Interstate Gas SupOlO 4:SS PM 3001- SEE CASE 10 0026S113

Called the customer to go over the company response and close. Reached voice mail. Left message advising that IGS had 
placed her on its DNC and Do not Knock Ksts artd that it may take 24-49 hours for this to take effect. Advised that I would 
close the Investigation at this time. Invited a call back with any questions about this matter or any future utility cotKerns. 

Interstate Gas Sup019 4:5S PM 3001: Left hotline number and case ID.
customer called, says she gets calls and visits from all tiiese energy marketers and they bombard her with info, she says 
she's signed up with IGS Energy and AEP Energy so far. and had to pay a $99 ETE to IGS Energy, she currently has ASP 
Energy and wants the other marketers to stop calling and coming to her door.

she named IGS Energy and Direct Energy as two compares she would like to remove her name, address, and phone 
number from their marketing list.

0026609 Interstate Gas Sup319 9:33 AM 3001: i advised we can contact those companies for her.
I read company response and called customer to close. I left a detailed message. I explained that IGS states they have 
added her to thek Internal Do Net Solldt list I explained we are not able to make the companies stop calling customers to 
solicit business. However, she can can and register her phone tf with ti\e National Do Not Cafl list and If she still receives 
call from the same companies she can fie a complamt with the FTC (Federal Trade Commission), i can not guarantee they 
vrill not contact her again but they told us they have added her to thek do not call kst. Left call back info if she has any 

Interstate Gas Sup319 8:33 AM 3001: other questions. Close case.
t;
i read company re^ronse and called customer to close. I left a detailed message. I explained that IGS states they have 
added her to thek Internal Do Not SoUdt List. I eiqtlained we are not able to make the con^anies stop calling customers to 
solicit business. However, she can caB and register her phone 0 with the National Do Not Call list and If she stBI receives 
call from the same companies she can f4e a complaint with the FTC (Feder^ Trade Commisdon). I can not guarantee they 
iMIl not contact her again but they told us they have added her to thek do not call Bst. Left cal back info if she has any 

Interstate Gas Sup319 8:33 AM 3001: other questions. Close case.
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I havebeensiAjectedtonumefous telephone calls from IGS trying to get me to switch to their service, lendejiupwith- ^ hoc 
their service when they bought out the service provider fonneriy associated with DP&L When I realized hownwSftlpiCT 
they were dtan the regular OP&L service, I svrltched to It. Since I live in the city of Huber Heights, I got a letter on 
10/22/18 Informing me that I would be automaticaNy enrolled In their Electric Aggregation Program with A£P Energy 
unless I opted out. I did not opt cut and am quite (leased mth reduced costs as a residt. Despite this, IGS persists in 
calling repeatedly, on a regular basis, and from various telephone numbers (the most recent being 937-386-6472 four 
timesjust this week), lhave told the caters, when I am able to talk to someene,of our participation in the Huber Heights 
EAP and asked them not to call here again. That has not slowed them down a bit. I consider their continued calls 
harassment and want them to stop. We get erwugh harassing phone cats from scammers, etc. (medical alert system, 
back braces,..) without these calls from IGS. Can you help? Anything you can do to end this nonsense will be greatly |

00S0329<lnterstateG3sSupD196:13PM 3001;appreciated. :

Enrollment Dispute 0018211'Interstate Gas SupOlS 4:41 PM 3001; ETF was waived by IGS.

OescrlptionHouses specific detals about this Case. Auto-updates from web form or email body.
Has had Issues with IGS in the past. Has told DPL that they never wanted to have 165 on their account ever again. Now 
he's being informed of a $199 ETF from cancetSflg IGS’ srvc. Customer is giving PUCO authorization to speak w/ his wife 
Lydia Myers re; this case.
Resolution CommentsEnter details regarding how this Case was resolved.
I explained to customer that prior to supplier being added to his account, a rescission letter would be sent out by DP&L.
Also explained government aggregation programs as a possible explanation of him having IGS without his knowledge.

Interstate Gas SupOlS 4:41 PM 3001; • Advised caller that we could check IGS enrollment process for him.
Has had issues vdth IGS in the past. Has told DPL that they never wanted to have IGS on iheir account ever again. Now 
he's being Informed of a $199 ETF from cancelling K3S' srvc. Customer is giving PUCO autiiorization to speak w/ his wife 
Lydia Myers re: this case.

I explained to customer that prior to supplier being added to his account, a rescission letter would be sent out 
by OP&L. Also explained goverrwiwit aggregation programs as a possible explanation of him having IGS without his 
knowledge

Interstate Gas SupOlS 4:41 PM 3001; - Advised caller that we could check IGS enrollment process for hnn.
Called and spoke to Mrs. Myers. Advised of the response from the compar\y and that IGS elected to waive the ETF. She 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 4:41 PM 3001; was satisfied with the resolution.
Response from IGS:
*Account was originaky signed-up with DP&L Energy in August 2012. App <was signed.
*June 2017, letters were sent out stating that DP&L customers were assigned to IGS Energy to live out the term of their 
contract.

‘Account has been cancelled with IGS.
Interstate Gas SupOlS 4:41 PM 3001: *I6S will waive the $199 ETF.

Called the OP&L hotline to inquire about the customer's phone number since the number in our file was not working.
Interstate Gas SupOlS 4:41 PM 3001- Found out that the customer's number is 99S3 instead of 9983.

001833S. Interstate Gas SupllS 9:44 AM 3001; Waiting to hear from IGS

Caller states that tiiis is a rental property and had switched the account to her name in Oct. Caller states that her most 
recent bil! was for ^prox $600. Caller had noticed that $300 of the bill stemmed from IGS. Caller contacted IGS and was 
advised that caller's daughter-in-law had enrolled with them in Nov at a rate. Caller attempted to cancel out with IGS and 
was advised of a $100 ETF. Caller states that dau^ter-ln-law is not authorized on the AEP account. Caller Is looking to 
carKel out of IGS without penally and to be reimbursed for the difference between IGS and AEP, if possible. Caller does 

Interstate Gas Sup318 9:44 AM 3001: state that IGS was to contact her vw'thin 24-48 hours. Invited callback if IGS refuses to cancel out vdthout penalty.
0018411' Interstate Gas SuplS 10:37 AM 3001; Spoke with customer. Service was not switch by door to door marketer like she indicated, caller hung up.

Customer states she never authorized IGS services on her biH, but has been getting charged from IGS. IGS stated she can 
get charged lor cancelling. Customer never chooses a suppler and only goes with whatever CGO goes with. CGO states 
customer has been with IGS for over l year.

Interstate Gas Supl810:37 AM 3001; I ad\^ed of investigative process.
001842S- Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:40 PM 3001: close ease

Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:40 PM 3001: review company response

Customer called in to check on her case. She sates she was told by tiie man she spoke to that if she did not hear back 
from anyone by Tuesday to caU back. I told her I would certainly note that. As of right now we have not received a 
response from the co. Once we reeme a response the inv. wil contact her back. She wanted to know what happens if 
they do not respwid. I told her that they have to re^ond sometimes it just takes a little longer, she states she may cad 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:40 PM 30011 back for her own piece of mhid. I told her chat is fine and the inv. will call her once the responseis received.

Caller states that she had contacted Duke on 1/12 In regwds to a bill and was advised that caller has had IGS as a supplier 
since 2015. Caller states that she does not recall signing up with them either through phone or door-to-door rep. CaUer is 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:40 PM 3001: looking to see how she was signed up in 201S and to cancel out without penalty. Advised caNer of investigative process.
Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:40 PM 3001:1 called the cust - LM f<» a return call.

I called the cust and spoke with Danielle Heard-adv of the company response and the tpv call-discussed the Energy 
Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:40 PM 3001; Choice Program - adv of the rescind letter from D^e • cust states, ok thank you.

customer returned call from S.T. says her vm doesn't work, she called S.T directly and lefta vm. Iad\dsedshe should get 
Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:40 PM 3001! back In touch with her.

vmall customer that returned his previous message, should not be billed by igs since contract for electric supply at 
7.29ct$Awh cancelled before sent to distribution company- leave hotiine number and name as cbr.Catled customer and 
left v.m. exptaliting the paper work does say .0729. We have no way of knowing what the rep said, Advised acet was 

001844S interstate Gas SuplS 10:11AM 3001;carKeUedbeforetherecissiondatesonot ETF. Left call back
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Repcameby las week, eaSer states he signed up with one account. Caller states called and changed two accqijnts to ^ __
Caller got confirmation In mail rate Is higher than what was told in person. Caller states was told rate would 
caller did not do tpv.
Caller signed tablet, but states was really small, states could rtot read.
Caller states co emailed different rate than what was offered 7.2kwh

caller did call co to cancel, caller wants to know about opening Investigations for other account, but does not have info 
from CO. advised caller if finds disaepancy on other accounts to let us know. 1

sending to Investigatim for enrt^lment dispute 
Interstate Gas SuplS 10:11 AM 3001; advised of case number and time frame.

Good Morning,

Attached is a copy of the contract the customer signed up for. The customer would rective a discount of .001 cent off his 
electric rate as long as he kept his gas and electric with IGS.

At this time both the gas and electric are cancelled, no Ef T will be charged.

Thank you,

Tara Chapman 
COMPLIANCE MANAGER 
Direct {614)659 5058 
Pax (8SS) 726-3542

Interstate Gas Supl810:11 AM 3001- IGS Energy6100 Emerald Parkway DuUin, OH 43016 Helping Consumers Make Smart Energy Choices Since 19891 

CMS JSZE0118189X MT: DESCRIPTION OF ISSUE:
The customer states a rep came to Ms door and signed Mm at a contract for 6.5cts/kvrit and only signed him up for the 
electric service. He claims service was chained for electric and gas supplhy. Also, he states no tpv was taken and he 
s^ned a tablet with small print.

Interstate Gas SuplS 10:11 AM 3001: When did the rep come to his doer? What was the electric rate? Provide a tpv and the terms/conditions for the contract.
MT advised that he spoke to the customer on 2/lS: Cust returns call, wants It noted Utat felt taken advantage of, note 

Interstate Gas S««1810:11 AM 31X11; concerns for puco records.
reviewed documentation. Called customer and left v.m. explaining the paper work does say .0729. We have no way of 

Interstate Gas SuplS 10:11 AM 3001; knowing what the rep said. Advised acet was canceled before the recission date so not ETP. Left call back N

customer called back with an attitude, upset that he's been playing phone tag with M.T, says he Is returning hh call

Interstate Gas Supl810:11 AM 3001; transferred to vm.
cust calling to speak to M.T

Interstate Gas SuplS 10:11 AM 3001: transferred to vm
Customer caling for PF or MT. Customer would hke a call back today If possible.

Interstate Gas Supl810:11 AM 3001:1 adws«d wj| let MT know customer called.
0018621' Interstate Gas SuplS 12:01 PM 3001: Called customer and verified the company called her and agreed to cancel and waive the ETP

customer called, stated that she received a high bill and noticed that she was enrolled with IGS for gas and ^ectric supply, 
she says that she nor her husband ever agreed to enroll with Uiis supplier, she says IGS claims somebody agreed to enroll 
for her husband in July 2017, but she says her husband doesn't write nor speak English and he wasn't capaUe or agreeing 
with this supplier, she says she canceifed the contract and iGS is charging her a $99 ETF for each utility.

Interstate Gas Supl812:01 PM 3001: i advised we can contact the supplier regarding the contract terms and if the customer legally enrolled vrith them, 
0018621-Interstate Gas SuplS 12:06 PM 3001: Called customer and venfied the corr^ny called her and agreed to cancel and waive the ETF.

customer caHed, stated that she received a high bill and noticed that she was enrolled with IGS for gas and electric supply, 
she says that she nor her husbartd ever agreed to enroll with this supplier, she says IGS claims somebody agreed to enroll 
for her husband in July 2017, but she says her husband doesn't write nor speak English and he wasn't capabi* or agreeing 
with tfus supf^ier. she says she cancelled the contract and IGS Is charging her a $99 ETF for each utility.

Interstate Gas SuplS 12:06 PM 3001; I advised we can contact the supplier regarding the contract terms and if the customer legally enrobed with them.
Called Mr. Harden to close. Reached voice mail. Left a message advising that he would returned to OP&l artd Vectren 
without any fees from IGS. Advised that IGS had agreed to waive a $99 ETF for gas and a $99 fee for electric Advised 
that I would dose the invest^ation at tiib time. In^ed a call back with any questions about diis matter or any future 

0018778'Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:59 PM 3001: utility concerns, left hotline number.

Called the customer to see what he wanted to do with his accounts. He wants to remain with OP&land Vectren, Advised 
that, per DP81I. he had Incurred an ETF with IGS. Advised that he also had IGS with Vectren and IGS was wlllir^ to waive 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:59 PM 3001: that $99 fee. Advised that I would try to get both $99 fess waived so he would go back to DP&Land Vectren without EFs.

Started a case for IGS gas. While working 00187468, learned that IGS had an erwoflment for the customer with gas, but 
not a current one for dectric. IGS had recentiy charged an ETF when the customer switched to Smart Ene^ for electric. 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:59 PM 3001; IGS rtspemded in the electric case to a gas enrollmnet. Brou^t those responses over to this case.
0018831>lnterstate Gas SuplS 11:16 AM 3001: dose

Interstate Gas SuplS 11:16 AM SOOUIcaled the cust and left a message-adv of the company response and invited a call back If he had any further <}uestions.
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Caller states that he never sigrted up with IGS • he was toW that he never said, no - could not locate his addr^ • he saW* r ,• 
that he is about 4 miles from Urbana • inquired if his township, village, city or county Is In govt aggr • Mad 
govt aggr • exp govt aggr - he said that he was irt the hospital when it was mailed out last June * adv that I will contact IGS 

Interstate Gas SuplS 11:16 AM 3001: to inquire on how they obtained his svc - ad of kiv timeline.
0019046 Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:46 PM 3001: Enrollment valid

Caller, Ray Soloman - provided his 2 case numbers • attempted to reach SW • reed vm • caller would like a return call at 
937>439‘5399 • if he is unavailable - he would like SW to leave a message on the best time for him to call SW-adv that I 

Interstate Gas$up0181:46PM 3001: will note his case record.
Calling back to speak w/S.W. |

Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:46 PM 3001: IT to S.W. |
A very heated discussion. He wanted to debate about toe charges from IGS. I told him they took over OPLER contracts artd I
was waiting to hear how the enrollment took place.

Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:46 PM 3001: At the end of the call he sakJ he didn't care how they got on there, he wasn’t pa^g.

Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:46 PM 3001:1 caBed Tara at IGS. She said the initial contract went through 2019. The most recent rate was $0,069. It started at $0.06$.
Caller has Dayton Power and Light
Caller calling about supplier Igs energy. Caller states his bRI increased and he called Dayton power and light and was 
advised his sup;4ier changed to Igs and the rate was 6.9.
Caller called Igs to see how he was sigrted up. CaBer states they just quoted him a canceBation fee.
Caller states he never spoke with anyone in person or by phone to sign up.
Caller states he did not receive an opt out notice.
Caller state his bill increased by $1S0.

Advised would send for Investigation/ ad^rtsed of timeline/ Invited call back 
Caller wants the supplier cancelled/ caller does not wartt to pay an etf.

Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:46 PM 3001: Caller wants the bill adjusted to the rate he would have had prior to the switch.
Customer spoke with DP&l. IGS energy had enrolled Sister into service and stated that his sister enrolled with a door-to- 
door marketer. Customer states he is hb sister’s POA and sister b completely incapacitated and would not be able to sign 
any contract for enrollment.

Customer has cancelled IGS, but IGS is stating customer owes $233.56. Customer would like to dispute these charges.
Customer states IGS was charging $0.067Awh. Customer would like to have a copy of any enrollment verification that IGS 
sends to PUCO.

0019160'lnterstate Gas SupOlS 4:22 PM 3001:1 advised of investigative process.
LM informing of credit for the difference of the utility rate vs IGS rate since the time we have billed. That would be a 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 4:22 PM 3001: credit of S128.S2.
Calling about case, advised no co response.

0019268 interstate Gas SupOlS 4:17 PM 3001: Advised Inv of call.
interstate Gas SupOlS 4:17 PM 3001: Advised toe customer that I resent the complaint as an urgent and she can call back Friday for a response.

trying to get no or co smee oct. caiier states sne caneo me co to cancel toio a canceuation ree. caner states mats tine 
caller states co stin on nov bill.
told to can back when get next bill they would take care of,
caller states she had been trying to get on budget but IGS kept billing and subnu'tted for payment, 
called OPL states IGS stil Mling.

caller has confirmation letter about switch In oct, DPL told caRer that IGS was aggregation, checked PDCO website, and 
AEP energy aggregation not IGS.

Caller does not have cancellation number from IGS available.

Sendir^ to Investigation for enrollment dispute and cancellation

advised of case number and time frame 
Interstate Gas SupOlS 4:17 PM 3001: Perfers caR on mobile phone 

Caller calling back
Caller wants to add that she spoke with Myra at phone number 8002804474 ext7026 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 4:17 PM 3001: Caller states ttu's is toe person that she spoke with in late October who ads4sed her that the etf woutd be $25.00 
Interstate Gas SupOlS 4:17 PM 3001: customer caRed ba^ about case, transferred to K.M. vm 

cust callir^ to speak with K.M 
Interstate Gas SupOlS 4:17 PM 3001: trai»ferred to vm

Spoke with Ms Young on the escalation line. Reviewed IGS response with her and toat IGS states the cancellation request 
wasrecelvedonOct 21,2017 and that IGS is showing toe last time service flowed was In Nov 2017. Asked Ms. Young if 
IGS is still on the DPI bill. She states DPLwasstiR on toe Dec 2017 and January 2018 bill but was gone by the Feb 2018
m.
Adwsed Ms. Young PUCO can contact IGS fora copy of the cancellation order sent over to Oft. from IGS and DPL to find 
out when the cancellation order was received from ICS and why IGS charges were stil appearing on toe Jan 2018 biKng. 
Explained investigation timeBne for DPI Is longer. Asked if she would like a call letter, or e-mai once KM completes the 
investigation, she stated e-mail is best. Confirmed with her that e-maH in the case is correct. Ms. Young thanked KM for 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 4:17 PM 3001: losing into this.
Spoke to the customer and told her that IGS acquired OPL Energy in Jan 2016, a letter was maHed to her in June 2017 and 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 4:17 PM 3001: now they are no longer on her bill as of Jan 2018.
cust called to get an update on the case. Adidsed cocid transfer to Inv. stated she wanted to be transferred to sup. 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 4:17 PM 3CKfl: transferred to CC
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00192d7-lnterstateCasSup0183:41(>M 3001:spok«tocu$t _
Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:41 PM 3001: Called CO. contact, T.C. Left vmadvisir^ the onlythingthat has attached to case Is theT&C. CBft.RT direct iJrlf.9®

1 do not remember chan^rtg my supf^er from DPandL (account 370266835S) to IGS (S5061S3). This is ’’slamming,'' and 
Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:41 PM 3001: the rate has been considerably higher for some time. I would like a refund 

OP&L provided a contact number for cost of 937-416'915S

SpcAe to Tara C w/cust sates this cust was enrolled thru a gov agg program. A drop was made 17 days ago. There is no 
ETF.

Spoke to cust artd advd the above. Confirmed that she's been canceled as of 17 days ago. She said she called and 
canceled. We discussed aK< program and how this happens. She said shell start watching die mall more dosely. Advd 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:41 PM 3001: cIs case, she thanked me.

Called die customer to go over the company response and close. Advised that the company stated diat she had enr^ed 
on 6/13/17, The company slated that its representative visited her on 2/S/2S to assist with the cancellation. The 
company also stated that Its representative also spoke to her on 2/20/18 when she advised that she wished to cancel IGS.
Advised that the account is in the process of being removed from IGS and returning to DEO. Advised that the tablet 
enrollment procedure has been approved by the PUCO. Explained the SCO vs the MV8 and advised that if she wants to be 
with CEO's SCO, she woidd need to cal OEO and so advise the company. Advised that I would dose the investigation at 
this time. Invited a cad back with any questions about this matter or any future utility concerns. Left hotline number.

Called Ms. Stevenson back to advise the company response. Advised that IGS has put her on its Do Not Solicit List.
0019369 Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:S8 PM 3001: Advised that it could take 24 hours to take effect. Advised that I would close and invited a call back.,

Called the customer to go over the company response and close. Advised that the company stated that she had enrolled 
on 6/13/17. The company stated that its representative visited her on 2/5/28 to assist with the cancellation. The 
company also stated that its representative also spoke to her on 2/20/18 vrtien she advised that she wished to cancel IGS.
Advised that the account is in the process of being removed from IGS and returning to DEO. Adwsed that the tablet 
enro^ent procedure has been approved by the PUCO. Explalried the SCO vs the M\W and advised that if she wants to be 
with OEO's SCO, she would need to call OEO artd so advise the comparty. Advised that I wo«Ad dose the investigation at 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:58 PM 3001: this time. Invited a call back with any questions about this matter or any future utility concerns. Left hotSne number.
•cafler says the door2door Rep. Benjamin Childs from IGS Energy stopped by yesterday to find out why she changed her 
supplier

•caVer says on Jan 26, she changed back to OEO from IGS Energy 
•caRer says she found out later it was changed back via the computer
•caler says IGS Is fraudulently enrolling her with Ure company | caller says IGS went bcNnd her back and did this 
•caler says she want sometNng done about it 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:SS PM 3001: -case if was provided
customer calling back to speak to MC. I asked if she would like to leave a message It goes to vm and she states she would. 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:58 PM 3001:1 called MC and went to vm and I transferred the customer.
Interstate Gas Sup0181:S8 PM 3001: Received a customer voice message asking for a return call.

Called the customer back. She says that she received a letter from OEO showing that she had been re-enrolled with IGS.
Advised that this Is rtot what the company is saying. She says Uiat they have been at her house at least S times recently.
Advised that I could have the company place her on its Do Not Call, Do Not Mail and Do Not Knock Lists. She said that she 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 1.S8 PM 3001: would like UtaL Advised that I woidd do that ar>d call her back once the comparty had advised me of the effective date.
Called Ms. Stevenson back to advise the company response. Advbed that IGS has put her on Its Do Not Solicit List.

Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:58 PM 3001: Adwsed that it could take 24 hours to take effect Advised that I would close and Invited a call back.,
0019944 Interstate Gas SupOlS 4.08 PM 3001: Response wiUienrollment card copy mailed to consumer April 6,2018.

Interstate Gas SupOlS 4:08 PM 3001: Re\4ewed IGS final response, pending to contact consumer.

1/30/18 called to comi^alnt that IGS Energy sent a disconnect notice for my ectriclty bill when was not delinquent In my 
payment The representative I spoke to asserted that I’ve signed a contract for IGS to supply electricity to 2020 at such a 
very high rate for 36 months, I disputed and demanded the copy of my signed contract, she affirmed to send my signed 
contract. T9| this date IGS hasn't sent the document Vi^th my signature requested(feten to my conversation with IGS rep). 
On 3/5/181 called First Energy Solutions to switch at reatty very lower rate of deliveryl On 3/6/18, IGS Energy wrote me 
that I terminated my contract with it early and subject to a penaltyl
I've asked It for a refund for its overcharge bW threatened disconnection! I'm still asking it send a copy of the so claimed 
signed contract by it's represt on 1/30/18. Please play the recording of the conversation I had with her. It's for you to 

Interstate Gas Sup018 4:08 PM 3001: adjudicate Oie enforcement of unsigned contract and impose whatever penalty on IGS for its business practices.
0020048 Interstate Gas SupOlS 3;23 PM 3001; left detailed message for customer asked for call backif she is stRI has questions.

1 called Vectren and spoke to Shelly, she states that this is a NON-RESIDENTIAI account and dtat the customer is currently 
with Direct Energy. I am rwt sure why she was sent that letter. I asked if she called IGS and spoke to them? I explained 
that I do not know this is part of a government aggregation. Normally that letter is for the SCO rate for residential 
customers. Not sure if she was sent that letter by mistake? I told her if she stHI has questions to please call me back and 

Interstate Gas Sup018 3:23 PM 3001: left cafl back info, dose case. W3I re-open if customer calls back.
Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:23 PM 3001: reviewed the customer complaint. SCO, wul call and close.
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I recently received a letter from 1(3$ Energy notifying me that they had been "recently awarded the right to h riR
natural ga$ by my utility (Vectren) through a competitive auction process overseen by PUCO. rage OD OT lUD

I never received a letter from Vectren stating this change, not did I authonze this change in suppiier. I do not want IGS 
Energy to be my gas sufqilier.

Please advise. Thank you for your assistartce in this matter.
Lisa A Bauer
Periphery Ventures U.C dba Mayflower Arts Center 
9 West Main Street

Interstate Gas SupOlS 3.23 PM 3001: Troy OH 45373 
0020074 Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:26 PM 3001: came in account to change from vectren to igs

cust stadng he just signed up with Constellation 3 months ago at a variable rate 
cust Slating he just received a welcome tetter from IGS 
cust stating he never signed up with IGS
cust stating he called Constellation and IGS but they weren't any help 
cust called Vectren and was adv to contact PUCO
I looked cust address in gas government aggregations but It didnt pidl up anything
cust doesnt want IGS just wants to stay with Constetation 
cust Is very upset saying hes done caging around just needs help with this now 
adv cust we can investigate into this dnce no one was helpful 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:26 PM 3001: icb
explained to customer he has 2 different addresses with Vectren which was not explained previously. He is under the SCO 
program which means he has not contracted with a supplier for the rate of his service. Under the SCO he is randomly 
assigned to a supplier. It appears he was randomly as^^ed to Constellation at both adctresses before. He was assigned 
to IGS this year for one and Constellation for the other. I explained he would have to leave the SCO and sign up for a 
contract with Constellation to get that address back to Constellatioa Caller understood and said he would call 

interstate Gas SupOlB 3:26 PM 3001: Constellation.
CALL TO CLOSE
explained the residential account is not with IGS and the notice has the Business account number. He does not want to 

0020202 lnterstateGasSup3189;18AM 3001: change the Business account from IGS.
Ihe customer states he has not been vnth DPLER for several years He should not have been induded with the switch to 

Interstate Gas SupllS 9:18 AM 3001: IGS.
Interstate Gas 5up318 9:18 AM 3001: Customer provided business accountif instead of residential account tf

Called DP&l His residential account was dropped from DPLER on April 24,2015. The IGS notice is for the business account 
Interstate Gas SupllS 9:18 AM 3001: and the notice has the business account number.
Interstate Gas SupllB 9:18 AM 3001: Follow up response from company received, re-dosii^ case.

CALL TO CLOSE
ex^ained the residential account is not with IGS and the notice has the Business account number. He does not want to 

Interstate Gas SupMS 9:18 AM 3001: change tiie Business account from IGS.
OOlOllS-Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:11 PM 30013 Response letter with opt-out notice and AEP rescission notice mailed to consumer April 17,2018.

-caller says the for the 3rd time in the past 4 years, he has been switched over to IGS Energy without his permission 
•caller mentioned govt aggregation program 
•caller says he NEVER reev'd an enrollment notke/opt-out itr 
-caller believe this is a scam going on
-per utility map » Electric Government Aggregator interactive Map » no results 
•as of date • caller was placed on the electric Do Not Aggregate 8$t» confirmation number 1$ 71S8 
•caller was advised to contact the PUCO if/when he reev an enrolment notice/(H>t-out Itr from Ns community's gov't agg 
program

•caller says he want to file a complaint against 16SEne^b/c he NEVER authorize them to change his acet, etc...
•cased provided
■caller complimented the Intake by saying that the customer sve provided was wonderful 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:11 PM 3001:>Note:caIlerwants to be reached via US maU
Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:11 PM 30013 Rescission notices received from AEP. Pending to contact consumer and close investigation.

Advised caller to call igs and advise them you want to cancel.
Advised to call Dominion to advise them as weD 

0020483 Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:1S PM 30013 icb if neccesary
Customer calling for mom (mom in hospital- daughter takes care of her bills)
Mom has Dominion 
She received a letter from Igs
Rep came to mom’s door and to<d mom she was there to help pay the bill.
The letter Is dated the 04/11/10 (daughter not sure of when rep came to door)
Mom has Dementia and is hard of hearing
Caller states the letter arrived on the 17th. (caller states it gives her 3 days to cancel)
Advised caller Dominion wBI send opt out notice and can opt out 
Advised caller to call Igs and advise tiiem you want to cancel.
Advised to calf Dominion to advise them as well 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:15 PM 3001-icb if necessary.
0020547 Interstate Gas Sup318 9:54 Mul 3001: Referred to company
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On April 16 customer changed the name because her spouse passed away. Customer was paying approximat^^.3/q^ ^
so she cancelled Direct Energy and called AEP the same day (AprS 16 to enroll). Customer received nodiication ^Sner ' OT 1UO 
enrollment with AEP Energy was denied because there was another supplier on the account. Customer called Vectren and 
was told IGS enrolled customer on April 19. Customer states she has never heard of IGS and has never spoken to IGS.
Customer would like to know how to cancel enrollment with IGS.

Interstate Gas SupllS 9:S4 AM 300121 advised of number for IGS and Invited cal back. I advised concerns will be documented.
00207£9<interstate Gas Sup)18 9:33 AM 3001: Advised caller to call back when can

Caller has Aep
Caller trying to find out why he was signed up v^th a supplier 
(Caller not sure of who supplier is-he Mates last bil shows tgs)
Attempted to gather additional Info

Interstate Gas Sup318 9:33 AM 30C13 Caller states his boss Is CMnIng and he has to go/wiS call back 
0020839 Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:09 PM 3001: Advised her to call IGS regarding Invoice.

Customer is 86 yrs old and just got a bill from IGS saying they will bill her 14.95 per month. She is not sure why this Is.

^oketo Carmen and IGS Is her suppher since 2014.

Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:09 PM 3001: Advised her to call IGS regarding invoice.
0020863 Interstate Gas SupOlS 4:21 PM 3001: Left vm for cust on May 22 to respond by d$ of business on May 25 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 4:21 PM 3001: Closing case as cust has not responded w/info requested from co,
Per ph conv w/cust, advd co. rsp. Advd this Is not a gov. agg. enrollment. After further conversation, cust rc’d a notice 
that her contract was expiring. She said she called to say she did not want to renew her contract w/them and wished to 
cancel. I expid this is not tiie same, expid the diff. Advd that i'll have to go back to the company and inquire about what 
she is saying and go from there.
Cust Is pretty sure she called from the number that is noted on record, but if not, 937-7874163.

Interstate Gas Sup0184:21 PM 3001: Advd I will be in touchjust as soon as i know something.
•caller says during Nov -or- Dec 2017, caller reev'd an enrollment nolice/opt-out itr from IGS Energy, and she contacted 
IGS Energy and opted-out
-caller says she was shocked to learn that IGS did not honor her request 
•caller wants to know why her request to opt-out wasn't honored?

Interstate Gas SupOlS 4:21 PM 3001: -case # and timeline provided
Called cust, left vm, advd the co, k requesting the dates she called, and if so, she wo«4d have received a cancellation 
confirmation number. Advd cust that In order for the co. to research this, both is being requested. Advd will keep case 
open until cIs of business on May 2S, if I don’t receive a cb by then. I'll cIs the complaint 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 4:21 PM 3001- Provided bodi HUI and direct.
•referred caller to both TE 8i CGO to hiquire about her acet status with IGS Energy | can cancel -or- contact IGS Energy and 
cancel

00209S4I Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:06 PM 3001: 'invited call back, if necessary

-caller is contacting the PUCO about a possible enrollment with IGS Energy
•caller did admit to speak with rep from IGS a few weeks ago - although, caller says she didn't want to swKch to IGS 
•caller reev'd a Itr from IGS about a $99 cancellaHon fee, etc...
-caller inquired about cancelling with IGS
•referred caller to both TE & CGO to Inquire about her acci status with IGS Energy | can cancel -or- contact IGS Energy and 
cancel

Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:06 PM 3001: -im^ed call back, if necessary
•referred caller to both TE & CGO to Inquire about her acet status with IGS Energy | can cancel -or- contact IGS Energy and 
cancel

00209S4- Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:13 PM 3001: -invited call back, if rrecessary

•caller is contacting the PUCO about a possible enrollment with IGS Energy
•caller did admit to speak with rep from IGS a few weeks ago - although, caller says she didn't want to switch to IGS 
•caller reev'd a Itr from IGS about a $99 cancellation fee, etc...
-caller ii>quired about cancelling with IGS
-referred caller to both TE & CGO to inquire about her acet status with IGS Energy | can cancel -or- contact IGS Energy and 
cancel

Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:13 PM 3001: -invited call back. If necessary 
002104& Interstate Gas SupOlS 4:20 PM 3001: Spoke to Ute customer and advised of the ETF being waived.

The customer had IGS and switched to Nortitem American Power and received ant ETP of 199.00 from IGS. However, she 
never agreed to continue after her contract exfrired. Nor did she get a renewal notice from the company that her contract 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 4:20 PM 3001: would continue unless she canceled or sh would have caked, 
ent;

Left vokemall advising of response again.

0021071> Interstate Gas SuplS 10:10 AM 3001: ■* Closing case
Calkng to voice her corKern over IGS being her new supplier and suddenly her budget going up to $70. Previous budget 

Interstate Gas SuplS 10:10 AM 3001: was $43. Customer feels that she never would have agreed to a rate of ,S59/ccf with a $99 ETF. 
left vokemall advinng of response again.

InterstateGas SuplS 10:10 AM 3001: ** Closing case
Interstate Gas SuplS 10:10 AM 3001: Leftcustomera voicemail msg advising her of company response. Invited cb.

IGS states theydkl not got to customers home. There Is actually a block on the account to prevent agents from enrollirtg 
00211331 Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:32 PM 3001: the customer due to unpaid balance.
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Caller Calling for grandmother _
Grandmother has Dayton power and light Page 58 Of

Caller states grandma Is 90 years old
Callerstatesigscame to the door in past arul she advised that they did not want to switch 
(Caller states that the police were called and police advisedofgangineinbers In area)
Caller states they do not recaB receiving any opt out notices or gov agg info 
They state people always come to their door and call but they never agreed to switch.
Caller states st^iplier has been bilfir^ her from june 2017'April 2017

Catler wants to knowhow supplier was added/ Caller wants bill adjusted to rate she would have been billed had supplier 
Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:32 PM 30011 not been added

I called the granddaughter and left message. I explained that 1 received a response back from IGS and it states the 
fcdlowing:

IGS does not show that we knocked on this customer home. We actually have a block placed on the account to v^ere 
our agents cannot enroll the customer for electric due to an unpaid balance we wrote off.

I eiqstalnedin the complaint it stated that IGS vras on her bill. Iwaswonderingifshe could give me the bat Info, tasked 
Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:32 PM 3001: her to call me back and left caB back info.
Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:32 PM 3001: customer did not respond, closing case. vrUI reopen if customer callback, close case.

0021367 Interstate Gas SupDlS 9:39 AM 3001; kb
cust stating he only signed up for gas with igs but somehow theyre on his electric as weH 
asked cust if he showed his electric t^ll as well said no
gave cust number to igs so he can see how they became his supplier and to caitcel if needed 

Interstate GasSup318 9:39 AM 3001: kb

My electric service was switched from being a direct AEP customer to belr^ a customer of IGS without my permission. 
Speaking to AEP, they show Uiat as far as their records go back I have not been a direct cummer of AEP.

Several years ago I had a gentleman from IGS knock on my door and was very aggressive about convincing me to switch to ^ 
IGS. I repeatedly declined explaining that my father had worked for AEP for over 30 years and I felt loyalty to AEP.

I examirted my electric bill for other reasons and noticed IGS on my bBI. I then called AEP's customer servke and was 
informed that I was no longer an AEP customer. AEP is putting in a change request to have my account transferred to 

0021381 Interstate Ga$ SupOlS S:10 PM 3001: AEP, but I am very upset that my electric service provider was changed without my knowledge or consent.
LM ON VM TO CLOSE

Interstate Gas SupOlS 5;10 PM 3001: explained govt agg program, referred to PUCO website for electric do not aggregate form.

-caNIng to follow up on complaint filed with the PIKO on June 22 
-caHer provided case 800214375
'Note: per Salesforce, a reply from company recVd - although, don't know If LG had a chance to review lesportse yet 
•caBer advised of timeline, etc...

0021437 Interstate Gas SuplS 12:44 PM 3001: -caB routed to vm, per request

cust stating he never signed up for IGS Energy 
cust stating they sent him a letter stating his rate was going to go up 
he called to cancel on 4/4/18
cust is on budget with dp&l and the amount was $267 now its went up over $70
custjust wants Oris looked into to see how they became Is su|H>Ber and to get credit back since he never agreed to this 
cust also wants to add after he cancelled in aprll he got another letter in june welcoming him to IGS ene^ so he had to 
cancel again
cust stating this is wrong and wants puco to look Into this 
adv cust of investigation process 

Interstate Gas SuplS 12:44 PM 3001: icb
Spoke with customer, explained current supplier enrollment attempt Is with govt agg program. Explained IGS took over 

InterstateGasSuplS 12:44 PM 3001: for DLPERartd I have asked how he was ertrolled with C^LEP.
Interstate Gas SuplS 12:44 PM 3001: Calling to speak with inv. Placed in vm

returned customer's cal. VM message I left was incomplete.
Interstate Gas SuplS 12:44 PM 300111 expl^ned he was adjusted $697.68 total. An additional $291.51 above Initial $306.17.

LMONVMTOaOSE

explained IGS explained Uiey obtained his account from DPLbutthey could not prove enrollment with OPL so IGS adjusted 
InterstateGasSuplS 12:44 PM 3IM1: charges to PTC on bills.

customer called back about his case, wanted to inform LG. that IGS Is still billing OPL for this $374.11 amount last week 
IGS sent him a check for 'credit for wrong rate' in the amount of $206.57. he cashed and deposited that In hts bank. OPL 
bill due 9/1/lS, they have allowed him to skip three payments so that he wouldn't have to pay IGS. he's still short of a 

InterstateGasSuplS 12:44 PM 3001:credit for this $374that they are sttlUllii^ him for. customer wouldlB(e a caR back from I.G-
Customer left message that coropatvy caKed him ant) they are removing the $374.11. Thanked me for the immediate 

Interstate Gas Supl812:44 PM 3001: response.
-calling for LG » provided case B0021437S 

Interstate 6as SuplS 12:44 PM 3001: -caR routed to vm, per request 
Interstate Gas SuplS 12:44 PM 3001: Calling to speak with LG, it to LG
Interstate Gas SuplS 12:44 PM 3001: Company errtall received after customer closed case, closing again.

QQ21578 Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:S1 PM 3001: Called July 24,2018 and spoke wMr customer to^se case.

106
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Caller calling about Igs Page 59 Of 106
Caller states on April 12th Igs supplier came to Ms door to save him money.
Caller did not have his blR but he agreed to switch and was advised if not see sawngs to opt out 
Caller states he called Supplier on April 17th and opted out

Caller states he just noticed Igs was billing him.
Caller was billed $111.80
(Caller states he just recently received and opt out notice about Igsj

Caller called Cei and was advised that Igs did not submit opt out info until May 17th.
Caller called Igs toinqulreand was told that their system showedhim cancelled out as of 04/17/18.

Advised would send up for invest^tton/Advised of tknellne/icb
Caller wants to know how he was signed up(voke recording/etc)/ Caller wants su^ier cancelled/C^ler wants bal 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:S1 PM 8001: adjusted to the rate he would have been billed prior to the switch/ CaBer does not want an etf
Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:S1 PM 3001: Reviewed case, please send to CGO to find out the reason for Ute delay.

uaneoana spose wun Mr. ana mrs. wooo: Aovtseaiusis toissuea reruno or approximately >c.r./u. Aoviseo ib> wiir re
rate the billed usage of 1S5S kvrh from $0.0719 to the C€l P2C of $0.0573. Explained that CEI held the IGS charges but 
those will now need to be paid to CEI. Advised IGS should issue the refund vdthin 4-8 weeks. Advised both to contact me 
if the refund is not received.

Mrs. Wood was very upset by the whole issue with IGS. She states if she has seven days to cancel after agreeing to accept 
the product then she has seven days. ********£xplalned that the cancellation coi4d not be processed until the add 
order was completed. Adw'sed that the IGS csr should have inforrrted Mr. Wood Usat he needed to caH CEI to cancel 
before the rescission period. *••••••
Assured Mrs. Wood that supplier complaints are reviewed by RSAD after lAD completes the investigation. However, IGS 
provided the service and can be paid for the service provided. But. ICS can't receive more in payment then Uiey would 
have paid to CEi for Uie same service.

Both Mr. and Mrs. Wood were very nice and understanding of the response and both thanked me for the Investigabon 
and the call but they are still both very frustrated with IGS and the canceHation process.

Interstate GasSupOlS 1;$1 PM 3001: Thanked both Mr. arid Mrs. Wood for bringing this to the PUCO and invited c^l bade if they have future issues.
Interstate Gas Sup0181:Sl PM 30013Reviewedresponse, pending to contact Mr. Wood when I return to the office July 23,2018,

I told thecustomer I would send this over to N.R. for review, because I have r«ever dealt with this scenario. I'm not sure if 
Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:51 PM 3001: IGS should refund or CEI.

Caller states the bill with CEI is due now, states he was told (hat the $111.80 billed by IGS vwuld be placed in dispute. He 
needs to know what is going on with the investigation.

Advised IGS says they sent the cancellation to CEI on April 17,2018, advised PUCO needs a copy of the iransactton report 
from CEI to verify who Is in violation before we can ask for credit. Advised CEI will also be asked to place the KSS charges 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:51 PM 3001: into dispute. Gave caBer my name and advised some one from the PUCO v^l folow up ud(h him shortly.
I never OK'd IGS to take over my service otkc my contract with OP&L Energy was done in May 2018. They want to charge 
me $25 to cancel the service and are snide In their comments to me. They claim as long as they have my address on file 
theysenta letter claiming they were the new carrier, l neverrecelvedanyletters, nordid I authorize or s^n anything to 
authorize a conbnuation of service with (hem once the DP&L Energy service was fulfaied as of May 2018. I spoke with 
Jessica at 888-330-8361 ext S067 who would not give me a yes or no answer, but rather has put me off unhl close of 
business tomorrowl?! I've been given the run around and enou^ is enough. I have told OP&L to transfer my service to 
them as I do not want IGS. IGS shoidd not be allowed to get away with tins auto transfer of service and charge a fee to 

0021606 Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:12 PM 3001: cancel. I had no Indication this was happerting.
Called the customer to go over IGS response and close. Reached voice mall. Left message advlsir^ that I had received a 
response from IGS. Explained that IGS had purchased the accounts of DPLER and that is how IGS became her supplier.
Advised that IGS was allowed to do so. Advised thalthecompanyprovidedine with acopy of a letter sent to her notifying 
her of same. Also explained that the company sent two notices out advising that It would be automatically renewing her 
contract unless she called to cancel. Advised that the company is allowed to do so under tiie PUCO rules, but that the 
maximum ETF that can be charged Is $25 in that circumstance. Advised that the cofr^)any iraScated that it had waived 
titat $2S ETF. Advised that I would close the investigation at this time. Invited a call back with any questions about this 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:12 PM 3001- matter or any future utklty concerns. Left hotline number.
00216171 Interstate GasSuplS 10:59 AM 3001: Response letter mailed to consumer July 6,2018. Spoke with consumer by phone July 9,2018.

Caller has Dayton Power and Light 
Caller noticed Igs as supplier on her bill.
Calter called supplier to cancel and was advised of a $25 etf.
Caller states she rtever signed up for Igs.

Caller states supplier advised she signed up and her account was also renewed In AprV.
Caller states she never agreed to a renewal.
Caller states the supplier advised that she received a letter.
Caller states she never received a letter.

Advised would send up for irwestigatlon/Advised of timeline/ Icb 
Caller wants to know how she was originally signed up (voice recording/etc)

Interstate Gas SuplS 10:59 AM 3001: Caller wants supplier cancelled/ CaHer does not want to pay an etf
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Re(urne<l ca)> to Mrs. Reinhart: She states she was very aware that IGS acquired DPI Energy In 2017, she 106
have any concern regarding how the account was ervoHed with IGS. She states her complaint was that she oid^nc&w 
the renewal notices. She states she has been In Florida and had her mail forwarded, she thinks perhaps the renewal 
notices weren't forwarded. She also states that she told OPL that Mr. Reinhart died in late 2017 and that she was in 
Florida, she states DPI should have told IGS this.

Advised her that IGS would not be aware that Mr. Reinhart had died or that her malBng address was In Florida (service 
address Is $tl8 in Ohio) unless she called the supplier to report this and since she knew Hie sect was enrolled with IGS then 
she should have reported the changes to the account to IGS.

Advised her the renewal notices were issued in f eb 2016 and IGS didn't receive a response. She states that IGS didn't teti 
her when the enrollment was ending • advised her that was what the renevral notices were. Advised it appears IGS can 
bin for the ETF if she cancels. Mrs. Reinhart responded Hiat IGS Is taking advantage of the elderly and she can't believe 

Interstate Gas SvplR 10:59 AM 3001: the PUCO Is letting them do this. She then thanked me for the call back, 
cust calling to check on case 
transferred cust to C.C vm 

Interstate Gas SuplS 10:59 AM 3001: icb 
0021690 Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:33 PM 3001: call OE to cancel.

Caller has Ohio Edison for electric, but Is being contacted by IGS on multiple occasions and found out he has been 
Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:33 PM 3C0l:switched. Caller doesn't want logo to IGS, soreferred to Ohio Edison to cancel out service.

VM states customer recleved letter that is $25 charge.
0021756 Interstate Gas SuplS 10:28 AM 3001: called customer back, IVM asking who was charging the $25.

Interstate Gas SuplS 10-.2S fM 3001: Called customer back and left a message, advised that I went over AS comments and if arvy furtiser questions to call bKk.
Interstate Gas SuplS 10:28 AM 3001: Trsf call to investigator.

customer Is calling back and states that MH called her and left a message. I explained I can read her the call notes and If 
shehasadditlonalquestionsshe would need to speak to MH. I read her the notes from 7/19/18. she states any signature 
would not be her mothers as her mother can not see. She had that macular generation and can not see to write her 
name. I puBed up the co re^onse and there is a signature from the Ipad. she disputes this and states that there Is no way 
It is her mothers signature, she would tike to contest that, I toldher weeansend her acopyof that, if she would like to 
pursue the issue she could file a formal comfrfaint. She cancelled the enrollment, she states that is preying on the elderly.
She states the guy came artd sal on her mothers porch arKi wwid not leave. Thenshereceived a can from a Andrew 
Kaufman from the company and her mother is now scared to answer her phone. I told her she does rtot have to speak to 
them. I also explained she may want to contact state rep about the Issue as well, she states she vwuld like to see the 
signature, I told her we can send that to her and she states she would like a formal comr^int. 11^ her we can send that 
too. she thanked me for the Info and thanked for talking with her. Please mail the info to the following:

Pat Garrison 
849 Highway 2

Interstate Gas SuplS 10:28 AM 3001: Blue Ridge, GA 30513
VM from Pat, mother got call friday, thinks said from FES. Pat called FES and was told they note when they call accounts 
and they did not call her.

Interstate Gas SuplS 10:28 AM 3001: Called customer back, advised caller hundreds of suppliers, and to opt out of marketing.
Interstate Gas SuplS 10:28AM 3001: Patieftvm that her mother was part of Summit county aggregation. FESgoIngto waive the $25 fee.

•the daughter (Pat Garrison) Is calling for MH 
•provided case R217S63
-caller says she realy need to get a msg over to MH 

(ntetstate Gas SupU 10:28 AM 3001: -cal routed to vm, per request
Customer called back in, stating OE charging her mom $25 to go back with them. Advised caller not the way it worked, and 
that the enroHmeni was rescinded before sv^tch could happen. Asked caller if she spoke with OE, and she has not. advised 

Interstate Gas SuplS 10:28 AM 3001: to contact OE, advised vrill be mailing FC packet.
Caller is daughter, caller states her mother. 91 and almost blind, someone came up and asked to see bill.
Caller contacted OE and account had been switched to IGS, caller states mother never authorized switch.

account number 110008706217

advised would reach out to co. 
advised of case number and time frame.

Interstate Gas SuplS 10:28 AM 3001: daughter Is POA Pat Garrison.
Pat Garrison caIBng for MH.

Interstate Gas SuplS 10:28 AM 3001: Transfer to MH voice mail per customer's request 
cust calling to speak vrith M.H

Interstate Gas SuplS 10:28 AM 3001: transferred cust over to vm
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IGS i$ very confident the Mrs. Green enrolled the account, the agent had an appt to go bade and meet with her this we^ !
to sign up the gas and home warranty protection.

I have attached a copy of the signed contract for your re\riew. 6elow you will find the information from our agent's iPad 
we use to track the agents location.

It ai^ears the daughter rescinded the account due to drop that took place Mrs. Green is no longer with IGS.

Interstate Gas Supl810:28 AM 3001; Called and LVM for dau^ter w/ co response,
Interstate Gas SuptS 10:28 AM 3001: received VM from the customer.
interstate Gas SuplS 10:28 AM 3001: mailed fC packet and copy of signed doc from co.

Customer ’ Pat Garrison" is calling on behalf of her mother regarding FC Case g 184301-el-css.

Customer is attempting to reach attorney examiner DF to fax a copy of her POA, enabling her to speak on behalf of her 
mother at a scheduled hearing on 12/4/18.

I Informed the customer DF is current unavailable.
Customer claims she also faxed a copy of the POA to the smed department today, and Included attn DF and FC case tt. 

Interstate Gas SuplS 10:28 AM 3001: Transferred customer to DF voicemail as re<|uested.
Pat Garrison calling on behalf of her mother Dorothy Green. Pat needs to send in her POA paperwork to Of and has not 
heard back from him yet. Customer needs legal department's fax number.

DF is not available. Transfer to DF voicemail and advised I wMI send him an email advising that customer called for Uie fax 
Interstate Gas Supl810:28 AM 3001-number.
Interstate Gas SuplS 10:28 AM 3<XI1: Email sent to DF

0021781 Interstate Gas SuplS 11:08 AM 3001; Enrollment was completed by a relative. Customer is okay with the enrollment.
Caned and spoke to the customer. She acknowledged that she spoke to IGS and that the problem was resolved. She had 

Interstate Gas SuplS 11:08 AM 3001: no other concerns at (hb time.

Caller stated that she is living in KY but has an house in Ohio that she does rent out from time to time. She stated that 
while she was in Ohio, a sales rep came to the door asidng her about enrolling but she denies gMnghim any info or signing 
anything. She states that she has something that is signed but it is not her s^nature. Not sure how she got ^t or where 
it came from as she would not say. She stated that she got a letter from IGS sa^ng that she needs to call artd complete 
the enroHment but she stated that she did not want to corr^lete die enrollment. She was able to say that the IGS rate Is 
5.89 for 36 months with a $89 ETF. If she cancels now, then she would have to pay the fee. She also spoke to Vectren and 
rep told her that she would try to stop the cancellation but could not guarantee. Tried to explain to her that if she was 
enrolled than IGS had some type of enrollment Information. Asked her for the Vectren account number and she could rwt 
give it to me as she states that when she gets a bill she forwards it on to the p»son paying the bill. Advised her if she can 
get the account number then to give us a call back. Advised her that we woi.dd contact the company to see what they 
have to say about the enrollment and to allow us up to 10 business days to get a response back from IGS and then at that 

interstate Gas SuplS 11:08 AM 30013 point we would be In contact with her.
SPOKE WITH CUSTOMER TO CLOSE
Explained IGS was added by aty Aggregate program 4/17. Opt .Out notice sent 2/17. exfrfained Electric Do Not Aggregate 

0021797. Interstate Gas SupOlS 5:22 PM 30013 form on website.
I received my Duke bill today, IGS magically appeared on ftere as my new electric supplier. Duke has instructions, not to 
share my Information. IGS states that there Is a Ml. Healthy Community Program, that signed me up. The rep stated 
Information was mailed out to meandif I didn't respond I was automatically enrolled. Wherein the HE** do they do that 
at?

My apartment community has a stremg policy of 'no smelting'
Interstate Gas SupOlS 5:22 PM 30013 Ihe rep stated that everyone has tMs out here) I didn't authorize any switch to my Duke energy account, 

cust calling about igs becoming her supplier 
adv cust of government aggregation

Interstate Gas Sup018 5:22 PM 3(K)13 cust upset that she had to opt out Itt order for the change to not occur and that its double what shes been paying 
0021847- Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:51 PM 3(K)13 Customer's wife enrolled their account In IGS. Customer called to drop case.

Customer states he got a message from Ellgo that he switched to IGS and wanted to make sure he wanted to make the 
swrtch. Customer states he never authorized any change to IGS or Eligo. Customer states In October 2017 is when Eligo 
switched, start date 11/10/17. Customer states Eligo is charging him $10/month remaining on the contract. C£l said it 
would be $30 because there are 3 months remaining on the contract. CEI cancelled Eligo and IG5 for the customer.

Interstate Gas SupOiS 1:51 PM 300131 ad>rtsed of investigative process.
Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:51 PM 30013 Caller states that he was advised by his wife that she did enr^l with IGS, He wishes to close the case at Uiis time 

0022321 Interstate Gas SuplS 12:44 PM 30013 rtc
Caller states that she received a Itr from OE that cancelled her suppfier IGS • but she is not sure hew or if IGS has her gas 

Interstate Gas SuplS 12:44 PM 30013 acet • refer to CO to inquire how or if they prewde her sve • provided number • invited call back.

TPV completed March 16,2018 by ftkhard Greathouse, son. He enrolled both the gas and electric account The contracts 
0022370-Interstate Gas Sup318 8:49 AM 3001: are for a 36 mos rate of $4.36/Mcf for gas and a fixed rale of 6.69/Kwh for 36 mos ETF is $99 per account,
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(Caller states his first month was to be free)
Caller states he is being billed by Igs.
Caller states Igs has called him repeatedly but he always states he is tvit interested. j

Caller states he does not recall receiving any opt out info. :

Caller states he contacted Cei and igs and advised that he wants Smart Energy and never agreed to a switch.
Caller states Cel advHed they did notknowwhatwas going on and Igs states he agreed to sign up with them.
Caller disputes that he agreed to have account switched.

Advised would send up for investigation/ Advbed of timeline/ icb
Calter wants to know how account was switched/CaRer wants the bill adjusted to the rate it would have been prior to the 

Interstate Gas Sup318 8:49 AM 3001- switch/ Caller wants Igs canceDed
LM Informing Mrs. Greathouse the IGS TPV completed March 16,2018 by Richard Greathouse, son. He enrolled both die 
gas and electric account. The contracts are for a 36 mos rate of $4.36/Mcf forgas and a fixed rate of 6.69/Kwh for 36mos.
ETE is $99 per account. Advised the TPV Is valid and the contract terms and conditions are legally binding so I lack the 

interstate Gas Sup318 8:49 AM 30011 ability to require them to negate the terms. to hear the recording.
0022377 Interstate GasSuplS 12:00 PM 30011EA to cancel, ONS

Caller contacting on behalf mother. Caller states that she had received notice that mother had enrolled with IGS for both 
gas and electric on 8/17, Advised caller of seven day rescission period and gave numbers for EA of both CG and AEP. Also 

Interstate Gas Supl812:00 PM 30011 adiKsed caller (who has POA) to put mother on Do Not Solicit list. Invited callback.
0022398'lnterstate Gas SuplS 10:43 AM 3001: Called to dose

utscomer nas loceoo eoison lor eiectrie.

Customer is disputing the enrollment with supplier IGS Energy

Customer received a notice from IGS energy confirming her enrollment for electric service.

Customer did speak to a rep from IGS, who came to her home on Tuesday 8/21/2018.
Customer claims she talked vrith the IGS Representative, but she did not give authorization to switch.

IGS Supplier Rep Name. Jonathan Pfaff contact info (S8S)747*5885 (Territory Manager)

Customer claims the IGS rep did review their electric bill.

(Toledo Edison Acctff 110019033312)

Interstate Gas SuplS 10:43 AM 3001: Advised to contact Toledo Edison to cancel the switch to supplier IGS.

CO response:
IGS has tried to reach the customer a number of time to lewew the complaint and we have not been able to reach her.
Attached you will find a copyof our GPS location. Our agent spent 19 min at her home I have also attached a copy of Uie 
signed documents and emails we sent to Ms. Hennessy.
At this time I do show both account are cancelled and no eariy term fee was charged.

called customer to review response. Customer states she did sign the IPad, but the rep stated he was there to do the 
opposite of what was done.

Interstate Gas Supl810:43 AM 3001; advised caller to call back if anything changes.
0022398-Interstate Gas SuplS 11:07 AM 30011 CaBed to close

«.ustomer nas Loiumna uas

Customer Is disputing the enrollment with supplier IGS Energy

Customer received a notice from IGS energy confirming her enrollment for gas service.

Customer did speak to a rep from IGS who came to her home on -Riesday 8/21/2018.
Customer claims she talked vs^h the IGS Representative, but she did not give authorization to sv^ch,

IGS Supplier Rep Name; Jonathan Pfaff contact info (S8S)747-S88S (Territory Manager)

Customer claims the IGS rep did review their gas biB.

(Cotumbia gas AcctB 113091800010004}

Interstate Gas SuplS 11:07 AM 3001; Advised to contact Columbia Gas to cancel the switch to SUppRer IGS,

CO response:
IGS has tried to reach the customer a number of time to review the comc^nt and we have not been aUe to reach her.
Attached you wlH find a copy of our GPS location. Our agent spent 19 min at her home. I have also attached a copy of the 
signed documents and emaBs we sent to Ms. Hennessy.
At this time 1 do show both account are canceled and no early term fee was charged.

called customer to review response. Customer states she did sign the IPad, but the rep stated he was tiiere to do the 
opposite of what was done.

Interstate Gas SuplS 11:07 AM 30011 advised caller to call back If anything changes.
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advise customer that billed on igs for electric supply for 7/20/18-S/22/lfi bill for 2163kwh at 6.89ctsAvrfi -i qc
supi^ charges, company shows $99 etf on the terms and condiUons and that supplier is canceled as of 7/2^n^ner 
customer requests cancellation through dpi. Invite callback lfig$$tillshowsonthe9/16biD. customer understands 
Information, review recent email, dose case, send igs_tara chapman followup email that case is closed. igs_tara 

0022467 InterstateCasSuplS 11:47 AM 3001; responds, close case.
Caller states that her roost recent bill was for $359.79. $109.76 of which was charges from iGS (1190 kwh used). Caller 
states that she has had 16$ for Uiree months and has been able to carKel out via DP&L Caller had made several attempts 
to cancel via IGS and was hung up on. Caller also states that when she enrolled by phorte and went through the TPV, she ^ 
was given a choice to press lforyesand2forno, but IQS rep had pressed those numbers for her. Caller is looking to |
ensure that she is cancelled out of IGS and to be credited for difference between IGS and DP&L charges. Advised caller of |

Interstate Gas SuptS 11:47 AM 3001; Investigative process.
customer calls to discuss case, advise customer that company shows customer ordy Ulling one month (or 7/20/18- 
^2/18 period for 2163kwhat6.69ctsAwhfor$149.03supplycharges. company shows per terms ar>d conditions that 
can charge $99 cancellation fee. customer understands information, also advise customer that was cancelled from igs as 
of 7/21/18 from call from dpt, can take 1-2 billing cycles for suppli^ not to be on bill. Invite callbari: if customer shows igs 

Interstate Gas SuplS 11:47 AM 3001; on the 9/18 bill.
Interstate Gas SuplS 11:47 AM 3001; Caller is calling In to reach M.T. about her case to have services cancelled, transferred caller to M.r$ vm. 

uaiier nas uayion power ana iignt
Caller calling about Igs supfrfler
Caller received a bin for $492.79 from Dayton Power and Ught.
Igs is charging him $332.18 and $25 etl

Caller states a rep came to his door about 3 or 4 years ago and he switched over, (he Is not sure of dre exact time.)
He states he recently cancelled in June 2018 with Igs.
He states Igs advised that he could renew. Caller states he did not agree to.
(Caller states the supplier tricked his mother in law out of $500 in the past by renewing so he refused.)

He called Igs to Inquire why he was charged $332.18 and $25etf 
Supplier advised caller signed up in 2017 and his contract did not expire until 2019.
Supplier stated the $332.18 was billed as at the end of contract they charge for amount that was not paid. (Past due)
Caller disputes that that he owes the amount. Caller disputes that he agreed to a contract in 2017.
Caller requested the supplier send him proof of contract/billing- Caller has not received info as of yet.

0022522> IntersUte Gas SupOlS 2:S3 PM 3001:
letter mailed to customer advising that the final charge for $434.07 includes electric supply charge of $76.89, budget tru- 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:53 PM 3001: up of $332.18, and an early termination fee of $25. IGS has agreed to waive the ETF out of courtesy.
0022528 Interstate Gas $up718 8:00 AM 3001: EA

Caller contacting on behalf mother. Caller slates that she had received notice that mother had enrofled with IGS for both 
gas and electric on 8/17. Advised caller of seven day rescission period and gave numbers for EA of both CG and AEP. Also 

Interstate Gas SupllS 8:00 AM 3001: advised caller (who has POA) to put mother on Do Not Solicit list Invited calback.
Customer states he was enrolled with IGS Energy and the enrollment would begin on Sept 11. He states he never enrolled 
with IGS. He tried to contact IGS but the number was not valid that h listed on the letter to contact.

0022S4S. Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:25 PM 3001:1 advised will contact IGS to contact customer to cancel the enrollment and dispute enroSment
I called customer and left voicemail advising the customer was enrolled through the commmtity gas aggregation after no 
response was received from the opt out letter. The enrollment was canceBtd on September 6 artd there is no early 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:25 PM 3001: termination fee.
Itr to cost • dose case - 9/27

0022S70<lntentate Gas SupOlS 3:06 PM 3001: Itr to cust • close case -10/30 
Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:06 PM 3001: *** sent Initial email

Customer called back artd states that he never signed up for electric with IGS. Opening an irtvestigation because the 
Interstate Gas Sup018 3:06 PM 3001: customer states that he did not sign up for their service. Gave caseff Invited call back.

customer caRed, stated that he is disputing this $150 ETF by IGS Energy, he says that they came to his door earlier this 
summer in July 2018 and sold him on a gas rate and he agreed to sign up. then the marketer asked to see Ms elei^rk bill 
but the customer did not want to sign up for electee but the marketer switched his electric surfer without his 
authorization, he says he later got a ETF for $1S0. customer says that he did not agree to it, and the IGS rep toU him he 
did agree to It in writing, he says the IGS marketer tricked him Into slgrring up. he says he did carted the enrolknent.

i advised he would be required to pay the ETF unless he cancelled within 7 days. I advised we can contact the supplier out 
Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:06 PM 3001: of courtesy to see if they could waive the ETF.
Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:06 PM 3001: *** review company response ***

•••draftItr- 9/26•*•
Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:06 PM 3001: ••• place Itr in mail box 9/27 - dose case * ••
Interstate Gas SupOlS 3KI6 PM 3001:1 called the cust • line just rings and rings.
Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:06 PM 3001:1 catted the cust - line just rings and rings • wttl try back at a later date.
Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:06 PM 3001:1 called the cust - line just rtngs and rings.

Caller calling (or S.T 
S.T not available

Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:06 PM 3001: Caller does not want to leave a message- Caller wants a call back
Customer called In. Investigator on hotline. Asked customer what his concerns were. He stated that the PUCO caRed 
him. He is upset that 171.75 appeared on his October bill. He thought the matter was resolved and he had paid IGS off 
and no longer owes them anything so he h asking why Is their name stW on Ms bill? Also, an ICS sales rep came to his 
door. That upset him as he feels IGS are all crooks and he does not want to talk to them any longer. He did not want to 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:06 PM 3001: talk any longer so he ended the call.
Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:06 PM 3001: *** rex^w bils (files)-returned the cust's call-llnejust rings and rings-w8l trybackat a later date. ***



* ce»d TJ's notes -1 called the cuU< line just rings • ref rtotes below *
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* cost's previous 3 bins from OE are In the file section of the case • $171.75 that the cust states Is on his Oct bill is for 
previous charges (not current charges) • he wants to know why IGS’ name is stHi on bis bills • the acct bal shows what the 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 3;06 PM 3001: cust currently owes to both IGS and CEI *
*** read id’s notes-called and spoke with PO at FE: last bill with current charges from IGS was for the svc period 7/3 to 
8/1 - the following bill did not have IG$’$ final charges • PO states that the charges from 165 of $171.75 on his current bii is I 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 3;06 PM 3001: for previous billed IGS charges - she will send bill copies. I
CALL BACK >
•caller says he reev'd the Itr ST sent him - aldrough, its no good 
•caller says IGS is shll charging him »IGS is still on his October & November Ulls 
•caller is requesting to speak to ST 
•caller says $T is going to have to straiten this out!!
■caller was advised that ST Is currently in the office, although attending calls via hodine » not available to take his caB 
at the present time

Interstate Gas SupOlS 3;06 PM 3001: -cal routed over to vm, per request 
Interstate Gas SupOlS 3;(^ PM 3001: * read Si's notes ■
Interstate Gas SupOlS 3iOS PM 3001:1 called the cust - line just rings and rings.
Interstate Gas SupOlS 3;06 PM 3001; * draft letter •
Interstate Gas SupOlS 3^06 PM 3001: * place Itr in mail box • close case *

v.us(omer rtas i»'istL/ciecuic(AcciH /vnos^c/v/)

Customer has IGS as current supplier (Customer U S81372S)

Customer received a notice last year that she Is IGS was her supplier.
Customer called IGS last year regarding the mailer, and claims IGS informed her they own DP&Lnow.

Customer contacted DP&L today 9/7/201$, regarding another mailer received from IGS.
Customer claims DP&linformedherdiatlGSwas a supplier, and DP&Lst9l exists.

Customer is disputing enrollment with IGS.
Customer claims she never gave consent to use IGS as a supplier

Advised i would send up to investigation.
Provided case #

0022594'interstate Gas SupOlS 4;21 PM 3001: Provided my name
LM ONVMTOaOSE
expiaaiedOPL Energy Resources if not 0P£L They are a suppHerand they did go outof business and transferred 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 4;21 PM 3001: contracts to IGS.
Mr. Berry caled for KeHy.

0022S43 Interstate Gas Si^OlS 2;Q2 PM 3001: kfrd to vm.
In 2015, he was contacted by DPL the supplier. He signed up on a 2 yr contract, last month, he received a 200.00 electilc 
bill. He found out that IGS as on his bill and he never requested them. He had DPL remove them.

Today, he gets a bill for 424.00 with anETF of 199.00. HecaBediGSand they said theory he can avoid the ETF is to stay 
with them until May 2019 and he became active with them In June 2017. DPL Is charging S.S cents per kwh and IGS is 
charging 5.7 cents per kwh. IGS then said they took over all o the DPLaccounts.

Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:02 PM 3001: Advised I would contact the company to verify how he was enrolled.
Advised Uie customer diat he was notified of he merger June 2017 and tvs acct is being canceBed with no ETF. Left 

Interstate Gas SupOlB 2:02 PM 3001: message on non recorded line in error.
Left message and advised the customer again that he was notlRed about the merger last June and the 199.00 ETF was 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:02 PM 3001: waived. The 85.00 bat Is due for usage ad wiB not be waived.
Caller states that he received a Mil from DP&l today that has a past due/forwarded amount of$200.44 on It and a supplier 
credit of $113.98 instead of the $199 ETF IGS was charging.

Caller reiterates that he never authorized the switched to iGS and that the ETF has fully been removed, leaving an $8S past 
due IGS charge.

Caller would like to reopen the case to find out why his bill is still off. Caller says that he has all of his bills for the last 10 
years to prove his case.

Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:02 PM 3001: Advcaller that I would reopen the case and adv of response time.
0022729'Interstate GasSuplS 12:27 PM 3001: called to close, see comments

Interstate Gas SuplS 12:27 PM 3001: Hasn't has IGS for electric since May 2014. IGS was gas supplier from April 2017 to July 2018.
Duke advised to call about IGS; stated they are a seam. They advised her the bIB would be cheaper. Stated bill was $400 
this month and has never had a bin this high. Stated her husband did not agree to this contract, but IGS is stating it was her 
husband. Stated she is cancelling iMth IGS and wBI onty be with Duke. Stated there Is a $99 ETF. Stated no one in the home 
agreed to go with IGS. Also continues to receive calls.

Interstate Gas SuplS 12:27 PM 3001: Advised we can Invest enrollment and DNC list
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The customer mailed In a bourtce back card For the gas. it was not done by ai 
door to door agervt

Card attached. The terms for this contract I provided tiits morning.
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Thank you,
Interstate Gas SuplS 12:27 PM 30013 Tara

caned and left vm: Advised Hasn’t has IGS for electric since May 2014 iGS was gas supplier from April 2017 to My 2018 
which was a a good enrollment. Advised Gas she was with IGS at a rate of S0.S24 then went to statewise at what looks to 

Interstate Gas SuplS 12:27 PM 3001: be a vairable rate. Also with her electric she had rtational, then Verde and now Statewise with possibiy a variable rate

Spanish interp: 200S22
Ele-1 want to file a claim against IGS energy. Lookingat the bill. A few months ago, the company came to offer service that 
would be less. Ended up a much higher rate. Company and advised charged a lot more then they are allowed to. Agreed to 
a lower rate and talked about S0.0S4 kWh. CaHed AEP and advised they are charging him $0,079 kWh. Called IGS and 
asked for an explanation and they only advised they will go by the contract. Stated he cancelled with IGS.

0022731 Interstate Gas SupCilS 1:00 PM 3001: Advised can invest enrollment.
Interstate Gas SupOlS 1-00 PM 3001: spoke with Nicole M. regarding enroDment Stated she would look further Into 

Spanish Interp 2003S3 Martha 
Cust e-mail is Hoffbatalal@gmait.com

Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:00 PM 3001: he will send fax with a copy of signature 
lnterstate6asSupO181:0OPM 3001: no a valid enrollment. IGS re-rated cust $91.72 
Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:00 PM 3001: letter mailed to cust, see file 

0022989 Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:46 PM 3001:16$ waived the ETF.

Caller states that his accMint with AEP was enrolled without hit permission. He thinks it happened sometime in May or 
June 2018. He called IGS and rep told him that a signature was on file for authoNtation but he ha not been aUe to get a 
copy of the enrollment IGS stated that an $100 ETF is invtived. He denies having any contact with IGS, getting anytNng 
in the mail from IGS, or getting a rescission letter from AEP. According to Ute customer, he has called the con^ny and 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:46 PM 3001:hasnot been able to get any other answers. Advised of time line for investigations. ICB.
Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:46 PM 3001: Call to number. Person stated he was not the customer and he hung up.
Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:46 PM 3001: Call to customer. Noanswer. VolcemaUboxhasnotbeenset-upyet.
Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:46 PM 3001: Call to customer. No answer. Voice mailbox has not been set-upyet.
Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:46 PM 3001: IGS responded and stated that the company sp^e to the customer and agreed to waive the ETF.

Caller catlif^ back...
Caller states that he has not received an adjustment for the Etf 
Caller wants to speak with T.j

Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:46 PM 3001: T,J not avaSable* Advised would fwd info to T.J
Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:46 PM 3001; Cust called back in for Tj. Transferred to Vm
Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:46 PM 3001: Call to customer. Noanswer. VpicemaHboxhasnotbeenset-upyet.
Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:46 PM 3001: Call to customer. Noanswer. Voicemaitboxhasnotbeenset-upyet.

I called the customer and explained that I have recced a response from ICS. I explairted the response ar>d Htat she 
originally enroHed with the comparty back in 2013. account was removed from IGS in February when she signed up 
with another supplier. The company then sent out tiieir HOME Energy Consuhant to advise her of the switch. At this time 
she enrolled back with the company. I explained that this company no lor>ger has to conduct a TPV but have to prowde 
other information. I explained the contractwas signed by Michad. she states that is right but they thought they were 
Duke and that guy Ked. I told I do not doubt what she Is saying but with the information they have prowded the account 
was re-enrolled and they ^11 not waive the 99.00 etf. I also explained that they have not ser\d me the informat«n for the 
gas portion yet but when they do I will cal her with that. I told her it will probably be the same but I will call her when they 
send me the info, she thanked me for looking into it. she is going to cancel one way or another, she states the other weird 
thing Is that she called them back the other day about somethirtg and tiie other day and when they were ending the call 

00230S6’lnterstateGasSupl811:27 AM 3001: they said "Thank you for being with Duke Energy".! told her I would note diat. close case.
customer caUed, stated that she has a complaint against IGS Energy, she says that a while ago someone came to her door 
claiming to be from Duke Energy, telling her that some other supplier was on her account and that they could remove it 
for her. i advised Duke would never come to her door for that purpose, i asked If she completed a TPV and she said no 
that it was a In-person enrollment she says that soon after she started getting hi^er biOs for efectrk and gas and never 
knew why. she says that she found out Uils company IGS Energy was put onto her account at some point and it will cost 
her $100tocancelthe contract for electric and gas.

i advised we can contact the supplier about die contract terms and enrollment to see if the enroHmentwas legal and what 
Interstate Gas SuplS 11:27 AM 3001: can be done about the charges,
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I called the customer and explained that I have received a response from IGS. I explained the response and ^

o^inally enrolled wiUi the company back In 2013. the account was removed from IGS In f ebruary wdien she signed 
with another supplier. The company then sent out their HOME Energy Consultant to advise her of the switdi. At this time 
she enrolled back with the company. I explained that this company rto longer has to conduct a TPV but have to provide 
other information. I explained the contract was signed by Mkhael. she states that is right but they thought they were 
Duke and that guy Bed. I told I do not doubt «Miat she is saying but with the information they have provided the account 
was re-emoBed and they will not waive the 99.00 etf. I also explained that they have not send me the information for the 
gas portion yet but when they do t will call her with that. I told her it wlU probably be the same but I will call her when 
they send me the info, she thanked me for looking Into it. she Is going to cancel one way or another, she states the oUier 
weird thing Is that she called them back the other day about something and the other day and when they were ending the 

Interstate Gas SuplS 11:27 AM 3001:call theysaid "'n>ankyouforbeingwith Duke Energy". I told her I would note that, close case, 
nt:

I called the customer and voice mail came on and said voice mail is full and hung up. I tried back on private line and male 
answered. I explained why I was calling and I was calling to let Ms. Ehrnschwender know that the gas account was signed 
up at the same time as electric, 36 month contract a 0.S35 cents per ccf and 99.00. he told her he would relay the info, left 

0023057 interstate Gas SuplS 11:35 AM 3001: call back info as well, close case
customer called, stated that she has a complaint against IGS Energy, she says that a while ago someone came to her door 
claindng to be from Duke Energy, telling her that some other supplier was on her account and that they could remove It 
for her. i advised Duke would never come to her door for that purpose, i asked if ^e completed a TPV and she said no 
that it was a in-person enronment. she says diat soon after she started getting higher bills for electric and gas and never 
knew why. she says that die found out this company IGS Energy was put onto her account at some point and It will cost 
her $100 to cancel the cor^act for elecitic and gas.

i advised we can contact the supplier about the contract terms and enrollment to see If the enrollment was legal and wdiat 
Interstate Gas SuplS 11:35 AM 3001: can be done about the charges.

cust calling to check on case
Interstate Gas SuplS 11:3S AM 3001: transferred to A.S VM

i called and spoke to Tara. I exfriained I received the electric information and not the gas info, she is going to seiKl me the 
Interstate Gas SuplS 11:3S AM 3001: gas contract, customer signed up the same day as the electric and there is a 99.00 etf if she wants to carKel.

customer signed up the gas at the same time as electric, gas was a 36 month contract at 0.S3S per ccf and etf of 99.00.
Interstate 63$ SuplS 11:3S AM 3001: company not willing to waive the etf. wtti call to dose.

I called the customer and voice mail came on and said voice mail is full and hung up. I tried back on private line and male 
answered. I explained why i was callir^ and I was calling to let Ms. Ehrnschwender know that the gas account was signed 
up at the same time as electric, 36 month contract a 0.S35 cents per ccf and 99.00. he toM her he wouM relay the info.

Interstate Gas $*.^1811:35 AM 3001: left call back Info as weO. close case.
00232S7 Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:09 PM 3001: called to close, see case 232574

i.aiiernas uei
Caller calling about Suppfier Igs for both gas and electric.
This case isforelectrc

Caller states rep came to the door on Oct 13th and spoke with his 93 year old mom. (Caller states he was rtot home at the 
time.)

(tep advised her that Nopec was billing her high rates. Rep advised that she had to sign up.
Caller states mom advised rep that she did not make the decisions. The account was in her son's name.
Rep told mom to sign her son's name. Mom signed the name.

Caller states he did not agree to this nor authorize the switch.
Caller states the rep scammed his mom because she was elderly.
Reps name was Richard Murphy
Caller states he called the supplier and cancelled but he wants tNs investigated.

Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:09 PM 3001: Advised wodd send up for investigation/Advised of timeline/ Icb 
see ca$e232S74:
called and left vm: Account was cancelled with IGS and they have spoken with the rep to make sure this does not happen 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:09 PM 3001; again.
0023257- Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:14 PM 3001: caBed to dose, see comments

uaner nas Loiumoia uas
Caller calling about Supplier Igs for both gas and electic 
This case is for Gas

Caller states rep came to tfie door on Oct 13th and spoke with his 93 year old mMn.(Caller states be was not home at the 
time)

Rep ad>rised her that Nopec was bSlIng her high rates. Rep advised that she had to sign up.
Caller states mom advised rep that she did not make the decisions. The account was in her son's name.
Rep told mom to sign her son's rtame. Mom signed the rtame.

Caller states he did not agree to this nor authorize die switch.
Caller states the rep scammed his mom because she was elderly.
Reps name was Richard Murphy
Caller states he called the supplier and canceled but he wants this investigated 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:14 PM 3001: Advised would send upforInvestigation/Advised of timeline/Icb
Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:14 PM 3001: Account was cancelled with IGS and they have spoken with the rep to make sure this does not happen again

called and left vm: Account was canceSed with IGS and they have spoken with the rep to make sure this does not happen 
Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:14 PM 3001: again.
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Caling about Igs Energy
CaMer states he signed up with IgsinJuty. He states his contract was from July 2014-July 2017.
CaHer states he tried to switch to American Power and Gas of ONo.

Igs adwsed that he was in a contract. CaRer states Igs advised he was in a contract until March 2019. Caller denies that he 
Is still in a contract.
He requested a ci^y of the contract and Igs has not sent this to him.
He was told that he would be charged $90 If he switched.

Advised would send up for Irwestigation/Advised of timellne/icb
Caller wants proof he agreed to s%n up with Igs again. Caller wants proof that he was in a contract uMlI 2019.
Caller wants the supplier canceDed.
Caller does not want an etf.

Interstate Gas Supll89:21 AM 3001: ***(No account number provided)***

daughter who has POA catling to dispute an enrollment with IGS 
caller stating back in Nov 2017 she wanted to go with the aggregation in her area.
when die called tiie aggregation company they told her she may be under contract as to why she didn't get the letter, 
caller called IGS let die know she has POA and is handling everything now and once the contract Is over to not renew but 
to cancel, (doesn't remember when the contract ended) 
caller called Oct 15 2018 to see why they're still on the account.
IGS adv because they called her mother in feb 2018 and she agreed to stay with them, 
caller wanted proof of that call because her mother doesn't recall, 
she was adv they will call her back within 48 hrs but didn't, 
she Is wanting this looked Into further and possibly be compensated, 
advcdler of invesdgation process 

00234S1 Interstate Gas Sup)18 8:40 AM SOOl^cb
Interstate Gas SupllS 8:40 AM 3001: Daughter caIRng back in to check status, transferred to L.L.'s vm.

Customer called to check on if a copy of the call has been received where the customer veriKed the enrollment.

t advised there has been an issue with the call copies. IGS's IT dept is currently trying to resolve the error and once the call 
Interstate Gas SupllS 8:40 AM 3001: has been received I wIR call the customer.

Sheri Myers left voicemail statir>g her email is samyers40@iy3hoo.com. She states in her original complaint she called IGS 
in November to advise she has POA and she took over her finances, so the company had no business contacting her 

Interstate Gas SupllS 8:40 AM 3001: mother for her to enter into a contract. Customer would like a call back to dispute further.
•caller provided name and case tXX)234S15 
•caller says she returning LL's call

Interstate Gas SupllS 8:40 AM 3001:-call routed over to vm, per request
I caBed customer and advised If customer wishes to dispute further, the PUCO can send her a formal complaint packet.

Interstate Gas SupllS 8:40 AM 3001: Requested call back to advise if she would like a formal complaint packet.
I called customer and left voice mail advising The sales agent offered twice to not make changes to the accourtt in 
February, but Ms. Adair asked Nm to renew her rate. IGS has no cancellation request on file for November. The customer 
can cancel the account but there is a $99 etf. Requested customer call back with art email address If she wishes to have a 

Interstate Gas SupllS 8:40 AM 3001: copy of the call as ori^n^Iy requested.

email sent to customer advising that the agent that contacted Ms. Adair offered twice not to make any changes and 
inquired If she would prefer to discuss the renewal vrhen Ms. Myers was available. Ms. Adair requested to stay vrith IGS 
and renewed service for a fixed rate of $0.5S9/ccf for 36 months. No request for cancellation was found for November 
2017. The service can be requested for a $99 ETP. IGS has the ability to corRact the number listed for ttte account to 
inquire If the customer would like to renew service. Since the number listed was Ms. Adair's number the company 

Interstate Gas SupllS 8:40 Mvl 3001: contacted the number regarding rertewal rates. A copyofthe sales call from Feb 2018 was sent.
00234S8 Interstate Gas Supl812:3$ PM 3001: Ed ref

Caller Is calfing on behalf of her sister. She states IGS sent her a letter thanking her for enrollment but she did not enroll 
with IGS. Caller states she usuaRy lets Vectren assign her to a supplier, but Veetren had no information. Caller would like 
number for IGS.

interstate Gas SuplS 12:35 PM 3001:1 advised of number for IGS.
0023901 Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:44 PM 3001: ICB

Customer wanted to verfiy if companies can switch her services without her consent. Advised customer that company 
should not just switch and they need to have a verification method in place for confirmation. Advised if this happens, to 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:44 PM 3001: call an open invest^ation. invited call back.
00239S7 Interstate Gas SuplS 12:49 PM 3001: Change was rescinded and customer will be added (o do not contact Kst for IGS.

We )ust recently received letters in the mail from 'IGS Energy Solutions Center" congratulating us for switching our energy 
supply to them. We also received another letter with the contract Including the date the contract was sign, the name of 
who signed the contract and the signature. The contract was evidently signed by the homeowner's son, but upon further 
inquiry, the signature is not his signature, nor did he speak to anyone about svntching the energy supplier. My mother 
who is the homeowner did not agree to changirtg the home's energy supplier, nor did she give pennls^n for anyone to 
sign/change it for her. What is more concerning is titat this company is forging signatures! I will be more than happy to 

Interstate Gas SuplS 12:49 PM 3001: send a PDF fde of the contracts Including the forged signature, as well as the signee’s signature if requested.
Interstate Gas SuplS 12:49 PM 3001: Sent additiona) Information. Customer's email included IGS' corporate address instead of the customer address.
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I spoke w/aistomer and advised her of company response. Explained rescission lenersanddiscussed the IOR
Program. I win also request that IGS remove customer from their contact list. ^

Interstate Gas SuplS 12:49 PM 30015 **Ooslng case
The customer was maied to Dayton Power Light Energy Resources customers in June 2016 that customers would be 
switched to IGS and the same terms and conditions aj^lied. Per the terms and conditions, the customer was renewed at a 
fixed rate for 12 monUvs In March M17 and again for U months Itx March 2018. The fixed rate of $0.0669A^wh wlH end in 

0023996 Interstate Gas Sup318 9:24 AM 3001: March 2019. The early termination fee is $25 if the customer wishes to cancel.
Customer states IGS advised him that they initially bought out DPI standard. Customer wants to go back to OPL standard 
and IGS adWsed that there woiAl be a $25 ETF for cancelling service prior to March 2019.

I advised IGS can purchase contract from another supplier, but not the electric utility company. I advised I will reach out to 
Interstate Gas Sup318 9:24 AM 3001: IGS for enrollment verification information,

(called customer and left voicemaa advising that The customer was mailed to Dayton Power Light Energy Resources 
customers in June 2016 that customers would be switched to IGS and the same terms and conditions applied. Per the 
terms and corsditions, the customer was renewed at a fixed rate for 12 months in March 2017 and again for 12 months in 
March 2018. The fixed rate of $0.0669/kwh wiQ end in March 2019. The early termination fee Is $2S if the customer 

Interstate Gas Supllg 9:24 AM 3001: wishes to cancel.

Irrterstate Gas Sup3189:24 AM 3001: Customer left voicemail statir^ that he Is curious if any of f>ls questions had been answered. Customer wants a call back.
customer called back about for updates, advised still waiting on a response from company, he says he confused about 

Interstate Gas SupllS 9:24 AM 3001: something he was told him IGS. transferred to LL. vm.
0024113- Interstate Gas Sup0184:02 PM 3001: Referred to IGS for enrollment Info. ICB.

States thattheyare with IGS. Tried to sigivup with another supplier. Found out that they are with IGS. Don'tknowhow.
She called DP&Labout the situation. They told her that she has been with IGS since 2012. Sounds like contract 
transferred from another supplier to IGS. She has not contacted IGS regardir^ the issue. Advised her of how accounts 
can be enrolled and referred her to IGS for proof of enrollment and options. Advised if they do not answer the questions 

Interstate Gas Sup018 4:02 PM 3001: and explain what happened then to give us a call back.
VJent over co response and she understands.

00241SO Interstate Gas SupllS 9:16 AM 3001: ICB for A2A after IGS is dropped.
Called to inform Ms. LewIckI that she was on the budget, not PIPP, so enrolment was processed. Budget increased 
because the supplier rate is higher thar> SCO.

Interstate Gas Sup318 9:16 AM 30015 No answer and vm not set up.
Caller states that she was on PIPP for $48 per month when she had a rep from IGS came by some time in Nov and had 
misled caller Into enroling with them, Caller had signed contract on tablet. Caller was enrolled and received her bill on 
12/6 or around with IGS listed as a supplier at $.59 per ccf. Total bill is $60. Advised taller that suppliers do not honor 
PIPP. Caller is looking to see why CG had accepted supplier when she was on PIPP, and to cancel out vnthout penalty with 
IGS. Advised caller of Irwestlgative process.

Interstate Gas SupllS 9:16 AM 3001: Per caller, please notify via phorte and mail
Customer confirmed she spoke with Josh with IGS and she absolutely cancelled. Sheonlywartts to be with Columbia Gas 

lntersUteGasSupll89;16AM 30QL-andAEP.

the account was enrolled as part of the city of Amberly community prr^ram.
The customer did call (GS10 days ago to cancel. No early termination fee wiH be charged

Opt out noticed dated Aug 24,2018, advising of the program. Advd need to optout by sending the form <n or cal the toll 
0024229-interstate Gas SupOlS 1:1S PM 3001: free number by Sept 14,2018. Advd to allow 1 to 2 billing cycles for the drop to take affect. ICB w/any questions. RTHUf

Serv address is empty. Said that IGS Is on her acet. Called Duke and Duke said they udil cancel this. Caller says that she 
did not authorize this enrollment. Caller said she was contacted by IGS, they said titey were from Duke and could save her 
money. Two wVs later, rdd bill and bill is dose to $300.00.
Advd can investigate to inquire how they acquired her acet. Caller says that her son handles everything, but did not 
authorize this nor did she.

Interstate Gas SupOlB 1:15 PM 30015 Advd wrjfl send for Invt., advd co. time tine. Verified contact number. Gave case.

Called Betsy at C60. The customer has been with IGS since 2012 and b currently paying S.S66 per ccf. He enrolled with 
AEP Energy but he rescinded. The $.566 has been in place for art least a year.

Called Tara at IGS. There is no ETF with the Gas. He had enrolled in a 3 year contract for gas but it expired In May, 2018.
002423S Interstate GasSup018 4:17PM 30015 Customer car>celled both gas ar>d electric. Tara will waive the ETF of $99 for the electric.

Called Betsy at CGO. The customer has been with IGS since 2012 and b currently paying $.566 per ccf. He enrolled with 
AEP Eneigv but he rescinded. The $.566 has been in place for art least a year.

Called Tara at IGS. There Is no ETF with the Gas. He had enrolled in a 3 year contract for gas but It expired in May, 2018. 
Interstate Gas Sup018 4:17 PM 3001: Customer cancelled both gas and electric. Tara will waive the ETF of $99 for the electric.
Interstate Gas Sup0184:17 PM 30015 See CASE 002423S7
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•caller is complainins about IGS Energy Page 69 Of ;106

■caller says he eaBed 16S to inform them that he's moving on witti AEP Energy - that's when tf^ey informed him that if he 
does, he'll be charged an ETF
-caller says IGS claim he ervolled ^Ha phone back In Jan 2018 for 3 years
•caller says he don't believe it and he went ahead and dropped them artyways, which they have sent him a bill for $99 ETF 
-caller disagree with the cha^e » caller says he is 80-plus- y/o and he don't recal doing this over the phone 
•caller says over the phone business is not a way of doing bu^ess »this is rtot a legal aspect of doing business 
■caller was advised that the PUCO can contact 16S and inquire about the contract, etc.
•caller says that will be fine

Interstate Gas Sup01S4:17 PM 3001: -Note: caller also provided his wife's cell A614/371-1388 

Re-opened case.

Called BetsyatCGO. Thecustomer has been with IGS since 2012 and is currently paying $.566 per ccf. He enrolled with 
AEP Energy but he rescinded. The $.566 has been in place for art least a year.

Called Tara at IGS. There is no ETF with the Gas. He had enroSed in a 3 year contract for gas but it expired in May, 2018. 
002423S Interstate Gas SupOlS 4:19 PM 3001: Customer cancelled both gas and electric. Tara will waive the E'^ of $99 for the electric.

Called the customer to go over the company response and see Mrhat he wanted to do. Irdtiatly he said Oiat the problem 
was resolved and that he agreed to cancel AEP Energy and stay with IGS. Then he repeated the original complaint. 
Advbed that he responded to KSS's notice in April, 2017 by sending in a card indicating that he wanted to enter into a 3 
year contract at $.0599 per kWh. Explained that the card was not signed or dated so that he could still potentially get out 

Interstate Gas Sup0184:19 PM 3001: of the EFT and contract. Hestatedthat he wanted to stay vnth IGS after ail. invited a callback.
Interstate Gas Sup0184:19 PM 3001: Called Kim at AEP. Customer objected to AEP Energy switch.

Called the customer to go over the company response and see what he wanted to do. InitiaSy he said that the problem 
was resolved and that he agreed to cancel AEP Energy and stay with IGS. Then he repeated the original complaint.
Advised that he responded to KSS's notice in April, 2017 by sending in a card indkating that he wanted to enter into a 3 
year contract at $.0599 per kWh. Explained that the card was not signed or dated so that he could still potentially get out 
of the EFT and contract. Hestated that he wanted to stay wiUt IGS after alt. Invited a call back.

Re-opened case.

Called Betsy at C60. The customer has been vdth KSS since 2012 and is currently paying $.566 per ccf. He enrolled with 
AEP Energy but he rescinded. The $.566 has been in place for art least a year.

Called Tara at IGS. There Is no ETF with the Gas. He had enrolled in a 3 year contract for gas but it expired in May, 2018. 
Interstate Gas SupOlS 4;19 PM 3001: Customer cancelled both gas and electric. Tara will waive the ETF of $99 for the electric.

-caller is complabiing about IGS Energy
•caller says he called IGS to inform them that he's moving on vdth AEP Energy • that's when they informed him that if he 
does, he'll be charged an ETF
-caller says IGS claim he enrolled wi phone back in Ian 2018 for 3 years
•caller says he don't believe it and he went ahead and dropped them anyways, vrhkh they have sent him a bill for $99 ETF 
•caller disagree with the charge » caller says he Is 80-plus- y/o and he don't recall doing this over the phone 
•ealer says over the phone business Is not a way of doing business »this is not a legal aspect of doing business 
•caller vras advised that the PUCO can contact IGS and inquire about the contract etc.
-caller says that will be fine

Interstate Gas SupOlS 4:19 PM 3001: -Note: caller also provided his wife's cell *614/371-1388

Customer calling about DE. Customer doesn’t understand why the bill is so high. IGS energy charges are 191.60.
Customer being charged 4.62 per MCF. Customer states that IGS came to her home a couple of months ago and they took 
it upon themselves to change her supplier. Customer doesn't think she went through the verification process with IGS. 
Opening up investigation because customer doesn't thkik she was properly verlHed. Gave case*. Advised to look at A2A 

0024362 Interstate Gas SupllS 9:22 AM 3001: for lower supplier rate. Advised of PIPP option. Gave Santanna* for 6 months at 2.69. Invited call back.

Customer calling back about update on case, reviewed notes, case said was beii^ sent to investigation, but had not been.

Customer is upset about IGS and upset about the baling cycles. Caller states her last bai was due on Nov 29th, and new bill 
due today. Advised caller bilbng cycle sounded correct CaRer may be confused about who she is calling. Advised caller 
PUCO reg comntlssien, and that 1 had no bill copies, caller calmed down and went through previous call 
CaBer states IGS did come by, but she did not enroll with them, she told the sales rep to go away. States he did have a 
tablet.

Advised caller would send for invesdgation ASAP. Advised of DEO hi number to review billing cycle with co.
Interstate Gas Sup)18 9:22 AM 3001: ivoirided name, caller already had case number.
Interstate Gas SupllS 9:22 MA 3001; Called customer back LVM to close.
Interstate Gas Sup318 9:22 AM 3001- LVM to close.

0024376 Interstate Gas SupOlS 4.-06 PM 3001- * sent initial email *
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MomhasVectren
She had Igs as her supplier. I
Calling about Direct Ene^. |

Rep from Direct Energy came to mom's door on Dec 12th artd tried to switch her.
Caller states mom advised to the rep she did not wish to switch.
Daughter states that mom did not give any info to the rep.
(Advised caller rep needed account number to svwtch)

Caller states theyjust realized they had been switched because tgssent a bill with an etf for $99.
Caller wants this investigated

Interstate GasSupDlS 4;06 PM 3001; Caller wants to know why account was switched vdthout Mom's ok
I caiiea tne cust ana spoxe wiin <.moy nepers • aov or trie company response oeiow ■ cust states tnai ner comptaini was 
not with OE but with IGS • went over her kuttal caH - cust states that everything Is fine now and she is back with Vectren - 
but she would tSce me to forward this info to IGS • she states that the sales agent, Joshua Myer was predatory • she states 
that she almost caHed the police • adv that I will forward the statement to IGS • confirmed with the cust that she does not 
need a cad back • she just wants to report that person with IGS.

Our records reflect that Winona HackworU) was a Direct Energy customer from 9/7/2014 to December 8,2018. On 
December 10,2018, Ms. Hackworth comi^ted a Third-Party Verification (TPV) call to complete the enrollment for 
residential gas supi^ with Direct Energy at 289 Shaftsbury ftd, Troy, OH 45373.
The enrollment was completed by way of an Outbound Telemarketing call by a member of Direct Energy's WInbackTeam.
Ms. Hackworth agreed to a fixed rate of $0.439/CCF for 14 months with no cancellation fee. On December 12,2018, the 
Terms and Conditions were mailed to Ms. Hackworth. On December 24,2018, we received a cancellation notification 
from the utlUty with a cancellation effective date of December 21,2018; the cance’laflon Is within the resdsslon period; 
thus, the service will not become active with Direct Energy. We can confirm that Ms. Hackworth's contact information 
was added to our internal Do Not Contact list A Complaint Analyst spoke with Ms. Rogers on January 3,2018 and 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 4:06 PM 3001: provided the investigation details.
Interstate Gas Sup018 4:06 PM 3001: * review company response *
Interstate Gas SupOlS 4:06 PM 3001: read email from IGS 
Interstate Gas SupOlS 4:06 PM 3001: spoke with cust • close case

Someone renting my home, Signed my name to a contract with IGSfInterstate Gas Supply) on 9/11/2017. That person was 
not asked to provide an ID or no one from that company called me to confirm that it was ok for someone else to enter 
Into a contract In my behalf. Thlscontract has doubled my electrkl»lls. I did notknawthis contract existed until the 
renters left and I am now paying the electric bill once again. It should be illegal for someone to sign a contract for ar)ything 
without your permission. I have had Duke service for over 20 years and NO ONE should be allowed to change or add to 
that account without my permission. I have cancelled the IGS contract today, but I am being charged a $99 cancellation 
fee for a contract that I did not sign.... someone FORGED MY NAME on the documents. Please let me know if there Is 

0024427 interstate Cat SupD18 3:26 PM 3001: anything else that can be done.
Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:28 PM 3001:Called Victoria. Customer has been the account holder since 2005.
Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:28 PM 3001: Reviewed company response.

Called the customer to go over the company response and close. Explained that IGS had a valid enrollment but had agreed 
to waive the $99 ETF. She confirmed that the company abo advised her of chat. She feels that it should be a requirement 
that whenever a signature is obtained, the company must check gainst an 10. Explained that this Is not currently a 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:28 PM 3001: requirement. She feels that it should be. Advised that I would close the Investigation and invited a call back.
0024645 Interstate Gas SupM9 9:19 AM 3001; Called the customer to get her sister's address. She says that it is 114 Pocahontas Street in Xenia.

Customer is calling about IGS. A door-to-door gas marketer came to her door last night from IGS. HeenroMedheratthe 
address in question. He also had Information about her sister's address and tried to get her to enroll her sister's account 
Everything was done ort his tablet. says that if she had undergone a TPV, tNs would have sent up a red flag to her. He 
led her to tMnk that she had two suppliers. Direct Energy and IGS. He told her that she was being charged by both and the 
purpose was to reduce her down to having one gas supplier, She is perplexed about how he had her sister's information 
and why he was trying to enroO her sister's account Advised that I would take as an Investigation, provided case ID,

Interstate Gas Sup219 9:19 AM 3001: explained Ume frame Invoived and invited a call back.
Called the customer to go over the IGS response attd close. Reached voice mail, left message asking for a return call.

Interstate Gas Sup219 9:19 AM 3001: Left hotine number and case ID.

Called the customer to go over the company response and close. She explained that the agent was referring to only her 
gas bill when he spoke of her having both companies on her bill.. despKe what flie company said. Explained that she 
would not take service with IGS on her Vectren txll because she ahd called and effectively cancelled it. She said that is all 
she reaVy wanted to accomplish and also to let die PUCO know that this agent used misleading tactics. Advised that I 

Interstate Gas Sup)l9 9:19 AM 3001: would close the Investigation and invited a call back wKh any future utility concerns.
customer called, says she was advised by Duke to call and report an issue to the PUCO. she says that a guy from IGS came 
by her house iate last week and asked if she make him stand out In the cold, and he intimidated her into signing up and 
enrolling with his company, he held a cell phone in front of her face and told her to give her ssn, but she is 88yrs old and 
barely remembers it she says that she just received this conflrmatlon letter of the enri^lment with IGS and she's already 

0024825 Interstate Gas Sup019 4:48 PM 30011 called Duke to cancel.
Interstate Gas Sup019 4:48 PM 3001* advised complaint will be noted.
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Customer claims to have sent the opt out notice for the gas a^regation invitation back when she received the notice back 
in 11/2018, as the customer wanted to stay with the SCO.

12/2018 - Customer noticed IGS had stm enrolled her with the aggregation, which is chargirtg more than what SCO is 
offering currently. Customer contacted Dominion, which advised they would switch her back to SCO.

01/2018 • IGS is still the suf^iUer. I explained it can take up to 2 bill cycles for a supplier change to take place. Customer 
understands, but feels she should not have been enrolled ^h the IGS/AggregaOon to begin with.

Customer is requesting we investigate.

0024970 Interstate Gas Sup)19 8;S1 AM 30013 Customer would like IGS to credit back the difference of what she would have paid with the SCO.
■ called custuner and left votcmail stating IGSdoes not show that the opt-out form was received by IGS. Ihe ser^ce with 
the aggr^ation began on the October 16,2018 usage and ended with the January 18,2019 usage, which is a date set by 

Interstate Gas Supll9 8:S1 AM 3001: the utRity cemparty.
IGS does not show that the opt-out form was received by IGS. The service with the aggregation began on the Octt^r 16, 

Interstate Gas Sup)19 8:51 AM 30013 2018 usage and ended vrith the January 18,2019 usage, which is a date set by the utility company.

letter mailed to customer advising that he enrolled in a fixed rate of $0.0649/kwh for 36 months for electric service and a 
fixed rate of $0.S35/ccf for 3$ montits for gas service through a telephone sales call on march 1,2018. The customer 
completed a verbal agreement over the telephone agreeing to the terms and cortditions of the contract. To request a copy 
of the verbal agreement, the customer can contact the PUCO to provide a copy of his email or contact IGS. The service has 

0024982 Interstate Gas Sup0191:24 PM 3001:beenc3ncelledeffectlveJanuary22,2019anda$99etf per utility was assessed to the gas and electric accounts.

Letter mailed to customer advising that a copy of the TPV cannot be sent via letter as it Is an electronic recording and I do 
Interstate Gas Sup0191:24 PM 30013 not have a way to sertd a physical copy. Requests customer to provide an email address In order to receive a cc^y. 
Interstate Gas Sup0191:24 PM 30013 letter received from customer requesting a copy of the verbal agreement be sent via letter.

Letter mailed to customer advising that he enrolled in a fixed rate of $0.0649Awh for 36 months for electric service and a 
fixed rate of $0.535/ccf for 36 months for gas service threi^h a telephone sales caN on march 1.2018. The customer 
completed a verbal agreement over the telephone agreeing to the terms and conditions of the contract. To request a copy 
of the verbal agreement, the customer can contact the PUCO to provide a copy of his email or contact IGS. The service has 
been canceled effective January 22,2019 and a $99 etf per utility was assessed to the gas and electric accounts.

Letter rrtailed to customer advising that a copy of the TPV cannot be sent via letter as It b an electrordc recording and I do 
Interstate GasSup0191:24 PM 3001-not havea way tosenda physical copy. Requests customer to provide an email address in order to receive a copy. 
Interstate Gas 5up0191:24 PM 30013 Email sent with both enrollment calls

Caller states that she had Just moved to address and her first bill came with IGS as her supplier at a rate of $S per mcf. 
Caller contends that DEO had assigned her IGS as a default carrier because she did not choose one on her own. Advised 
caRer of enrollment process. Caller states that she has had no contact with IGS either by phone or throi^ door-»-door, 
Caller has since enrolled vrith Oom. £S as of 1/28. Caller 1$ lot^r^ to see how she was enroHed and for a possible credit of 

0024985 Interstate Gas Sup019 2K)S PM 30013 difference between IGS and DEO. Advbed caller of investigative process
Explained to customer how Choice works, that K would be imposslUe to have a self selected supi^ier on the first blR due 

Interstate Gas Sup019 2:05 PM 3001: to it taking 1>2 billing cycles to enroll.
IGS Energy

Customer received a notice stating IGS would be supplying her gas service. The customer claims she did not speak witit 
anyone from IGS energy, and b concerned as to how the supplier was able to switch her supplier services without 
authorization.

Customer Is requesting we Investigate.
I prorided the case tt 
I provided my name

002S17Silnter5tate Gas Sup019 S:02 PM 3001: leb
Interstate Gas Sup019 S4)2 PM 30013 No response by phone received from Ms. Adams, sending please contact letter for more information to consumer.

Reviewed IGS response. Attempted to reach Ms. Adams at the NIQ, left message on answerii^ machine. Advbed IGS b 
not finding an enrollment with her address, asked that she call mebackat thePUC0's800#and provide the full Duke 

Interstate Gas 5up019 5:02 PM 30013 Energy account number and the name the Duke Energy account is under.
Interstate Gas Sup019 5:02 PM 30013 No response received from Ms. Adams to letter bsued February 14,2019. Closing investigation.

Received Columbia Gas bill and saw extra charge of $14.95 for warranty. Opened IGS information and sotneorte si^ed my 
name (spelled Incorrectly). Called IGS and talced to supervisorArtdy. Hesaldadoor to door marketer stated he t^ked to 
us and we s'^ned. We do not answer the door when they come. That was a He and not my signature. Account is in my 
husband Kevin's name. Also called Columbia Gas and tiiey also submitted a complaint and toM me to call the Public Utility 

0025175-Intersute Gas Sup019 6KJ8 PM 30013 Commission.
Interstate Gas Sup019 6:08 PM 30013 This enrollment b seen as a slamming complaint. IGE re-rated the customer and wil receive a refund fo $32.96.
Interstate Gas $u^9 6:08 PM 30013 called to close, see comments

Spoke with cu^: This enrollment Is seen as a slamming complaint. IGE re-rated the customer and wil receive a refund for 
Interstate Gas Sup019 6:08 PM 30013 $32.96. Also informed cust CGO was refunding the warranty on the account Stated she received that In the mall 
Interstate Gas Sup019 6:08 PM 30013 tried calling cust, no answer and no vm. vrill try back
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I called the customer and left detailed message. I explained I contacted IGS and was able to find out that ^ t U nc
account from DPI Energy Resources back In 2017. The company upheldwhatevercontractshehadwithOPlLmmen'^ 
sent two notices out in March of 2018 advising the contract had ended and that they would renew at a fixed rate of 
0.0669 per kWh for 12 months. The letter stated that if she wanted to accept tNs agreement she did not have to do 
anything, they did not hear back from her and account automatically renewed, the company has agreed to waive the etf 
if she wishes to carKet wid) them. If she wants to do this she wiN rteed to call the company and carKel. If she has any 

002S2I5 InterstateGasSuplS 12:47 PM 3001f issues she can call me back, left call back info, closecase.
f

I called the customer and left detailed message. I explained I contacted IGS and was able to hnd out Uiat acquired her 
account from OPL Energy Resources back in 2017. The company upheld whatever contract she had udth DPI. OPl then 
sent two notices out in March of 2018 advising the contract had ended and thatthey would renewal a fixed rate of 
0.0669 per kWh for 12 months. The letter stated that if she wanted to accept tMs agreement she did not have to do 
anything, they did not hear back from her and account automatically renewed, tiie company has agreed to waive the etf if 
she wishes to cancel with them. If she wants to do this she will need to call the company and caned, if she has any issues 

Interstate Gas Supl912:47 PM 3001!- she can caD me back, left call back info, close case.
Customer calling about IGS. Customer noticed high biBs and found out that her supplier is IGS. Customer states she did 
not sign up vwth IGS. IGS told customer that she is on a 2 year contract and subject to an early term fee. Customer was 
enrolled in 2017 per IGS. Opening investigation to verify Mdien and how the customer got enrolled vnth IGS in 2017. Gave 

Interstate Gas Supl912:47 PM 3001! caseH and mvited call back.
Caller was voicing his concern over being enrolled with OGS. Caller did state that he was able to cancel out before call was 

002S386 Interstate Gas Sup319 9:22 AM 3001: dropped.
Interstate Gas Sup719 9:22 AM 3001- caO dropped

customer caXed, stated that he just happened to notice he has charges from IGS on hi$ account, he says that they are 
charging him S0.599/ccf. he says he never signed up with them, i advised they are not a supplier for the city of toledo. 

002S43SlnterstateGasSup019 2:32PM 3001; advised he call the supplier for Info on the charges. ICB.
Interstate Gas Sup019 2:32 PM 3001: RTC. ICB

cust stating IGS came to her door months ago and she told them she didn't want to sign up.
cust noticed they are on her bill and has been calling their es number but gets passed around and cant speak with anyone, 
cust called cel to cancel and wants to make sure shes not charged for doing so since she never gave authorization, 
adveust we would have to investigate into this cust doesr^ have account info 

0025473' Interstate Gas Supl910:27 AM 3001: icb
Interstate Gas SuplS 10:27 AM 3001- * sent initial email *

•••reviewcompany response *••

Interstate Gas Supl910:27 AM 3001:1 called the cust and spoke with her sister. JilUan. LM for the cust to return my call.
Interstate Gas Supl910:27 AM 3001:1 calledthecust-knejustiingsandrlngs-thenit has a fast busy signal-draft letter.
Interstate Gas Supl910:27 AM 3001: • edit letter *
Interstate Gas Supl910:27 AM 3001; * edit letter *
Interstate Gas Supl910:27 AM 3001; Hr to cust • dose case 
Interstate Gas Supl910:27 AM 3001: * review co response - edit letter •
Interstate Gas Supl910:27 AM 3001: * place Itr In mail box • close case *

JilSan Thrower is calling in on behalf of Account holder
shes saying theres sbll an issue and this needs to be looked into because igs Is trying to charge over SlOO and threatening 
they wHI have utility disc serv and say they didn't get their nsoney 

Interstate Gas Supl910:27 AM 3001:advcaller to have Jennifer call us back 
Interstate Gas Supl910:27 AM 3001: * read CF's notes •

customer called, has a complaint, he says that he has signed up with XOOM twice in the last month and IGS keeps re
enrolling him without his authorization, he says that he was originally with IGS and about 3-4 weeks ago he signed up with 
XOOM Energy, he says that two reps from IGS Energy came to his door and he told them he rto longer wanted IGS but they 
would not accept that and they went back and told DPI and XOOM that the customer was remaining with IGS. he says he 
s^ed up with XOOM again, and the same thing just happened a week ago. he says that he just received arwther 
confirmation letter of 16$ staying as his supplier, he says the he was advised of a $25 ETF frrnn IGS, but the reps vd)o came 
to his home told him to forget about ETF. apparently they already had a plan to re-enroll the customer without his 
consent.

0025504 Interstate Gas Supl9 10:46 AM 3001:1 advised we can contact the supplier about the unauth re-enrollirtents. gave him the case is.
vm customer that igs places him on do not contact list and reaches out to cancel service and not charge any cancellation 

Interstate Gas Supl910:46 AM 3001: fees so he can get back to zoom energy, leave hotline number as cbr.
The customer received a 700,00 bill and noticed that IGS was on the account. He was told they have been on his account 
since 2017 and he recall ever speaking to anyone to change suppliers. Paylng....0.3148200 per kMi. This is 1 bedroom 
home.

002SS22 Interstate Gas Sup019 3K)1 PM 3001: Advised I would contact the company.
Calledandleft a message advising that an opt out letterwassent In July 2017 that was not returned and the company 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 3d)l PM 3001: believes the rate they are quoting is for distribution, because it Is not the rate per kwh.
QueCall;

Caller states bill is h’^h, told by dpi since 2016.
Caller states he has never signed up vrith IGS, was on phone with co, told they bought out another co.

sending to Investigation, caller is disputing enrollment.
0025608 Interstate Gas Sup019 3:S8 PM 3001: advised of case number and time frame.

Interstate Gas Sup019 3:SS PM 3001: * sent initial email •
Interstate Gas Sup019 3:58 PM 3001: • sent 2nd email *
Interstate Gas Sup019 3:58 PM 3001: ** • calls from IGS would not play • spoke wiOt AW • she sent the calls to Outlook • dropped 4 calb to 'files'' •** 
Interstate Gas Sup019 3:58 PM 3001: * review company response (4 calb/files] •
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Cust called back. I confirmed that ICS has been dropped as of 4/4. Customer ramUed on. Cust states that ^ c ^ oo
Interstate Gas Sop019 3:58 PM 30015 calls with him with IGS. Mease play calls for customer. Fage 16 01 1 Ub

Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:58 PM 3001: Cust called bck in. advised to ask investigator to play Igs calls for him. transferred to S.T vm.

I called the cust artd ^ke with Clifton Harris • adv of the co response - cust states that a handsome young man came to 
hh door and he signed the papers - but then he thought he cancelled • adv of the ninnerous long calls that the supplier 
pro\4ded that I have reviewed • he Is In his 70s • he mentions these companies: gps, dpi, ^ • adv that If he wants to 
decrease his contacts from the suppliers, then he can contact OP&L and ask that Aey remove his information from the list 
of eligible customers for the Energy Choice Program • adv that OP&L can not Mock him from switching if they get an order - 
exp that the state of Ohio Is a deregulated state • that customers have the choice to pick their supplier • cust states that he > 
has done that • he keeps stating gps/dpi • cust states how corrupt this world is and he continues to pray • starts talking I 
about 'life in generar stuff (rape) • adv of PUCO's role - state regulatory agency > he states, "do your job and confort the 
state of Ohio' - he cancelled and they threw the paper in the trash • he states, "what if they come to his door again (and 
he is mental) and he kills them" • adv that I am disconnecting the call with that statement • then I disconnected the call.

* The account in questions was purchased by IGS from DIP energy. I was not abie to locate his signed contract with DIP. I 
however attached a rmrrAer of calls since 2017 where he called with questions regarding this account and other suppliers.

Interstate Gas Sup019 3:S8 PM 3001: His account is currently cancelled wHh IGS no early termination fee was billed. *
Interstate Gas Sup019 3:SS PM 3001: spoke with cust • dose case

1 returned the cost's call and spoke with CNfton Harris • inquired if he has an email that 1 could send him the cans • caller 
states, no • he is wining to drive here to listen to the calls • adv that I can consult with suff to see how he can hear the 
calls and call him back tomorrow • cust states, ok.

* entry from late yesterday afternoon * I spoke with PF on the cust's request to hear the calls' I w4ll call the cust back 
today and see if he wants to hear the calls for a few mins, so he can hear himself on the recording • he is not abie to Ksten

interstate Gas Sup019 3:58 PM 3001: to the calls here at the PUCO • as a walk In. *
Interstate Gas Sup019 3:58 PM 3001:1 called the cust • Hne )ust rings • will try back at a later date.

Caller states that he had fell attempting to answer ST's phone call. Caller is looking to speak vnth a superv regarding ease
interstate Gas Sup019 3:58 PM 3001: Transferred call to CM on Escalation line

taiier states ne t$ cauing oecause a supplier came to ns nome aooui a wks ago, iney wanteo nim to can tnem. tie saio
they have OP&L's name.. After being in church, he shared this info w/several ppl. He said he called IGS the next day and 
told this CO. he did not want them. He wants OP&L as hl$ supplier. When IGS came to his door, they toM him they were 
w/OP&L

He said that his invt. told Nm that she has him on tape. He wants this looked into about this lady saying he is on tape.
I asked caller what I can do to help him... I can't understand what he is wanting.
He said he canceled the supplier the very next day. I played the recordings for him to listen to. He was saying the suppker 
wasn't answering his their ph. Advd caber that he was talking to the supf^r because they sent his invt. a recording of the 
calls.

After further conversation he said that he called the very next day and canceled w/l6S. He said this goes back to day one 
when IGS came to his door, he called the next day and canceled.
First he says that he called IGS the day after to cancel, then he says that he didn't call IGS, he called DP&l.
Advd I'm not understanding how I can help him. Advd that I'll get a message to his Invt. so she can address his concerns 
regarding this situation. He said he didn't know that he was w/lG5. He is saying thesecabsw/IGSisafraud. Advdcaller 

Interstate Gas Sup019 3:58 PM 3001: that I’ll get a message to his invt., and will include her sup., as Tm not sure what her schedule is. but I'll let the Invt. know 
Interstate Gas Sup019 3:5$ PM 3001:CallerwasreturnlngSTscall. Transferred call to ST's vm

* read notes by Mi and CM *

I returned the cust's call and spoke with Clifton Harris • cust states that he never talked to a gas supplier- he states that 
this is a crooked nation and then starts talking about judgement day and being a Christian • cust states that we are in 
cahoots with them • adv that his options are to take the company to court or he can file a formal complaint • he keeps 
repeating to do what I want to do - adv the caller a couple of times, it b not what I want to do, but vdiat does he want to 

Interstate Gas Sup019 3:58 PM 3001: do • cust states to send Nm the formal complaint • confirmed maBing address.

Can transF. from staff. Staff said that he said that S.T called him thb morning, staff sa>d that the ph rang once and they 
hung up. Staff said that cust has concerns about that call and wants to speak to a sup....

Per convw/cusL, hesaidit wa$8min. ago. AdvdcustthatS.Tis not in the office today and the record does not reflect a 
phone call to him today. This went back and forth to where I advised Hm tiiere is simply no record of this call. I asked If 
he'd like a call from S.T. sup since she Is not In. He said he wanted names, but then started talking about how hb Is going 
to get the police Involved, and how I'm such a liar and that Tm going to be lyir% to the police....
During the call, I repeated myself that I'm trying to assist Mm, and could we pb move forward w/what he Is needing h^p 
with. I did explain the record shows that S.T did speak to him yesterday and that a PC was sent.
Caller Is going on and on about his health issues, he Is d^ and how horrible i am. He proceeds to tell me that Tm a lair 
and that Tm going to hell, etc.... Advd caller that we are just going arouix) and around about this call. 1 asked him if the 
purpose of his call today is to determine If It was S.T. that called him and he said yes. I advised him that the call didn't 
come from S.T nor anyone else in the office. This conversation continued to repeat itself w/me assuring him that he did 
not receive a cal from S.T today. Finally, advd him that Tve addressed his concern today and that S.T. did not call him.

Interstate Gas Sup019 3:58 PM 3001: Advd caller that I was disconnecting the call.
Interstate Gas Sup019 3:58 PM 3001* * place Itr/FC In the mail box«close case * 

spol« with cust • close ease • 3/29
interstate Gas Sup019 3:58 PM 3001: spoke witi) cust* Itr/FC-dose case -4/3

Caller wanted to voice his concern that he is unable to reach ST when he contacts PUCO. Caller b requesting to speak to a 
Interstate Gas Sup019 3:58 PM 3001: superv. Transferred call to CM on Escalation line
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Caller ugned up with liberty power, caller states person from l<3S, and took over phone that she has enrcOedwith co. _ . cUnr- 
caller states she hasn't called CO. T^age 74 Of 106

Caller states she was enrolled, and the contract was coming up.
Caller has been sent a cancelation,

callerdoesnotwant to beenroiedwrith IGS, received letter saying ^tey are charging her $99, but she will continue to 
receive servKe with them, caller has not called co. 
advised would reach out to co to get info.

002S800 Interstate Gas Sup0191:39 PM 3001; provided case number and time frame.
Interstate Gas Sup0191:39 PM 3001: Called to close, no answer.
Interstate Gas Sup0191:39 PM 3001: called to close, customer states she vrorked It out with co IC6.

CO response:

Mrs. ftenPro contract with IGS is for 36month. The account enrolled on 1/2S/2018. When IGS receives notice from DEO 
of the drop an invoice for the early temi fee Is sent. IGS spoke to the customer on March 14 and she is going to keep IGS 

Interstate Gas Sup0191:39 PM 3001: for electrk service.
Caller has Dominion 
Calling about Igs on her bill.
Caller questions why she has 2 charges- Advised of Oistribution/Supply Info.

Caller states that she called Igs and Uiey advised her to call Dominion
Caller spoke with Domir^ion and was advised that she received an opt out notice but did not respond.

Caller states that she never spt^ with anyone m person or by ^one to authorize a switch.
Advised would send up for investigation/Advised of time&ne/icb

002S832 lnterstate6asSup0192:S6PM 3001:Callerwantstoknowwhoauthofi2ed the supplier on her bill
Co response:

Interstate Gas 5up019 2:56 PM 3001; The account is with IGS as part of the SCO program. (Account was assigned to IGS on Feb 9,2019.)
Called customer/ieft vm and advised of Co response:

Advised customer that she is on the SCO rate.
Advised customer of option of other sup;dieis/could send chart

Advised customer of option of other suppliers/could send chart

Caller notes she is on PiPP- Advised eater if on PIPP no option to choose own suppRer. Must stay with SCO or be removed 
from PIPP.

Advised of my name/ POCO hotline number.
Interstate Gas Sup019 2:S6 PM 3001: Caller has concerns of elderly being taken advantage of- Advised would note account.

Called customer and advise of Co response.

Advised customer that she is on the SCO rate.
Ad\rised customer of option of other suppllers/could send chart

Caller notes she is on PIPP- Advised caller if on PIPP no option to choose own supplier. Must stay vdth SCO or be removed 
from PIPP.

Advised of my name/ PUCO hotline number.
Interstate Gas Sup0192:S6 PM 3001:Ca1lerhasconcernsof elderly being taken advantage of-Advised would rtote account.
Interstate Gas Sup019 2:56 PM 3001: Sent initial- Waiting on Co response.

Caller states Uiat she had spoken to a rep from IGS in Occor Nov 2018 and showed the rep her Duke bill. Caller did not go 
through a TPV nor was given a paper contract, Caller had received her most recent bill on 3/15 and noticed it was a Kttle 
higher than normal (average bills in the low SlOO's, current bill was $250). Caller contacted Duke and was advised that she 
was pa^g a higher rate vdth IGS, which caller did not realize they had. Caller then contacted IGS that day and canceRed (E 
17993016) (G17993017), but was also advised of an ETF for both of $99. CailercontendsthatsheneverenroHed with IGS 

002S978 Interstate Gas Sup019 2:42 PM 3001: and is looking to have ETF$ waived. Advised caR» of investigative process.
Time: 3:45 pm 1/7/19 
duration 8 minutes 
Address 535 Church Street, Cincinnati 

Interstate Gas Sup019 2:42 PM 3001: IPAD Location accuracy - 624 meters.
Interstate Gas Sup019 2:42 PM 30011 Customer response letter mailed 

0025978 Interstate Gas Sup019 2:52 PM 3001: See Case ID 002S9781

Her states that she had spoken to a rep from IGS in Oct or Nov 2018 and showed the rep her Duke bill. Caller did not go 
through a TPV nor was given a paper convact CaRer had received her most recent bill on 3/lS and noticed it was a little 
higher than normal (average bills in the low SlOO's, current bfil was $250). Caller contacted Duke and was advised that she 
was pa^ng a Ngher rate widt IGS, which caller did not realize they had. Caller then contacted IGS that day and cancelled (E 
17993016) (G17993017), but was ^so adi^sed of an ETF for both of $99. Caller contends that she never enrolled widi IGS 

Interstate CasSupOlS 2:S2 PM 3001: and is looking to have ETFs waived. Advised caUer of Investigative process.
Interstate Gas Sup019 2:S2 PM 3001: Customer response letter m^led



Santanna Natural Gas Corporation 
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Motion for Protective Order Against IGS Energy
Attachment D

AEP-She does not want any phone calls. I told her I can't stop people from caRIng her. She states that she 
she is being charged 99.00 and she does not understand. I asked who was charging her 99.00? she does not know, she 
states that she called someone and they told her she was being charged that. She states it is on her bill I explained i 
don't have account info here and I need her to tell me the name of the co and she does not know. I asked her for her 
account # and I could c^l AEP to see what I can find out I called the company and spoke to Emaly and she states that i
there is a 99.00from IGS on her 3/5/19 bill. The customer was going to be switched to Verde but she cancelled that on 
3/4/19. i thanked for info, lexplainedto thecustomer thatshelsbelngcharged bylGS. ^e states he is 87 yrs old and 
lives along and she did not do anything, ^e states that the police stop and check on the oU people In her area and one of 
the officers even got on one of the calls from a supplier and told them to stop calling. That did not work. She states that 
she does not remember doing anything. I told her l wSIcontact the company and see what I can And out. she wanted to 
know if we can make them take the 99.00 off and I told her I don't know. I can not te> her for sure yet. I will have to 

0026005' Interstate Gas Sup019 2:08 PM 3001; contact the co and see what I can find out and then go from them, she thanked for help.

I read the company response and they did not answer anyouestionsandsentmea copyof a card the customer sent back 
that she signed on 10/17/17 but did not mark which offer she was accepting. I called AEP and spoke to Emily and she 

interstate Gas Sup019 2:08 PM 3001: explained that the customer has been with IGS since 12/31/16. will send back to the company for additional information.

I called the customer and left detailed message. I explained that she called about being charged a 99.00 etf from iGS and i 
was able to And out how she was signed up with them, sent back a card and she signed and dated it 10/17/17 and she 
was signed up for 36 months at 6.49 cents per kWh. I explained that bade in March that Verde tried svritching her to them. 
She states she is 87 yrs old and she does not know if she is coming or going. I explained that IGS did reverse the $99 etf 
and it should be on the bU she just got. she states she is with IGS and that is who she wants to stay with. She states that 
people keep calling and I told her to not give them any information. I exiiriained the pec^le calRng her wlU act kke they 
know her account info or say they want to verify some info and then they get more from her. I told her she can just hang 
up on them, she does not have to speak to them. She states she has not done that but they do act like they have her Info 
and she will no longer speak to anyone. She states she has the name of IGS wrote down by her phone cause that is the 
company she is with now and that is where she is staying. I told her that the company also added her to their Do Not 
Release Info list, this will help with new suppliers but not withwhat is already out there, she thanked me for that, she 
thanked me for getting her money back and for calling her back. I told her to call back if she has any other questions, she 

Interstate Gas Sup019 2:08 PM 3001; thanked for help, close case.
I called and spoke to Kim and she was able to tell me that the customer is with IGS. IGS did reverse the 99.00 fee and it is 
on her bill, there have been 9 dianges on her account in the last year an a half. reversal is on her that was just 
sent out on 4/3/19. she is going to add the customer to their Do Not Release Info list, wont stop what i$ already out there 

Interstate Gas Sup019 2.08 PM 3001; but may step new ones, thanked fw help.

1 called the customer and left detailed message. I explained that she c^led about being charged a 99.00 etf from KSS and I 
was able to And out how she was signed up with them she sent back a card and she signed and dated It 10/17/17 and she 
was signed up for 36 months at 6.49 cents per kWh. I expblned that back in March that Verde tried switching her to 
them. She states she is 87 yrs old and she does rwt know if she is coming or going. I explained that IGS did reverse the 
$99 etf and it should be on the bin she just got. she states she is vnth iGS and that is vrho she wants to stay with. She 
states that people keep calling and I totd her to not give them any Information. I explained the people calling her win act 
like they know her account Info or say they want to verify some info and then they get more from her. I told her she can 
just hang up on them, she does not have to speak to them. She states she has not done tiiat but they do act like they have 
her info and she mA no longer speak to anyone. She states she has the name of IGS wrote down by her phone cause that 
is die company she is with now and that is where she is staying. I told her that the company also added her to their Do 
Not Release Info Ust, tKs wil help with new suppliers but not with what Is already out Uiere. she thanked me for that, 
she thanked me for getting her money back and for calling her back. I told her to call back if she has any other questions. 

Interstate Gas Sup019 2:08 PM 3001;she thanked for help, close case.
cust stating hes with IGS energy and he never authorlted this, 
asked cust if he recalls someone calling or coming to his door about rates said no. 
asked cust if hes gotten anything in the m^l about a switch said no. 
cust found out when he rectived a high bill and AEP adv its because hes with IGS. 
asked cust if he called iGS said no he wants us to tell them to cancel and to be credited any over charges, 
adv cust we would have to look Into this 
adv cust of investigation process 

0026053< Interstate Gas Sup019 3:05 PM 3(K>1: icb
Called to close, adirised valid enrollment, customer states wife enrolled account, the co was taHdng about cable not 
electric, advised caller wife authorized switch, indicated she was the authorized party, offered fc, caller wants IGS 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 3^5 PM 3001; cancelled, advised he would need to call the co to cancel, provided number.
0026068 Interstate Gas Supl911:06 AM 3001; Reviewed TPV

Caller said she was with IGS through govt aggregation and somehow they remained on her account after the aggregation 
ended. She has never authorized them for direct enrollment and wants her money refunded that she has paid them since 

Interstate Gas Supl911:06 AM 3001: the aggregation ended many years ago. She was |ust made aware of this though Duke when she disputed herbBI. 
Interstate Gas Supl911:06 AM 3001; Reviewed IGS interim re^onse.
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Motion for Protective Order Against IGS Energy
suieo sne receive vm tram iviiKet.stacea neinrormeaner sne sene i<j> an opi-outcara ana ^
before. She stated she did not opt out and did not contact the company. Stated she should have paid a !owerB^6h'Z6 Of 106 
was with the aggregation with IGS. Per the vm she receives she was Informed they vrauld not re-rate her. Cust stated she 
Is rxK satisfied with the invest and she did not opt out of the aggregation in her area. Stated she was inf9ormed by one of 
our reps that IGS needs to re-rate her.

Advised cust I am not famiNar with her case. Requested to place on hold to see if Mike C. was unaval. Asked if she will 
want to leave a vm to mike. Stated she will write in. Feels Mike should have spoken to her also to know the information 
regarding this invest

Cust stated she has never opted out of the program and has never contacted IGS to go on a contract separately frc»n the 
aggregattoa

cust then started to speak about getting 3 UBs in the monthof March, tried to explain to the customer Duke is the only 
people that send blls out. Duke then informed her bills have been corrected which was due April 5.

interstate Gas Supl911:86 AM 3001:
Renewal provision of terms and conditions If my community natural gas program does not continue 
then tNs Agreement wil automateaky renew on a month-to-month basis using the Variable Rate Formula described 

Interstate Gas Supl911:06 AM 3001: below.
Discussed with BJ and NR.

Called the customer. Explained that I would be re-opening the investigation. She Is having Duke send her information 
about what she would have paid if with Duke. She feels that she should be re-rated to the ensuing ag^egations because 
she would have enrolled in the aggregations. Ad^sed that I would be sending over anpolher e-ma9 to the company and 

Interstate Gas Supl911:06 AM 3Q01: would get back to her once I had received a response.
CaHed the customer to go over the company response and close. Reached voice mail. Left message explaining that vdien 
the opt-out notices were sent out. hers was returned to IGS undelivered by the USPS. Explained that when she called the 
company on 3/14/14 to try to enroll In the program, she was actually enrolled in the West Chester Customer Choice 
Endorsement Program which mirrored die aggregation In terms of price and other ways but vdikh was not the 
aggregation and did not terminate ike the aggregation. Read the relevant term In the T&Cs: "If my community natural 
gas program does not continue then this Agreement wil! automatkallY renew on a month-to-month bads using the 
Variable Rate Formula described below, ^ Explained that is why her agreement did not terminate with the aggregation. 
Advised that I would close the Investigation at this time. Invited a call back with any questions about this matter or any 

Interstate Gas Supl911:06 AM 3081: future utility concerns. Left hotline number and case ID.
Interstate Gas Supl911:06 AM 3001: Reviewed company response 

apoxe witn ms. cawaros on tn
Intake hne.

varos on tne escalation line, ane is upset mat sne was not iransierreo oirectiy to a supervisor irom tne

Ms. Edwards is also upset that MC did not call her and speak directly with her before closing her invest'gation. She states 
that is not an investigation as she understands It. She states her understanding is that bo^ sides of the story are obtained 
before a decision is made and MC could not possibly have her side of the story because Duke is serxiing her 
documentation of the IGS biltir^ and she doesn’t have them yet.

Explained toher that the customer side of the issue was obtained during the Intake call with DP. Ms. Edwards states OP 
could not have known the vriiole story because OP investigated the Duke billing complaint and DP could not possibly have 
the records that Duke just told her today they would be allowing her to pick up from the Duke offices.

Ms. Edwards then stated that if 1am not a supervisor then she is Just going to write a letter to the PUCO detaking how MC 
did not perform an actual investigaUon regarding her complaint. *****Advised Ms. Edwards 1 can note her concerns and 
askMCssupervisortocallher back. Ms. Edwards stated no, she is going to write a letter to the director of the PUCO and 

Interstate Gas Supl911:06 AM 30011 then she disconnected the call. ****** 
lnterstateGas$upl911:06 AM 3001: Reviewed customer contact with SS

Tara from IGS calling the PUCO hotline for MC • MC's number is forwarded, gave Tara MC's direct number and advised I 
Interstate Gas Supl911K)6 AM 3001: would let MC know she called.

Called Tara at IGS. Explained that I did not have access to the prices charged in the aggregations. Suggested that one way 
to get an idea of what would put her in the bal park is by using die maximums. Explained that whatever she worked out 
with the customer was fine with me. She said that she would send me the cakulab'ons, call the customer, and advise me 

Interstate Gas Supl911:06 AM 3001:of theresiA,

Interstate Gas Supl911:06 AM 3001: Called Tara at IGS. Reached voice mall. Left message advising that I was returning her call, left direct dial number.
CaHed the customer to go over the company response and dose. Reached voice mail. Left message explaining that when 
the opt-out notices were sent out, hers was returned to IGS undelivered by the USPS. Explained that when she called the 
company on 3/14/14 to try to enroll In the program, she was actually enrolled in the West Chester Customer Choice 
Endorsement Program which mirrored the aggregation in terms of price and other ways but which was not the 
aggregation and did not terminate ike the aggregation. Read the relevant term in the T&Cs: 'if my community natural 
gas program does not continue then this A^^ement will automatically renew on a month-to-month bash using the 
Variable Rate Formula deserfoed below. ” Explained that Is why her agreement did not terminate with the aggregation. 
Advised that I woiHd dose the investigation at tNs time. In^ed a call back with any questions about Uils matter or any 
future utility concerns. Left hotline number and case ID.

Oarita notes dosing the case:

Customer returned Mike’s call.
Interstate Gas Supl911:06 AM 3001:1 Informed her of $937 refund from IGS. ICB if not revd in 30 days.
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CaNed the customer to go over the company response and close. Reached voice mail, left message asking Cor a retura.^ , ■. 

Interstate<jasSupt911^AM 3001:call. LefthotlinenumberandcaseID. Page / ( OlilUb

Customer returned Mike's call. >
interstate Gas Supl911:06 AM 3001r I informed her of $937 refund from IGS. ICB If not rcvd in 30 days.

Customer is calling about iGS andOP&L. She says that she noticed IGSonherDP&lbill, but notonherVectren bill, and j 
states that she did not enroll with the company. She has no idea how the company came to be on her bills. Advised that j 

0026223 Interstate Gas $upl912:A4 PM 30011PUCO couM irwestigate, provided case ID, ei^lained time frame involved and Invited a calf back. |
Interstate Gas Supl912:44 PM 30011 No answer. I

Caller states that on the bill dated 3/31, she has an ETF for $99 • she states that her 81 yrs old husband was calKng around 
for rates - she states that IGS came to their door, maybe 9 or 10 at night - about the $99 fee • she states that he had no 
badge - said they terminated with their co - the guy from IGS scared them - caller states that they did not put IGS on their 
electric bill - In their «)s - lives in a condo neighbor - she states that the guy from IGS said that he had to come in to make 

0026229 Interstate Gas Supl912:51 PM 3001: a i^one caH to confirm the cancellation - always use AEP • adv of Inv timelne.
Interstate Gas Supl912:51 PM 3001: Cust husband called In for CM. Transferred to CM.

Call was transferred from staff. ,
{^cussed w/both Mr. artd Mrs., the documents that the co, provided to me regarding their enrofiment. Advd that the i
co.'s tracking of agent was placed at the property at approx. 10:30 am not 9 to 10 pm as stated. i
Reviewed the signed docs., he agreed to the terms. He answered yes to ak required quesdons. Advd the co. evidence is 
not supporting what they've stated.
Advd if not fully aware of what is being agreed to, just don't engage the reps in conversation. Don't answer the dcmr that 
late at night. Advd they are engaging in a contractual agreement and the co. can hold them to the terms. She said they 
are Christians and they don't Me. Advd this does come w/an ETF of $99.00. I can ask if they are going to follow through 
w/charglng this. They said that they'll take care of It and didn't want me to ck w/the co. CIs case. They thanked me for all 

Interstate Gas Supl912:51 PM 3001: ofthehardworkthatwas put into this.
Interstate Gas SuplS 12:51 PM 3001: Discussed co. rsp w^th mr. and mrs.
Interstate Gas Supl912:51 PM 3001: Left vm, CBR to discuss response from co. regarding the enrollment dispute. R'niUf

customer called, stated that she is the PDA for her parents and In late fan\earty Feb this company signed her father up and 
forged Ms s%nature. she says that they had previously came around bying to sign him up, but she said no. w^en they 
came back around the second time, she was out of town, she says that there's no way her parents would have »gned up 
for thH. she did cancel and they sent a $99 ETF. she says that she is disputing this ETF because her father was not 
authorized to sign for thto.

0026310 Interstate Gas Sup319 8:50 AM 3001: i advised we can contact the suppMer to dispute tiie $99 ETF and enrollment, i gave her tite case Id and inv time frame.
Vivian called- Stated her father did not sign a contract. Stated he was not home at that time. Stated she is trying to get the 
account on PIPP. This is on hold due to IGS being on the account.

interstate Gas Sup319 8:50 AM 3001: Advised cust Leah 1. is currently working on this invest. When she has answer ^ will contact the customer
The electric service was enrolled with IGS on June IS, 2012, again on August 26,2013 by Ida Vivian Kavanaugh, and most 
recently on January 24,2019 by Chester Kavanaugh The gas service was enrolled with IGS on January 24,2019 and 
became effective with l6S on February 25,2019. The electric and gas service with IGS was cancelled on April 25,2019. The 
enrollment is valid, but the company agreed to waive the ETF out of courtesy. IGS has attempted to call the cu^omer to 

Interstate Gas Sup319 8:50 AM 3001: discuss the dispute further.
Caller speaks Spanish. Interpreter Jessica. Caller states that he had noticed IGS on his accourtt and was paying a cate of 
$4.49 per mcf. Caller also had IGS on his electric, which he was able to cancel via CEi. Caller did state that he had door-to- 
door reps come by in March promising a lower rate. Caller did not sign anything artd does not recall going through a TPV.
Caller is looking to cancel out of IGS and to be credited back for difference between IGS and DEO. Advised caller of 

0026468 Interstate Gas Supl9 11:39 AM 3001: Investigative process.
8/18/2017-Agreetogas4.49permcf for 36mon wlth$99ETF. IGS provided a copy of the signed agreement If cust 

Interstate Gas 5upl911:39 AM 3001: cancelled he will be charged an ETF 
Interstate Gas Supl911:39 AM 3001: tried to call no answer and no vm 
InterstateGas SuplS 11:39 AM 3001: tied to call no answer and no vm, will draft letter 
Interstate Gas SuplS 11:39 AM 3001: mailed letter to cust, see file

•caller is the sister and PoA of the acet holder 
-caller says her brother is elderly; senior citizen; & lives alone 
•caller says her brother agreefs) to enrolling his acetjust to get rid of them
•caller is inquiring about the enrollment urith IGS Energy & possibly Sperian » caller says iGS has 2 acets • one is for a 
security light
-caller says she want the suppller($) off the acet» he just want to be with the local utIBty company, but there may be 
ETFs » one is $99 for the security light
•Intake discussed the National Do Not Call Re^stry & postii^ signs in the yard to ward off door2door reps 
•referred to EA to discuss special instructions to be noted to the acet, etc...
•caller was advised that the RIKO win contact IGS and inquire about the contract, etc...

0026567 Interstate Gas Supl9 12:11PM 3001:-with permission, caller says go ahead
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Mr. Arkety, acct holder, returned to IGS, re-enrollment card signed on Dec 22,2017, thb is for a 36 month corPftge 78 Of ;106 
•S6.$ cents per ccf
-Co. states It does come w/an ETF of $99.00

You will aHo find the most recent customer/service 7PV called with Mr. Arkely on Novi, 2018.
•This contract has ETF of $99.00 dollars.

IGS did speak with Unda on April 22.
-She was advised, since Mr. Arkely initiated the enrollments with IGS and he is out of the recession period there will be 

an early (ermiisatlon fee to cancel the accounts.

Linda did not advise IGS to cancel. I can cancel the account if she would like.

UrtaUe to listen to the recorded call In the format that the co. provided. Will reach out to the co. to resend in a different 
Interstate Gas Supl912:11 PM 3001: format. If co, is unable to, will reach out to A.W.

The electric service was enrt^ed with IGS on June 15,2012, again on August 26,2013 by ida Vivian Kavanaugh, and most 
recently on January 24.2019 by Chester Kavanaugh. The gas ser^^e was enrolled witii IGS on January 24,2019 and 
became effective vrith IGS on February 25,2019. The electric and gas service with IGS was cancelled on April 2S, 2019. The 
enrollment is valid, but the company agreed to waive the ETF out of courtesy. IGS has attempted to call the customer to 

0045S24'1nterstateGas Sup0191;S3PM 3001: discuss the dispute further.
After invesUgation on 00263108, electric sendee enrollment in 2012 was discovered. Opened case to investigate the 

Interstate Gas Sup0191:53 PM 3001: electric enrollment
Cust calling about ETF letter he received from Ohio Natural gas because someone is trying to switch him. He didn't know 

0046889 Interstate Gas Sup019 3:S4 PM 3001: who was trying to switch him. Advisedcustomer to cafIVE. Gave# to VE. Invited call back.
Interstate Gas Sup019 3:S4 PM 3001; icb

Caller states that he had received a notice from IGS dated 4/29 advisii^ of his switch from ONG. Advised caller of 
enrollment process and gave number for IGS to see if he can cancel without penalty and ruimber from ONG to check on 

Interstate Gas Sup019 3;S4 PM 3001; status of contract. 1C8

1 have DP&l providing my electricity, I do not remember ever signing up with IGS. I do not pay IGS for any monthly bill, I 
have a DP&L account only. I have utilities with OP&L for over 22 years, in fact, I have never heard of IGS. until I received 
two written notices, v^idi mailed to me with my name and address on it. Basically telling me that if I want to to enroU In 
some fixed -price contract by 05/2S/2019 or I am going to be charged $99 for an earl:y termlninalion. I have NEVER had 
to sign any contract for anything with DP&l. My DP&L account number is not the same, as what it is wrKten on a 
second notice from IGS, which Is making me suspicious and think this Is a bogus account number, a scam to lure me to 

0049859.lnterstateGasSup019 1:41PM 3001; paying something that I never agreed to in the first place. I want to stick with DP&L, period not IGS.
Interstate Gas Sup0191:41 PM 30013 Per cust request, cancelittg case. Left vm for cust advising of this...
Interstate Gas Sup0191:41 PM 3001; Per staffs call notes, canceling case.

Customer calling to cancel case, he spoke with IGS, did not know they had mailed him info, and he was able to cancel.
Interstate Gas Sup0191:41 PM 30011 advised would let investigator know.

Returned cust call. Advd I iust rc'd a message stating he wants to cancel his complaint w/IGS. Advd the notes state that 
he is calling to cancel case, he sp^ with ICS, did not know they had mailed him info, and he was able to cancel, 
advised would let investigator know. Advd with that being said. I will contact IGS and cancel the Invt. Advd if this is not 

Interstate Gas Sup019 1:41 PM 30013 correct to pis cb. RTHL#
Caller has Cei 
Calling about Igs
Caller states that a rep came to her door to switch her service for the gas.
She states they agreed to switch the gas but never agreed to switch the electric.
Ad^sed caller of the opt out process -Advised of Co number also.
Caller states that she will corttact Igs as well.

Caller wants to know why the rep switched her electric without her ok.

Advised would send up for irwestiption/ advised of timeline/ icb

00S0092 interstate Gas Supl910:54 AM 30013Callerwants to knowvdtyherelectric was switched without her ok 
0050112 Interstate Gas Supll9 9:37 AM 3001: call was routed over to rep Crystal, via IGS Energy for furtherance

-caller is the dai^ter of the acct holder
-caller says last week a door2door rep Heath Merryman from IGS Energy came to the door 
-when asked, caller says her husband showed the AEP Ohio bll to the rep, but he said No 
•callersays the acct was switched anyways b/c she rec'vd an email confirmation on Friday 
•Note: caller has NOT contacted IGS Energy before contacting the PUCO 
-when asked, caller provided #800 to reach IGS Energy for furtherance
-call was routed over to rep Crystal, via IGS Energy | acct is under Rr^ert Miller | acct was with IGS Energy about 4 years 
ago; cancelled in 2017 | rep came to door to see if they could get them back as a customer | as of today’s date, rep 

Interstate Gas Sup719 9:37 AM 3001: Crystal cancelled the enrollment» provided confirmation OHP18140307
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•seniorcinzen;eiaenyanoconTusea Attachment D
•caller savs due to a dooT2ttoor reo from Statewlse knocking on his door today and pointing out that his 79 Of 106
supplier Is IGS Energy from his CGO bill 
-caller says he NEVER authorized IGS to be on his CGO acct 
•caller wants to know how Is It that IGS can take over his CGO acct. etc..
•when asked, caller does not recall speaking to anyone from IGS Energy, etc....

•per Dy, via EA hotline, IGS Energy is the Oioice supplier steice 20111 the most recent rate charged is ,649/Ccf as of May 2 
billing vs. CGO's current SCO rate is .37460/Ccf | customer paid at least $11 more than the current SCO rate for his usage 
with IGS

Government
Aggr^ation

•when asked, caller does not know if he's currently on contract w/l6S Energy • although, will contact them to inquire 
before removing IGS Energy from his CGO acct | in the meantime, EAwili remove info from CRNGS list 
•Note: caller was advised by EA Dy

00S0167>lnterstateGasSup019 3:27PM 3001‘-forwardingforinvesUgations to inqwre about the enrollment, etc...
0050177 Interstate Gas SupllS 9:37 AM 3001! adv cant open investigation without demographics

cust wants to be anonymous
cust stating igs signed Mm up without permission
asked cust if he wanted us to look Into this further we would need his info
cust didnt want to pro\^
adv cust he can also call igs to let them know about this 

Interstate Gas 5up319 9:37 AM 3001; icb

Customer thought we were DEO. He states a guy came to his house and stated he was there because his contract was 
about to end and he wanted to offer him a better rate, he states he does not handle anything mth the bills but he ended 
up signing with this company. He thought he was with their current company Constellation but then found out Ae guy 
was from IGS. Hestateshiswifecalled the guy last night to cancel because they coidd not beat the rate, he states he was 
conned. He thinks the guys name is Daniel but not sure. I told hbn we can contact the company and make them aware of 
what the rep (fid and see what they have to say about it. he states he signed both is gas and electric up but he was able to 
cancel the electric vdth OE. He thou^t he was actually calling DEO when he called here. I told him I would make note. I 
explained we can stlH contact the company and make them aware of what happened and see what they have to say. n>ey 
guy also said they have been with them since 2008 and they have not bee as their current supplier is Constellation, he is 
going to call DEO and cancel wth them. I explained that any time this happens the utfUty company will send the customer 
a letter advising of the switch giving Uiem additional time to cancel, he wants it done now. He states they need to be 
sued. I told him we u^ll contact them about the situation and see what they have to say. I explained we will contact him 
back once we get a response, he asked that we state who we are when calling back as he screens his calls. I explained I 

0050279 Interstate Gas Supl912:26 PM 3001; wW note that as well, he thanked for help.
IGS provided signed contracts for accounts enrolling with IGS. No ETf will be charged to the customer and will not be 

Interstate Gas Supl912:26 PM 3001! charged by IGS

Caller contacted EA of CG who advised that they could not cancel her out. Caller then contacted IGS but was unable to 
speak to a rep. Caller also states that she did not have contact with IGS either via phone or door-to-door. Caller is tooking 

0050292-Interstate GasSup3198:20 AM 3001! to see how she was enrolled, and to be cancelled out without penalty. Advised c^ler of investigative process.
Caller states that she had received an offer from IGS on 1/22 for three years at S.S8 per ccf. Cafier had contacted CG at 
that time and decided not go with them. Caller has now received a card dated 4/30 from CG advising of switch to IGS. 
Advised caller of number for EA of CG to see if this is an SCO, govt aggregate or Energy Choice. Also gave number for IGS. 

Interstate Gas Supll9 8:20 AM 3001! ICB 
Interstate Gas Supll9 8:20 AM 3001! EA of CG, IGS

Advised customer to file comi^int with USPS.
0018171 Interstate Gas SuplS 11:08 AM 3001! Called customer and discussed issues. He was satisfied

IGS stated the aggregation letter was sent but customer states he never received a letter. Customer states he never 
received the letter In the mail and he opens every piece of mall. Customer states ICS billed him double what his rate was 
before and stated they will cancel the aggregation on his bin, but It will take 1-2 billing cycles to be removed from bill and 
customer will receive reimbursement after the company is removed from the bill, which customer thinks Is unacceptable.

I advised according to PUCO information the letters were sent on Sept 1.1 advised customer to file a complaint with USPS. 
I advised any timeline reimbursement from the aggregation Is entirely up to the aggregation. I advised customer can file a

Interstate Gas Supl811:08 AM 3001! complaint with the governor's office regarding aggregation regulations.
i-rom; isarga, losie <JOSie.Darga<9>govefnor.onio.gov>
Sent: Wedrsesday, January 3,201811:26:22 AM 
To: Guastella, Michael 
Subject: Brandon Cole

Heyl

Brandon Cole Is seeking assistance with the 'outrageous" bills he’s receiving from IGS^P&L. Mr. Cole said he was 
aggregated Into IGS from DP&l without his knowledge. Since then his kWh usage has skyrocketeif to over 2,000 kWh a 
billing cycle. For his current billing cycle, which is 13 days in, he was rireadyat 2,1000 kWh. His average daily kWh usage 
has gone from 42.8 to 120.1. With the cold winter months he understands a higher usage but feels there is no possiUe 
way his 12 year old home is using Uiis amount of energy.

Brandon Cote 
3363 Powers Rd

Interstate Gas Supl811K18 AM 3001! Jamestown, OH 45335



Santanna Natural Gas Corporation 
Case No. 19-362-GE-CSS 

Motion for Protective Order Against IGS Energy
Called Mr. Cole and discussed his case, IGS has already told him they would reimburse his mmiies after 1-2 ^

ex^ltted how governmental aggregation worked, etc. He was mainly upset because he thought he was switeMS^tmt^^ ^ 
his consent and IGS spoke to his 23 yr old wife condescendingly. I also told him If he has not been switched in 1-2 bUltng 

Interstate Gas SuplS 11:09 AM 3001: cycles and reimbursed to contact the call center.
0018634 Interstate Gas SupOlS 4:01 PM 3001- explained etf can be charged

Customer states that he is with IGS and just renewed with them for a year. He just received a notice in the mail that his 
area is doing a government aggregation and going with ACP Energy and the rate Is lower than the rate he renewed with 
IGS. He contacted IGS and was advised he can cancel but he would have to pay an etf of 99.00. he wants to know If that 
is correct or if they can do that, lexpla^ they can. I asked If he had the contract and he states he does. I told him that 
Information will be in the Terms & Cortditions. he does rwl think It Is fair. I told him that he could compare the rates and 
if it is a significant savings he may want to pay the cancellation fee. If not he could call IGS and explain that his 
community with government aggregation and the rate is lower and ask them If they would be willing to match the rate or 

lnteraateGasSup0184:01 PM 3001* waive theetf for him to Join the aggregation, he thanked for help, invited call back.
0018947-Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:26 PM 3001: ICB

Caller has IGS on Bill, caller states was told by DPI aggregation, verified on map is aggregation, explained process and 
Interstate Gas SupOlB 2:26 PM 3001: caller asked about choice program, advised where to find and process.

00189S4' Interstate Gas SupOlB 4:07 PM 3001: explained what aggregation was
cost calli:^ because she keeps getting letters almost every year wanting her to opt out for igs 
adv cust of Hampton township government aggregation 

Interstate CasSup0184:07 PM 3001- Invited c^i back
Customer was placed under the Opt-Out Govt Aggregatiott program. She is upset the rate was higher every nwnth that 
OP&L I explained we are not party to the negotiations, so we haveno input on the rate other than to enforce the rate 
charged is the contracted rate. I ad\4sed I would itote her objection. I referred her to Greene County Commissioners as 

0019463 Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:S0 PM 3001: the opt out notice mentions they are the ones who negotiated the rate.
001955Mnterstate Gas Sup3189:19 AM 3001: dose

Caller states that she did not sign up for IGS and they are on her bill - she has to pay Duke and CGS -she found out what 
each CO provides but she has to pay 2 companies - exp to the caller that she is being billed for different svcs from each co
- caller stales that she found out that her community of Springdale voted for this - confirmed that is correct - exp govt 
aggr- she stats that who can she contact about the amt on the acct to make pmts - refer to Duke to discuss pmt plan 
options - caller states that she has cancelled \Knth IGS - she also would like to know if there are plans to help - like where 
they come and do Inspections of the house and to give out light bulbs - refer to Duke and CAA - Invited call back - note:

Interstate Gas Supllg 9:19 AM 3001: cust has electric heat.
0019560> Interstate Gas SuplS 11:40 AM 3001: Call A-Town or IGS

Caller states that her bill had tripled under IGS as a supplier. Caller had contacted DEO and was advised that IGS had been 
on account since Nov. Caller states thta she had never enrolled with IGS. Caller did stue that she lived In Austintown 
Township. Advised caBer that this was a govt aggregate program and went over the opt out option. C^ler voiced her 
concern that tNs ^ould be made illegal. Advised caller to contact the Township or IGS if she wishes to cancel and prevent 

Interstate Gas SuptS 11:40 AM 3001: future mailings.
001976S Interstate Gas SuplS 11:53 AM 3001: Ex{^alned aggregation plan

Calling re: being double Mted on his Duke bill. Was Informed of an aggregation plan with Village of Silverton.

I explained aggregation and his plan w/ Silverton and IGS for
Intersute Gas SuplS 11:53 AM 3001: 5.49 cenl$/kwh as compared with Duke's current PTC of 5,44 cents/kwh. Discussed Electric Choice and explained ETF.

0020768 Intersute Gas SuplS 10:35 AM 3001: Call ONG
Caller states that he had ONG as a supplier when he received an ETF from them for $150. Caller checked his DEO bill and 
saw that IGS Boardman was on his DEO account. Advised caller that this was a govt aggregate program and went over the 
rate he $ currently paying along with offers from ONG for six and 12 months. Advised caller to contact ONG if he's looking 

Interstate Gas SuplS 10:35 AM 3001: to get ETF waived. Invited callback.
0020829 Interstate Gas Sup)18 9:15 AM 3001: Explained aggregation. BTHL.

Customer Is upset that he has IGS at a rate of .6S9/ccf. He believes (hat It's a government aggregation and Is upset that he 
was changed without him choosing who he wanted. CGO referred him to PUra.

I explained to caller that Toledo is in a large aggregation group with other communities in the area and have 
Volunteer Energy as their supplier at a rate that's slightly lower than CGO. Advised that Toledo has been In a^regation 
program since Aug. 2001. Program Is voted In by majority votes. RTCGO HU 800-272-5440 to confirm how he got to IGS 

Interstate Gas Sup318 9:15 AM 3001: and how Iwig he's been with them.
(k}20875 Interstate Gas Sup718 9:44 AM 3001: referred to OP&L for furtherance

-caller's AIQ is under a gov't aggregation program thru Gty of Beavercreek, OH 
-caller is quesdonbig the status of her acct with OP&L 

Interstate Gas SupllS 9:44 AM 3001: -referred to DP&L for furtherarKe

Customer is casing about IGS and OP&L to dispute enrollment. She says that sherecelvedaletterfrom the City of Dayton 
advi^g that IGS will no longer be her supplier and that she wiB have to make other arrangements. She denies ever 
enrolling with IGS. Advised ftrat she was enrolled as the result of an aggregation which is ending. Explained government 
aggregations and Ms one In particular. Advised that if she did nothing she would be returned to the SSO price. Also 

0020884 Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:03 PM 3001: discussed low hanging telei^one lines in her back yard. Provided ea numbers for Frontier and AT&T. Invited a call back.
0020909. Interstate Gas SuplS 12:13 PM 3001: edu

Caller sutes that she is on budget billing and she reed her Ul - she noticed It had IGS for the delivery sve and their charge 
is $84.16-caller states tiiat she is on budget billing and now has to pay that amt - adv Utat she would need to check vrith 
her sutler or OP&L if her supplier amt is Included in the budget billing amt - adv that IGS is her supplier due to govt aggr
- caller states that she cancelled them - inquired if they vrere off her bill after she cancelled - rfie is going to call IGS - adv 

Interstate Gas SuplS 12:13 PM 3001: the rate and term of the govt aggr forCity of Dayton with IGS-provided number for IGS - invited caH back.
0021475- Interstate Gas SuplS 12:49 PM 3001: inylted call back. If necessary
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Motion for Protective Order Against IGS Energy
Attachment D

•catiing on behalf of his neighbor, who is eMerty; senior citizen - confused about the electric govt aggregatior^^^^§i1d ^ 
being solicited bydoor2door reps'Or* sales caBs. etc...
•according to PUCO's utility map, the address provided is part of the City of Parma, OH electric gov't aggregation program 
-caller advised

Interstate Gas Supl812:49 PM 3001:-invited call back, if necessary |
00216911 Interstate 6asSup018 3:50PM 3001: Call released due to non-response |

Customer states IGS and Dynegy Energy are listed as suppliers on her bill. She never authorized any si^pKers.

1 advised Dynegy is the electric aggregation. I placed customer on hold as the gas aggregation map is not working for me.

Supervisor: OA states it says there Is a city aggregation but no other Information.

Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:S0 PM 3001: Caller was unresponsive when I came back to call. Caller released due to iton-resporue.
0022083 Interstate Gas SuplS 10:43 AM 3001: edu

Caller states that IGS just popped up on her b^l - caller states that it Is her fault because she doesn't open up her bills • she 
called IGS and found out that it has been about a year - caUer states that she was told that It was due to her address • 
looked up her address - adv that caller that she is in govt aggr based on her address • expgovt aggr - she inquired who she 

Interstate Gas SuplS 19:43 AM 3001: can call for help - refer to CAA • invited can back.
0022214 Interstate Gas SuplS 10:32 AM 3001: a2a website

Caller slates that he had received a notice from IGS regardit^ an out. Advised caller that this Is a govt aggregate
Interstate Gas SuplS 10:32 AM 3001: program and went over offer vs. SCO rate. Gave a2a website for caller to loc4t over other offers. Invited callback.

0022280 Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:S0 PM 3001: Referred to NOPEC/suppller
Caller states that she has IGS and wanted to switch to NOPEC. Caller says that she called NOPEC months ago and was told 
that everything would be taken care of, but she noticed that IGS Is still on her bill.

Oiecked the aggregation map to find out who the supplier was and supplied caller with number to NOPEC and the
Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:50 PM 3001: diosen supplier. Also gave caller the terms and rates of the a^regab'on. ICS.

0022726' Interstate Gas SuplS 11:26 AM 3001: called to close, see comments
Oust did not opt out late, this was a mistake on the companies end. 16$ has placed her on their DNS list and also removed 

Interstate Gas SuplS 11:26 AM 3001: her from future opt outs

IGS (CGO)- Feb received aggregation info. Called immediately to opt out. Stated tNs Is the 3rd time she Is having to go 
through the opt-out process. Stated needed to contact by Sept 11 to opt out. Stated they called kt August and advised she 
wanted to be in the aggregation. She stated she has opted out every time but she contacts them each time to opt out of 
dte aggregation. Sated IGS advised her as to why this continues to happen.

Interstate Gas SuplS 11:26 AM 3001: Advised can invest as to why she continues to be placed in the aggregation when she contacts the company to opt out. 
called and spoke with cust:
Cust did not opt out late, this was a mistake on the companies end. IGS has placed heron their ONS list and also removed 

Interstate Gas SuplS 11:26 AM 3001: her from future opt outs 
0022729. Interstate Gas SuplS 12:22 PM 30013 Ed ref

Customer states she received a letter from another supplier for a lower rate. She states she would like to know if she can 
switch without etf and if she is currently with an aggregation.

I adw'sed IGS does have an aggregation in the area, but she will need to contact IGS for information on If she is enrolled via 
Interstate Gas SuplS 12:22 PM 3003: the aggregate or a contract and if there is an etf.

Customer is calling for her father artd wants to opt him out of Uie gas aggregation for Stark County. Advised that opt-out 
0022762. Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:S1PM 3001: deadline is lO/lO/lSandprovidednumber to IGS In order to opt-out. Invited a call back.
0022S39 Interstate Gas SupOlS 4:0S PM »»1: IGS vs. SCO

Caller was looking to compare the SCO rate with what IGS is offering for the Village of Poland. Advised caller of current 
Interstate Gas SupOlS 4:05 PM 30013 SCO rate and offer from IGS. ICB 

0O22908' Interstate Gas SuplS 10:40 AM 30013 aggregation
IGS- stated It Is being sent to opt out. Stated she does not want anything to do with IGS. Gas ^gregation. Navar Ohio.

Interstate Gas SuplS 10:40 AM 30013 Advised how to opt out.
0022914<lnterstate Gas SuplS 12:31PM 30013 Advised thecheapest cost on today's a2a chart and that DEO has had the best rate on average for the past 3 yrs.

He received a letter saying that IGS wfll be chagrin 3.47 with stark county gas program. He was told he had 30 days to 
cancel and the mailing date was 9*15-18. He wants to see If someone Is cheaper.

Interstate Gas SuplS 12:31 PM 3001: Advised the cheapest cost ort today’s a2a chart and that DEO has had the best rate on average for the past 3 yrs.
0022963 Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:22 PM 30013 Call IGS

Caller was looking to get registered for the govt aggregate program with IGS for Austintown Twp. Advised caller of IGS's 
Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:22 PM 3001: number. ICO.

0D23097 Interstate Gas SuplS 12:45 PM 30013 vm customer that is left up to community aggregate: to use either opt-in or opt-out process, leave hotline number as cbr. i
I recently received a letter informing n^ that the Stark County Commissioners had selected IGS Energy of Dublin, <^k> as 
the supplier of natural gas to participants in Its Natural Gas Aggregation Program. It also Informed me that 1 would be 
automatically enrolled in the program unless I notified HjS Energy that I did not <Msh to participate.
It is wrong to ask me to OPT-OUT of the program it should be the other way around. If I v/ould like to participate in the 
pro^am then I would need to OPT-IN. I had to provide my own envelope and stamp to OPT-OUT because I did not want to 
make any change to my current service and provider.

Interstate Gas SuplS 12:4S PM 3001-1 am asking you to get the process changed to OPT-IN Instead of OPT-OUT. Thank You 1111 Gary W. lalone
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vm customer that decision to do opt-in or opt>out process is left up to community -county, township, city th^iles to |
aggragater with puco. per aggregation rules, puco would need to certify the appCcation and then go over 

Interstate Gas SuplS 12:4S PM SOOli aggregation would be Implimented. leave hotline number as cbr.
0023190 Interstate Gas SuplS 11:54 AM 30013 irwited call back, if necessary |

•caller says she think that Austintown Township has an tiectric gov't a^regation program - although, she don't know if 
she's currently involved
•per PtICO's utility maps - Interactive maps art down temporally as we upgrade our server 
•caller reev'd a switch notice/rescind Itr from OE about svwtching over to IGS Energy
-caller says she recently enrolled with IGS Energy via door2door rep, but if she is already with the aggregation - she don't 
want to switch over to IGS Energy
•caller was referred to OE to find out If the current supplier on the acet is the suppfier for her community's aggregation 
program >or> not

Interstate Gas SuptS 11:S4AM 30013 -in^ted cal back, if necessary 
0023238 Interstate Gas SupDlS 412 PM 3001: Ic^.

Dominion • Gas • (Acet d 342080S1S8576)

Supplier IGS

Customer received a notice from Dominion, stating he was to be enrolted In the gov aggregation program.
I checl^d. Customer does not live in the township to join the aggregation.
Customer wants to remain on Uie SCO with Oominion,
Advised customer to contact Dominion to inform them he will be staying with the SCO.

Transferred customer to dominion customer serme.

Provided my name
Interstate Gas SupOlS 4:12 PM 30013 Icb 

0023489' Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:07 PM 3001: icb
cust stating she wants to know who aggregation is for both gas and electric 
adv cust first energy solutions and igs eneigy 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:07 PM 30013 cib 
0023508 Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:50 PM 3001: Icb.

IGS • gas • Sui^lier

Customer is calUng on behalf of her elderly mother.
Customer received a mailer from Oominion Energy, notifying the customer of a switch to IGS Energy. 
Customer claims they did not switch to IGS.
Informed customer IGS is the selected suppber for the Gov Aggregation in their community.

We discussed Gov Aggregadon and SCO.

Provided my name
Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:50 PM 3001: kb 

0023709- Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:57 PM 3001: icb
Customer upset because he was enrolled in aggregation, customer did not open the opt out letter until a year later. 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 2;S7 PM 3001: Advised of aggregation setup and opt out options. Invited call back.
0023937 Interstate Gas SuplS 12:07 PM 3001- icb

caller wanted to know who the gas aggregation was with 
adv cust Igs stark county

Interstate Gas SuplS 12:07 PM 30013 gave Info kb 
0023946 Interstate Gas SupOlS 4;S1 PM 3001- a2a website

Caller had a question about having IGS as a government aggregate. Advised caller of govt aggregate program and what it 
entails. Msowent over length of contract and ETf (Advised caller to contact IGS for specifics on ETEj. Also advised claler of 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 4;S1 PM 3001: a2a website to shop for other suppliers. ICB
Customer wanted to know about GA in area, went over mapping and GA case, advised GA expires next month, does i>ot 
show new ga.
went over process, caller feels ike GA's should send out more info.

0024S74 Interstate Gas Sup019 2:49 PM 3001: ICB 
Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:49 PM 3001: ICB

Customer noticed IGS has been on bli for over last year, looked up, caller in GA, caller was explained GA, but does not 
0024798 Interstate Gas Sup019 4:31 PM 3001: agree widi it. added to DMA and icb.

Interstate Gas Sup019 4:31 PM 3001: iCB 
002S320 Interstate Gas Sup019 3:37 PM 3001: Invited call back, if necessary

Qty of Cuyahoga Palls, OH/ IGS Energy/DEO
-calling about the City of Cuyahoga Falls natural gas program
-per PUCO'S utility map » Gty of Cuyahoga f^ls Natural Gas Aggregation Program | IGS Energy 
-referred caller to IGS Ertergy via 877/3S3-0162 for furtherance 

Interstate Gas Sup019 3:37 PM 30013 ‘invited cai back, if necessary
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t3Mer siaies sne nas more miormation regaroing ner compwiru. dtaies $«e macKO ;r*e opt-out notice oacK to ^

Auguit201S and told Duke in September 2018 that she didn't want to be switched to IGS. Page 83 of j106

Caller states she also wants to add that Duke has not read her meter since October 2018. States the company Just back- 
billed the account for the period October to February 2019. States there Is a message on the bill that the estimated 
billings are based on meter readings she provided, she states she ne\«r spoke with Duke so that is a lie. Also the February 
2019 meter reading is estimated. States she just called Duke and was told an order will be issued to read the meter.
Caller states if the company is reading the electric meter monthly vrith the Smart Meters dten it should be obtainingactual 
month readings of the gas meter. •••••Advised caller the company isn't required to obtain monthly actual readings from 
the gas meter.****

Cali states that she saw that for four months the bHIs said there was not gas usage, that the meter reading was 0 and that 
the only charge for the service was Ihe montMy customer service fee but she didn't contact Duke because she figured 
Duke was billing her like it should. States she only called after she was back-billed and (GS appeared on the bill for at least 
two of the back bHed months.

0025520 Interstate Gas Sup019 2:30 PM 3001:

Customer caling about IGS. Customer called IGS 6 months ago to opt out and they are still billing her on her Duke 
account, Customer stated that IGS rep tdd her today, that she could see where customer called in to cancel but it wasn't 
processed. Customer originally called them In September to opt out of aggregation. Added customer to Do not call list. 
Customer states Duke stated they are providing her sem'ces and she wants her money back, gening investigation 
because the customer states she opted out and the opt out was not completed, therefore she was Wiled improperly and 
customer wants a credit/refused based on what she would have been charged if she was opted out properly.
Same issue regarding the gas on the Duke bill.

Matrix Request

Interstate Gas Sup019 2:30 PM 3001: Gave caself and invited call back.
interstate Gas Sup019 2:30 PM 3001: Cust states she caHed 9/18/2018 to opt out and that wasn't completed.

Spoke to the customer and she was not happy that she did not get credited for changing back to her utility which was 
4.00. She wants that as well. She opted out and they did not do it when she did. She was made aware of her credit 

Interstate Gas Sup019 2:30 PM 3001: difference.
CalledOukeabout the 4,00charge and Alicia stated that Duke does not charge for gas aggregation customers. However, 
if they are gas Choice they will be charged a switdiing fee when they come back to Duke and as weli as PIPP customers, 

interstate Gas Sup019 2:30 PM 3001: This is not an electric complaint, but a gas complaint and it was coded wrong when created, 
interstate Gas Sup019 2:30 PM 3001: The customer was already made aware of her cretfit on 3-8-19. There is no 4.00 in addition.

Customer calling about Aggregation for city of Shaker. Customer wanted details on it. Took him to website and 
interactive map to review details off plan. Advised customer to contact IGS regarding pricing for new period. Invited caH 

0025S85 Interstate Gas Supll9 8:42 AM 3001: back.
Interstate Gas Sup319 8:42 AM 3001: ICB

•caNer is inquiring to know if her commurtity has a natural gas gov't aggregation program • Austintown Township 
•per PUCO's public website »Natural Gas Government Aggregator Interactive Map » Austintown Township • Mahoning 
County, OH » KJS Energy
•caller was advised and referred to IGS Energy via 877-353-0162 for furtherance 

0026104 Interstate Gas Sup0191:28 PM 3001- -invited call back, if necessary 
Interstate Gas Sup0191:28 PM 3001: Imrited call back, if necessary

The customer does not agree to the opt out process and he does not want to give his account number because they could 
use it in the future to enroll him.

0026272 Interstate Gas Supl912:29 PM 3001: Advise I would document his govt aggr process concern.
Interstate Gas Supl912:29 PM 3001: Advise I would document his govt aggr process concern.

Called the customer to go over the company respwtse and close. Reached voice mail, left message Introducing myself 
and advising that I had received a response from IGS. Advised that IGS admitted an error on Its part and advised that the 
issue had been addressed on iu end. Confirmed that he would not be included in the aggregation. Thanked him for 

0026329 Interstate Gas Sup019 3:30 PM 3001: contacting the PUCO, advised that we do look for trends and invited a call back.

customer called with a complaint, he says he received an aggregation postcard regarding IGS Energy, he says he opted out 
on 3/22/19 when he called IGS Energy and spoke with a Crystal, he says that the deadline for him to opt out was 4/1/19. 
he says Uiat he did opt out in time, but for some reason he just received notice from DEO advising that he's been opted 
into the aggregation with IGS Energy, he called DEO to complain about this and they advised they have opted f»m out this 
time, he asked to speak with a supervisor, and the rep he spoke with hung up on him.

customerdediced to call toe PUCO.

i advised his complaint will be noted, gave him the EAif to make sure the enrolment 1$ cancelled this time.

advised we can contact IGS Energy to find out why he wasn't property opted out on 3/22/19. gave Nm the case Id and inv 
interstate Gas Sup019 3:30 PM 3001: time frame.

Customer would tike to know if there is an aggregation.

I adidsed the aggregation did submit a renewal request, but there is no opt out letter on file at this time. The old 
(M>26527 Interstate Gas Sup0191:34 PM 3001: aggregation is over in May. I advised of numbers ofIGS and Oaytwi/^rogation.

Interstate Gas Sup0191:34 PM 3001: ed ref 
0023040 Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:10 PM 3001- Matrix sent

Customer called in for Apples to apples chart. Submitted request. Invited call back. Also gave Info regarding aggregation 
Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:10 PM 3001: current rate.

0023333 Interstate Gas SuplS 11:15 AM 3001- Matrix sent
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Interstate Gas SuplS 11:1SAM 3001-Customerc3iled regarding Apples to apples. Submilted request. Invited can back, send commercial arrd resl§^3$t 
0023482-lnterstateGasS(9l812:SdM«»1 300Uchartsent

Interstate Gas Supl812:58 PM 30013 AEP OE A2A request 
0024248 Interstate Gas SuplS 10:22 AM 30013 Matrix sertt

interstatedasSuplS 10:22 AM lOOlrCustomer catted for A2A. Submitted request and Invited call back.

Caller states that he may be wanting to change his current supplier (IGS] • he wodd like to look at other offers • adv of the 
A2A chart • cafler states that he does not want to look at It online - adv that I can mail It to him • confirmed maSing 
address • adv that the information on the A2A chart can change dally as it is entered by the suppliers themselves - caller 
would like to know if I can give him 2 rates/offers over the phone - adv that I am not able as our process/proeedure has 

0026253'lnterstateGasSup0191:41 PM 30013 changed-he inquiredabout how long should it take In the mail-adv to allow 7 to 10 busn days - invited call back.
Interstate GasSup0191:41 PM 3001:Sent A2Afor STwho Isout oftheoffice.

0018467 Interstate Gas SupOlS 4:58 PM 3001- caller referred to Duke !
IGS Energy: ’
-caller sasy he called Duke and stopped the switch • although, he want to complain about IGS Energy and thek deceptive 
practices

•caller advised comments noted
Interstate Gas Sup0184:58 PM 30013-inwtedcaliback, if necessary

0018989itnterstate Gas SupOlS 3:57 PM 3001: Response letter mailed to consumerfebruary 20.2018.
minai suomission or a (.onsumer uompiamt

Provider of Electric

Please Respond Within 3 Bu^ness Days

CASE ID: 00189896 
COMPANY:

CUSTOMER: Carol ZaorskI

ADDRESS' 6752 Farmington Court
Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:57 PM 30013

cust statlr^ ^e Isnt happy with igs
cust stating 2 reps came by told her they can give her a better on her gas and electric and asked to see her bills 
cust showed bills and they told her to get a better rate to sign here so she did
cust now received her contract in the mail and it says shes on a fixed rate for 3 years so cust called immediately to cancri
cust stating they told her she cant cancel and that if she does they win charge her an etf of $99
cust stating she was never told it was a fixed rate nor was she told it was for that long nor was she adv of the etf
cust feds they are taking advantage of the elderly and she wants puco to loi^ Into this because she wants this cancelled
and wants fee waived
adv cust we can reach out to the company on her behalf

Interstate Gas SupOlS 3;S7 PM 3001: invited call back
ruDiK. uiiuiicauuiviivussKJN ur uniu

Consumer Services Division

Memorandum

CASE ID: 00189896 
COMPANY

CUSTOMER: Carol ZaorskI

ADDRESS; 6752 Farmington Court, Mentor, Ohio 44060
Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:57 PM 30013

Received response from NR In RSAD: IGS has had a waiver of the TPV requirement on file with the PUCO since October 1. 
Interstate Gas Sup018 3:57 PM 30013 2014 due to using tablets to enroll customers at the door.

0018989 Interstate Gas SupOlS 4K)4 PM 30013 Response letter mailed to consumer February 20,2018.
Received response from NR in RSAD: IGS has had a waiver of the TPV requirement on file with the PUCO since October 1, 

Interstate GasSup018 4:04 PM 30013 2014 due to using tablets to eivoll customers at the door.
Interstate Gas SupOlS 4:04 PM 30013 Reviewing IGS response regarding the electric TPVwtth RSAD staff.
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cust stating 2 reps came by told her they can give her a better on her gas and electric and asked to see her biNs 
cu» showed bills and they told her to get a better rate to sign here so she did
cu^ now received her contract in the mail and It says shes on a fixed rate for 3 years so cust called immediately to cancel 
cust statir  ̂they told her she cant cancel and that If she does they will cha^e her an etf of $99 
cust statiiv she was never told it was a fixed rate nor was she told it was for that long nor was she adv of the etf 
cust feds they are taking advantage of the elderly and she wants puco to look Into this because she wants this cancelled 
and wants fee waived
adv cust we can reach out to the company on her behalf 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 4:04 PM 3001: Invited call back 
0019094. Interstate Gas SuplS 12:07 PM 3001: Called to close, see comments

called cust and left vm. Advise his DPI energy contract was purchased by IGS. IGS does not have any enrollment Info.
Interstate Gas SuplS 12:07 PM 3001: STated they would be willing to cancel with no ETF. Advised he would need to contact IGS to cancel, icb

customer called, stated that his bill increased due to supplier charges that he didn't know he agreed to. he says that a 
gentleman came to his door last summer telling die customer that he was representing OPL and tiiat he wanted to sign 
him up for a lower rate, so the customer agreed, he says that he Just found out that the guy was from IGS Energy and that 
he has been under a contract since June 2017 according to DPI. he says that he tried to cancel with IGS and they told him 
there would be a $194 cancellation fee, but he disputes that because he received no paperworic about supposed contract, 
they said if he can wait until 3/2 tiien the penalty will go away, he says he is trying to get out of this contract because it 
screwed up his budget billing plan he had in place with DPL

I adwsed we can contact the si^plier regarding the contract terms and the ETF, and if the company identified themselves 
Interstate Gas Supl812:07 PM 3001: during the TPV.

0019311 Interstate Gas SuplS 10:08 AM 3001: Concern noted
Customer states IGS told her that Dynegy has been purchased by IGS energy and customerhas to enroll in their services or 
wlQ pay a penalty.

I advised if a company the customer was with vi/as purchased by another company she would receive notification via mail,
Interstate Gas SuplS 10:08 AM 3001: the Information received by 165 representative Is incorrect.

0019533' Interstate Gas SuplS 12:S6 PM 30013 etf
cust stating that his mother signed up for a 3 year contract and she wanted to cancel 
caller stating they are charging her an $99 etf
cust feels thats ridiculous that they have a fee and feels puco shouldn't allow companies to charge fees 
adv cust Its not against the ;aw for suppliers to chaige fees
adv puco doesnt regulate their rates or fees but they are supposed to disclose that information 

lnterstateGasSupl8l2;S6PM 30013 cust said it was disclosed but doesnt feel there should be such a thing 
00t9548-lnterstate GasSupllS 7:S2 AM 30013 close

I called the cust and spoke with Sandra Dean • obtained the cost's svc address • she states that sometimes the street name 
is spelled a little different - like 1 letter off • 39S0 S Clerouse Cir, Cinci OH 4520S • cust states that she did not sign up with 

Interstate Gas SupllS 7:S2 AM 30013 IGS - adv of inv timeline.
I have talked to Duke Energyabout a company called IGS Energy. I did not sign up for this othersuppUer. f wastoldto 

Interstate Gas SupllS 7:52 AM 30013 contact your office, I want to know how to correct this.
Interstate Gas Supll8 7:S2 AM 30013 *** review company response ***

I called the cust and spoke with Sandra Dean • adv of the company response - she wanted to know If she cancelled, if she 
had to pick another supplier • adv tiiat she is not required to pick a supplier • Inquired if she has the number for IGS - she 

Interstate Gas SupllS 7:S2 AM 3001: does not - provided number for IGS - adv of the timeline corKernIrrg the cancelling for the Choice Program.

This customer states a door to door sales rep signed her up for electric and gas service. She was told that IGS used to be 
her supplier and she is due to renew her contracts, She was told there were no ETFs from her current suppliers to go back 
to IGS.
Caller was never with IGS. She was billed ETFs from Direct Energy who Is her current supplier for gas and electric. She 
called OPAL artd Vectren and cancelled the enrollment to IGS. She feels IGS was Intentionally misleading. She says she 
feels reps should rtot be allowed to market door to door, lexplained that is up to her local community to allow or deny 
titat. She might be able to hang a do not solicit sign or contact her local city to address that issue, explained I vroutd 

0019S6S Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:3S PM 3001: address the misleading enrollment. She also said no TPV was done* she just signed the paperwork.
Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:3S PM 30013 sent email to OP&L and Vectren for bill copies showing IGS charges. IGS says they have no record of this customer. 

UVIONVMTOaOSE

Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:3S PM 30013 ExplalrsedenrollmentwascarKelled.no IGS charges. IGS does not have to get TPV when stgrted contract.
0019584 Interstate Gas SuplS 12:20 PM 30013 Informed of agg enrollment, agg process and DNAinfo.

Customer spoke to IGS and they will not adjust her bill. Her bin is $600. OP&L stated they would set customer on a 
payment arrangement, but wil not adjust the bill either. Customer has told IGS that she did not want to be transferred.
Customer states she was in the hospital for 2 months and did not receive tiie notification that IGS was changing her to 
their supply.

Interstate Gas SuplS 12:20 PM 300131 advised of Investigation process.
Caller states that approx a month ago she had received a call from IGS attempting to solicit her services. Caller states that 
she did not ^e IGS her account number nor did she go through a TPV. Caller states that the week of 2/19 she had 
received her DP&L bill with IGS on it. Caller believes she contacted OP&L to cancel out of IGS and was advised to call IGS.
Advised caller of number for IGS (Advised caller to get a confirmation number and that it can take 1*2 billing cycles to get 

Interstate Gas SuplS 12:20 PM 30013 off of account). Invited callback.
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I spoke with Mrs. Termperly and further explained govt agg. I confirmed she’d like to be placed on the DNA list. a>e r h nc 
checked around the house hut couldn't find her bin to give me the acct number. Informed her I will call the* 9^8 ftP O' ^06 
acct number and add her to the DNA Kst. She thanked me for being so helpful.
I called and Michelle @ DP&L provided the account number.

Interstate Gas SuplS 12:20 PM 3001: Added customer to DNA list. '

Caller, Jule Temperty - states that she never agreed to the switch and she already has a case that Oarita is working on - 
Interstate Gas Si^lO 12:20 PM 3001: attempted to reach her inv - reed DP's vm • cust states that she will leave Oarita a vm message • trans to DP's vm.

LM informing customer of agg enrollment and pending drop w/o penalty. Also informed of ONA list and our website and 
Interstate Gas SuplS 12:20 PM 3001: phone number to call to be added.

Caller requests Invest D.P 
D.Pnot avail

Interstate Gas SuplS 12:20 PM 30013 Transferred to vm

She is on Standard Offer.
There was an AEP Energy switch pending that was cancelled today. Confirmation 8KA6XKM2518. cancelled today.
Xpirtd we do not have the ability to stop marketers from contacting her but as long as she does not give out any account 

Interstate Gas SuplS 12:20 PM 3001: information she should be okay. ICO.
0019S90 Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:42 PM 30013 noted eorr^laint

cust stating on presidents day a gentle man justin ross came to her door from igs energy stating every 5 years she has to 
renew

cust stating she doesnt have them and doesnt want them 
adv cust she doesnt have to renew
cust wants to just lodge rtris complaint that they were trying to get her to sign a contract with them 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:42 PM 30013 cust stated call back number on card was 8002S04474 
0019S94. Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:46 PM 30013 ICO

Caller just had visit from IGS caller signed up witit co but wanted to check on co to see if real, 
co offered rates of .S39 ccf.

Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:46 PM 30013 advised higher than sco and referred caller to a2a 
001963S Interstate Gas SupllS 9:17 AM 30013 gave number to igs

cust stating friday he was mislead by an Igs rep
they told him there rates were less than what he currently has and he now sees Ns bil with nopec rates are less 
cust just wanted to report that and to get It cancel for both gas and electric 
gave cust number to igs and adv to keep cancelation number for his records 

Interstate Gas SupllS 9:17 AM 30013 Icb
0019777 Interstate Gas SupOlS 4:20 PM 3001: Co not raarkeUng in her area. Customer said no need to reply.

IGS Energy is coming to the door and lying they are county aggregation and need to see my Columbia Gas bUI. First of all, 
we don't have gas heating aggregation in Mansfield at Richland County. They don't need to see Columbia Gas bills. I am 
really getting tired of this company’s deceit. This is the third time they have gone through the rte^borhood and lying 
about their rates, who they are or obtaining personal information from other rteighbors. No rseed to reply back. Please 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 4:20 PM 3001: stop this company.
00198S6‘Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:11 PM 3001: ^okew cust-close case

Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:11 PM 30013 *** no call back from cust w more info - sent initial email ***
Caller states Uiat a lady from IGS was at her home yesterday and said that FES is going out of busn - she woidd like to 
know if that Is correct - looked cm the A2A chart and adv the caller that FES is not and they have o^ers on the A2A- she 
slates that is what she had seen and how she signed up - Inquired if she provide the person any info • she did not provide 
any info to the person and told her that she has to speak with her husband - person is coming back Friday- rep from
IGS said that she was there to sign them up for a protection plan - and their rate is lovirer than OE - she states that she 
told the person that they Just switched to FES - she states tiiat the person retried, that FES is done • they are going out of 
busn - adv that whetr the person returns on FrI - to ask to see her id - adv that the agent is required to provide id when a 
cust is asking to see tiie Id - adv to get the agent number or name - invited call back- adv that I wlH forward ^e info to 

Interstate Gas S19OI8 1:11PM 3001: IGS on the rep.
• review company response *

I called the cust and spoke with Mary Cooper • she states that the person has not been back to her home from IGS • adv 
that I did contact IGS on her behalf - IGS has confirmed that they do not show an enrollment for her • adv that it Is noted 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:11 PM 30013thattheager:twtllnot be back to visit her premise-Invited callback.
0019868' Interstate Gas SupllS 9:44 AM 3001: spoke to cust

Per ph conv w/cust advd that IGS identified the agent that knocked on her door, and addressed her issues w/the agent as 
mentioned In her complaint. The account did not get enrolled.
IGS will place the account on our ONS list. Caller states she doesn't appreciate the suppliers lying. Caller went into the 
whole story again as to what happened. States she even told the agent that she was on pipp. Advd her Info is now on the 

Interstate Gas SupllS 9:44 AM 30013 internal do not solicit list. She thanked me.
Called cust., there was no answer, nor ability to leave vm. Will cb.

IGS Wentiried the agent that knocked on her door, and addressed her issues wAhe agent as mentioned in her complaint.
The account did not get enrolled.

Interstate Gas SupllS 9:44 AM 30013 IGS will place the account on our ONS list.
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cost stating Igs keeps coming to her door posing as utility company to get her to switch Page Or OT1IUO

oust tsating they even came and said shes already vnth them and they |ust want to see her bill to verify shes getting the 
best rate they have
cost called Columbia Gas and they said she doesn't have igs
cust stating they keep coming lying to her trying to scam her and wants puco to rea^ out to them and have them stop 
coming to her door because she tells them every time and they wont listen 
adv cust we can reach out on her behalf 

Interstate Gas Sup3139:44AM 3001-kb
0019393 Interstate Gas Sup318 9:25 AM 3001: iCB <

CaUer states got a renewal letter from IGS in mail, caller states he never signed up with co. caller went back throi^h 
records and rwticed they appeared on the July 2017 bilEng. I checked to make sure no aggregation in area. Asked caller if 
he has spoken with IGS. caller stated no.
Advised callef to reach out toco to see if they can provide additional info and help resolve.

Interstate Gas SupllS 9:25 AM 3001-kb.
0019936 Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:03 PM 3001: Response letter mafled to consumer March 29,2018.

Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:03 PM 3001: Letter reviewed • ok to send.
Caller states that an tndividua] by the name of Austen Peterson just came to her door and told her that he Is working as 
"securlt/' for TE and CGO and was there to see if her account had been enrolled wth a supplier other than IGS. He then 
attempted to secure an enroBment from her with IGS for both the gas and electric. She was suspicious of him and told 
him to come back later this afternoon so that she could check him out. He was wearing IGS identification and gave her a 
business card vrith his name and his IGS agent number of 1607119. The card also says he Istheterritory manner for IGS

Advised caller that the Information provided ks false and misleading. Asked If she completed an enrollment, she stated no. 
Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:03 PM 3001; Advised IGS wHI be contacted regarding this agent and thanked her for the call.

0020018‘lnterstate Gas SupOlS 4:09 PM 3001: Response letter updated to Apr> S, 2018 and mailed to consumer April 5,2018.
IGS came to apt. and caller states rep con'd her into going with them
Caller states went back to just energy, caller states she has asked co to stop catsng
Asked 2 times this week. Caler has health condition and has asked co to please stop calling.
Caller is also registered on the national do not call list.
advised caBer to contact duke as well to opt out of marketing, caller states she has but she said she just told them to put 
her back to just energy.

sending to investigatioa caller has asked co to stop callkig and they continue to caR artd harass and caller is on national do 
Interstate Gas SupOlS 4:03 PM 3001: not call list.

0020332- Interstate Gas Supl8 12:44 PM 3001: ICB
caller had been with consteSation, but Guy came by and wanted her to burtdie witii IGS Shane mounts territory manager, 
agent number 1603139. Caller states rep toM her she was not signed up with a co. artd she needed to sign up with new 
supplier. Caller got bill from constellation for etf, caller contacted IGS 3.26 caller states rep told her he would take care of 
it. So he cancelled IGS.
caller was put with OSS rate with vec, other wise would go back to contstellation.

advised caller unforturtately her the the co she is sigrted up with would know what contract terms are,a nd In the end she 
would have to pay etf.

Interstate Gas SuplS 12:44 PM 3001: caller states she wil call const^lation to see about waivit^ fee, but going to stay with SCO.
0020487ilntecstate Gas SupOlS 2:31 PM 3001: Customer's account was not switched to IGS. She Is on the SCO with Dominion-

Caller states that a door-to-door rep from IGS came by on 4/17 and advised caller that she had to choose a supplier. Caller 
does state that she did go through a TPV. caller statres tiiat she felt very uncomfortable through the whole process. 
Advised caller of enrollment process and gave number of IGS if she wishes to cancel (Advised that if she does to get a 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:31 PM 30013 confirmation number). Invited caIttMCk.

Calling back
Caller got rescission letter, advised caller probably was sent out before caDed to cancel.
caHer spoke with DEO and has been blocked, but rep at DEO told her she HAD to choose supplier, caller wanted to verify 

Interstate Gas St^OlS 2:31 PM 3001: advised caller did not could go vdth SCO.
Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:31 PM 30013 Sent questions to DEO on behalf of RSAD. Please see Cotr^iany's response under 'Files’.

0020610 Interstate Gas SupOlS 4.00 PM 30013 icb
cust stating rep from igs energy came by and he signed up with them 
cust stated he was told he was pa^ng 1.01 per ccf but hes really paying .502 
cust sttaing they offered him .590 ccf fixed for 12 months butthats hi^r than what hes paying 
cust stating they tricked him into signing up vdten he was really lower on sco rate 
adv cust he has 7 days to cancel and to get cancellation number 
also adv cust of sco and energy choice 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 4:00 PM 30013 kb 
0020683 Interstate Gas SuplS 10:38 30013 Doth fees were waived.
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She said shehas been trying to get a hold to Daniel Amoroso. She has left him several messages and he has not returrted 
calls. He is also the one who signed her up door to door...HIGH PRESSURE SALES. He lied to her and said that NOPEC was 
going out of business or raising their rates and she needed to switch and IGS, because IGS was the only alternate provider 
in her area. He also said this was the best rate, which was not correct, ^e is paying 4.36 per MCF and DEO is cheaper.
She lives In a retirement community where Daniel went 02D misleading everyone he came In conuct within that 
community. The community holds 110 single standing condo units. There is no telling how many others he duped, per 
customer.

She would like for it to be Investigated. The ETF needs to be waived and the neighbors need to be contacted by IGS within 
Interstate Gas SuptS 10:38 AM 30011 that community to verify if they were also mislead.

igs d2d marketer month ago. 
mcf rate Is 4.36
Been calling be she Isn't saving anything, She wants to know how much the etf is. I ended up calling Igs. $99 per utility.

Interstate Gas SuplS 10:38 AM 300111 adv caller of the etf for boOt. She said that was ok.
0020711'lnterstate Gas Sup018 2:35 PM 3001: ICB

customer called, stated that some marketer named Austin Prize called him claiming to be from IGS Energy and offering 
him a lOX senior discount off his electric bilL he says that the guy asked him to read the info off his bill and the customer 
refused and asked Nm for a number to call him back at artd the marketer gave him the number to the PUCO 800-686'
7826. hesaysthathiscurrent supplier is IGS, but the guy claimed to be from 16$ too. customer didn't believe him. he gave 
the customer a number 99547177. hegot hostile a bit after the customer would not ^e him the info off his bill.

i advised it may not have been IGS, advised him how to possibly find out who they are if he chooses to complete the 
Interstate Gas Sup018 2:35 PM 30011 enrollment process. 1^

0020778 interstate Gas SupOlS 2:12 PM 3001:0/C call I

IGS came to house artd said rates would be lower signed contract for two years.
Caller states she got her ego and rate was .57 per mfc with IGS.
Caller states she was told the rale would be lower than CGO.

caller states she called the co and cancelled and now is being charged etf $99 for gas and $99 for electric.

(caller is screaming and starting to use profanity, has been asked to stop both)

advised caller if signed up for that rate, thats vritat she would be charged, advised caller if etf In T&C would also apply.

advised caller could Investigate to make sure w/ in contract.
Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:12 PM 3001: caller started swearing again, d.c caU.

0020778 Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:13 PM 3001: called to close, see comments
DP&Lwith IGS- trying to switch and his home and advice him the new supplier NRG was a scam and canceled the switch to 
him. Stated the IGS rep was being very misleading. MathewLay was therep. Donot solicit list.

Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:13 PM 3001: Advised will invest and advise IGS of the reps misleading tactics. Also to have Nm placed on their DNS list 
Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:13 PM 3001: Called and left vm: Advised IGS has taken care of agent in this issue. Mso canceled contract with their company

referred to IGS to report incident and advised of svntching process and to contact the co to make sure account has not 
0020914. Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:37 PM 30011 been switched.

customer states that a man from IGS was at her home, he called her from there because he was speaking to her elderly 
father, states he was going to switch her service and she said iw. she has Xoom and did not want to change and the rep 
told her that yes she was and Utat was it she states her father does not have the authority to change her service and Is 
not listed on her account artd tiie guy was very rude. She states she knows her father Is very confused and the guy was 
asking for information. I told her we get these calls on a daily basts, ^e Is afraid he is going to do something with the 
information he was given. I explained he would have needed to do a TPV. I explained that any time something like this 
happens, if she was signed up the company, Veciren will send her a letter advising her of the switch and giving her 
additional time to cancel, she can also call the company to make sure nothing has been changed. They vnll not have 
anything today since tNs happened today so she may want to wait a couple of days or the beginning of next week. I told 
her she would also want to call IGS and let them know what happened. I tNd her we would note It here as well. I told her 
that these people make the elderly think they have to switch. I told her that if her father states he is audiorized to make 
the changes the account they could switch it. at this point she has time to check the account and make sure nothing has 
been done. I told her that I advise Ae elderly if they feel like they are being pressured or the rep will not leave to call the 
police, she states that is what they have had to do where she works, they are beeomii^ aggressive, she thanked me for 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:37 PM 30011 speaking with her and I invited call back.
0021040'Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:03 PM 3001: Customer was calling to r^ort the Incident ETF waiver or response not required.

Arepftom this CO Just came to the door and spoke very harshly to himand threatened them if they switch to Vista. He 
didn't have vendor license for the area, only for Middletown. He was very hateful and unprofessional and he wants this 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:03 PM 3001: reported.
Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:03 PM 30011 Customer was calling to report the incident. ETF waiver or response not required.
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•caiier says yesieroay, on May u, iisa tnergy came to tneir ooor stating tnat tney represent tneir current suppqAft’teChment D 
renew their current contract for 3 years PanA 89 of 106
•caller says their current supplier Is Ctuake, and been with them since 2013 and has not spoken with them sln^”^ j

•caller says a check for $14.95 was made payable to IGS Energy for total utflity line protection 
-check 41022
-in addition, caller did show the rep the gas bill, etc...
•no verlhcation phorte call Involved in the process » caller did sign name on an iPad
•caller says they thot the rep was being truthful until today when a cali from Gerald Carter, Quake's Retention Center
called to question why they were switching
-caller says they didn't know that they were switching
•caller says they do not want to switch to IGS Ene^
-caller was referred to the PUCO to report what has battened 
Hn addition, caller want IGS Energy to cease ail marketing tactics with them
•caBer ctuestioned howto stop all door2door reps from knocking on his door, etc...» caller was advised to invest in yard 
signs & post them (visually) thru-out the property

l^210S7i Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:00 PM 3001: -in the meantime, caller was referred to DEO to opt-off the CRNGS list
Called the customer, Mr. Gostomskl. Advlsedthat I had received a response from IGS Advised that the company 
indicated that it had spoken with him and that he would be remaining with Quake Energy as his supplier. Advised that IGS i 
would also be refunding the check for 14.95 for the utility line protection. Advised that I would close the investigation and ;

Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:00 PM 3001: invited a call back, \
Called the customer. She wants to cartcel the utBity line protection with IGS as weO. Discussed the rescission letter that 
DEO would be sending and advised that she could also call the ea, and provided number. In 3-4 days and resciird the 

Intestate Gas SupOlS 1:00 PM 3001: enrollment wKhout penalty. Her father was also a part of the conversation.
0021310' Interstate Gas Sup31S 8:34 AM 3001: co agreed to waive the etf.

cust stating last month IGS called her aruf said their rate is much lower than DP&L 
cust agreed to tign up with them
cust got a letter stating \^4iat (he rate would be and a place for her to sign and return 
cust didnt do that because the rate was much higher 
cust caled DP&L (hey told her dont sign it and they win cancel it for her
cust stating shes now getting a $99 etf and doesrM feel like she should pay this since they mislead her 
cust wants this looked into 
adv cust of Investigation process 

Interstate Gas Sup318 8:34 AM 3001: kb
I called and left detailed message for customer. I explained that the co has agreed to waive the ETF. expte'ned the 
following Info from co response:
IGS did speak with the customer on May 11,2018 and she locked into a fixed rate offer with IGS. It appears Mrs 
Hopkins second renewal letter was beii^ printed at the same time so the letter crossed in the mail. I am sure this caused 
some confusion for her. On 5*31-2018 IGS received a dropnoticefromOLPtocancelher account, this it why the $99.00 
early termination fee was billed. This took ^ace outside the 7 day rescission window.

However due to the confusion on letter being mailed, 1 wHI go ahead and wane her early termination fee. I left call back 
info If she has any other questions.

Interstate Gas Sup318 8:34 AM 3001: dose case, left call back info if she has any other questions.
0021432 Intestate Gas Supl810:41 AM 3001: Decided to enroB iMth IGS

•caller says about a year and a half ago, a rep from IGS Energy knocked on his door telHng him that they were witit AEP 
Energy

-caller says at the time, he was with AEP Energy, so he didn't suspect anything when the rep told him that they were just 
checking his rate to make sure it was correct, etc...
-caller says at tiie time, he didn't realize that he was signing up w/iGS Energy
•caller says that he recentiy signed up for another rate w/AEP Energy, when IGS Energy caBed him to inform him that he Is 
currently under contract with them and it will cost him a $90 ETF to drop tiiem
-callersayshe wasn't aware that when IGS Energystoppedbyayear and a half ago Uiat they were lying to him and that 
they were taking him away from AEP Energy
•caller was advised that the PUCO will have to Investigate his charges against IGS Energy 

Interstate Gas SuplS 10:41 AM 3001; -case 4 provided
intersute Gas Supl810:41 AM 3001- Confirmed Mr. Peden decided to enroll with IGS.

•caller says about a year and a half ago, a rep from IGS Ersergy knocked on his door telKng him that they were with AEP 
Energy

-caller says at the time, he was with AEP Energy, so he didrt't suspect arrything when the rep told him that they were ]u$t 
checking his rate to make sure it was correct, etc...
•caller says at the time, he didn't realize that he was signlr^ up w/IGS Energy
-caller says that he recently signed up for another rate w/AEP Energy, when IGS Energy called him to Inform him that he is 
currently under contract with them and it will cost him a $90 ETF to drop them
•caller says he wasn't aware that when IGS Energy stopped by a year and a half ago that they were lying to him and that 
theywere taking him away from AEP Energy
•caller was advised that the PUCO virill have to investigate his charges against iGS Energy 

0021433 Interstate Gas SuplS 10:50 AM 3001:-case 4 provided
Interstate Gas St^l810:50 AM 3001: See parent case 00214325 

0021433. Interstate Gas SuptS 11.02 AM 3001: IC8
Someone from IGS came out to house yesterday.
Caller states signed up on ipad, for 3 years, caller states was never told rate.
Rep told caller sob story, and caller felt bad.
caller wanted to cancel enrollment provided caller with number to did:eHL and advised howto block switch, 

interstate Gas SuplS 11:02 AM 3001: icb
0021533-lnterstateGas SuplS 10:32 AM 3001;inorder(orlGStoconsiderwaivingetf or issuing credit customer needs to call IGS. I advisedof number for IGS.



Santanna Natural Gas Corporation 
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Motion for Protective Order Against IGS Energy
I caltcdcintomerandleft voice mail advised in order for IGS to consider waiving etf or Issuing credit customer ^

Page 90 of .106Interstate Gas Supl810:32 AM 3001; call ICS. I advised of number for IGS.

Customer states the door*to-door sales people mislead the caller’s wife into b^levlng it was a green energy program that 
she was signing a petition for. This occurred on April 22,2018. Customer states they only asked for her account number 
and a signature for the 'green energy program ' it was never explained that the company was change Ns supply to IGS. 
Customer states tiie charges were a SOKincrease in price over vdiat rate he previously had. Customer previously had 
S0.0S25/kWh and increased to $0.072/kWh. Customer slates Ns gas was also switched, but he does net know what the 
rate difference was. Customer has cancelled and was told there Is a $99 etf per utility so $193 total.

I advised will reach out to company regarding misleading information to find out if the company will waive the etf and 
Interstate Gas Supl810:32 AM 3001- possibly re-rate or Issue a refund. I advised of investigative process.

I called customer and left voice mNI advised in order for IGS to consider waiving etf or issuing credit customer needs to 
0021S33-lnterstate Gas Sup 1810:35 AM 3001; call IGS. I advised of number for IGS.

I called customer via case 0021S334 and left voice mail advised in order for IGS to consider waiv'mg etf or issuing credit 
Interstate Gas SuplS 10:35 AM 3001; customer needs to call IGS. I advised of number for KSS.

Customer states the door-to-door sales people mislead the caller's wife Into believing it was a green energy program that 
she was signing a petition for. This occurred on April 22,2018. Customer states they only asked for her account number 
and a signature for the ‘green energy program.* It was never explained ttiat the company was change his supply to IGS. 
Customer states the charges were a SOX increase in price over what rate he previously had. Customer previously had 
$0.(^2SAWh and increased to $0.072AWh. Customer states his gas was also switched, but he does not know what the 
rate difference was. Customer has cancelled and was told there is a $99 etf per utility so $198 total.

I advised will reach out to company regarding misleading information to find out if the company will waive the etf and 
Interstate Gas SuplS 10:35 AM 3001; possibiy re-rate or issue a refund. I advised of investigative process.

0021545' Interstate Gas SupOlS 4:4S PM 3001- complaint noted.
customer called, has a complaint against IGS ENergy marketers, he says that a guy came around yesterday while he was in 
his yard, he says that the guy told him he was Ns current supplier and that he wanted to ^gn Nm up for gas, but the guy 
still asked to see his electric bM. he says that he got a letter today from CEI confirming an enrollment with IGS Energy, he 
says that he did not want to sign up for electric supply because he already has a 3yr contract, he already had Constellation 
andhas two years on his current contract hesays that IGS has a $100 ETF on their contract so he did cancel that in time 
with CEI.

Interstate Gas SupOlS 4:4$ PM 3001: i advised his complaint wW be noted. ICB.
Response letter mailed to consumer July 5,2018. Intake referred caller to OEO on July 11,2018 to request to be placed on 

0021576-tnterstate GasSupOlS 1:20 PM 3001: the SCO.
Caller has Dominion 
Caller calling about Igs
Supplier advised needed to update her bo and wanted to see her info,
He advised that he could save her money 
Caller was not sure what was going on.
Suppler advised that he could give herabetterrate but he never provided her any figures.
Caller states that she signed his tablet but was not sure what she was signing 
Caller wants to make sure she is not switched 
Advised of opt out process
Advised would send up for investigation/Advised of tlmeh'ne/ Icb
Caller wants to knowwhy supplier misled her and did not let her know he was switching her supplier/Caller wants to 

Interstate Gas Sup0181:20 PM 3001: make sure supi^ier is cancelled/ Caller does not want an etf
cust calling to check on case wants to make sure shes with SCO 
adv cust investigator hasn't heard backyet
cust got a letter from IGS saying it was cancelled but she wants to be on sco 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:20 PM 3001: referred cust todeo

Customer states she keeps getting letters stating she can adjust rates. She states many suppliers are caling her and she 
would like the calls to stop because many suppliers will say they are giidng her a lower rate, but their rates are actually 
higher. Customer states she was told her rate would be lower with IGS, but her rate was actually higher. Customer states 
her rate with IGS is $0.0$99Awh and the Price to Compare on her AEP bill is $0.0S7Awh. Customer states she would like 
to cancel because of the misleading information, but does not wish to pay the etf.

I acMsed customer can contact utility company to verify she Is in on their no solicitation list and the national do not caR 
0021614 Interstate Gas Supll8 9:36 AM 3001: registry. I advised win reach out to IGS regarding misleading Information. I advised of investigation process.

Interstate Gas SupllS 9:36 AM 3001: Letter mailed ad^slng the enrollment was verified and IGS is unwIRing to waive any ETF.
0021740 Interstate Gas SuplS 12:59 PM 3001: icb

cust stating someone came to her door statir^ her serv has been changed 
and they needed to see her bill to make sure she was getting the correct one 
cust stating IGS was the badge they had on and cust Is tNnking they signed her up 
adv cust if they did sign her up vrithout permission to call us back 
adv utility company would send a letter in the mail stating the change as well 

Interstate Gas SuplS 12:S9 PM 3001: Icb
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Motion for Protective Order Against IGS Energy
•caller says that Douglas Ashcraft from 16S stopped by her door, yesterday evening, telling her that l>uke is gettift|tSfi!H^®' ^ 
the business and she must chose his company, etc... Page 91 of 106
•caller says she knew that what he was saying is wrong, but she worry about the others who may not know that v\4iat he is 
saying is false
•caller says No* she didn't get duped, but she thirtk of the others Urat he will dupe.
-caller says this guy should not be allowed to go around saying things like that 
-caller admed that her comments are noted 
•invited call back, if necessary

0021814 Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:55 PM 3001! -forwarding to Investigation based upon the false • misleading info 
Interstate Gas Sup018 2:S5PM 3001!*** review company response-close case ***
Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:55 PM 3001: *** spoke wid) Dft • reviewed LO's notes-cust is not requesting a fellow up contact- • sent Initial email'

Daughter Laurie Plecha calling for her mother’s account. She handles her mother's bWs now. She was charged more by 
IGS than CGO. She called to cancel and IGS will not waive the ETF. She states they did for the electric contract but not for 

0021859 Interstate Gas Sup 1811:36 AM 3001! the gas. Feels moUier is elderly and company should not be allowed to enroll or market to the elderly.
CALLED CUSTOMER TO CLOSE

Interstate Gas SuplS 11:36 AM 3001: explained they waived ETF.<.aiiernas(.ei

Caller cafling about Igs energy 
Caller has Nopec
Caller states rep came to her home and tried to get her husband to sign up with Igs.
Caller states rep advised that Nopec was on the verge of bankruptcy.

Caller states that they did not sign up
Caller states the rep from Igs was Timothy Moro. His agent id is (16011120).
Caller states Igs rep's ebr number is 4405394835.

Caller feels that she was misled by rep and wants this Invesdgated.
Caller does not vrant rep to use this same tactic on anyone else 
Caller does not want to give her account number

Advised would send up for investigadon/Advised of timellne/icb 
0022036 Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:53 PM 3001! Caller wants to know why rep misled her into thinking Nopec was bankrupt.

Called the customer to go over the company re^onse and close. Exfdained company response. She said that she is 
satisfied with the con^any response after speaking vrith the company. Advised that I would close the investigation artd 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:53 PM 3001: inviieda callback with any future utility concerns.
0022088 Interstate Gas Supl812:17 PM 3001! Spoke to Tara Chapman with IGS and confirmed the ETF as waived. Relayed information to the Ms. Hetrel. ICB

Claim the rep misrepresented IGS. Rate was to be lower than 5.49. Got a Mil and the rate as 7.39. Also no etf but this plan 
Interstate Gas SuplS 12:17 PM 3001! has one for $99.
Interstate Gas SuplS 12:17 PM 3001! Spoke to Tara Chapman with IGS and confirmed the ETF as waived. Relayed information to the Ms. Hetzel. ICB.

0022171 Interstate Gas SuplS 12:17PM 3001! edu

Caller states that about 2 days ago, someone from IGS came to his door-wanting to look at his bill to see If he had any 
hidden fees - making sure he wasn't being over charge for anything • caUcr states that he did sign with the company, but 
he thought it was about them looking over his bin • inquired if he read what he signed • caller states that he did not read 
what It was that he was signing for - he called CGO and cancelled tisru the automatic system, the hen he was transferred 
to a rep at CGO - to make sure this was cancelled • adv that I can contact IGS concerning how they obtained his 
authorization for enrolment - exp the caller, that they will provided he signed • adv that I can not prove or disprove 
what was said to him • adv the caller that going forward, he would read the paper before he signs it • caller states that he 

Interstate Gas SuplS 12:17 PM 3001! understands and that Uiere Is no need to contact IGS - Invited call back.
0022237 Interstate Gas SuplS 12:30 PM 3001! educated cust with suppliers

Seen with IGS for a while, claiming to be cheaper than Duke energy. C^led K3S to cancel but gave him a hard time and 
tried to sign up with a new contract, He feels the sales practising is very misleading. Advised cust supplier rates are not 
regulated by the PUCO. if they charged what they agreed according to the contract he agreed to there Is nothing that can 

Interstate Gas SuplS 12:30 PM 3001: be dorw.
Caller has Aep 
Caller calling about Igs
Caller signed up with Igs energy. Rep came to her home 4 times and she agreed to switch.
Caller states she viras told her Ml would cheaper with Igs than with Aep.
Caller states rep advised she would personally pay her Ml If it were not cheaper.
Caller agreed to a 12 month contract fixed at .559
Caller Is getting the rate the rep advised howevn caler feels she was misled as her bills are not cheaper.
Caller states she normally pays $48 and her Mils are $82 now.

Advised would sertd up for irwestigatlon/Advised of timeline/ kb
Caller wants to know why rep misled her by stating her bll would be lower and ^e would pay If it were not.
Caller wants bIRadjusted to therateshe would have been billed prior to the switch/Callerw»its supplier cancelled/CaPer 

0022386 Interstate Gas SupOlS 1:37 PM 3001! does not want an etf/
Letter mailed to customer advising that the customer enrolled in a 12 month fixed rate of $0.559/ccf for gas on May 12 
and a flat monthly rate of $34/month for 12 months for eleclrk service. The AEP bills were previously on a budget amount 
of $65/month and in June the bucket plan was no longer active. The July and August bRIs show the customer was charged 

interstate Gas SupOlS 1:37 PM 3001! a flat rate of $34 for electric supply plus the current electric charges.
Rep tired to sell him gas and electric. He said that the customer ignored the mailings, so he was titere to take care of It. 
When the customer told him that he knew he was trying to switch him, he did agree that Is what he was Indeed. He said 

0022469-Interstate Gas SuplS 12:40 PM 3001! that Is how he was trained and It worked well this far. The customer never gave Ms account Info.
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Motion for Protective Order Against IGS Energy
Rep tired to sell him gas and electric. He said thatthecustomerignored the mailings, so he was there to takecd^^^9^^®^^ ^ 
When the customer told him that he knew he was trying to switch Nm, he did agree that Is what he was inde^i@g9a92 Of 106 

Interstate Gas SuplS 12rd0 PM 3001; dtat is how he was trained and It worked well this far. The customer never gave his account info.
0022628- Interstate Gas SupDlS 8;39 AM 30011* called to dose, see comments

Customer called in for father's account. She is the POA, Advised that she may rteed to provide proof of POA. She is 
concerned that they have been taken advantage of by (GS. They were promised lower gas/electric bills and she has found 
that the payments have actually gone up. she has switched their services from IGS to Direct Energy. Customer states 
their may be an early term fee of 92 per account. Wants to see what can be done about this because the customer's are 

Interstate Gas Sup318 8:39 AM 3001: elderly and feels l&e they were taken advantage of. Gave caseH and Invited call back.

IGS stated they spoke with customer and is now aware her parents agreed to the enrt^lment. The enrollment was done by 
Interstate Gas Sup)18 8:39 AM 30012 Dorris. For the gas and electric service, if she is wanting to cancel ser^ce ETf can be charged by the company

called and spoke with customer: IGS stated dtey spoke with customer and is now aware her parents agreed to the 
enrollment. The enrolment was done by Dorris, Forthe gas and electric ser\tee. if she is wanting to cancel service ETf can |
be charged by the company |
Stated she spoke with the company and requested the ETF be waived and does not want them with IGS. Stated her |

Interstate Gas SupllS 8:39 AM 3001: parents do not need to have anyone selling at their home. !
002263S Interstate Gas Supt811:05 AM 30012 rewew company response • cust did not want a follow up contact • close case

Caller states that she hastheSCO with DEO-she would like to report IGS-a lady came to her door wearing anIGSt-shIrt |

and said that IGS prorides/supplies almost all of tire gas for Wooster - she knows that the person was not right • |
neighborhood ismairtly retired people‘She does not need a followup or call back - she just wanted to report the person 

Interstate Gas SuplS ll:OS AM 30012 making that statement • adv that I will forward the Information to IGS • invited call back.
Interstate Gas SuplS 11:0SAM 30012 *** sent initial email ***
Interstate Gas SuplS 11:05 AM 3001: *** review company response ***

0022636-Interstate Gas SuplS 11:31 AM 30012 called to dose, see comments

IQS' Gas and Electric. BBS suggested to contacted the PUCO. She stated IGS rep themselves wrongly. IGS advised they 
were reattaching her to her original companies. Got charged an ETf for gas and electric. Stated this was a door to door 
sales. They informed her she was mislead and changed. Also she never received a copy of the contract.

Interstate Gas SuplS 11:31 AM 30012 Advised will open invest.
called cust and left vm: IGS has waived the ETF fee for both services and accounts have been cancelled.

Interstate Gas SuplS 11:31 AM 30012 see details on case 226369 
0022636'Interstate Gas SuplS 11:32 AM 3001: called to close, see comments

IGS- Gas and Electric. BOB suggested to contacted the PUCO. She stated IGS rep themselves wrongly. IGS advised they 
were reattaching her to her original comparries. Got charged an ETF for gas and electric. Stated this was a door Co door 
sales. They informed her she was mislead and changed. Also she never received a copy of the contract.

Interstate Gas SuplS 11:32 AM 3001: Advised will open invest.
Interstate Gas SuplS 11:32 AM 30012 CaWng to follow up on a conference call. Ok to put in vm if inv not availaUe.
Interstate Gas SuplS 11:32 AM 3001: ICS has waived the ETF fee for both services and accounts have been cancelled.

Called and spoke with cust Stated she has an ongoing invest with the 8BB. Advised I can 3 way with the company to have 
Interstate Gas SuplS 11:32 AM 3001: this taken care of. While trying to conference call was dropped. Called cust back and conference to call IGS.

per drake R. call the customer and advise to have ETF waived she needs to speak with company and transfer to IGS 
Interstate Gas SuplS 11:32 AM 3001: Andrew Blakley ® 440*343*8440.

tried calling Andrew no answer, left vm advlslrtg myself and Ms. Conrady have tried dxitacting him and have not heard 
interstate Gas SuplS 11:32 AM 3001: back. Requested call back
Interstate Gas SuplS 11:32 AM 3001: called and left vm: IQS has waived the ETF fee for both setwces and accounts have been cancelled.
Interstate Gas SuplS 11:32 AM 3001: called cust. Advised I tried calling and no answer, have e-malled EA for further assistance.

IX)22650. Interstate Gas SupllS 8:19 AM 3001: called to close, see comments 226228
Customer called In for father’s account. She is the POA, Advised that ^e may need to provide proof of POA. She is 
concerned that they have been taken advantage of by IGS. They were promised lower gas/electric bills and she has found 
that the payments have actually gone up. she has switched dreir services from IGS toMrect Energy. Customer states their 
may be an early term fee of 92 per account. Wants to see what can be done about this because the customer's are elderly 

Interstate Gas SupllS 8:19 AM 3001: and feels like they were taken advantage of. Gave caseP and tnwted caU back.
called and spoke with customer: IGS stated they spoke with customer and is now aware her parents agreed to the 
enrollment. Tire enrollment was done by Dorris. For the gas and electric service, if she is wanting to cancel service ETf can 
be charged by the company
Stated she spoke with the company and requested the ETF be waived ar>d does not want them with IGS. Stated her 

Interstate Gas SupllS 8:19 AM 3001! parents do not need to have anyone selling at their home 
Co response:
IGS was able to chedc and Mrs. Ison was not enrolled with IGS. Mrs, Ison was with IGS in the past on the SCO program.
The Home service agent was trying to explain die difference between the SCO and a fixed rate product. The complaint vrill 

0022739 Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:29 PM 3001: be reviewed with the agent and documented in his hie.
someone Just came by with IGS, Rep told the customer Vec had turned customer over to them, and handed the tablet 
over and told callertosignitonthelines.
Caller states she scroRed the tablet and saw the terms and conditions and realized he was providing false Info, caller states 
she told him no way at that point and called vec. Caller states vec told caller to contact puco.
Caller did not have account number.

Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:29 PM 3001: advised woidd open Investigation provided case number and time frame.
Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:29 PM 3001: Called customer to dose.

0022832 Interstate Gas SuplS 12:58 PM 30012 Advised that I would document his concern.
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Motion for Protective Order Against IGS Energy
A rep came to his home a couple days ago and offers .60 per ccf for 5 years. He toW the customer that he ^

mailir<g for the discount, so he is there to make sure he gets the IGS discount. Page 93 Of i 106

After caKng CGO, he realized that this was false info and CGO advise they have never been over .45 in the coldest months.
He did NOT enroll. The reps name was Rob EliovwielL

Interstate Gas SuplS 12:58 PM 3001; Advised that > would dociment his concern.
Called Tara back. She says that she would be happy to give a demonstration to us at SMED. Advised that I was waiting for 

002312&'lnterstateGasSup0188:54PM 3001; NR to see what we already had.
Please ask the company to provide you vrith pictures of the Information on the IPAD that is shown to the 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 8iS4 PM 3001: homeowner/person who answers the door so that we can see exactly what information the homeowner sees.

The Company IGS ENERGY In Dayton is scammkig people with the IPAD they are using. Showlr^ customers Information to 
make them think they are current customers when they are not. They should have to TPV every customer In order to 
make sure aH sales are vaNd and customers are con^letely aware of what's being done to there accounts. Espea'ally the 
seniors who are realty getting scammed every day. Read the google reviews those are facts except for the employees > 
writing the few good ones. There rates are not competitive so the none tpv is the only thing that is helping them. They pay | 
the sales rep 30k a year plus thousands in commissions to switch customers to IGS how can a company afford to pay |
hundreds of reps 70k or more a year for door to door sales selKng energy and gas. So many negative complaints on google 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 8:54 PM 3001: reviews and bbb that get covered up by Ngh paid representatives |
Called Tara at IGS. Reached voice mail. Leftmessageadvisingthatwedonot have an address for this customer. Advised 
that I am sure IGS presented that information to the Commission and asked that she provide it again, left direct dial 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 8:S4 PM 3001: number for any questions.
Received a call from Tara at IGS who asked for a return call She Is concerned about releasing InformaHon to a possible 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 8:54 PM 3001; competitor.
Discussed with NR.

Called Tara at IGS. Reached voice mall. Left message asking for a return call.

Ask for an e-mail indicating vrttat information is pre-populated on the saeen shown to customers and also if anything has 
Interstate Gas Sup018 8:54 PM 3001: changed since the demos to tiie PUCO,
Intersute Gas SupOlS 8:54 PM 3001- Closing e-mail sent

Reviewed IGS e*ma3. Called Tara back. Explained that we would like to see vrhat information pre-populates when a 
salesperson comes to a customer's door. Msoaskedhertoconfirmordenywhetheror not any changes have been made 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 8:54 PM 3001; since the process was demonstrated to the PUCO. She said that she would get me an e-mail response.
0023188 Interstate Gas SuplS 10:56 AM 3001; Agent tracked down by igs.

An IGS rep was there earlier. Adv her he was aware she already had IGS and proceeded to her her to sign hh tablet. She 
Interstate Gas SupIS 10:56 AM 3001; didn't. She called dpi and they confirmed she isn't with IGS.

Caller is an elderly woman who feels very bullied by the IGS rep that continues to come to her home with his pushy 
attitude demanding to see see her account hiformation. The reps name b Keithley Soanes. Because of this behavior she 

0023247' Interstate Gas Supl810:52 AM 3001: will neve do business with IGS and wants to be placed on the "Do Not Cal' list immediately.
Interstate Gas SuplS 10:52 AM 3001; Confirmed resolution.

0023852 Interstate Gas SupIS 10:22 AM 3001; cust call to have on file

IGS gas and electrk- company stated they would be cheaper then duke. Showed difference between IGS rate and duke 
rate. After signing up noticed bill is extremely l^h. There is a $200 cancelation fee that he is needing to pay \^en he is 
not getting what he was promised. The rep informed him IGS rates would always be lower the Duke. Stated he never 
provided a rate that he would be charged. Stated he does not know if he agreed to a fixed or variable rate. Stated it was a 
2 year contract that the rate would be lower then dukes. He stated this was false information.

Advised cust we can look Into die contract he agreed to. He staled it does not need to happen due to canceling the 
Interstate Gas SupIS 10:22 AM 3001; contract and does not want this looked into.

(»2388S Interstate Gas SupIS 10:28 AM 300i:- Ed ref
Customer states an IGS representative came to her home and advised that she currently has the SCO rate. He stated that 
the SCO rate will no longer be an option as of March 1.2019 and customer has to pick a supplier or else she will 
automatically be assigned a MVR.

Interstate Gas SupIS 10:28 AM 3001:1 advised the SCO rate is an option and customer does not have to choose a supplier,
002393DlnterstateGasSup)18 9:28 AM 3001: CGO called her during the call, so caller ended call.

Customer calling about IGS. Customer signed up with IGS and wants to cancel. Customer contacted CGO for canceBatioa 
Interstate Gas Sup318 9:28 AM 3001- GaveK for IGS for canceHation. Imdted caS back.
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Motion for Protective Order Against IGS Energy
Caller states that she was triched Into signing up with IGS on 11/7 and didn't cancel within the time frame ^

papers looked similar to her insurance papers (she was recently In a car aeddent}. Page 94 Of 106

Caller states that she did talk to a rep at the door, who primarily talked about her dog and misled her about any real 
details about being switched. Caller says that she did check off on some boxes during the conversatlort, but wasn't told 
any details.

Caller states that she Is on PIPP, so the switch was kicked back by AEP, but isn't sure if CCO allowed it. Caller has called 
CGOtosee If IGS Ison her account and Is waiting for a call back from them.

Caller says that she can misunderstand things arul has memory issues after her accident, but says that she should have an I 
email from the rep. Caller is primarily saying that she wasn't tdd about the ETF.

Advcalterthat if IGS is on her bill, she can call back to ^ePUCO to have the case investigated. CGO called her durir^ the 
Interstate 6asSupll89:28AM 3001: call, so caller ended call.

uaiier nas loieoo toison i
Calling about Igs

Caller states 2 reps came to his door today (11/29/18) stating that first energy solutions is going bankrupt and dtey 
wanted to switch him back to Igs.

The reps looked at his bill and promised a lower rate if he svritched.
Caller's existing rates was only 0.533.
They gave a rate of .0779.

Caller called Toledo Edison and was advised the reps lied to him about getting a better rate. !
Advised caller of the opt out process.

Caller states the supplier misled and lied to him. C^ler feeb this supplier b deceptive. Caller does not want the supplier 
to do this to anyone else.

0023964 Interstate GasSupOlS 4:27 PM 3001: Caller wants thb investigated.
Called the customer to go over the company response and close. Reached voice mail, left message asking for a return 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 4:27 PM 3001- call. Left hotline number and case ID.
Called the customer to go over the company response and close. Reached voice mal. left message asking for a return call.

Interstate GasSupOlS 4:27 PM 3001: Left hotline number and case 10.
Called the customer to go over the company response and close. Reached voice mail. Left message advising that I had 
received the IGS response, in which the company stated that It trains agents regarding speaking about the First Energy 
Etankruptcy. Advbed that the company has rescinded hb enrollment per his request and has place him on its Do Not 
Solicit Ksts. Advised^atl would close the investigation at thb time. Inwted a call back with any questions about this 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 4:27 PM 3001: matter or any future utiBty concerns, left hotline number and case ID.
I left voicemail explaining company response, the ETF being waived and bill being adjusted.

0024089 Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:53 PM 3001- **ClosIng case
t;

I left voicemail exF^ning company response, the ETF being waived and bill being adjusted.

Interstate Gas Si^OlS 2:53 PM 3001- **Closing case
Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:53 PM 3001: Customer calling back, trans to INV VM with permission.
Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:53 PM 3001: Reviewed customer voieemaB.
Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:53 PM 3001: Left message advising customer to have any customer that b having bsves with utilities to caH the PUCO HI.

customer called, stated she has a complaint against this supplier IGS Energy, she says that this young man came around 
going d2d in Sept 2018 and told her he could give her 8 rate that’s cheaper than Duke Energ/s. she agreed artd signed the 
paperwork he gave her. she says he didn't her a speciHc rate, he just told her It would be cheaper tftan DiAe Energy, 
two weeks ago she spoke with a nasty director or supervisor at IGS who told her to call the PUCO. The your« man who 
came around made it seem Bke he was representing Duke Energy. She called Duke and was told that was incorrect and the 
guy was actually from IGS Energy, When she spoke udth IGS they told her they had to fire the guy. She says the director 
guy was very nasty, hb name may have been Chris. Thb was the second guy she spoke with when she caBed them and he 
just told her to call the PUCO. she had canceled the ser>^ce with IGS but still received charges from them on her bll tNs 
month, the billing period Is for 10/19/18*11/19/18, and dte IGS charges are $96.70 compared to the Duke dtarges of 
$70.61. she is upset by thb and can't afford these additional charges from this supplier.

i advised we can contact the supplier about the contract terms agreed to and the charges.

Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:53 PM 3001- she says they also sent her a $6.16 refund dated 11/13/18 
0024292 Interstate Gas SuplS 11:13 AM 3001: Ed ref

Customer states she has had a CRES provider. Ambit Energy for several years. Customer keeps getting men coming to her 
door wanting to talk about her electric rates. Customer never lets the reps in and had a discussion with IGS arKi advbed 
that she was remaining with Ambit. Customer states a rep came to her door and stated that he was \^th AEP and asked to 
see her dearie bill. She refused to show her bill because she has been told that AEP vt^H never come to her door.
Customer states she called AEP and was told to call AEP. Customer was placed on IGS no solicitation Ibt, but she does not 
know who the most recertt representative was with. Customer woidd like to know how to stop suppliers from soliciting 
service.

Interstate Gas SuplS 11:13 AM 3001:1 advised customer can contact AEP to request to be placed on a no solicitation list.
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An IGS employee named «ichard Hart came by and tc4d them that their prmrfder was being changed as of 95 Of 106
Caller wanted to know if this b true.
Informed him I do not have acct access to verify information. I asked if he provided the rep with any acct Information and 
explained suppliers and misleading marketing being very common 
He did not give them any acct information.

002441$. interstate Gas SuplS 12=10 PM 3001: ItTC to confirm account information and ICB if nec.
Caller states that on 1/10, a door-to-door rep from IGS advised caller that he had been a customer with IGS since 2004 
and It was time to renew. Caller turned rep away and contacted Duke, who verified that caller has not had IGS (Current 
supplier Dynegy). Caller wanted to voice his concern over the deceitful tactics. Advised caller of Oo Not Solicit with Duke.

0024640 Interstate Gas SupllS 9:S4 AM 3001: ICB 
Interstate Gas Sup)19 9:S4 AM 3G01:ON$

Co responded that it will waive the etf for the customer 
Response linked with 2nd account 24S427. (same supplier)

0024841 interstate Gas Sup019 2=46 PM 3001iSentemail to Co as no TPV provided with the response as requested.
Co sent a reply with no TPV

interstate Gas Sup019 2:46 PM 3001: Spoke with sup O.R. Per O.R. IGS has a TPV waiver 
Interstate Gas Sup019 2=46 PM 3001: Dup case- Info all under 248427 case.

Called customer to advise of Co response 
Interstate Gas Sup919 2:46 PM 3001: Advised of name and PUCO hotline number

left message advising customer of Co response.
Interstate Gas Sup019 2:46 PM 3001: This Is dup- Main case is 248427

caiier nas uuxe tor gas ana etecinc.
This Is for the gas,

On Sept 21,2018 and tgs rep came to his door and advised him that his rates would be better than Duke rates. The rep 
advised his rate for gas would be ,S7 and his rate for electric would be .072.

Caller states the contract he now has shows the gas at .S59 and the electric is 0739
Caller states the rep never advised him that he would have suppBer charges. Caller does not think the rep advised him that 
he was In a contract or that there would be an etf.

Caller states that he spoke with a 3rd party but the 3rd party never advised of suppber rates.

On Ian 6,2019- Caller switched to a new supplier and Igs charged him an etf.

Caller states he never received any info (written confirmation) from Igs. He called the supfriier to inquire about tNs on 
Interstate Gas Sup019 2=46 PM 3001: lanuary 16,2019. The supplier sent him his contract.

0024842 Interstate Gat Sup019 3:04 PM 3001- Co responded that they \^ll waive the etf but sending back to Co as no TPV provided 
Interstate Gas Sup019 3:04 PM 3001: Co responded no TPV required-Spoke with D.R per O.R Igs has a TPV waiver.

CaSed Customer/ left vm.
Advised customer that Company will be waiwng the early termination fees for both gas and electric.

Interstate Gas Sup019 3:04 PM 3001- Advised of my name/ PUCO hotline number 
Left vm for customer of Co response.

Interstate Gas Sup019 3:04 PM 3001: Advised customer that Co will be waiving the early termination fees for both gas and electric 
caiier nas uuxe ror gas ana eiectnc.
This is for the electric.

On Sept 21,2018 and Igs rep came to his door and advised him that his rates would be better than Duke rates. The rep 
advised his rate for gas would be .57 and his rate for electrtc would be .072.

Caller states the contract he now has shows the gas at .559 and the electric Is .0739
Caller states the rep never advised him that he would have supplier charges. Caller does not think the rep ad\dsed him that 
he was in a contract or that there would be an etf.

Caller stales that be spoke with a 3rd party but the 3rd party never adtdsed of supplier rates.

On Jan 6,2019- Caller switched to a new supplier and igs charged Mm an etf.

Caller states he never received any Info (wiilten confirmation) from Igs. He called the supplier to Inquire about this on 
Interstate Gas Sup019 3:04 PM 3001: January 16,2019. The supplier sent him his contract.

IGS- Someone at her door and stated they were her account manager of her energy. Stated a company is putting their 
name on her gas bill. Requested to see gas and electric bilk. Thought she was representing CGO, even though she stated 
she was with IGS and vrore her badge. Vi/as aggressive to sign her ipad but did not siffi. The advised rate of $0.59 fixed.

Rep stated they are updating accowits to make sure a customer Is not being scammed by another company. She never 
informed the customer she would be switching supplier.

Cust asked that PUCO alter customers about this.

Cust requested we do not provide her Information to the company.

Spoke with Clr>dl M. Stated we can inform IGS about the situation but cannot request to be removed from any 
solicitations.

0024982<lnterstate Gas Sup0191:20 PM 3001: Informed cust we can open invest without providing info but would not be removed from their solicitations. 
Interstate Gas Sup0191:20 PM 3001: IGS stated they will speak with their agents that are in the customers area.



Santanna Natural Gas Corporation 
Case No. 19-362-GE-CSS 

Motion for Protective Order Against IGS Energy
Interstate Gas Sup0191:20 PM 3001: spoke with <u$t: IGS stated they will speak with their agents that are in the customer's area. Attachment D
Interstate Gas SupD191:20 PM 3001: called to close, see comments Page 96 of 106

-caller says back In July 2018, a door2doof rep (Beverly) came to his door staling she can save him money each month on 
his electric bill
•caller says he never saved him a dime, hte electric bills are around $300 a montt) • when before they ranged from $240 to I 
$2S0 a month
•caller says he enrolled at a rate of 6.6 for 3 yrs, which was suppose to be cheaper than OP&L's rate 
•caller says DP&L's rate was S.S and went down to S.4 
•caller says IGS lied to himll
•caller says in order for him to cancel IGS he win have to pay an ETF of $99 each for his Vectren & DP&l accts 
•caller was advised that the PUCO can contact the company about their marketing tactics, etc...
•in the meantime, caller has Internet access» was advised on how to access EnergyChoiee Ohio website to shop-n- 
compare current rate o^ers

0025060 Interstate Gas Sup0191:37 PM 3001: -case if and timeline provided for future reference
SPOKE WITH CUSTOMER TO CIOSC

Interstate Gas Sup0191:37 PM 3001: verified they waived E'^ and cancelled contracts.

IGS Energy/CGO
•on Friday. Feb 1st • caller was visited by a rep from <GS Energy, iMto said that CGO illegally switched her user and wanted 
to see a copy of her CGO bill
•caller says she declined the person's offer, and instead, she contacted her city, who stated that the company had no 
permittosolicit in the city of Sheffield lake, OH
•caller says the City told her that these subnets must have a permit in order to go door2door in the neighborhoods of 
^effieid lakes
-in addition, caller contacted CGO and learned that her acct was not switched at
-caller says she just want to report what happened, and she don't want to be contacted by IGS Energy ever again 
•caller was advised that the PUCO will contact supplier and reque^ that they cease any and all marketing tactics with her 
•caller says that will be Great, and no need to call her back, once this Is handled 

002509$InterstateGasSup7198:21M«1 3001: -invited callback, if necessary
Made company aware of the reps actions. The customer stated in notes taken on 2/4/19 that a call back was not >
necessary, just wanted to make sure the company is made aware of what was going on. I have received response and 

Interstate Gas Sup719 8:21 AM 3001: closing case. j

Made company aware of the reps actions. The customer slated In notes taken on 2/4/19 that a call back was not 
necessary, just wanted to make sure the company is made aware of what was going on. I have received response and |

Interstate Gas 5up719 8:21 AM 3001: closing case. |

Caller Is son. !

His parents are elderly and were talked into a very high rate. Electric was .0531 for electric and gas was .799 for gas for 35 
months. He did not think that was a good offered and cancelled, but he is concerned for some of the oUier elderly people 
in the community who were also most likely contacted.

002S104- Interstate Gas Supl9 11:27 AM 3001: Advised I would not his concerns.
Interstate Gas 5upl9 11:27 AM 3001: Advised I would not his concerns.

Caller is son.

His parents are elderly and were talked into a very high rate. Electric was .0531 for electric and gas was .799 for gas for 36 
months. He did not think that was a good offered and cancelled, but he is concerned for some of the other elderly people 
in the community who were also most likely contacted.

0025105 Interstate Gas Supl911:36 AM 3001: Advised I would not his concerns.
Interstate Gas Supl9 11:36 AM 3001: Advised I would not his concerns.

Wayne tr 2930 losantirldge4S213 5137319069wtrier@clnd.rr.com Igs came to door today, said the IGS rep said the 
customer was currently IGS as a supplier, which cafler does not. Caller did not provide bil, and told rep not the account 
holder so he left. Today at 11:30am 
Rep had no badge, but did have the IGS jacket.

0025138 Interstate Gas Sup0191:54 PM 3001: advised caller would reach out toco and let them know and document compfaint.

CO response:
IGS did have an agent In the area. Our agent Is very sure he wore his IGS badge.

The agent stated the adied to see the bill to verify who the current si^plier was not that IGS was the currently supplier. 

The agent wKI not visit the home again.

Interstate Gas 5up0191:54 PM 3001- called customer IVM to close. 
Interstate Gas Sup0191:54 PM 3001: LVM to close.
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Page 97 of 106

Customer signed up with IGS 11/2 years ago, and claims the representative advised she should lock in at that time 
because rates would be increasing. The customer feels the Representative was very persuasive, and appeared to know 
what they were talking about.

Customer current contract exi^res 12/2020 - Rate $4.28MCF ($99 early cancellation penalty)

Customer received a notice from NRG energy offering a fixed rate of $2.89/Mcf • no contract/fee's.

Customer feels the supplier purposely proWded misleading information to solicit her business. The customer feels the 
suwlier took advantage of her, and now she's paying more than what the current market is offering.

0025153. Interstate Gas Supll9 9:53 AM 3001;
Caller calling for K.M 
K.Mnot aval

Interstate Gas Sup)19 9:53 AM 3001; Caller has questions about the message-Wants to leave a message* Transferred to vm
Called the customer back and she just wanted to say that she was mislead and wanted to share that vwth me.

Interstate Gas Supll9 9:53 AM 3001:Advisedthat she may have been mislead by the marketer, but the contract and/or TPV stated what she agreed to.
Called and left a message wHh the customer and advised her that she agreed to both gas and electric at different times 

Interstate Gas Sup319 9:53 AM 3001: and both have a 99.00 ETF that she wiD be billed, 
umio toison Acct0nOOO8434737

Supplier comi^aint • IGS Energy

Customer signed up with IGS 11/2 years ago, and claims the representative advised she should lock in at that time 
because rates would be increasing. The customer feeh tiie Representative was very persuasive, and appeared to know 
what they were talking about.

Customer current contract expires 04/2020 • Rate $6.29Kwh ($99 early cancellation penalty)

Customer received a notice from NRG erse^ offering a fixed rate of $$0.49Kwh/Mcf • no contract/fee's.

0025154 Interstate Gas Supl910:03 AM 3001*

Customer feels the supplier purposely provided misleading information to solicit her business. The customer feels (he 
supplier took advantage of her, and now she's stuck paying more than the current market is offering.

Called and left a message with the customer and advised her that she agreed to both gas and electric at different times 
and both have a 99.00 CTF that she will be billed.

Interstate Gas Supl910:03 AM 3001- COMPANY RESPONSE ON CASE 0CO2S1538.
00253S3 Interstate Gas $up319 9:39 AM 3001; discussed IGS offer from D2D sales person

Caller says he completed a TPV call but titere was no mentksn of gas or electric rates. He )ust agreed to pay $14.95 per 
Interstate Gas Supll9 9:39 AM 3001; month for inside wire and gas & water pipeline insurance. States he would cancel 

002S421 Interstate Gas Supl910:06 AM 3001: Customer will call back when she has the representatives name.
The customer will cal back with the salesperson's name, who provided misleading information.

The customeriscalingto voice her concerns regarding a home visit from a representative with IGS Energy. The 
Representative informed the customer they were already her energy supplier, and It was only a renewal for (he existing 
contract. The customer signed up, but upon reviewing her electric bill later that evening, she noticed her current surlier 
was Dynegy Energy, Not IGS. The customer contacted Duke Energy, which was able to successfully cancel the agreement, 
also advised the customer the rate wltit IGS was more expensive Uian she was currently paying with current supplier 
Dynegy Energy.

The customer wanted to voice her opinions, and would like to see the salesperson h^ accountable for providing 
misleading Inform^m.

I provided my name
Interstate Gas Supl910:06 AM 3001* Icb 
Interstate Gas Supl910:06 AM 3001: Icb.

Customer called back to inform us that the reps name b
fames Covington
Mobile 513-908-6745
Office 800-2Sa4474
Email james.covtngton€>igs.com
TitieHECTeamlead

Agent 01602128
600 Meijer Or Suite 100

IntersUte Gas Supl910:06 AM 3001; Florence, KY 41042 
Interstate Gas Supl910:06 AM 3001: VM full.
Inter$tate6assupl910:06AM 3001;VMfull

Interstate Gas Supl910:06 AM 3001; IM informing co addressed the reps behavior, confirmed there is no pending enrollment and placed her on DNS list. ICO.
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Caller i$ contacting on behalf of daughter. Caller states she had enrofled with IGS in 12/11 for both A£P and <}9g|^Qr98 Of 106 
behalf of daughter. Caller states diat she was advised b/ IGS rep (Samantha Galvin 419-908-2694) that she had to enroll 
with a supplier. Caller now states that two weeks ago. another rep from Nordic came by on 2/4 (Javon Jefferson 248-78S- 
8997). Caller did advise Nordic rep that there was an ETF with IGS. Caller was advised by Nordic rep to contact her. Caller 
had enrolled with Nordic for both utilities. On 2/25, caller received notice of ETF from IGS for $99. Caller contacted Nordic 
rep and was advised that she does not have to pay the ETF. Advised caller of misleading info from both. Caller is locking to 
cancel out of IGS's ETF and then decide to go with Nordic or go with the utility. Advised caller of investigative process.

Caller did state that she is on a three month intro offer with Nordic. Advised caller to contact Nordic rep to let her kttow to 
002SS27 Interstate Gas Sup019 4:18 PM 3091: let Intro rate run its course.

LM advising there Is no IGS enrollment for the electric,
Interstate Gas Sup019 4:18 PM 3001- ICB.

LM advislrtg there Is no IGS enrollment for the electric.
Interstate Gas Sup019 4:18 PM 3001: ICB.

Caller states that she had received vm's from DP and was looking for guidance as where to go from Utere and that 
because she was deceived she should not have to pay ETF. Advised caller that PUCO is not obligated to force waiving of 

Interstate Gas Sup019 4:18 PM 3001: ETF. Caller is requesting to speak with OP. Transferred call
Customer upset about die Nordic rep telling her she had to select a supplier and me telling her she doesn't.
11nformed her that the rep saying that to her while not being recorded would be difficult to prove and the co would Iftely 
deny this. Before I could finish explaining the true Information she needs about suppliers she said her daughter was there 
with her when the rep said it. I asked her if I could continue and she said I was being rude. I told her to please continue 
then and she said we're clearly not going to get along and asked for a supervisor.

Interstate Gas Sup019 4:18 PM 3001: Xfrd to Militza.

Caller is contacting on behalf of daughter. Caller states she had enrolled with IGS in 12/11 for both AEP and CG on her 
behalf of dau^ter. Caller states that she was advised by IGS rep (Samantha Galvin 419-908-2694) that she had to enroll 
with a supplier. Caller now states that two weeks ago, another rep from Nordic came by on 2/4 (Javon Jefferson 248-78S- 
8997). Caller did advise Nordic rep that there was an ETF with iGS. Caller was advised by Nordic rep to contact her. Caler 
had enrolled with Nordic for both utilities. On 2/2S. caller received notice of ETF from IGS for $99. CaOer contacted Nordic 
rep and was ad\4$ed she does not have to pay the ETF. Advised caller of misleading info from both. Caller is looking to
cancel out of IGS's ETF and then decide to go with Nordic or go with the utility. Advised caller of investigative process.

Caller did state that she is on a three month intro offer with Nordic. Adidsed calier to contact Nordic rep to let her know to 
0025528 Interstate Gas Sup019 4:32 PM 3001: let intro rate run Its course.

Spoke to Ms Yount about her Issues with suppDers. She feels very strongly that IGS misled her by saying that they were 
with Dominion and that she had to choose a supplier. Wanted to know what else she can do. Advised she could file a 
formal complaint but that we would reach back out to IGS to see if there was anything else to be done before going that 
route.

Customer also says was given Incorrect info by Nordic. Says (heir rep advised her there would not be an ETF. Says she 
talked to original sales rep who told her to call us to have us fix it. Advs to call Nordic customer service and get back to us 
on what they say. We will open a case for Nordic.

Interstate Gas Sup019 4:32 PM 3001: Also told her she should reach out to Dominion lo find out who Is on her bill and what her options are.
Customer upset about the IGS rep telling her she had to select a supplier and me telling her she doesn't.
I informed her that the rep sayirtg that to her wNIe not being recorded would be difficult to prove and the co would likely 
deny this. Before I could finish explaining the true Information she needs about suppliers she said her daughter was there 
with her when the rep said it. I asked her If I could continue and she said I was being rude. I told her to please contiraie 
then and she said we're dearly not going to get along and asked for a supervisor.

Interstate Gas Sup019 4:32 PM 3001: Xfrd to Militta.
LM Informing of IGS contract clearly stating the $99 ETF which I have no authority to require them to remove. CauUoned 
her that her 3 mo contract vrith Nordic will go variable if she doesn't cancel or select a new contract and variable rates are 
not regulated so they can be quite literally anything. Informed her she can't believe everything suppliers say and they 
certainly cannot speak on another co's contract to say they don't have to pay the ETF.

Interstate Gas Sup019 4:32 PM 3001: ICB.
LM informing of IGS contract clearly stating the $99 ETF wNch I have no authority to require Uiem to remove. Cautioned 
her that her 3 mo contract with Nordic will go vadable if she doesn't cancel or select a new contract and variable rales are 
not regulated so they can be quite literally anything. Informed her she can't believe everything suf^llers say and they 
certainly cannot speak on another co's contract to say they don't have to pay the ETF.

Interstate Gas Sup019 4:32 PM 3001-ICB.
Caller states that she had received vm's from OP and was looking for guidance as where to go from there and that 
because she was deceived she should not have to pay ETF. Advised caller that PUCO Is not obl%ated to force waiving of 

Interstate Gas Sup019 4:32 PM 3001: ETF. Caller is requesting to speak with DP. Transferred call.
Informed Ms. Yount that I reached out to both IGS and Nordic regarding the ETF. IGS Is refusing to waive the ETF and I 
have no authority to require them to do so as it was in tiie TPV and contract terms ar>d conditions. Nordic states they do 
not cover ETF's and wiUiout proof I have no way of requiring them to do so. She asked even with her having her cfdd as a 
witness? Informed her It would have to be actual proof such as something In writing or recorded. She said shell just seek 

Interstate Gas Sup019 4:32 PM 3001: legal action.
0025S90 Interstate Gas Supl910:26 AM 3001; ICB

Customer calling about supplier optiorts. Customer states that a rep from IGS came and signed her up. Customer was 
with NOPEC and now doesn't know what rate she signed up for with IGS and feels diat she was taken advantage of.
Customer said IGS rep led her to believe they were with CE. Advised customer to call IGS and check rate she was signed 
upforandsee if ifsbetterthanNOPEC. Cost knows she has 7 days to cancel. Bep signed her up on 2/26. Invited can 

Interstate Gas Supl910:26 AM 3001: back.
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Rep from IGS showed up at door, she told rep she was not Interested. Told her he would come back in two rr^)0g$^[9 of 1Q6 
did not get name. Caller states on tablet had picture of her bill on tablet. Caller states not sure what day but was in the 
mortth of feb. Caller would like to know why they had her bill and to add to their do not solldc list C:51360S9386 / H:531- 
731-3330

Sending to Investigation.
0025C04 Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:S5 PM 3001: advised of case number and time frame.

Interstate Gas Sup019 2:S5 PM 3001: Response letter mailed to consumer March S, 2019.
0025648 Interstate Gas Supll9 9:41 AM 3001: ICB

Customer calling about IGS. Got a call from IGS regarding supplier options. Customer signed up with IGS and feels like she 
was mislead by IGS and had to spend the morning getting back with her supplier MYChoice. Customer wanted to register 

Interstate Gas Sup319 9:41 AM 3001: complaint. The rep Mrith IGS was Brittney Twity. Customer did get the canc^ation complete with KSS. Invited call back.
The customer stated that he singed up with KSS a while ago. He realized his bill was hl^er in December and he called 
Duke on 12-31-18 to cancel. IGS called him on 1-2-19 and came to his home 3 times that week after he was removed. He 
feels there were hidden fees and he was billed different rates. He was mislead In regards to die rate and him savir^ '
money.

He then said he does not feel he should get billed past 12-31-18 and not 1-2 billing cycles, and he wants to be 
compensated for those charges.

Advised that If his contract cancelled and his bill went variable, he will be responsive If that is how the contract was 
002S821'Interstate Gas Supl911:37 AM 3001: worded and It does take 1-2 billing cycles to cancel. He can call Duke to determine when his last date.

The customer said he already spoke to the company and they are cancelling him and not charging die ETF. They also !
Interstate Gas Supl911:37 AM 3001: agreed that the agent was not doing his/her job properly, per customer.

The customer stated that he singed up with IGS a while ago. He realized Ns bill was hi^er In December and he called !

Duke on 12-31-18 to cancel. IGS called him on 1-2-19 and came to his home 3 times that week after he was removed. He | 
feels there were hidden fees and he was billed different rates. He was mislead In regards to the rate and him savir^ 
money. I

I

He then said he does not feel he should get billed past 12-31-18 and not 1-2 billing cycles, and he wants to be j

compensated for those charges. I

Advised that if his contract cancelled and his bll went variable, he will be response If that is how the contract was 
0025822 Interstate Gas Supl9 11:48 AM 3001: worded and it does take 1-2 billing cycles to cancel. He can call Duke to determine when his last date.

Interstate Gas SuplS 11:48 AM 3001: customer called back to speak with K.M., completed transfer to K.M. vm.
Spoke to the customer and advised that the company did end service with turn as of 2-8 and ETF was waived. He said they 

Interstate Gas Supl911:48 AM 3001: used unprofessional soliciting techniques and he knows that is why they agreed to waive the fees.
Customer calling about IGS. Customer was told that he was going to save money. Asked the custorrter what did they 

0025948 Interstate Gas Sup019 2:38 FM 3001: promise him. line dropped the call.
Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:38 PM 3001: call dropped

cust stating IGS keeps calling her
they told her hey were already her supplier and If she doesn't agree they will charge her an etf $150. 
oust then told them thats not correct and to take her off their call list but they called right back, 
cust stating she doesn't have igs and she confirmed mth aep
cust wants suppliers to stop calling her and wants to report igs a man called 3/19 from 2 different numbers 740125693S 
and 7404491826
adv cust to opt out of information sharing with aep and adv of national do not call list 
adv cust of investigation process 

0025983' Interstate Gas Sup019 3:S4 PM 3001: icb
Interstate Gas Sup019 3:S4 PM 3001: IGS will add the customer to our DNS list.
Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:54 PM 3001: called to close, see comments
Interstate Gas Sup019 3:54 PM 3001: Spoke with cust: IGS will add the customer to our DNS list.

IGS just knocked, claimed to be agents for the state of ONo. askedlf i wasamr. cook. Wanted to see my bill and then I 
knew It was a scammer trying to switch over my utilities, he gave some stupid excuse and i sent him on his wand and 
looked up IGS. I do not remember Ms name but did look at the IGS Id he had. We have signs up for no solicitors also, we 

0026027 interstate Gas Sup0191:21 PM 3001: live in colonial oaks mobile home community.

Interstate Gas Sup0191:21 PM 3001: Corrected case coding. Email comments state that the supplier said they were agents of the state of ohio, not utility...
Interstate Gas Sup0191:21PM 3001: IGSdoeskeep track of the area our agent sale in. IGSdoesrtot show agent In this area.

Per ph conv w/eust., advd the purpose of the call. He asked when the email would have been sent. Advd March 21.
Cust wanted to know the email address, which I provided. He said that is his email address, but he has no recollection of 
sertding it.
Advd Tm simply trying to follow up and if he cfldn't send it, no problem.
He wanted to know what this is In regards to, which 1 advised him.
I advd the follo<Mng info.
IGS keeps track of the area that their agents are soliciting in.
IGS rpts Uiat they do not show agents In this area.
Their agents are Instructed to follow ONS signs when/lf posted.
Their agents should be introducing themselves and that they are from IGS and the reason being there.
He said he'll look, but he doesn't recall any of this. He wanted to know if I wanted a call back and I advised him its not 
necessary and that I'll note the record.
Advd if after eking Ms sent box and he didn't send the email, he may want to take measures on his end to change 
password/emall address, but PUC wouldn't look into anythhig like that.

Interstate Gas Sup0191:21 PM 3001: He said ok, he appreciates the calf, but he doesn't recall any of this. Advd cIs case.
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Per ph conv w/cust., advd the purpose of the caFI. He asked when the email would have been sent. Advd 
Cust wanted to know the email address, which I provided. He said that Is his email address, but he has no rec^ 
sending it.
Advd I'm simply trying to follow up and if he didn't send it, no prablem.
He wanted to know what this is in regards to, whkh I advised him.
I advd the following htfo.
IGS keeps track of the area that their agents are soliciting In.
IGS rpts that they do not show agents in this area.
Their agents are instructed to follow DNS signs when/if posted.
Their agents should be introducing themsdves and that they are from IGS and the reason being tisere.
He said he'll look, but he doesn't recall any of this. HewantedtoknowifI wanted a call back and I advised him its not 
necessary and that I'll note the record.
Advd if after eking his sent box and he didn't send the email, he may want to take measures on his end to change 
password/email address, but PtIC wouldn't look Into anything like that.

Interstate Gas Sup0191:21 PM 3001: He said ok, he appreciates U>e call, but he doesn't recall any of this. Advd cis case.

The customer is calkng to file a compk’ant regarding IGS energy. (GSusedto be the customer's suppSer which ended in 
04/2017. The customer received a letter from IGS on 03/21/2019, stating "her contract was ending and advised she 
contact them for more Information, or simply mail the postcard back to keep their existing fixed rate ".

The customer kept all of her records and reviewed her lulling, which confirmed she had chosen a new supplier In 04/2017, 
and is happy with her current supplier. The customer feels tite supplier's marketing practices are poor, and wanted to 
report their actions to the PtlCO. The customer b concerned as the elderly community may not fuRy understand their 
misleading marketing strategies and enrofl into something that may cost them more mortey

Inwtation number from the mailer - 6S91gs 111917

0026081 Interstate Gas Sup019 3:46 PM 3001- The customer Is requesting we investigate, I pro^4ded the case number, I provided my name, Icb
Rc'd the following Info. Stilt waiting for previously requested info.

IGS purchased the acet form DIP Energy.
Co. provided the Renewal letters mailed 
IGS shows no reewd of her calling to cancel.
-If she went with a new supplier IGS vrould have automaticaliy been removed from her acet.
•IGS does not show a drop notice being settt to IGS from the utflity.

Interstate Gas Sup019 3:46 PM 3001: *11ie acet is now being removed from IGS.
states snenas just a question, tiuysaiotnat newasw/ius, nusoanosigneoon. uaner states tneynesaiotneycouKi stay 
w/OE. but looked at the bIH and said it was too hi^. The guy was also talking about an Irt home insurance plan. Caller is 
saying she's not sure If this was the right deebion for them. Agent took credit card info from her husband, said it had 
something to do w/pipes and Inside wiring, will fix anything that goes wrong inside the house...
The ager^t took hu^ands credit card number and s^d he'd be charging $7.SQ/mth, agent said this would be charged to the 
husband'seredit card today... but didn't leave them w/any info about this.
Caller has been up sick all night, can't hardly see...
Agents name Is Robert Hartman.
Cust is now saying the acet is on PIPP, which she told the agent this.
Caller Is hoping to cancel out of all of thb, even though the agent said that the rate would be lower. Then agent said ttiat 
they can stay on PIPP. it's unknown if the agent enrolled the gas acet., but caRer is concerned about the agent having 
their credit card Info.

Spoke to C.C on escalation line. Not avrare of the home warranty program either being offered by IGS.

00261$!'Interstate Gas Sup0191:47 PM 3001:***lfound the following email about IGS having a TPV waiver ..
The customer is calling to speak with CM. I informed the customer CM opened the irwestigation, and CC Is her 
investigator. The customer received a cafi from Emily at IGS, which informed their representative was not trained 
properly, and assured the customer that ttieir agreement has been canceHed, and the $7.50 will be refunded to the credit 
card. The customer Is nervous, and does not want to lose her PiPP because the salesperson was not trained jrroperly, and 
provided misleading informatiort.. I informed the customer i would provide this information to CC, and she can expect a 

Interstate Gas Sup0191:47 PM 3001: callback within 10 business days. I provided my name, Icb.
Interstate Gas Sup0191:47 PM 3001: Attempted to contact Mrs. Ricosky at NIQ, line rang busy. Pending to re*try call.

Attempted to contact Mrs. Ricosky to confirm IGS cancelled the enrollment and refunded the charge for the line 
Insurance. Male who answered disconnected the line after I provided my name and Uiat 1 am from the PUCO. Pending to 

Interstate Gas Sup0191:47 PM 3001: send tetter.
Interstate Gas Sup0191:47 PM 3001: Response letter mailed to consumer April 8,2019.

customer called, says he signed up with IGS today and thought Uie rate would be lower, he reviewed his bill and saw they 
00262SS' Irtterstate Gas Sup019 2:34 PM 3001: signed him up for a rate that is higher. I advised he would need to call IGS to car>cel. 

lntersUteGasSiv019 2:34PM 3001: RTC
The customer stated he spoke to Amanda Roy wittt R3S In Nov 2018 and she promised him a savings. IGS said (hey have 
since fired the agent due to her not giving proj}er Information. IGSpromIsed they would remove the 100.00 ETF, but have 
not.

0026321 Interstate Gas Sup0191:16 PM 3001: Advised that PUCO would contact IGS regarding the ETF
LM ONVMTOaOSE

Interstate Gas Sup0191:16 PM 3001: explained IGS waived ETF icb
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Motion for Protective Order Against IGS Energy 
t9iierst3te$aniij»agentiust came toner gooranotoignerutainer gas ana etecuic accounts were enroueatAttast^ment D
Energy (Gas] and NOPEC without her knowledge or permission and that IGS Is a more reputable company. h& n/:>
then told her to call the PUCO to verify this. rage ILTI OT lUO

Caiter states her husband handled the utility accounts and he passed away recently. She wants to know what "ratings"
Direct Energy and NOPEC have and how she was enrolted and if the IGS agent is telling her the truth. She wants the PUCO 
to check her account. When I asked if she is trying to cat! a utility, she said no but she wants to know if I fourtd her record.

Advised caller i wasn't party to the IGS sales conversation so I can't say u^y the agent told her to call the PUCO but the 
PUCO does not have access to customer accounts. If she doesn't ktww how the accts were enrolled by her hu^and she 
can call the suppliers directly. Briefly explained gov agg, she states she doesn't understand It. Advised she can check 
NOPEC website for electric offers or contact the NOPEC supplier to find out what offer her electric account is on.

0026356 Interstate Gas SupOlS 4:20 PM 3001: Regarding ratings, the PUCO doesn't give ratings for suppliers. Direct Ertergy and NOPEC (NextEra) are certified by the 
Interstate Gas Sup019 4:20 PM 3001: Referred to suppliers for Info regarding what her husband enrolted the accounts in.

me customer is caning to me a compliant regaroing interstate uas auppiy.

Misleading Information

Agent: Tim Tredway 
Agent Number: 110099739374

4/6/2019 • A representative from IGS went to the customer's home to sign her up for their program. The customer 
refused to speak with the representative, but the representative was aggressive, and insisted he was with Ohio Edison and 
explained he was only Uiere because her current contract was expiring, and she would be placed on a MVR and lose her 
fixed rate.

The customer was on the SSO with Ohio Edison.

The customer signed up, as the representaUve appeared to be legitimate, but after he left, she contacted Ohio Edison, 
0026364 Interstate Gas $upl910:01 AM 3001: which informed the representative was not with their company, and was indeed an independent contractor for IGS. The

I called customer and advised that the customer enrolled In a fixed rate for electric service with IGS on Saturday April 6, 
2019 after speaking with Tim Treadway. A cancellation request was received on April 10 and service will not begin with 
IGS. No evidence of misleading Information was fourtd. however the customer's comments have been noted. I advised 
that the PUCO keeps supplier complaints so if a pattern of similar complaints are discovered than further action can be 
taken.

Interstate Gas Supl910:01 AM 3001: Customer thanked LLfor information.
The customer enrcMIed In a fixed rate for electric service with IGS on Saturday April 6,2019 after speaking wiUi Tim 
Treadway, A cancellation request was received on April 10 and service will not begin uHth IGS. No evidence of misleading 

Interstate Gas Supl910:01AM 3001:informationwasfound, however the customer's comments have been noted.
Caller states she enrolled with IGS by person who kept coming bad: to her house day after day until she agreed and signed 
up. No TPV was done, she says she was told there Is no ETF but now she Is being told there is a fee. She thought it was 
one year and she keeps calling and they keep teHing her one more year left, now contract is supposed to be good through 
2020. I exf^lned INV process and time frames.

0026423- Interstate Gas Sup019 4:44 PM 3001: we can verify If valid enrollment was done and T&Cs of contract, ETF and TPV.
I ne customer is or tne senior community, bs years or age.

The customer is calling to file a complaint regarding IGS Energy. The custcmier received a home visit from a 
representative, who claimed to be sent by her gas and electric company, to read the meter.

The representative demanded to to see the customer's utility bills, the customer showed the bills as requested, as thing 
appeared to be legit The conversation continued, TPV started, the customer dams the representative was writing down 
on afHece of paper what to say, yes or no.

The customer heard 16$ energy on the recording, and refused to say yes. The representative was upset, and left the 
property.

The customer is upset, confused, and believes she was scammsd. The customer is requesting we investigate, 1 provided 
the case rKimber, I provided my name, Icb.

0026603'Interstate Gas Sup019 4:03 PM 3001: The customer would Rke to make sure the supplier does not chaise anything. The customer has contacted the utHIty

Interstate Gas Sup019 4:03 PM 3001: Reviewed IGS response. SuppRer was not marketing in Ms. Jamiei's area in April 2019. Pending to contact consumer.
^oke with Ms. Jamiel April 29,2019 and advised IGS says they have not marketed in her area at all in April 2019. ICB if 

Interstate Gas Sup019 4:03 PM 3001- she sees changes on her utility bills.
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Called and spoke wHh Ms. iamie): Advised IGS states they were not in her area at all marketing in April 2(M^^ed -£ U r<c
when the marketing visit happened, she thinks it was the Thursday cr Friday before Easter (Easter was Apri^f;zn9).

Asked if she is sure it was IGS, she states she isn't, that the ID was "down by his belt buckle.* She also states that she was 
on the porch watching the water company repair a leak and saw the sales agent visit other homes before corning to hers.
She states she was on meds and wasn't her spunky self and had gotten up to go inside and die sales agent followed her in.
She states that they went through the process of her talking to someone on the phone and sa^ng "yes* three Hmes but 
she didn't get It right and then when she said no tooneof the questions that is when the salesagentgotup and left her 
home.

Advised IGS does have an enrollment for her, advised her to contact PUCO if she sees a change to her suppliers on die gas 
and/or electric Advised In the future If someone comes to her home and ^e doesn't want to buy what they are seiSng to 
tell them to leave and if they won't then call the pofice.

Interstate Gas Sup019 4:03 PM 3001’ Ms. lamiel thanked me for the call.
imciai auoimssion or a consumer compiaini

Prowder of Electric and Natural Gas

Please Respond Within 3 Bunness Days

CASE 10:00266036 

CUSTOMER. MaryJamiei

ADDRESS; 701 Grant Avenue, Cambridge, Ohio 4372S 

SERVICE ADDRESS; 701 Grant Avenue, Cambridge. Ohio 4372S
0026604 Interstate Gas Sup019 4:18 PM 3001-

me customer IS or me senior community, so years or age.

The customer is calling to Hie a complaim regarding IGS Energy. The customer received a home visit from a representative, 
who claimed to be sent by her gas and electric company, to read the meter.

The representative demanded to to see the customer's utility fains, the customer showed the bills as requested, tNngs 
appeared to be legit The conversation continued, TPV started, the customer dams the representative was vw'iting down 
on a piece of paper vdiat to say, yes or no.

The customer heard IGS energy on the recording, and refused to say yes. The representative was upset, and left ti>e 
property.

The customer is upset, confused, and believes she was scammed. The customer is requesting we investigate, I provided 
the case number, I provided my name, (cb.

Interstate Gas Sup019 4:18 PM 3001: The customer would like to make sure the supplier does not change anything. The customer has contacted the utility 
caiieo ana spoice vyitn ms. jamiei Mprii cu, .lUin:

Advised IGS states they were not in her area at all marketing in April 2019. Asked when the marketing visit happened, she 
thinks It was the Thursday or Friday before Easter (Easter was April 21,2019).

Asked if she is sure it was IGS, she states she Isn't, that the ID was "down by hH belt bu^le." She also states that she was 
on the porch watching the water company repair a leak and saw the sales agent visit other homes before coming to hers. 
She states she was on meds and wasn't her spunky self and had gotten up to go inside and the sales agent followed her In. 
She states that they went through the process of her talking to someone on the phone and saying "yes" three times but 
she didn't get it right and then when she said no to one of the questions that is when the sales agent got up and left her 
home.

Advised IGS does have an enrollment for her, advised her to contact PUCO if she sees a change to her suppliers on the gas 
and/or electric. Advised in Uie future if someone comes to her home and she doesn't want to buy what they are selling to 
tell them to leave and K diey won't then call the police.

InterstateGasSup0194:18PM 3001:
RE: PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF OHIO • CASE 00266036 (ref:_O0DtOGtXt._5O0tOGKw9R.ref | 
HTML Body
http://schemas.mkrosoft.eom/offlce/2004/12/ommr xmln$i>*http.7/www.w3.org/TR/REC-html40*> 
Good Morning,

Do we know when this took place. IGS does not show an agent at her home recently.

Thank You,

Interstate Gas Sup019 4:18 PM 3001: Tara McGraw
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Spoke with consumer April 29.2019 to close companion case. AdvisedherKjS reports they were not marketin^^^pi^^^^t ^ 

Interstate Gas Sup019 4:38 PM 3001-area in April 2019. Page 103 Of 106
RE: PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF OHIO - CASE 0; C026603S (ref:_OOOtOGtXt._SOOtOGKw9R:ref ]
HTML Body
http;//$chemas.mlero$eft.com/office/2004/12/omml'‘ xmlns»''http://www.w3.orgAR/REC-html40'’>
Good Morning,

Igs checked the month of April, and we where not in the area.

Thank you.

Interstate Gas SupD19 4:18 PM 3001r Tara
0026611-Interstate Gas Sup319 9:56 AM 3001; IGS has placed the customer on out DNS kst.

States just rc'd a call from IGS saying she had to choose a supplier... something about an update because she canceled. 
Caller wants to know if she has her same suppler because she knows she didn't make any changes. OE told her to call 
PUCO to make sure that her supplier is the same. IGS said that her supplier had been canceled and wanted to know what 
she was paying.
Caller said that she ended the call w/l6S saying that she had to call DE because she wanted to find out if her suppler was 
cancded somehow.
C^ler said she didn't change anything. She didn't autiiorkze any changes and wants to make sure there b no change. 
Advd caller that the PUCO can look into the deceptive call she Just rc'd from IGS. CaRer states she wants to be added to 
IGS Internal do not c^l/sollcit list. Advd co. time line, gave case number, verified contact H, RT OE at 800'362-7557 to 

lnterstateGasSupll9 9:S6AM 3001; verify if changes have been made or not. ICB 
Interstate Gas Sup319 9:56 AM 30DlMriedcallingcust, answered then disconnected caH. will try back 
Interstate Gas Sup319 9;S6 AM 30CI1- tried calling cust, no answer and no vm. will draft letter 
Interstate Gas Sup)19 9:56 AM 3001; mailed letter to cust, see file

Customer calling r^arding IGS. Cust states rep came to hb door and said they were his gas suppKer and they needed to 
see his bill. Customer did not show the rep the bill, Cust feels IGS rep was tr^g to mislead him. Customer did not get 

0026827 Interstate Gas SupOlS 4:19 PM 3001? the reps name. Advised never show them a Nil. Invited call back.
Interstate Gas Sup019 4:19 PM 3001; iCB

inecuscomenscaiimgroiiiea complaint regaramgius energy, a representative form lus went to tne customer snome 
in 3/2019, the representative informed the customer after reviewing his bill, that their rate was cheaper than what he 
currently had. The customer was on the SCO with Dominion Energy.

Dormnion Account Number' 85000 50716661

IGS Representative name. Daniel Amoroso 
Agent Number:16011028

Rate before signify up 53.99/MCF

Rate after signing up wit IGS 4.74/MCF

The customer feeh the representative with IGS was very misleading, and tied to him regarding the savings he would see.

0042273 Interstate Gas Sup319 9:20 AM 3001: The customer would Hke to switch back to the SCO, I advised he contact Dominion to reciuest the change.
Interstate Gas Sup319 9:20 AM 3001: Discussed co. rsp, advd cIs case.

Per ph conv w/cust, advd co. rsp-.
Cust signed the T&C on March 13,2019. The T&C shows the rate being charged and ETF_.
Cust signed the acknowledgement form regarding the details 
Cust provided Ns email address grvc79ou@gmalLcom 
Fixed Rate of $4.74 per MCF through a period of 36 months 
$99 for Initial Term
Co.’s manager reached out to N'm regarding the sale and the complaint.
The manager advised him that he would cancel the contract and waive the EFT.
He said that was currently sitting on a plane, but he didn't realize that sometimes thb could be a savings to him and 
sometimes not. He now understands. He said the co. did end up taking care of him and waived the ETF. I asked if he had 

Interstate Gas Sup319 9:20 AM 3001: any <|uesHons and he said no, but he does appreciate what the PUCO does. Advd cIs case.
CofoRowup:

The Home Energy Manager spoke with Mrs. Locke, this customer is very aware ofthe program and how it works. 
However every time her usage increase she would like to cancel her contract and fees waived. She asked same tNng 

0049980 Interstate Gas 5up319 9:53 AM 3001; of IGS In 2017. IGS b going to cancel the account waive her fees and add her to our DNS list.
Customer calling about IGS. Customer s^ned up vrith IGS trying to save some money. Customer states she was paying 
0.0739 In Oct and switched to IGS In Nov. at 0.0609 and b now currently paying 0.0739. Customer was told by IGS that 
she has an early termlnatim feeiof 99.00. Opening case to get a copy of contract wiUi IGS to see what the customer 
committed to and If the 99.00 ETf ai^ties on thb contract as the customer appears to have a variable rate based on what 

Interstate Gas Sup319 9:53 AM 3001? she is teKng me. Gave casett Invited caB back.
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corespooM: Attachment D
Attached you will find proof of enfoMmeflt information. Customer enrolled 00 a fixed rate fof 36 mgnth, Of 106
even caSed IGS on Oct 15 after receiving terms in the mailed and asked questions.

IGS has not processed a cancellation, IGS did advised the customer there would be a fee to cartcel. The IGS HEC manager 
Interstate Gas Sup319 9:S1 AM 3001: is trying to reach the customer to review the account.
Interstate Gas Sup319 9;S3 AM 3001: LVM to close. Customer enroled via d2d 10/15, co cancelling, and waving etf, and adding to do not contact list.

0049981 Interstate Gas Supl910:09 AM 3001; see case 499805
Customer feels she was mislead by IGS. Customer was trying to save money on gas and is now paying 0.60900 per cef and 
has never had gas bids this high. Please get copy of contract from IGS to see what customer signed up for and make sure 

Interstate Gas Supl910:09 AM 3001: customer is getting the pricing she was quoted. Gave cased. Itwited caH back.
Interstate Gas Supl910:09 AM 3001: LVM to close. Customer enrolled via d2d 10/15, co cancelHng, and waving etf, and adding to do not contact list

The customer Is calling to file a complaint regarding IGS Energy. A representative went to the customer's home today 
S/1/2019, The customer informed she was not Interested, and claims the representative was very pushy and would not 
leave the property as she requested multiple times, he ignored the customer and kept talking.

The representative offered a rate of 7.2 KWH, and informed the customer, her bill would be cheaper than Ohio Edbon's 
PTCofS0.0S8/KWH.

The customer did not provide arsy account information to the representative.

Representative name: James Covington (Team Lead ]

Agent Number. 1602128

0050029<lnterstate Gas Sup 1912:20 PM 3001: The customer is requesting we investigate, I provided the case number, I provided my name, Icb.
Customer calling because IGS caked and stated that if she didn't renew/enroll vnth them, her services would be 
disconnected. Customer caked CEI and customer is not with IGS. Customer wanted to report IGS for providing misleading 
information. Reps name was Johnathan, invited call back.

He called from 740-S89'1008

Non-Jurisdictionai
Matter

Posed as Utility

0050075' Interstate Gas Sup0191:08 PM 3001: Call backlf 18005893101 
Interstate Gas 5up0191:08 PM 3001: ICB

0022509 Interstate Gas Supl810:32 Mil 3001: Gave ea ff.
Elderly lady. IGS was there and she enrolled for gas. She then rSscovered she was enrolled for a sve plan vwth Igs. Had it 

Interstate Gas SuplS 10:32 AM 3001; cancelled. Not sure about dec. I suggested she call and con6rm.
0021197'Interstate Gas SuplS 12:08 PM 3001: Letter mailed to customer advisii^ IGSwaived the etf due to error in email address.

Caller has a rep who claimed to be from Duke stopped on S/3 and had enrolled caBer (Caller states that he did not go 
through a TPV and signed a document but was not given a copy). Caller had then received a notice from Duke dated 5/4 
advising of switch. Caller did not cancel out until 6/4 (Confirmation number 1776-098$). Caller was advised that he would 
have to pay the $93 ETF. Caller is looking to have this waived since IGS did not go throu^ a TPV nor was given a written 

Interstate Gas SuplS 12:08 PM 3001: contract. Advised caller of Investigative process.
Interstate Gas SuplS 12:08 PM 3001: Letter mailed advising the emnpany sent the proper notifications and followed protocol, no etf will be waived.

Interstate Gas SuplS 12:08 PM 3001-1 contact OR to inquire If the GPS locator aetd time/date stamp provided are the appropriate documentation required. 
Interstate Gas SuplS 12:08 PM 3001:1 called customer, phone rang but there was no answer and no option for voice mail.

OR contacted NR. NR states to request proof of infoimation em^led to the customer and what email address it was sent 
Interstate Gas SuplS 12:08 PM 3001: to as it is a requirement If a TPV is not completed.
Interstate Gas Supl812:08 PM 3001:CaBeriivas lookingtospeak to LLregarding case. Transferred call to IL'svm 

I called customer.

Customer states the email address was wrong.

I advised I addressed the incorrect email address with IGS and they have agreed to waive the ETF.

Customer woutd like a confirmation letter.

Interstate Gas SuplS 12:08 PM 3001:1 advised will send confirmation letter.
Interstate Gas SuplS 12:08 PM 3001-1 mailed letter advising IGS has agreed to waive the etf due to error in email address.
Interstate Gas SuplS 12:08 PM 3001: Customer left voicemail stating the IGS people used the wrong email address to send the Terms and Conditions.

0022896 Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:18 PM 30013 It wasn't IGS. Maybe another company.
■caller says a door2door rep, Eric King, stopped by and when he was asked where he was from he said 'Duke*.
-caller later found out that the rep 1$ with IGS Energy
-caller Is contacting the PUCO to report that the rep told her he was from [Xike, and then he was very rude with her when 
she started asking him questions
•Note: w4ien asked If she enrolled with the supplier » caller says No, why would do that?
-Intake Rep thanked the caller for contacting the PUCO to report that the supf^er posed as a utility
•caller was advised that the local utility companies does not have a need to send their em^oyees door2door about rates,
etc...

-caller was advised that IGS Energy 1$ a 3rd party marketer and is rtot a part of Duke Energy 
•caller says she want to hear back from the PUCO, once contact has been made to the company 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:18 PM 3001: -case If provided for future reference
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Motion for Protective Order Against IGS Energy
iMcrstaW Gas SupOlS 3:18 PM 3001:1 spoke with Ms. Chavers. I told her IGS wasn't in the area. She said it's possible it was another company. Attachment D

Page 105 of 106
Called the customer. Reached voice mail. Advised that I was callir^ to see If she has had any success in getting a copy of 
the police r^ort. Advised that this Is not something the PUCO can do for her. Advised that if I had not heard back from 
her by this Friday, I would assume that her concerns had been addressed and that she no longer needed assistance form 

0023387 IntersUte Gas Supl810:09 AM 3001: the PUCO and that I would close the investigation, left hotline number and invited a caB back.

Customer called with a complaint. She says last night around 6:30 she was Inside her home and a gentleman showed up i 
whBe she had her door open he was standing on her bottom step saying he was with IGS and OEO and he was banging real j
hard on her door. She says that she told him that she’s happy with her supplier and she asked that he leave. He asked why 
won't she hear him out and she felt threateited and because he tried to Intimidate her Into signing up with his company. '
She was in fear and started shaking. He was very angry because she would not listen to him. She says she had to literally j
push Nm back off of her steps. She is 62yrs old and lives alone so she was frightened She called the police and reported 
it She didn't know who he was. She says that he told her he was going to record her being racist because he was a young j 
blackmanarulsheisa white woman. She says he did the same thing to her neighbor, went pounding on her door. The 
police showed up and made him provide two forms of 10, and when he left he told her that he would shut off his gas. She | 
says he was wearing a l^ht-coiored jacket.

I advised we can document the complaint and reach out to the si^pliers about any of their marketers that may have been 
Interstate Gas SuptS 10:09 AM 3001: in that area around 6:30pm. |
Interstate Gas Supl810:09 AM 3001: Called the customer to discuss her complaint. Reached voice mail. Left message asking for a return call. |

Called the customer back to follow up on her efforts to get a copy of the police report She said that it will not be 
available until early next week. She stated that the police wanted the PUCO to request Uie report. She was busy at work. |
1 was in the middle of explaining that I was n't sure that It would be appropriate for the PUCO to make that request as she 
was the complainant when she hung up.

Interstate Gas Svpl810:09 AM 3001: Discussed with RS.
Caller calling for M.C 
M.C not avail

Interstate Gas Supl810:09 AM 3001: Caller wants to leave a message-Transferred call to vm
Called the customer to discuss her case. She says that the company is lying. She was left no paperwork. She repeated the 
story of what happened. She says that she is from Lewisville. Ohio 44641 not Lewisfaurg, Ohio Made the change and 
advised that I would contact the company again. She does not know if there was a police report created Advised that if 
she can obtain a copy and provide to PUCO, it might be helpful if IGS continues to deny having anyone in the area.

Interstate Gas Supl810:09 AM 3001; Provided PUCO fax number and advised that I would be back in touch with her.
Called the customer back and advised of the new company response. She says that the police advised that IGS may not be 
the supplier. She is going to stop by the police department on her way to the grocery store aiKl wiS fax over information 

Interstate Gas SuplS 10:09 AM 3001: later today. She says that she will also check vrith her neighbors.

Called the customer. Reached voice mail. Advtsed that I was calling to see if she has had any success In getting a copy of 
the poke report. Ad\^ed that this is not something the PUCO can do for her. Advised that if I had iwt heard back from 
her by this FrWay. I would assume that her concerns had been addressed and that she no longer needed assistance form 

Interstate Gas Supl810:09 AM 3001: the PUCO and that I would close the investigation. Left hotiine number and invited a call back.

customer caled, stated a month ago some guy came to her door claiming to be from TE and CGO. he totd her that he 
could give her a better rate but ensured her that he was not from a retail supplier, she agreed and he had her sign a tablet, 
she says she just found out that this company IGS Energy ^owed up on her bill this month and they are charging her 
$0.07/kwh, whkh is too high to her. she says she called to cancel this and they told her there would be a $99 ETf. she says 
she did not know she was signing up w^th this company and she did not want to. she doesn't want to continue to pay this 
high rate, she says she has been sick lately and wasn't in the right frame of mind.

0024302 Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:46 PM 3001! i advbed we can contact the company to see if they would cancel her contract and waive the ETF.
Letter mailed to customer advising that she enr^led in gas serMce at a rate of $0.649/ccf for 36 months and electric 
servke at $0.0769Awh for 36 months outside of Walmart on November 27,2018. The gas enrollment was rejected when 
enrollment was submitted. The company contacted the customer after receiving the PUCO complaint to explain the 
program, they agreed to cancel the customer's account and waive the ETF. The account was cancelled before the serwce 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:46 PM 3001: became active on the account and no charges should be received from IGS.
Customer called back and stated that she tried to leave a voice mail for these two account numbers but the voice mail 
'messed up." She asked me to record these numbers:

Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:46 PM 3001:110031461251 (up) 110031461285 (down).
-caRer wants to provide LL with the TE acct tfs

Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:46 PM 3001: •cal routed over vm, per request i

Customer ealBng in regarding this matter. She does not remember getting or seeing the letter. Customer staled that she 
called CGO today and rep told her that IGS was on the bid. She made a $75 payment by check payment. She still owes J
$124. She wants to foHow-up with investigator because she thought that riie would not get blited by 16$. She does rwt >

Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:46 PM 3001: krww which account number Is correct. She thinks it is either 112853710030006 or 112853710020007. |
I

Lthe customer enrolled the electric service on November 15,2018. The service for the accouiK ending In 1285 ended on 
December 19,2018 and the service on the account ending in 1251 ended on December 27,2018. The company agreed to 
re-rate the final bill for account 1251 since the drop request was rwt submitted in a timely manner and resulted in the 
customer receiving another bill from IGS. IGS has sent the customer a check for $5.96 for the difference between what the 

Interstate Gas SupOlS 2:46 PM 3001: utlEty company would have charged and what she was charged. The con^any agreed to waive the ETF.
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I called customer and advised the customer enrolled the electric service on November 15,2018. The serwce ^

account ending in 1285 ended on December 19.2018 and the seivFce on the account ending m 12S1 ended|o)c^^436 Of 
27,2018. The company agreed to re-iate the final bill for account 1251 since the drop request was not submitted In a 
timely manner and resulted in the customer receiving ano^er b3l from IGS. IGS has sent the customer a check for $5.S6 
for the difference between what the utility company would have charged and what she was charged. The company agreed

106

to waive the ETF.

Customer asked If fte gas was cancelled as weS.

I advised the Gas was not enrolled and customer is currently on SCO rate.

Customer states ICS Is stiB solicldng outside of Walmart.

interstate Gas SupOlS 2:46 PM 3001 ■ I advised unless the company has a pattern of numerous w'olations, they are still allowed to solicit service.
0024877'interstate Gas Sup019 3:12 PM 3001 • * sent Initial email *

Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:12 PM 3001: * review company response *
IGS Energy - Kevin Holliday, Territory Mgr
•caller reev'd a visitor (Kevin HoRidav, Territory Mgr} today stating he‘s coming on behalf of Ohio Edison, and want her to 
sign something to update her OE info
•caller refused to open her storm door b/c she believes he is tr^ng to scam her by mis-representing himself just to get her 
enroHed with IGS Energy
•caller Is concerned about her neighbors getting scammed by this rep
-caller says she don't need a call back, just want to report this to the PUCO, and hopefuHy get him stopped.
-caller was advised that her comments will be sent forward for investigations 

Interstate Gas Sup019 3:12 PM 30011 •Inw'led call back, if necessary
Interstate Gas SupOlS 3:12 PM 3001: forward comi^int to IGSenergy

Rep information

Oervdn Daugherty 
Agent #1603136

Customer called to report an bsue where a Representative from IGS Energy came to her home and took a nap on her sofa.

Customer claims the representative usually comes to the property once per month to check her meter out etc., but this 
time, the Representative Just sat on the customer's couch, and went to sleep. The customer was very uncomfortaUe, and 
claims she didn’t know what to do as the man was already In her home.

Customer lives alone, and did not appreciate the representative sleeping In her home.
Quality of Customer
Service 0024992> Interstate Gas Sup019 4:24 PM 3001: Custonser feels the representatives shouldn't be harassing elderly customers as such.

Co response:
IGS spoke to Mrs. Minnich about the below complaint. She stated to IGS that she did not make a claim about our agent 
Oerwin Daugherty checking her meter.

Mrs. Minnich did state Mr. Daugherty did sit down on her couch because he was not feelir^ well and this did make her a 
little uncomfortable. IGS spoke to the agent regarding the

Interaction and explain regardless of the relationship he has with the customer he should have just rescheduled wiUt the 
Interstate Gas Sup019 4:24 PM 3001: customer crossing this line.
Interstate Gas Sup019 4:24 PM 3001: Called customer to close.
Interstate Gas Sup019 4:24 PM 3001: CAIIed to ebse.

customer caBed, says she is tryir^ to update two contacts for their annual report:

first is the fiscal contact for Amy Gilmore; 
her new title Is Chief Financial Officer, 
email address is; amy.gllmore@>igs.com 
for both gas and electric.

second, Tara McGraw should be listed as the Compllartce Manager, for gas and ^ectrlc. and email address stays the same.

Regarding PUCO

Total

002632& Interstate Gas Sup019 2:50 PM 3001: she says this should also apply to the Village of Chickasaw • cert# 13-726E 
Interstate Gas 5up019 2;S0 PM 3001: these were all completed on 4/9 

1879



Attachment E

BEFORE
THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF OHIO

In the Matter of the Complaint of Interstate )
Gas Supply, Inc,, d/b/a IGS Energy, v. )
Santanna Natural Gas Corporation, d/b/a ) CaseNo. 19-362-GE-CSS 
Santanna Energy Services, for Actions in )
Violation of the Ohio Revised and )
Administrative Codes. )

AFFIDAVIT OF KIMBERLY W. BOJKO

I, Kimberly W. Bojko, attorney for Santanna Natural Gas Corporation, d/b/a Santanna 

Energy Services (Santanna) in the above-captioned case, being first duly sworn, deposes and states 

that the following efforts have been made to resolve the differences with Interstate Gas Supply, 

Inc., d/b/a IGS Energy (IGS) as to the unduly burdensome and harassing discovery requests 

propounded upon Santanna by IGS.

1. IGS filed its Complaint against Santanna on February 1, 2019 before the Public 

Utilities Commission of Ohio (Commission), alleging that Santanna and/or its representatives and 

third party vendors acted wrongfully in conducting telephonic solicitations.

2. Since the filing of the Complaint, IGS has propounded three sets of discovery upon 

Santanna.

3. Regarding discovery requests related to direct solicitation, individual enrollments 

not mentioned in the Complaint, and requests seeking broad swaths of information from Santanna, 

Santanna properly objected to the requests as being unduly burdensome and harassing and beyond 

the scope of the Complaint filed by IGS in this proceeding. Santanna objected to responding to 

such burdensome discovery through written objections to discovery responses, multiple 

correspondence with counsel for IGS, and pleadings filed with the Commission.
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4. Santanna also initially produced some information in response to these irrelevant 

requests in hopes of resolving this dispute amicably. Despite all of the objections and efforts to 

resolve the dispute, IGS’ sweeping discovery requests persisted.

5. Specifically, regarding IGS’ First Set of Discovery, IGS filed a Motion to Compel 

responses from Santanna, stating that it does not find Santanna’s objections to be valid and that its 

position is that it is entitled to discovery concerning specific enrollments and direct solicitations 

because it filed a Complaint even though the Complaint did not allege wrongdoing with direct 

solicitations or specific enrollments.

6. By filing a Motion to Compel and through continued, on-going rounds of discovery, 

IGS has established that the differences between the parties regarding the permissible scope of 

discovery will not be resolved.

7. It is evident that reasonable resolution of this discovery dispute will not be achieved 

without the Commission’s intervention. Santanna, therefore, has no other recourse but to file this 

Motion for a Protective Order to protect itself from unduly burdensome and harassing discovery 

requests that continue to be served on Santanna.
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STATE OF OHIO )

) SS:
COUNTY OF FRANKLIN )

The undersigned, being of lawful age and duly sworn on oath, hereby certifies, deposes 

and state the following:

I have caused to be prepared the attached written affidavit for Santanna in the above 

referenced docket. This affidavit is true and correct to the best of my knowledge, information and 

belief.

Further affiant sayeth naught.

amberly W. Bojko, Affiant

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 29‘’* day of July 2019.

( I M


